Statement of Actuarial Assumptions/Methods for the Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local
5 New York Pension Plan’s Special Financial Assistance (SFA) Application
Special Financial
Assistance
Measurement Date

June 30, 2021

Census Data as of

January 1, 2020

Mortality

Actives:

RP- 2014 Blue Collar Employee Sex Distinct Table using scale
MP-2018 improvement from year 2015.

Disabled:

RP- 2014 Disabled Retiree Sex Distinct using scale MP-2018
improvement from year 2015.

Retirees:

RP- 2014 Blue Collar Annuitant Sex Distinct using scale MP2018 improvement from year 2015.

Withdrawal

Table T-5

Disability

SOA 1973 Disability Model XXVI

Retirement Age
Actives

Inactive Vested

Age
55
56
57
58
59
60

Rate
5%
2
2
2
2
15

Age
61
62
63
64
65

Rate
2%
30
5
5
100

Age 65

Definition of Active

A member must have worked 100 or more hours in the year to be included in
the valuation.

Future Employment

148,043 employment units in 2019, declining 3% per year for 10 years (20202029) then declining 1% annually each year after 2029.

Average
Contribution Rate

$6.72

Percent of Actives
electing to have 50%
of contributions
reciprocated to Local
1

100%, this is the same assumption used in the 2020 zone certification.

New Entrant Profile

Age % Male % Female
25
33
0
35
16
0
45
20
0
55
31
0
All new entrants are assumed to have 0 credits when they enter the Plan.

Percent Married

100%

Optional Form
Election

Life Only, this is the same assumption used in the 2020 zone certification.

Age of Spouse

Females are 2 years younger than their spouses.

Net Investment
Return

For SFA Calculation: 5.00%
For Minimum Funding: 5.00%

Administrative
Expenses

$306,000 for 2021 annually, payable at the beginning of the year, increasing
2% per year, with PBGC premiums increasing 35% for the 2031 Plan Year.
The expense assumption is limited to 12% of the Plan’s benefit payments per
PBGC instructions, as the last Plan Year prior to the SFA measurement date,
the Plan’s benefit payments were between $5 million and $50 million.

Rationale for Assumptions
The demographic rates utilized are standard tables that approximate recent historical
Demographic
demographic experience, and adjusted to reflect anticipated future experience and
professional judgment. A comparison of actual vs. expected decrements, and aggregate
liability gain/loss analysis were used to validate the demographic assumptions.
Administrative
Expense and
Employment

The Administrative Expense and Employment assumptions approximate recent
historical experience, and adjusted to reflect anticipated future experience and
professional judgment. When appropriate we include the expectations of Trustees and
co-professionals for these assumptions.

Investment
Return

The investment return assumption is a long-term estimate that is based on historical
experience, future market expectations, and professional judgment. We have utilized
the investment manager’s capital market expectations, and have compared those
expectations with a broader market survey.
The investment return assumption for the SFA calculation used was per PBGC
Regulation 4262.4(e)(1)

Justification for Change in Assumptions
Assumption
Prior Assumption
Administrative Was not considered past
Plan Year of insolvency.
Expenses

Justification
This change in assumption is an extension of
the assumption used in the 2020 zone
certification for years beyond the Plan’s
projected insolvency with an additional
increase in 2031 to account of the increase in
PBGC premiums and incorporates the cap on
expenses as per PBGC instructions.

New Entrant
Profile

A simplified assumption
was used assuming all new
entrants were age 30

Based on the new entrant profile of Plan’s
experience for the last five years. The actual
data used can be seen in the attached
spreadsheet labeled New Entrants 5 21.xlsx

Future
Employment

172,500 employment units
increasing 15% per year.

The previous assumption is no longer
reasonable as a look at the last 10 Plan Years,
excluding 2020 (a Plan Year impacted by
COVID) show the Plan’s employment units
decreased an average of 4.8% per year from
2010 to 2019, see the table below. The new
assumption is an annual decline of 3% per
year starting in 2020 from the actual 2019
employment units for 10 years, and then a 1%
decline each year after.

Average
Contribution
Rate

$6.69, the lower of the two
rates were used to be
conservative with
insolvency in the near
future

Using a weighted average of the two rates
based on the Plan’s population. The
calculation can be seen below.

Assumption Change Supporting Information
Future Employment
The chart below shows over last ten years, excluding 2020 a COVID year, the Plan has seen an
average decline in employment units of 4.78% per year.
Plan
Year
Ending
12/31
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Employment
Units
230,113.3
158,922.9
150,611.2
137,705.6
144,258.3
158,210.3
212,341.9
159,201.9
163,091.9
148,043.4
Geo Avg.
Avg. Decline

Ratio to
Prior Year
0.690629
0.947700
0.914312
1.047584
1.096716
1.342150
0.749743
1.024434
0.907730
95.22%
4.78%

Average Contribution Rate
The Plan is a defined benefit (unit benefit) plan to which employers contributed as follows:

Contribution Rate

Dutchess, Orange,
Sullivan, And Ulster
Counties, Except Tuxedo
Township
$13.39 per hour

Westchester, Rockland, And
Putnam Counties, Including
Tuxedo Township
$13.49 per hour

Effective April 1, 2019 the Plan entered into an agreement with the Pension and Annuity Plan of the
Bricklayers Pension Fund (Local 1 Pension Fund), whereby upon written election, a Plan participant
may designate Local 1 Pension Fund as their supplemental home fund for the purposes of having 50%
of their contributions reciprocated on their behalf to the Local 1 Pension Fund in order to accrue a
pension benefit with the Local 1 Pension Fund. The reciprocal agreement is attached to the application
and labeled Recip Agreement 5 19.pdf.
Recent Plan demographics approximately 50% in each Plan area and we assume 100% of participants
will elect to designate Local 1 Pension Fund as their supplemental home fund and have 50% of the
contribution rate reciprocated to Local 1. The average contribution rate is calculated as follows:
$13.39 x 50% x 50% +$13.49 x 50% x 50% = $6.72

Application Checklist

v20210708p

Instructions for Section E, Item 1 of the Instructions for Filing Requirements for Multiemployer Plans Applying for Special Financial Assistance (SFA):

The Application for Approval of Special Financial Assistance Checklist ("Application Checklist" or "Checklist") identifies all information required to be filed with the
application.
The information in this Application Checklist, and the Application Checklist itself, are uploaded in PBGC's e-Filing Portal by logging into the e-Filing Portal, going to the
Multiemployer Events section and clicking on "Create New ME Filing," and then under "Select a Filing Type," selecting "Application for Financial Assistance – Special.”
Note, if you go to the e-Filing Portal and do not see the option "Application for Financial Assistance – Special," this means that the portal is currently closed and PBGC is
not accepting applications at this time, unless the plan is eligible to make an emergency filing under § 4262.10(f). PBGC’s website at www.pbgc.gov will be updated
when the e-Filing Portal reopens for applications. PBGC maintains information on its website at www.pbgc.gov to inform prospective applicants about the current status
of the e-Filing portal, as well as to provide advance notice of when PBGC expects to open or temporarily close the e-Filing Portal.
General instructions for completing the Application Checklist:
Complete all items that are shaded:
If required information was already filed: (1) through PBGC's e-Filing Portal; or (2) through any means for an insolvent plan, a plan that has received a partition, or a
plan that submitted an emergency filing, the filer may either upload the information with the application or include a statement in the Plan Comments section of the
Application Checklist indicating the date on which and the submission with which the information was previously filed. For any such items previously provided,
enter N/A as the Plan Response.

If a revised application is filed after a denial was received but the application was not withdrawn, the revised application must differ from the denied application only
to the extent necessary to address the reasons provided by PBGC for the denial. For the revised application, the filer may, but is not required to, submit an entire
application. A revised application for SFA must use the same SFA measurement date, participant census data, and interest rate assumption as were used in the plan's
initial application. For all Application Checklist Items that were previously filed that are not being changed, the filer may include a statement in the Plan Comments
section of the Application Checklist to indicate that the other information was previously provided as part of the initial application. For each, enter N/A as the Plan
Response.
If a revised application is filed after an application was withdrawn, the revised application must use the same SFA measurement date, participant census data, and
interest rate assumption from the initial application. Upload only the information that changed from the initial application. For all Application Checklist Items that
were previously filed that are not being changed, include a statement in the Plan Comments section of the Application Checklist to indicate that the information was
previously provided as part of the initial application. For each, enter N/A as the Plan Response.
Instructions for specific columns:
Plan Response: Provide a response to each item on the Application Checklist, using only the Response Options shown for each Checklist
Item.
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Instructions for Section E, Item 1 of the Instructions for Filing Requirements for Multiemployer Plans Applying for Special Financial Assistance (SFA):

Name(s) of Files Uploaded: Identify the full name of the file or files uploaded that are responsive to the Checklist Item. The column
Upload as Document Type provides guidance on the "document type" to select when submitting documents on PBGC's e-Filing Portal.
Page Number Reference(s): For any Checklist Item where only a portion of the submitted document is responsive, identify the page
numbers in the identified document that are responsive.
Plan Comments: Use this column to provide explanations for any Plan Response that is N/A, to respond as may be specifically identified
for Checklist Items, and to provide any optional explanatory comments.
Supplemental guidance is provided in the following columns:
Upload as Document Type: When uploading documents in PBGC's e-Filing Portal, select the appropriate Document Type for each
document that is uploaded. This column provides guidance on the Document Type to select for each Checklist Item. You may upload more
than one document using the same Document Type, and there may be Document Types on the e-Filing Portal for which you have no
documents to upload.
Requested File Naming (if applicable): For certain Checklist Items, a specified format for naming the file is requested.
SFA Regulation Reference: Identifies the applicable section of PBGC's regulation.
SFA Instructions Reference: Identifies the applicable section and item number in PBGC's Instructions for Filing Requirements for
Multiemployer Plans Applying for Special Financial Assistance.

You must select N/A if a Checklist Item # is not applicable to your application. Your application will be considered incomplete if No is entered as a Plan Response for any
of Checklist Items #1 through #47 on the Application Checklist. If there has been a plan merger as described in § 4262.4(f)(1)(ii), you also must provide responses for
Checklist Items #48 through #60 on the Application Checklist. If you are required to provide responses for Checklist Items #48 through 60, your application will be
considered incomplete if No is entered as a Plan Response for any of Checklist Items #48 through #60 on the Application Checklist. All other plans should not provide
responses for Items #48 through #60 of the Application Checklist.
If a Checklist Item # asks multiple questions or requests multiple items, the Plan Response should only be Yes if the plan is providing all information requested for that
Checklist Item.
Note, a Yes or No response is required for the three initial questions concerning whether or not this application is a submission of a revised application, or whether the
plan has been terminated.
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Instructions for Section E, Item 1 of the Instructions for Filing Requirements for Multiemployer Plans Applying for Special Financial Assistance (SFA):

Note, in the case of a plan applying for priority consideration, the plan's application must also be submitted to the Treasury Department. If that requirement applies to an
application, PBGC will transmit the application to the Treasury Department on behalf of the plan. See IRS Notice [NOTICE] for further information.

All information and documentation, unless covered by the Privacy Act, that is included in an SFA application may be posted on PBGC’s website at
www.pbgc.gov or otherwise publicly disclosed, without additional notification. Except to the extent required by the Privacy Act, PBGC provides no assurance
of confidentiality in any information included in an SFA application.
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Application to PBGC for Special Financial Assistance (SFA)
APPLICATION CHECKLIST
Plan name:
Bricklayer and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN:
36-1416355
PN:
001
SFA Amount
Requested:

v20210708p

---------------------------Filers provide responses here for each Checklist Item:------------------------------------------Explain all N/A responses. Provide comments
where noted. Also add any other optional
explanatory comments.

$59,880,146.00
Your application will be considered incomplete if No is entered as a Plan Response for any of
Checklist Items #1 through #47.

Checklist Item
#

Response
Options

Plan
Response

Yes
No

No

Is this application a revised application submitted after a plan has withdrawn its application for
SFA?

Yes
No

No

Has this plan been terminated?

Yes
No

No

1.

Does the application include a fully completed Application Checklist, including the required
information at the top of the Application Checklist (plan name, employer identification number
(EIN), 3-digit plan number (PN), and SFA amount requested)?

Yes
No

Yes

2.

Does the application include an SFA request cover letter (optional)? Enter N/A if no letter is
provided.

Yes
N/A

N/A

3.

Was the application signed and dated by an authorized trustee who is a current member of the
board of trustees or another authorized representative of the plan sponsor?

Yes
No

Yes

SFA Application 5 21.pdf

First page after
cover

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.6(b)(1)

Section D

4.

Does the application include the required penalties of perjury statement signed by an authorized
trustee who is a current member of the board of trustees?

Yes
No

Yes

SFA Application 5 21.pdf

Pg 12

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.6(b)(2)

Section E, Item 6

5.

Does the application include the name, address, email, and telephone number of the plan sponsor?
Does it also include the same contact information for the plan sponsor's duly authorized
representatives, including legal counsel and enrolled actuary?

Yes
No

Yes

SFA Application 5 21.pdf

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.7(a)

Section D, Item 2

6.

Does the application identify the eligibility criteria in § 4262.3 that qualifies the plan as eligible to
receive SFA, and include the requested information for each item that is applicable, as described
in Section D, Item 3 of the instructions?

Yes
No

Yes

SFA Application 5 21.pdf

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.3
§ 4262.7(b)

Section D, Item 3

7a.

If the plan claims SFA eligibility under section 4262(b)(1)(C) of ERISA, does the application
include a certification from the plan's enrolled actuary that the plan is eligible for SFA which
specifically notes the specified year for each component of eligibility (certification of plan status,
modified funding percentage, and participant ratio), the detailed derivation of the modified
funding percentage, and the derivation of the participant ratio?

Yes
No
N/A

n/a

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.6(c)
§ 4262.7(b)

Section E, Item 2

7b.

Does the certification in Checklist Item #7a also identify all assumptions and methods (including
supporting rationale and, where applicable, reliance on the plan sponsor) used to develop the
current value of withdrawal liability that is utilized in the calculation of the modified funded
percentage?

Yes
No
N/A

n/a

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.6(c)
§ 4262.7(b)

Section E, Item 2

Plan Information, Checklist, and Certifications
Is this application a revised application submitted after the denial of a previously filed application
for SFA?

Name of File(s) Uploaded

Page Number
Reference(s)

Plan Comments

Checklist BAC 5

Upload as Document Type

Special Financial Assistance
Checklist

Requested File Naming (if
applicable)

SFA Regulation
Reference

SFA Filing Instructions
Reference

Checklist Pension Plan Name , where
"Pension Plan Name" is an
abbreviated version of the plan name.

§ 4262.6(a)

Section E, Item 1

Financial Assistance Request Letter

pg 5, enrolled
actuary
information on pg
1
pg 5
Plan is eligible due to being in Critical
& Declining Status and is projected to
become insolvent on January 1, 2022
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Application to PBGC for Special Financial Assistance (SFA)
APPLICATION CHECKLIST
Plan name:
Bricklayer and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN:
36-1416355
PN:
001
SFA Amount
Requested:

v20210708p

---------------------------Filers provide responses here for each Checklist Item:------------------------------------------Explain all N/A responses. Provide comments
where noted. Also add any other optional
explanatory comments.

$59,880,146.00
Your application will be considered incomplete if No is entered as a Plan Response for any of
Checklist Items #1 through #47.

Checklist Item
#

Response
Options

Plan
Response

Name of File(s) Uploaded

Page Number
Reference(s)

SFA Application 5 21.pdf

pg. 4

8a.

If the plan's application is submitted on or before March 11, 2023, does the application identify
the plan's priority group (see § 4262.10(d)(2))?

Yes
No
N/A

Yes

8b.

If the plan is submitting an emergency application under § 4262.10(f), is the application identified
as an emergency application with the applicable emergency criteria identified?

Yes
No
N/A

n/a

9.

If the plan's application is submitted on or prior to March 11, 2023, does the application include a
certification from the plan's enrolled actuary that the plan is eligible for priority status, with
specific identification of the applicable priority group? This item is not required if the plan is
insolvent, has implemented a MPRA suspension as of 3/11/2021, is in critical and declining status
and had 350,000+ participants, or is listed on PBGC's website at www.pbgc.gov as being in
priority group 6. See § 4262.10(d).

Yes
No
N/A

Yes

SFA Application 5 21.pdf

10.

Does the application include the information used to determine the amount of requested SFA for
the plan based on a deterministic projection and using the actuarial assumptions as described in §
4262.4? Does the application include the following?
a. Interest rate used, including supporting details (such as, if applicable, the month selected by
plan sponsor to determine the third segment rate used to calculate the interest rate limit) on how it
was determined?
b. Fair market value of assets on the SFA measurement date?
c. For each plan year in the SFA coverage period:
i. Separately identify the projected amount of contributions, projected withdrawal liability
payments, and other payments expected to be made to the plan (excluding the amount of financial
assistance under section 4261 of ERISA and the SFA to be received by the plan)?
ii. Separately identify benefit payments described in § 4262.4(b)(1) (excluding the payments in
(iii) below), for current retirees and beneficiaries, terminated vested participants not currently
receiving benefits, currently active participants, and new entrants?

Yes
No

Yes

Template 4 BAC 5.xlsx

Yes
No

Yes

SFA Application 5 21.pdf

Pg 8

SFA Regulation
Reference

SFA Filing Instructions
Reference

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.7(c)
§ 4262.10(d)(2)

Section D, Item 4

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.10(f)

Section D, Item 4

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.6(c)
§ 4262.7(c)
§ 4262.10(d)(2)

Section E, Item 3

§ 4262.4
§ 4262.8(a)(4)

Section C, Item 4

§ 4262.4
§ 4262.6(c)
§ 4262.8(a)(4)

Section E, Item 4

Plan Comments

Upload as Document Type

The Plan is priority group 1, as it
projected to be insolvent on January 1,
2022.

Requested File Naming (if
applicable)

Projections for special financial
Template 4 Pension Plan Name
where "Pension Plan Name" is an
assistance (estimated income, benefit
payments and expenses)
abbreviated version of the plan name.

iii. Separately identify benefit payments described in § 4262.4(b)(1) attributable to the
reinstatement of benefits under § 4262.15 that were previously suspended through the SFA
measurement date?
iv. Separately identify administrative expenses expected to be paid using plan assets, excluding
the amount owed PBGC under section 4261 of ERISA?
d. For each plan year in the SFA coverage period, the projected investment income based on the
interest rate in (a) above, and the projected fair market value of assets at the end of each plan
year?
e. The present value (using the interest rate identified in (a) above) as of the SFA measurement
date of each of the separate items provided in (c)(i)-(iv) above?
f. SFA amount determined as a lump sum as of the SFA measurement date?
11.

Does the application include the plan's enrolled actuary's certification that the requested amount of
SFA is the amount to which the plan is entitled under section 4262(j)(1) of ERISA and § 4262.4
of PBGC's SFA regulation, including identification of all assumptions and methods used, sources
of participant data and census data, and other relevant information? This certification should be
calculated reflecting any events and any mergers identified in § 4262.4(f).

Pg 9
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Application to PBGC for Special Financial Assistance (SFA)
APPLICATION CHECKLIST
Plan name:
Bricklayer and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN:
36-1416355
PN:
001
SFA Amount
Requested:

v20210708p

---------------------------Filers provide responses here for each Checklist Item:------------------------------------------Explain all N/A responses. Provide comments
where noted. Also add any other optional
explanatory comments.

$59,880,146.00
Your application will be considered incomplete if No is entered as a Plan Response for any of
Checklist Items #1 through #47.

Checklist Item
#

Response
Options

Plan
Response

Name of File(s) Uploaded

Page Number
Reference(s)

SFA Application 5 21.pdf

Pg 5

Plan Comments

SFA Regulation
Reference

SFA Filing Instructions
Reference

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.8(a)(6)

Section D, Item 5

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.5
§ 4262.8(b)(1)

Section D, Item 6.a.

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.5
§ 4262.8(b)(1)

Section D, Item 6.b.

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.5
§ 4262.8(b)(1)

Section D, Item 6.b.

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.8(a)(4)(ii)

Section E, Item 5

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.8(a)(4)(ii)

Section E, Item 5

Upload as Document Type

Requested File Naming (if
applicable)

12.

Does the application include a detailed narrative description of the development of the assumed
future contributions and assumed future withdrawal liability payments used to calculate the
requested SFA amount?

Yes
No

Yes

13.

For plans eligible for SFA under § 4262.3(a)(1) or § 4262.3(a)(3), does the application identify
which assumptions (if any) used in showing the plan's eligibility for SFA differ from those used in
the most recent certification of plan status completed before 1/1/2021? If there are any assumption
changes, does the application include detailed explanations and supporting rationale and
information as to why using the identified assumptions is no longer reasonable and why the
changed assumptions are reasonable? Enter N/A if the plan is not eligible under § 4262.3(a)(1) or
§ 4262.3(a)(3). Enter N/A if there are no such assumption changes.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

14a.

Does the application identify which assumptions (if any) used to determine the requested SFA
amount differ from those used in the most recent certification of plan status completed before
1/1/2021 (except for the interest rate, which is determined as required by § 4262.4(3)(1))? If there
are any assumption changes, does the application include detailed explanations and supporting
rationale and information as to why using the identified original assumptions is no longer
reasonable and why the changed assumptions are reasonable? Does the application state if the
changed assumption is an extension of the CBU assumption or the administrative expenses
assumption as described in Paragraph A “Adoption of assumptions not previously factored into
pre-2021 certification of plan status” of Section III, Acceptable Assumption Changes of PBGC’s
guidance on Special Financial Assistance Assumptions?

Yes
No

Yes

14b.

If a plan-specific mortality table is used for Checklist Item #14a, is supporting information
provided that documents the methodology used and the rationale for selection of the methodology
used to develop the plan-specific rates, as well as detailed information showing the determination
of plan credibility and plan experience?

Yes
No
N/A

n/a

15a.

Does the application include a certification from the plan sponsor with respect to the accuracy of
the amount of the fair market value of assets as of the SFA measurement date? Does the
certification reference and include information that substantiates the asset value and any
projection of the assets to the SFA measurement date?

Yes
No

Yes

SFA Application 5 21.pdf

15b.

Does the certification in Checklist Item #15a reference and include information that substantiates
the asset value and any projection of the assets to the SFA measurement date?

Yes
No

Yes

Asset Reconcile 5 21.pdf

16a.

Does the application include, for an eligible plan that implemented a suspension of benefits under
section 305(e)(9) or section 4245(a) of ERISA, a narrative description of how the plan will
reinstate the benefits that were previously suspended and a proposed schedule of payments (equal
to the amount of benefits previously suspended) to participants and beneficiaries? Enter N/A for a
plan that has not implemented a suspension of benefits.

Yes
No
N/A

n/a

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.7(d)
§ 4262.15

Section D, Item 7
Section C, Item 4(c)(iii)

16b.

If Yes was entered for Checklist Item #16a, does the proposed schedule show the yearly aggregate
amount and timing of such payments, and is it prepared assuming the effective date for
reinstatement is the day after the SFA measurement date? Enter N/A for a plan that entered N/A
for Checklist Item #16a.

Yes
No
N/A

n/a

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.7(d)
§ 4262.15

Section D, Item 7
Section C, Item 4(c)(iii)

No assumption changes were made to
determine the Plan's eligibility

Template 7 BAC 5.xlsx, SFA Assumptions
BAC 5.pdf, and SFA Application 5 21.pdf

Pg 6 of SFA
Application 5
21.pdf

pg 10
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Application to PBGC for Special Financial Assistance (SFA)
APPLICATION CHECKLIST
Plan name:
Bricklayer and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN:
36-1416355
PN:
001
SFA Amount
Requested:

v20210708p

---------------------------Filers provide responses here for each Checklist Item:------------------------------------------Explain all N/A responses. Provide comments
where noted. Also add any other optional
explanatory comments.

$59,880,146.00
Your application will be considered incomplete if No is entered as a Plan Response for any of
Checklist Items #1 through #47.

Checklist Item
#

Response
Options

Plan
Response

Page Number
Reference(s)

Name of File(s) Uploaded

Plan Comments

SFA Regulation
Reference

SFA Filing Instructions
Reference

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.7(d)
§ 4262.15

Section D, Item 7
Section C, Item 4(c)(iii)

Upload as Document Type

Requested File Naming (if
applicable)

16c.

If the plan restored benefits under 26 CFR 1.432(e)(9)-1(e)(3) before the SFA measurement date,
does the proposed schedule reflect the amount and timing of payments of restored benefits and the
effect of the restoration on the benefits remaining to be reinstated? Enter N/A for a plan that did
not restore benefits under 26 CFR 1.432(e)(9)-1(e)(3) before the SFA measurement date. Also
enter N/A for a plan that entered N/A for Checklist Items #16a and #16b.

Yes
No
N/A

n/a

17.

If the SFA measurement date is later than the end of the plan year for the most recent plan
financial statements, does the application include a reconciliation of the fair market value of assets
from the date of the most recent plan financial statements to the SFA measurement date, showing
beginning and ending fair market value of assets, contributions, withdrawal liability payments,
benefits paid, administrative expenses, and investment income? Enter N/A if the SFA
measurement date is not later than the end of the plan year for the most recent plan financial
statements.

Yes
No
N/A

Yes

Asset Reconcile 5 21.pdf

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.8(a)(4)(ii)

Section D, Item 8

18.

Does the application include the most recent plan document or restatement of the plan document
and all amendments adopted since the last restatement (if any)?

Yes
No

Yes

PD Signed 5 14.pdf, Amd 1 Snap Back 5
17.pdf, Amd 2 SFA 5 21.pdf, Clarify
Resolution 5 20.pdf

Pension plan documents, all versions
available, and all amendments signed
and dated

§ 4262.7(e)(1)

Section B, Item 1(a)

19.

Does the application include a copy of the executed plan amendment required by section
4262.6(e)(1) of PBGC’s special financial assistance regulation?

Yes
No

Yes

Amd 2 SFA 5 21.pdf

Pension plan documents, all versions
available, and all amendments signed
and dated

§ 4262.7(e)(1)
§ 4262.6(e)(1)

Section B, Item 1(c)

20.

Does the application include the most recent trust agreement or restatement of the trust
agreement, and all amendments adopted since the last restatement (if any)?

Yes
No

Yes

TA 5 07.pdf, TA AMD 5 08.pdf

§ 4262.7(e)(3)

Section B, Item 1(b)

21.

In the case of a plan that suspended benefits under section 305(e)(9) or section 4245 of ERISA,
does the application include a copy of the proposed plan amendment required by § 4262.6(e)(2)
and a certification from the plan sponsor that it will be timely executed? Enter N/A if there was no
suspension of benefits.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Pension plan documents, all versions
available, and all amendments signed
and dated
Pension plan documents, all versions
available, and all amendments signed
and dated

§ 4262.7(e)(2)
§ 4262.6(e)(2)

Section B, Item 1(d)

22.

In the case of a plan that was partitioned under section 4233 of ERISA, does the application
include a statement that the plan was partitioned under section 4233 of ERISA and a copy of the
amendment required by § 4262.9(c)(2)? Enter N/A if the plan was not partitioned.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Pension plan documents, all versions
available, and all amendments signed
and dated

§ 4262.7(e)(1)
§ 4262.9(b)(2)

Section B, Item 1(e)

23.

Does the application include the most recent IRS determination letter? Enter N/A if the plan does
not have a determination letter.

Yes

Det ltr 5 15.pdf

Section B, Item 1(f)

Does the application include the actuarial valuation report for the 2018 plan year and each
subsequent actuarial valuation report completed before the application filing date?

Yes

2018AVR BAC 5.pdf, 2019AVR BAC 5.pdf,
2020AVR BAC 5.pdf

§ 4262.7(e)(5)

Section B, Item 2

25a.

Does the application include the most recent rehabilitation plan (or funding improvement plan, if
applicable), including all subsequent amendments and updates, and the percentage of total
contributions received under each schedule of the rehabilitation plan or funding improvement
plan for the most recent plan year available?

Yes
No
N/A

Yes

RP 5 09.pdf, RP Update 5 10.pdf, RP
Update 5 12.pdf, RP Update 5 13.pdf, RP
Update 5 14.pdf, RP Update 5 15.pdf, RP
Update 5 16.pdf, RP update 5 18.pdf

Pension plan documents, all versions
available, and all amendments signed
and dated
Most recent actuarial valuation for the YYYYAVR Pension Plan Name , where
plan
"YYYY" is plan year and "Pension
Plan Name" is abbreviated version of
the plan name
Rehabilitation plan (or funding
improvement plan, if applicable)

§ 4262.7(e)(3)

24.

Yes
No
N/A
Yes
No

§ 4262.7(e)(6)

Section B, Item 3

25b.

If the most recent rehabilitation plan does not include historical documentation of rehabilitation
plan changes (if any) that occurred in calendar year 2020 and later, does the application include a
supplemental document with these details?

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

§ 4262.7(e)(6)

Section B, Item 3

3 valuations uploaded

Rehabilitation plan (or funding
improvement plan, if applicable)
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Application to PBGC for Special Financial Assistance (SFA)
APPLICATION CHECKLIST
Plan name:
Bricklayer and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN:
36-1416355
PN:
001
SFA Amount
Requested:
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---------------------------Filers provide responses here for each Checklist Item:------------------------------------------Explain all N/A responses. Provide comments
where noted. Also add any other optional
explanatory comments.

$59,880,146.00
Your application will be considered incomplete if No is entered as a Plan Response for any of
Checklist Items #1 through #47.

Checklist Item
#

Response
Options

Plan
Response

Name of File(s) Uploaded

Page Number
Reference(s)

Requested File Naming (if
applicable)

SFA Regulation
Reference

SFA Filing Instructions
Reference

Latest annual return/report of
employee benefit plan (Form 5500)

YYYYForm5500 Pension Plan Name ,
where "YYYY" is the plan year and
"Pension Plan Name" is abbreviated
version of the plan name.

§ 4262.7(e)(7)

Section B, Item 4

4 zone certifications have been
included (for plan years 2018, 2019,
2020, and 2021)

Zone certification

YYYYZoneYYYYMMDD Pension Plan
Name, where the first "YYYY" is the
applicable plan year, and
"YYYYMMDD" is the date the
certification was prepared. "Pension
Plan Name" is an abbreviated version
of the plan name.

§ 4262.7(e)(8)

Section B, Item 5

Plan Comments

Upload as Document Type

26.

Does the application include the plan's most recent Form 5500 (Annual Return/Report of
Employee Benefit Plan) and all schedules and attachments (including the audited financial
statement)?

Yes
No

Yes

2019Form5500 BAC 5.pdf

27a.

Does the application include the plan actuary's certification of plan status ("zone certification") for
the 2018 plan year and each subsequent annual certification completed before the application
filing date? Enter N/A if the plan does not have to provide certifications for any requested plan
year.

Yes
No
N/A

Yes

2018Zone20180331 BAC 5.pdf,
2019Zone20190331 BAC 5.pdf,
2020Zone20200330 BAC 5.pdf,
2021Zone20210331 BAC 5.pdf

27b.

Does the application include documentation for all certifications that clearly identifies all
assumptions used including the interest rate used for funding standard account purposes? Enter
N/A if the plan entered N/A for Checklist Item #27a.

Yes
No
N/A

Yes

Assumptions are referenced in zone
certifications

Zone certification

§ 4262.7(e)(8)

Section B, Item 5

27c.

For a certification of critical and declining status, does the application include the required planyear-by-plan-year projection (showing the items identified in Section B, Item 5(a) through 5(f) of
the SFA Instructions) demonstrating the plan year that the plan is projected to become insolvent?
Enter N/A if the plan entered N/A for Checklist Item #27a or if the application does not include a
certification of critical and declining status.

Yes
No
N/A

Yes

All are attached to the zone
certifications

Zone certification

§ 4262.7(e)(8)

Section B, Item 5

28.

Does the application include the most recent account statements for all of the plan's cash and
investment accounts? Insolvent plans may enter N/A, and identify in the Plan Comments that this
information was previously submitted to PBGC and the date submitted.

Yes
No
N/A

Yes

Benefits Acct 5 21.pdf, Checking Acct 5
21.pdf, Investment Acct 5 21.pdf, MM Acct
5 21.pdf

Bank/Asset statements for all cash
and investment accounts

§ 4262.7(e)(9)

Section B, Item 6

29.

Does the application include the most recent plan financial statement (audited, or unaudited if
audited is not available)? Insolvent plans may enter N/A, and identify in the Plan Comments that
this information was previously submitted to PBGC and the date submitted.

Yes
No
N/A

Yes

Audit Draft 5 21.pdf

Plan's most recent financial statement
(audited, or unaudited if audited not
available)

§ 4262.7(e)(10)

Section B, Item 7

30.

Does the application include all of the plan's written policies and procedures governing the plan’s
determination, assessment, collection, settlement, and payment of withdrawal liability?

Yes
No
N/A

Yes

SFA Application 5 21.pdf

pg 3

Pension plan documents, all versions
available, and all amendments signed
and dated

§ 4262.7(e)(12)

Section B, Item 8

31.

Does the application include information required to enable the plan to receive electronic transfer
of funds, if the SFA application is approved? See SFA Instructions, Section B, Item 9.

Yes
No
N/A

Yes

SFA Application 5 21.pdf, ACH Pmt Form
BAC 5.pdf

Pg 9

Other

§ 4262.7(e)(11)

Section B, Item 9

32.

Does the application include the plan's projection of expected benefit payments as reported in
response to line 8b(1) on the Form 5500 Schedule MB for plan years 2018 through the last year
the Form 5500 was filed before the application submission date? Enter N/A if the plan is not
required to respond Yes to line 8b(1) on the Form 5500 Schedule MB. See Template 1.

Yes
No
N/A

Yes

Template 1 BAC 5.xlsx

§ 4262.8(a)(1)

Section C, Item 1

Financial assistance spreadsheet
(template)
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Template 1 Pension Plan Name ,
where "Pension Plan Name" is an
abbreviated version of the plan name.

Application to PBGC for Special Financial Assistance (SFA)
APPLICATION CHECKLIST
Plan name:
Bricklayer and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN:
36-1416355
PN:
001
SFA Amount
Requested:

v20210708p

---------------------------Filers provide responses here for each Checklist Item:------------------------------------------Explain all N/A responses. Provide comments
where noted. Also add any other optional
explanatory comments.

$59,880,146.00
Your application will be considered incomplete if No is entered as a Plan Response for any of
Checklist Items #1 through #47.

Checklist Item
#

Response
Options

Plan
Response

Name of File(s) Uploaded

Page Number
Reference(s)

Plan Comments

Requested File Naming (if
applicable)

SFA Regulation
Reference

SFA Filing Instructions
Reference

Template 2 Pension Plan Name ,
where "Pension Plan Name" is an
abbreviated version of the plan name.

§ 4262.8(a)(2)

Section C, Item 2

Historical Plan Financial Information
Template 3 Pension Plan Name ,
(CBUs, contribution rates,
where "Pension Plan Name" is an
contribution amounts, withdrawal abbreviated version of the plan name.
liability payments)

§ 4262.8(a)(3)

Section C, Item 3

Upload as Document Type

33.

If the plan was required to enter 10,000 or more participants on line 6f of the most recently filed
Form 5500, does the application include a current listing of the 15 largest contributing employers
(the employers with the largest contribution amounts) and the amount of contributions paid by
each employer during the most recently completed plan year (without regard to whether a
contribution was made on account of a year other than the most recently completed plan year)? If
this information is required, it is required for the 15 largest contributing employers even if the
employer's contribution is less than 5% of total contributions. Enter N/A if the plan is not
required to provide this information. See Template 2.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Contributing employers

34.

Does the application include for each of the most recent 10 plan years immediately preceding the
application filing date, the history of total contributions, total contribution base units (including
identification of the unit used), average contribution rates, and number of active participants at the
beginning of each plan year? Does the history separately show for each of the most recent 10 plan
years immediately preceding the application filing date all other sources of non-investment
income such as withdrawal liability payments collected, reciprocity contributions (if applicable),
additional contributions from the rehabilitation plan (if applicable), and other identifiable sources
of contributions? See Template 3.

Yes
No

Yes

Template 3 BAC 5.xlsx

35.

Does the application include a separate deterministic projection ("Baseline") in the same format as
Checklist Item #10 that shows the amount of SFA that would be determined if the assumptions
used are the same as those used in the most recent actuarial certification of plan status completed
before January 1, 2021 ("pre-2021 certification of plan status"), excluding the plan's interest rate
which should be the same as used for determining the SFA amount and excluding the CBU
assumption and administrative expenses assumption which should reflect the changed
assumptions consistent with Paragraph A "Adoption of assumptions not previously factored into
pre-2021 certification of plan status" of Section III, Acceptable Assumption Changes of PBGC's
guidance on Special Financial Assistance Assumptions)? Enter N/A if this item is not required
because all assumptions used (except the interest rate, CBU assumption and administrative
expenses assumption) to determine the requested SFA amount are identical to those used in the
pre-2021 certification of plan status and if the changed assumptions for CBUs and administrative
expenses are consistent with Paragraph A "Adoption of assumptions not previously factored into
pre-2021 certification of plan status" of Section III, Acceptable Assumption Changes of PBGC's
guidance on Special Financial Assistance Assumptions.
https://www.pbgc.gov/sites/default/files/sfa/SFA-Assumptions-Guidance.pdf See Template 5.

Yes
No
N/A

Yes

Template 5 BAC 5.xlsx

Financial assistance spreadsheet
(template)

Template 5 Pension Plan Name ,
where "Pension Plan Name" is an
abbreviated version of the plan name.

§ 4262.8(b)(2)

Section C, Item 5

36.

Does the application include a reconciliation of the change in the total amount of requested SFA
due to each change in assumption from the Baseline to the requested SFA amount? Does the
application include a deterministic projection and other information for each assumption change,
in the same format as for Checklist Item #10? Enter N/A if this item is not required because all
assumptions used (except the interest rate, CBU assumption and administrative expenses
assumption) to determine the requested SFA amount are identical to those used in the pre-2021
certification of plan status and if the changed assumptions for CBUs and administrative expenses
are consistent with Paragraph A "Adoption of assumptions not previously factored into pre-2021
certification of plan status" of Section III, Acceptable Assumption Changes of PBGC's guidance
on Special Financial Assistance Assumptions, or if the requested SFA amount in Checklist Item
#10 is the same as the amount shown in the Baseline details of Checklist Item #32. See Template
6.

Yes
No
N/A

Yes

Template 6 BAC 5.xlsx

Financial assistance spreadsheet
(template)

Template 6 Pension Plan Name ,
where "Pension Plan Name" is an
abbreviated version of the plan name.

§ 4262.8(b)(3)

Section C, Item 6
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Application to PBGC for Special Financial Assistance (SFA)
APPLICATION CHECKLIST
Plan name:
Bricklayer and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN:
36-1416355
PN:
001
SFA Amount
Requested:

---------------------------Filers provide responses here for each Checklist Item:------------------------------------------Explain all N/A responses. Provide comments
where noted. Also add any other optional
explanatory comments.

$59,880,146.00
Your application will be considered incomplete if No is entered as a Plan Response for any of
Checklist Items #1 through #47.

Checklist Item
#
37a.

v20210708p

For plans eligible for SFA under § 4262.3(a)(1) or § 4262.3(a)(3), does the application include a
table identifying which assumptions used in determining the plan's eligibility for SFA differ from
those used in the pre-2021 certification of plan status?

Response
Options

Plan
Response

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Name of File(s) Uploaded

Page Number
Reference(s)

Plan Comments
Plan is eligible as per the 1/1/2020
Zone Certification

Requested File Naming (if
applicable)

SFA Regulation
Reference

SFA Filing Instructions
Reference

Financial assistance spreadsheet
(template)

Template 7 Pension Plan Name,
where "Pension Plan Name" is an
abbreviated version of the plan name.

§ 4262.8(b)(1)

Section C, Item 7(a)

Financial assistance spreadsheet
(template)

Template 7 Pension Plan Name,
where "Pension Plan Name" is an
abbreviated version of the plan name.

§ 4262.8(b)(1)

Section C, Item 7(a)

Upload as Document Type

Enter N/A if the plan is eligible for SFA under § 4262.3(a)(2) or § 4262.3(a)(4) or if the plan is
eligible based on a certification of plan status completed before 1/1/2021. Also enter N/A if the
plan is eligible based on a certification of plan status completed after 12/31/2020 but that reflects
the same assumptions as those in the pre-2021 certification of plan status. See Template 7.

37b.

Does Checklist Item #37a include brief explanations as to why using those assumptions is no
longer reasonable and why the changed assumptions are reasonable? This should be an
abbreviated version of information provided in Checklist Item #13. Enter N/A if the plan
entered N/A for Checklist Item #37a. See Template 7.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

38.

Does the application include a table identifying which assumptions differ from those used in the
pre-2021 certification of plan status (except the interest rate used to determine SFA)? Does this
item include brief explanations as to why using those original assumptions is no longer reasonable
and why the changed assumptions are reasonable? Does the application state if the changed
assumption is an extension of the CBU assumption or the administrative expenses assumption as
described in Paragraph A “Adoption of assumptions not previously factored into pre-2021
certification of plan status” of Section III, Acceptable Assumption Changes of PBGC’s guidance
on Special Financial Assistance Assumptions? This should be an abbreviated version of
information provided in Checklist Items #14a-b. See Template 7.

Yes
No
N/A

Yes

Template 7 BAC 5.xlsx

Financial assistance spreadsheet
(template)

Template 7 Pension Plan Name,
where "Pension Plan Name" is an
abbreviated version of the plan name.

§ 4262.8(b)(1)

Section C, Item 7(b)

39a.

Does the application include details of the projected contributions and withdrawal liability
payments used to calculate the requested SFA amount, including total contributions, contribution
base units (including identification of base unit used), average contribution rate(s), reciprocity
contributions (if applicable), additional contributions from the rehabilitation plan (if applicable),
and any other identifiable contribution streams? See Template 8.

Yes
No

Yes

Template 8 BAC 5.xlsx

Financial assistance spreadsheet
(template)

Template 8 Pension Plan Name,
where "Pension Plan Name" is an
abbreviated version of the plan name.

§ 4262.8(a)(5)

Section C, Item 8

39b.

Does the application separately show the amounts of projected withdrawal liability payments for
employers that are currently withdrawn at the application filing date, and assumed future
withdrawals? Does the application also provide the projected number of active participants at the
beginning of each plan year? See Template 8.

Yes
No

Yes

Template 8 BAC 5.xlsx

Financial assistance spreadsheet
(template)

Template 8 Pension Plan Name,
where "Pension Plan Name" is an
abbreviated version of the plan name.

§ 4262.8(a)(5)

Section C, Item 8

39c.

Does the application also provide the projected number of active participants at the beginning of
each plan year? See Template 8.

Yes
No

Yes

Template 8 BAC 5.xlsx

Financial assistance spreadsheet
(template)

Template 8 Pension Plan Name,
where "Pension Plan Name" is an
abbreviated version of the plan name.

§ 4262.8(a)(5)

Section C, Item 8

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section D

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section D

Supplemental Information for Certain Events under § 4262.4(f) - Applicable to Any Events in § 4262.4(f)(2) through (f)(4) and Any Mergers in § 4262.4(f)(1)(ii)
40a.
Does the application include a narrative description of any event and any merger, including
Yes
N/A
relevant supporting documents which may include plan amendments, collective bargaining
No
agreements, actuarial certifications related to a transfer or merger, or other relevant materials?
N/A
Enter N/A if the plan has not experienced an event or merger.
40b.

For a transfer or merger event, does the application include identifying information for all plans
involved including plan name, EIN and plan number, and the date of the transfer or merger?
Enter N/A if the plan has not experienced a transfer or merger event.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A
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Application to PBGC for Special Financial Assistance (SFA)
APPLICATION CHECKLIST
Plan name:
Bricklayer and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN:
36-1416355
PN:
001
SFA Amount
Requested:

v20210708p

---------------------------Filers provide responses here for each Checklist Item:------------------------------------------Explain all N/A responses. Provide comments
where noted. Also add any other optional
explanatory comments.

$59,880,146.00
Your application will be considered incomplete if No is entered as a Plan Response for any of
Checklist Items #1 through #47.

Checklist Item
#

Response
Options

Plan
Response

Name of File(s) Uploaded

Page Number
Reference(s)

Plan Comments

Upload as Document Type

Requested File Naming (if
applicable)

SFA Regulation
Reference

SFA Filing Instructions
Reference

41a.

Does the narrative description in the application identify the amount of SFA reflecting any event,
the amount of SFA determined as if the event had not occurred, and confirmation that the
requested SFA provided in Checklist Item #1 is no greater than the amount that would have been
determined if the event had not occurred, unless the event is a contribution rate reduction and
such event lessens the risk of loss to plan participants and beneficiaries? Enter N/A if the plan has
not experienced any event.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section D

41b.

For a merger, is the determination of SFA as if the event had not occurred equal to the sum of the
amount that would be determined for this plan and each plan merged into this plan (each as if they
were still separate plans)? Enter N/A if the plan entered N/A for Checklist Item #41a. Enter N/A
if the event described in Checklist Item #41a was not a merger.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section D

42a.

Does the application include a supplemental version of Checklist Item #6 that shows the
determination of SFA eligibility as if any events had not occurred? Enter N/A if the plan has not
experienced any event.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section D

42b.

For any merger, does this item include demonstrations of SFA eligibility for this plan and for each
plan merged into this plan (each of these determined as if they were still separate plans)? Enter
N/A if the plan entered N/A for Checklist Item #42a. Enter N/A if the event described in
Checklist Item #42a was not a merger.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section D

43a.

Does the application include a supplemental certification from the plan's enrolled actuary with
respect to the plan's SFA eligibility (see Checklist Item #7), but with eligibility determined as if
any events had not occurred? Enter N/A if the plan has not experienced any event.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section E

43b.

For any merger, does the application include supplemental certifications of the SFA eligibility for
this plan and for each plan merged into this plan (each of these determined as if they were still
separate plans)? Enter N/A if the plan entered N/A for Checklist Item #43a. Also enter N/A if the
event described in Checklist Item #43a was not a merger.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section E

44a.

Does the application include a supplemental version of Checklist Item #10 that shows the
determination of the SFA amount as if any events had not occurred? See Template 4. Enter N/A if
the plan has not experienced any events.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Projections for special financial
assistance (estimated income, benefit
payments and expenses)

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section C
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For supplemental submission due to
any event: Template 4 Pension Plan
Name Supp where "Pension Plan
Name" is an abbreviated version of
the plan name. For a supplemental
submission due to a merger,
Template 4 Pension Plan Name
Merged , where "Pension Plan Name
Merged" is an abbreviated version of
the plan name for the separate plan
involved in the merger.

Application to PBGC for Special Financial Assistance (SFA)
APPLICATION CHECKLIST
Plan name:
Bricklayer and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN:
36-1416355
PN:
001
SFA Amount
Requested:

v20210708p

---------------------------Filers provide responses here for each Checklist Item:------------------------------------------Explain all N/A responses. Provide comments
where noted. Also add any other optional
explanatory comments.

$59,880,146.00
Your application will be considered incomplete if No is entered as a Plan Response for any of
Checklist Items #1 through #47.

Checklist Item
#

Response
Options

Plan
Response

Name of File(s) Uploaded

Page Number
Reference(s)

Plan Comments

Upload as Document Type

Requested File Naming (if
applicable)

SFA Regulation
Reference

SFA Filing Instructions
Reference

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section C

44b.

For any merger, does the application show the SFA determination for this plan and for each plan
merged into this plan (each of these determined as if they were still separate plans)? See
Template 4. Enter N/A if the plan entered N/A for Checklist Item #44a. Also enter N/A if the
event described in Checklist Item #44a was not a merger.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

45a.

Does the application include a supplemental certification from the plan's enrolled actuary with
respect to the plan's SFA amount (see Checklist Item #11), but with the SFA amount determined
as if any events had not occurred? Enter N/A if the plan has not experienced any events.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section E

45b.

Does this certification clearly identify all assumptions and methods used, sources of participant
data and census data, and other relevant information? Enter N/A if the plan entered N/A for
Checklist Item #45a.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section E

45c.

For any merger, does the application include supplemental certifications of the SFA amount
determined for this plan and for each plan merged into this plan (each of these determined as if
they were still separate plans)? Enter N/A if the plan entered N/A for Checklist Item #45a. Also
enter N/A if the event described in Checklist Item #45a was not a merger.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section E

45d.

For any merger, do the certifications clearly identify all assumptions and methods used, sources of
participant data and census data, and other relevant information? Enter N/A if the plan entered
N/A for Checklist Item #45a. Enter N/A if the event described in Checklist Item #45a was not a
merger.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section E

46a.

If the event is a contribution rate reduction and the amount of requested SFA is not limited to the
amount of SFA determined as if the event had not occurred, does the application include a
detailed demonstration that shows that the event lessens the risk of loss to plan participants and
beneficiaries? Enter N/A if the event is not a contribution rate reduction, or if the event is a
contribution rate reduction but the requested SFA is limited to the amount of SFA determined as if
the event had not occurred.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section D

46b.

Does this demonstration also identify all assumptions used, supporting rationale for the
assumptions and other relevant information? Enter N/A if the plan entered N/A for Checklist Item
#46a.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section D

Projections for special financial
For a supplemental submission due
assistance (estimated income, benefit to a merger, Template 4 Pension Plan
payments and expenses)
Name Merged , where "Pension Plan
Name Merged" is an abbreviated
version of the plan name for the
separate plan involved in the merger.
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Application to PBGC for Special Financial Assistance (SFA)
APPLICATION CHECKLIST
Plan name:
Bricklayer and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN:
36-1416355
PN:
001
SFA Amount
Requested:
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---------------------------Filers provide responses here for each Checklist Item:------------------------------------------Explain all N/A responses. Provide comments
where noted. Also add any other optional
explanatory comments.

$59,880,146.00
Your application will be considered incomplete if No is entered as a Plan Response for any of
Checklist Items #1 through #47.

Checklist Item
#

Response
Options

Plan
Response

Name of File(s) Uploaded

Page Number
Reference(s)

Plan Comments

Upload as Document Type

Requested File Naming (if
applicable)

SFA Regulation
Reference

SFA Filing Instructions
Reference

47a.

If the event is a contribution rate reduction and the amount of requested SFA is not limited to the
amount of SFA determined as if the event had not occurred, does the application include a
certification from the plan's enrolled actuary (or, if appropriate, from the plan sponsor) with
respect to the demonstration to support a finding that the event lessens the risk of loss to plan
participants and beneficiaries? Enter N/A if the event is not a contribution rate reduction, or if the
event is a contribution rate reduction but the requested SFA is limited to the amount of SFA
determined as if the event had not occurred.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section E

47b.

Does this demonstration also identify all assumptions used, supporting rationale for the
assumptions and other relevant information? Enter N/A if the event is not a contribution rate
reduction, or if the event is a contribution rate reduction but the requested SFA is limited to the
amount of SFA determined as if the event had not occurred.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Financial Assistance Application

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section E

Supplemental Information for Certain Events under § 4262.4(f) - Applicable Only to Any Mergers in § 4262.4(f)(1)(ii)
Plans that have experienced mergers identified in § 4262.4(f)(1)(ii) must complete Checklist
Items #48 through #60. If you are required to complete Checklist Items #48 through #60,
your application will be considered incomplete if No is entered as a Plan Response for any of
Checklist Items #48 through #60. All other plans should not provide any responses for
Checklist Items #48 through #60.
48.

In addition to the information provided with Checklist Item #18, does the application also include
similar plan documents and amendments for each plan that merged into this plan due to a merger
described in § 4262.4(f)(1)(ii)?

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Pension plan documents, all versions
available, and all amendments signed
and dated

Use same naming convention as for
Checklist Item #18 but with
abbreviated plan name for the plan
merged into this plan.

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section B

49.

In addition to the information provided with Checklist Item #20, does the application also include
similar trust agreements and amendments for each plan that merged into this plan due to a merger
described in § 4262.4(f)(1)(ii)?

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Pension plan documents, all versions
available, and all amendments signed
and dated

Use same naming convention as for
Checklist Item #20 but with
abbreviated plan name for the plan
merged into this plan.

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section B

50.

In addition to the information provided with Checklist Item #23, does the application also include
the most recent IRS determination for each plan that merged into this plan due to a merger
described in § 4262.4(f)(1)(ii)? Enter N/A if the plan does not have a determination letter.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Pension plan documents, all versions
available, and all amendments signed
and dated

Use same naming convention as for
Checklist Item #23 but with
abbreviated plan name for the plan
merged into this plan.

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section B

51.

In addition to the information provided with Checklist Item #24, for each plan that merged into
this plan due to a merger described in § 4262.4(f)(1)(ii), does the application include the actuarial
valuation report for the 2018 plan year and each subsequent actuarial valuation report completed
before the application filing date?

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section B

52.

In addition to the information provided with Checklist Item #25, does the application include
similar rehabilitation plan information for each plan that merged into this plan due to a merger
described in § 4262.4(f)(1)(ii)?

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section B

Identify here how many reports are
provided.

Most recent actuarial valuation for the
YYYYAVR Pension Plan Name
plan
Merged , where "YYYY" is plan year
and "Pension Plan Name Merged" is
abbreviated version of the plan name
for the plan merged into this plan.
Rehabilitation plan (or funding
improvement plan, if applicable)
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Use same naming convention as for
Checklist Item #25 but with
abbreviated plan name for the plan
merged into this plan.

Application to PBGC for Special Financial Assistance (SFA)
APPLICATION CHECKLIST
Plan name:
Bricklayer and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN:
36-1416355
PN:
001
SFA Amount
Requested:

v20210708p

---------------------------Filers provide responses here for each Checklist Item:------------------------------------------Explain all N/A responses. Provide comments
where noted. Also add any other optional
explanatory comments.

$59,880,146.00
Your application will be considered incomplete if No is entered as a Plan Response for any of
Checklist Items #1 through #47.

Checklist Item
#

Response
Options

Plan
Response

Name of File(s) Uploaded

Page Number
Reference(s)

Plan Comments

Requested File Naming (if
applicable)

SFA Regulation
Reference

SFA Filing Instructions
Reference

Latest annual return/report of
employee benefit plan (Form 5500)

YYYYForm5500 Pension Plan Name
Merged , where "YYYY" is the plan
year and "Pension Plan Name
Merged" is abbreviated version of the
plan name for the plan merged into
this plan.

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section B

Zone certification

YYYYZoneYYYYMMDD Pension Plan
Name Merged, where the first
"YYYY" is the applicable plan year,
and "YYYYMMDD" is the date the
certification was prepared. "Pension
Plan Name Merged" is an abbreviated
version of the plan name for the plan
merged into this plan.

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section B

Upload as Document Type

53.

In addition to the information provided with Checklist Item #26, does the application include
similar Form 5500 information for each plan that merged into this plan due to a merger described
in § 4262.4(f)(1)(ii)?

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

54.

In addition to the information provided with Checklist Item #27, does the application include
similar certifications of plan status for each plan that merged into this plan due to a merger
described in § 4262.4(f)(1)(ii)?

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

55.

In addition to the information provided with Checklist Item #28, does the application include the
most recent cash and investment account statements for each plan that merged into this plan due
to a merger described in § 4262.4(f)(1)(ii)?

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Bank/Asset statements for all cash
and investment accounts

Use same naming convention as for
Checklist Item #28 but with
abbreviated plan name for the plan
merged into this plan.

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section B

56.

In addition to the information provided with Checklist Item #29, does the application include the
most recent plan financial statement (audited, or unaudited if audited is not available) for each
plan that merged into this plan due to a merger described in § 4262.4(f)(1)(ii)?

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Plan's most recent financial statement
(audited, or unaudited if audited not
available)

Use same naming convention as for
Checklist Item #29 but with
abbreviated plan name for the plan
merged into this plan.

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section B

57.

In addition to the information provided with Checklist Item #30, does the application include all
of the written policies and procedures governing the plan’s determination, assessment, collection,
settlement, and payment of withdrawal liability for each plan that merged into this plan due to a
merger described in § 4262.4(f)(1)(ii)?

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Pension plan documents, all versions
available, and all amendments signed
and dated

Use same naming convention as for
Checklist Item #30 but with
abbreviated plan name for the plan
merged into this plan.

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section B

58.

In addition to the information provided with Checklist Item #32, does the application include the
same information in the format of Template 1 for each plan that merged into this plan due to a
merger described in § 4262.4(f)(1)(ii)? Enter N/A if each plan that fully merged into this plan is
not required to respond Yes to line 8b(1) on the most recently filed Form 5500 Schedule MB.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Financial assistance spreadsheet
(template)

Template 1 Pension Plan Name
Merged , where "Pension Plan Name
Merged" is an abbreviated version of
the plan name for the plan merged
into this plan.

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section C

59.

In addition to the information provided with Checklist Item #33, does the application include the
same information in the format of Template 2 (if required based on the participant threshold) for
each plan that merged into this plan due to a merger described in § 4262.4(f)(1)(ii)? Enter N/A if
each plan that merged into this plan has less than 10,000 participants on line 6f of the most
recently filed Form 5500.

Yes
No
N/A

N/A

Contributing employers

Template 2 Pension Plan Name
Merged , where "Pension Plan Name
Merged" is an abbreviated version of
the plan name fore the plan merged
into this plan.

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section C

60.

In addition to the information provided with Checklist Item #34, does the application include
similar information in the format of Template 3 for each plan that merged into this plan due to a
merger described in § 4262.4(f)(1)?

Yes
No

N/A

Historical Plan Financial Information
Template 3 Pension Plan Name
(CBUs, contribution rates,
Merged , where "Pension Plan Name
contribution amounts, withdrawal
Merged" is an abbreviated version of
liability payments)
the plan name for the plan merged
into this plan.

§ 4262.4(f)
§ 4262.8(c)

Addendum A for Certain
Events, Section C

Identify how many zone certifications
are provided.
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Certification of Results
This report was prepared on behalf of the based on employee data, asset statements and Plan documents provided by the Plan Sponsor or its representatives. We relied upon the data as submitted,
without formal audit. However, the data was tested for reasonableness, and we have no reason to
believe that any other information which would have had a material effect on the results of this valuation was overlooked.
Therefore, to the best of our knowledge and belief, the information presented in this report is complete
and accurate, and in our opinion, each assumption used represents our best estimate of anticipated
experience under the Plan.

Certified by:

. .--------')e4

Craig A. Voelker, FSA, EA, MAAA
Enrolled Actuary No.: 17-05537

Vincent Regalbuto ASA, EA, MAAA
Enrolled Actuary No.: 17-8116
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Valuation Summary
1. Long-Term Funding
Projected annual contributions of $2.01 million ($13.39 per hour) fall short of the Plan’s total annual
cost of benefits of $5.6 million ($37.32 per hour). This leaves a negative margin of $3.59 million
($23.93 per hour). Therefore, the Plan’s finances are currently not meeting the 15-year funding policy. At the current level of funding the Plan is projected to go insolvent in the Plan Year ending
12/31/2024.

2. Pension Protection Act
The Pension Protection Act (PPA) requires that multiemployer plans disclose the percent level of
funding using the actuarial value of assets. As of 12/31/2017, the Plan’s funding level is 25.6%.
The Plan is under 65% funded, is projected to have a funding deficiency within the next four years,
is projected to become insolvent in the current or next 19 years and the Plan’s ratio of inactive to
active participants is in excess of 2 to 1. Therefore, the Plan is certified to be in “Critical and Declining Status” (Deep Red Zone).
Each year the Rehabilitation Plan needs to be monitored and updated if it is not providing the anticipated funding progress. The Rehabilitation Plan adopted by the Trustees is considered a “safety
valve” plan as allowed by §432(e)(3)(A)(ii). This section provides that the Trustees consider all
reasonable measures to exit the Red Zone by the end of the Rehabilitation Period, and if the Plan
cannot exit the Red Zone in that time frame to consider all reasonable measures to exit at a later time
or to forestall insolvency. The Rehabilitation Plan and future projections are detailed in Section 4.6.
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Summary of Funding Measures
As of December 31
2016
2017

1. Current
Assets
a at Market
b at Actuarial
c Actuarial / Market (b/a)
Present Values
d Vested Benefits
e Accrued Benefits (Accrued Liability)

$
$

17,679,626
17,313,106
97.9%

$
$

18,448,920
19,178,803
104.0%

$
$

67,698,006
67,729,225

$
$

65,661,476
68,070,308

Funding Percentages
f Vested at market (a/d)
g Vested at actuarial (b/d)
h Accrued at market (a/e)
i Accrued at actuarial (b/e)

26.1%
25.6%
26.1%
25.6%

28.1%
29.2%
27.1%
28.2%

For Plan Year Ending December 31
2018
2017

2. Prospective
Contributions
a Minimum Required
b Anticipated
c Actual
d Maximum Deductible

$
$

e Credit Balance
f Minimum to preserve Credit Balance
Costs
g Cost of benefits earned in year
h Amortization of Unfunded Liability
i Total Cost (g+h)
j Margin (b-i)

$

19,830,555
2,008,500
TBD
124,903,391

$
$
$
$

15,928,650
2,008,500
2,131,714
122,828,296

$
$

(17,760,650)
5,917,866

$
$

(13,731,764)
5,244,152

$

$

$

310,750
5,286,705
5,597,455

$

305,570
5,126,831
5,432,401

$

(3,588,955)

$

(3,423,901)

3. Assumptions
a Interest rate per annum
b Hours of Employment per year

6.75%
150,000

4

6.75%
150,000
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Plan Cost

4.1

Annual Plan Cost and Margin

O’Sullivan
Associates

There are two component costs to funding a pension plan: the cost of benefits earned in the year, and the
amortization of the unfunded liability. The costs above are calculated consistent with a funding policy of
paying off the unfunded liability over 15 years assuming asset return of 6.75% annually.
The margin, found on Line C below, indicates that the Plan requires and additional $22.83 per hour to pay
for all future benefits.
There are many actuarial measures and statistics to measure the state of the Plan’s funding. The margin is
designed to provide a single simplified statistic for a trustee to get a sense for the Plan’s level of funding. As
long as the margin is positive it is a strong indication that the current benefits are affordable on a long-term
basis. If negative, it is an indication that the overall funding may need to be improved before benefits are
affordable.

Per Hour

As a % of
Contributions

$ 2,008,500

$ 13.39

100.0%

1. Cost of benefits earned in the year*

$ 310,750

$ 2.07

15.5%

2. Amortization of unfunded liability

5,286,705

35.24

263.2%

$ 5,597,455

$ 37.32

278.7%

$ (3,588,955)

$ (23.93)

-178.7%

Per Year
A. Anticipated annual contribution
B. Actuarial Costs

3. Total annual costs (1+2)
C. Margin (B4 – C3)

Note: The 15-year period for amortizing the Plan’s unfunded liability is an ongoing one, in that it is reset at
15 years each time the annual actuarial valuation is completed.
* Since benefit accruals have been frozen as of 1/1/2012, this number only represents administrative expenses.
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Margin Detail
A. As of
1. Actuarial liability
2. Actuarial value of assets
3. Unfunded actuarial liability (1 – 2)
4.
5.
6.
7.

12/31/2016
$ 67,729,225
17,313,106
$ 50,416,119

Normal cost
Expenses
Total cost of benefits (4 + 5)
Amortization of unfunded liability

0
300,000
$ 300,000
$ 5,103,825

B. Anticipated Contribution Income*
1. Projected hours
2. Projected contribution rate
3. Anticipated annual contribution (1 x 2 x 3)

150,000
$ 13.39
$ 2,008,500

$/Hour
$13.39

C. Actuarial Costs*
1. Cost of benefits earned in the year
2. Amortization of unfunded liability
3. Total annual costs (2+3)

$ 310,750
5,286,705
$ 5,597,455

$ 2.07
35.24
$ 37.32

As a % of
Contributions
100.0%

15.5%
263.2%
278.7%

D. Margin (B3 - C3)

$ (3,588,955) $ (23.93)

-178.7%

E. Market value of assets
F. Spread Statistic
G. Margin using assets at market

$ 17,679,626
2.1%
$ (3,550,521) $ (23.67)

-176.8%

* Assumes contributions and costs are paid at the end of the month.
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Development of Plan Asset Values

4.3.1 Market Value of Assets
Total Fund
$ 18,448,920

A. Assets at 12/31/2016
B. Employer contributions

2,131,714

C. Investment income:
1. Interest and dividends
2. Realized/unrealized gain/(loss)
3. Investment fees
4. Total investment income

$ 396,220
2,273,090
(113,222)
$ 2,556,088

D. Distributions:
1. Benefit payments and annuity purchases
2. Administrative expenses
3. Total distributions

$ (5,214,125)
(242,971)
$ (5,457,096)

E. Market value as of 12/31/2017

$ 17,679,626

F. Average invested assets (A+.5 x (B+D3))
G. Rate of return, C4÷ F

$ 16,786,229
15.23%

4.3.2 Actuarial Value of Assets
A. Market value as of 12/31/2017

Year Ending
December 31
2014
2015
2016
2017

$ 17,679,626

Development of Amount Deferred
Unexpected
Percentage
Amount
Deferred
$ 994
20%
(794,279)
40%
(757,305)
60%
1,423,018
80%

Deferred
Amount
$ 199
(317,712)
(454,383)
1,138,416

B. Total deferred amount
C. Preliminary actuarial value of assets (A - B)

$ 366,520
$ 17,313,106

D. 80% of market value
E. 120% of market value
F. Actuarial value as of 12/31/2017 (C not less than D or greater than E)

14,143,701
21,215,551
$ 17,313,106
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4.3.3 Actuarial Asset Gain/(Loss)
A. Actuarial assets at 12/31/2016

$ 19,178,803

B. Investment income:
1. Expected income (net of investment expenses)

Year Ending
December 31
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Development of amount recognized
Unexpected
Percentage
Amount
Recognized
$ 1,760,654
20%
994
20%
(794,279)
20%
(757,305)
20%
1,423,018
20%

2. Total recognized amount

$ 1,133,070

Recognized
Amount
$ 352,131
199
(158,856)
(151,461)
284,602

326,615

3. Forced recognition (due to +/-20% corridor)
4. Total investment income (1 + 2 + 3)

$0
$ 1,459,685

C. Employer contributions

$ 2,131,714

D. Distributions:
1. Benefit payments and annuity purchases
2. Administrative expenses
3. Total distributions

$ (5,214,125)
(242,971)
$ (5,457,096)

E. Actuarial value as of 12/31/2017

$ 17,313,106

F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

$ 17,516,112
8.33%
6.75%
$ 1,182,338
$ 277,347

Average invested assets (A + .5 x (C + D3))
Rate of return (B4 ÷ F)
Assumed rate of return
Expected income (H x F)
Asset gain/(loss) (B4 - I)
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4.3.4 Total Gain/(Loss)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Unfunded accrued liability (UAL) at 12/31/2016
Annual cost of benefits and expenses at 12/31/2016
Less contributions
Interest on A, B, and C
Expected unfunded accrued liability as of 12/31/2017 (A+B+C+D)
Preliminary UAL before changes as of 12/31/2017
Total gain/(loss), (E - F)
Change due to:
1. Assumption changes
2. Plan amendments
3. Method changes
4. Subtotal changes

$ 48,891,505
295,000
(2,131,714)
3,254,917
$ 50,309,708
50,416,119
$ (106,411)

$0
0
0
$0

I.

Actual unfunded accrued liability as of 12/31/2017 (F+H4)

J.

Gain/(loss) due to:
1. Asset experience
2. Expenses
3. Demographic experience
4. Total gain/(loss)

$ 50,416,119

$ 277,347
62,599
(446,357)
$ (106,411)
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Historical Information

4.4.1 Gain/(Loss)
Plan Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Assets
$ (859,829)
(1,538,401)
(1,578,321)
155,253
7,466
(453,410)
211,607
277,347

Expense
$ 96,282
63,068
78,716
60,217
40,494
16,264
(5,280)
62,599

Demographic
Assumptions
$ 152,762
(316,944)
(829,018)
(117,933)
746,764
(214,285)
93,274
(446,357)

Total
Gain/(Loss)
$ (610,785)
(1,792,277)
(2,328,623)
97,537
794,724
(651,431)
299,601
(106,411)

8-yr Avg

$ (472,286)

$ 52,840

$ (117,762)

$ (537,208)

Gain/loss analysis is one of the most important tools available to an actuary to ensure that the actuary’s model
of the Plan’s funding is accurate. The exhibit above shows the total gain/(loss) broken down into three components: assets, expenses, and demographic assumptions.
The gain on assets is very unpredictable due to the unpredictable returns on the market value of assets. Moreover, the gain/(loss) on assets is greatly influenced by the smoothing method. The pattern of asset gains is
discussed later in this report.
After itemizing the gain/(loss) on assets and administrative expenses, what remains is the gain/(loss) on all the
other demographic assumptions including retirement, turnover, disability, and mortality rates. Over time, to
remain confident in the future funding, it is important that the gains and losses on the demographic assumptions
average zero, or at least a relatively small number.
The past eight years the Plan has averaged a modest loss. We will continue to monitor this experience and
recommend assumption changes as necessary.
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4.4.2 Asset Information
Rates of Return
Year

Market

Ending

Investment

Market Value

Income

of Assets

12/31

Contributions

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

$

Totals

$

1,466,330
1,582,312
1,951,078
1,746,713
1,776,555
2,072,205
1,920,424
1,905,835
2,035,681
2,459,030
2,228,212
2,009,200
2,480,621
1,992,893
2,016,684
1,843,878
1,931,618
2,118,436
2,843,258
2,131,714

$ 40,512,677

Benefits
$

$

(2,923,796) $
(3,275,134)
(3,869,312)
(3,915,295)
(4,123,429)
(4,288,636)
(4,359,238)
(4,579,029)
(4,783,899)
(4,854,881)
(5,012,514)
(5,142,691)
(5,289,710)
(5,432,225)
(5,488,392)
(5,552,487)
(5,466,771)
(5,352,687)
(5,172,775)
(5,214,125) $

Expenses

(169,016) $ 4,872,368 $
(241,204)
960,756
(221,882)
2,168,560
(225,320)
896,193
(213,626)
(975,565)
(264,039)
5,356,962
(285,467)
2,557,867
(279,319)
2,793,428
(255,346)
5,270,273
(331,794)
2,193,309
(271,494)
(10,240,847)
(281,874)
3,603,290
(256,784)
3,739,440
(248,461)
(1,938,998)
(212,044)
2,610,976
(234,995)
3,391,254
(254,718)
1,599,499
(278,948)
665,714
(300,492)
540,290
(242,971) $ 2,556,088 $

46,958,798
45,985,528
46,013,972
44,516,263
40,980,198
43,856,690
43,690,276
43,531,191
45,797,900
45,263,564
31,966,921
32,154,846
32,828,413
27,201,622
26,128,846
25,576,496
23,386,124
20,538,639
18,448,920
17,679,626

At

At

Market Actuarial
10.7%
2.1%
4.8%
2.0%
-2.2%
13.5%
6.0%
6.6%
12.5%
4.9%
-23.4%
11.9%
12.2%
-6.3%
10.3%
14.0%
6.8%
3.1%
2.8%
15.2%

10.7%
2.1%
4.8%
2.0%
-2.2%
3.1%
4.4%
4.8%
7.3%
9.0%
-8.9%
-0.4%
4.7%
2.4%
1.7%
7.4%
6.8%
4.6%
7.9%
8.3%

$ (94,097,026) $ (5,069,794) $ 32,620,857
5-Year
20-Year
Historical Rates of Return bv Plan Year

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
-5%
-10%
-15%
-20%
-25%

ci,cc` clb rf? c;' Ccy cS)rf?
At Market

cf? rf?cS'` c§brf?c?)cp rf? rf?4;:t'
At Actuarial
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4.4.3 Employment
Year
Ending

Average
Contribution Contribution Contribution

12/31

Income

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

$ 1,466,330
1,582,312
1,951,078
1,746,713
1,776,555
2,072,205
1,920,424
1,905,835
2,035,681
2,459,030
2,228,212
2,009,200
2,480,621
1,992,893
2,016,684
1,843,878
1,931,618
2,118,436
2,843,258
$ 2,131,714

Rate eff 6/1
$

3.25
4.30
4.35
4.00
4.22
4.78
5.39
5.71
6.31
7.59
8.59
9.99
11.34
13.39
13.39
13.39
13.39
13.39
13.39
13.39

$

Rate
$

$

Employment
Units for
Valuation*

3.63
3.86
4.33
4.15
4.13
4.55
5.14
5.58
6.06
7.06
8.17
9.41
10.78
12.54
13.39
13.39
13.39
13.39
13.39
13.39
5-Year
20-Year

404,505
409,925
450,595
420,895
430,159
455,430
373,623
341,547
335,921
348,305
272,731
213,518
230,113
158,923
150,611
137,706
144,258
158,210
212,342
159,202
Average
162,344
290,426

The employment assumption included in this valuation is 150,000 employment units annually.
This assumption should be set at a level that represents a long term average.
Annual EmploymentUnits by Plan Year
As ofDecember 31

500,000
450,000
400,000
350,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
cP
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"
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1
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Annual Employment Units

—Assumed Annual Employment Units

*Total employment units for the valuation is derived by dividing actual contributions by last year's
projected contribution rate, and will not necessarily match reported hours by the Fund Office.
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4.4.4 Funded Percentage
Plan Year

Market

Value of

Ending

Value of

Accrued

Funded

12/31

Assets

Benefits

Percentage

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

$ 46,958,798
45,985,528
46,013,972
44,516,263
40,980,198
43,856,690
43,690,276
43,531,191
45,797,900
45,263,564
31,966,921
32,154,846
32,828,413
27,201,622
26,128,846
25,576,496
23,386,124
20,538,639
18,448,920
$ 17,679,626

$ 42,221,270
46,137,456
47,234,288
48,242,952
50,789,178
52,037,384
53,550,407
57,166,662
58,736,590
59,606,865
61,534,903
66,769,116
66,752,647
66,978,548
70,599,287
69,749,742
67,915,465
67,223,435
68,070,308
$ 67,729,225

111.2%
99.7%
97.4%
92.3%
80.7%
84.3%
81.6%
76.1%
78.0%
75.9%
51.9%
48.2%
49.2%
40.6%
37.0%
36.7%
34.4%
30.6%
27.1%
26.1%

Funded Percentage
As ofDecember 31
120%
110%
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
n
:)e)43,
,
,
'19
\/

ne

--e—Funded Percentne(Mkt)

,

The Funded Percentage is a statistic commonly followed by Trustees. In the past, the ratio of the market value
of assets to the Present Value of Accrued Benefits was highlighted. However, with the passage of the Pension
Protection Act, the ratio of the actuarial value of assets to the Present Value of Accrued Benefits is used as one
of the components to determine a plan’s status at each annual zone certification. In addition, this ratio will be
used for annual participant notices. This Funded Percentage compares the actuarial value of assets to the value
of benefits accrued as of the valuation date.
The fact that the Funded Percentage is under 100% means that there are unfunded accumulated benefits when
valuing the Plan on an ongoing basis. It does not necessarily imply that the Plan is underfunded on a long term
basis because it makes no consideration of future contributions relative to future costs. The margin is the best
single statistic to get a sense of how well funded the Plan is on a long-term basis.
Based on the actuarial value of assets of $17,313,106 the Funded Percentage is 25.6% as of December 31,
2017.
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4.4.5 Actuarial Value of Assets Expressed as a % of Market Value

Plan Year

Actuarial

Assets as

Ending

Value of

% of

12/31

Assets

Market

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

$ 46,958,798
45,985,528
46,013,972
44,516,263
46,787,441
45,699,632
44,943,873
44,093,174
44,182,701
45,328,098
38,360,305
34,815,594
33,302,885
30,357,468
27,162,775
25,074,815
22,857,052
20,314,724
19,178,803
$ 17,313,106

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
114.2%
104.2%
102.9%
101.3%
96.5%
100.1%
120.0%
108.3%
101.4%
111.6%
104.0%
98.0%
97.7%
98.9%
104.0%
97.9%

Spread Statistic
As ofDecember 31

20%
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5%
0%
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The three primary measures that help an actuary assess how well funded a plan is on a long-term basis are:
1. Margin,
2. Gain/loss analysis and an assessment of assumptions, and
3. Spread, defined as the difference between the market and actuarial value of assets expressed as a percentage of the market value of assets.
The margin and assumptions were covered in earlier sections.
The third factor is the Spread statistic. When positive it represents a cushion to help offset potential future
unfavorable investment experience. Conversely, when the actuarial value is greater than the market value the
Spread turns negative. When this is the case future investment returns over and above the assumed return are
necessary over time to restore the market value of assets equal to the actuarial value.
As of December 31, 2017, the Spread is 2.1%.
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Pension Protection Act

The Plan is certified to be in the Deep Red Zone as of December 31, 2017 because it is under 65% funded, is
projected to have a funding deficiency within the next four years, is projected to become insolvent in the current
or next 19 years and the Plan’s ratio of inactive to active participants is in excess of 2 to 1. A summary of the
Zone Status is as follows:
Date Summary
January 1
PPA Status
2008

Status

Seriously Endangered

Expiration of CBA(s) covering 75% of active
participants as of actuarial certification date:
Funding Improvement Period:
(15 years for Orange Zone):
2009

Status without regard to freezing
Frozen Status (after application of WRERA)

2010

Status

5/31/2008
1/1/2009-12/31/2023
Critical
Seriously Endangered
Critical

Expiration of CBA(s) covering 75% of active
participants as of actuarial certification date:

5/31/2011

Adoption Period:

3/31/2010 - 12/31/2011

Rehabilitation Period:

1/1/2012 - 12/31/2021

2011-2014

Status

Critical

2015-2018

Status

Critical and Declining

The Trustees have implemented a Rehabilitation Plan (RP) as per the PPA. A summary of the history of the
Rehabilitation Plan is as follows:
Original Rehabilitation Plan
Benefit Changes
 The Lump Sum option for surviving spouses was suspended effective April 23, 2010 as required
by law.
 The benefit rate on and after January 1, 2010 will depend on the date on which the Participant first
earned Future Service Credit. If that date is prior to June 1, 2004, the benefit rate will be $50
(payable monthly) for all Years of Future Service Credit after December 31, 2009. Otherwise, the
benefit rate will be $37.50 for the first ten Years of Future Service Credit and $50.00 for all subsequent service on and after December 31, 2009. The ten year period is measured from date of
hire.
 A year of Future Service Credit is credited for each 1,000 hours, with 1/10 of a Year credited for
each 100 hours worked. No Future Service Credit will be credited if less than 200 hours are
worked in a Plan Year
 Unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with 5 years of Vesting Service was replaced with unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with 20 years of Future Service Credit, with no limitation on
Service earned in each Plan Year.
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Contribution Increases

June 1
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Contrib.
Rate
$11.34
13.39
13.39
14.39
14.89
15.39
15.89

June 1
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022+

Contrib.
Rate
16.39
16.89
17.39
17.89
18.39
18.89

2011 Update to the Rehabilitation Plan
Effective January 1, 2012, accrued benefits will be frozen and will equal the benefit accrued through December 31, 2011.
2012 Update to the Rehabilitation Plan
Effective March 21, 2013, the Board of Trustees decided to freeze the contribution rate at $13.39 and suspend
the following benefits until 5/31/2017:
a.
b.
c.
d.

All Early Retirement Benefits
Disability Retirement Benefits
The Family Survivor and Single Sum Death Benefit
The “Pop Feature” on Joint & Survivor benefits
2017 Update to the Rehabilitation Plan

After applying for a benefit suspension and plan partition as allowed under the Multiemployer Pension Reform Act and withdrawing said application on the basis it was going to be denied the Trustees deemed it reasonable to lift the suspension on the benefits that were suspended in the 2012 Update to the Rehabilitation
Plan for participants who meet the following criteria:
Worked in Covered Service for at least 250 hours in anyone of the Plan Years ending December 31, 2011,
2012, and 2013, and meets one of the criteria below:
 Worked in Covered Service for at least 100 hours for each of the Plan Years ending December 31,
2014, 2015, and 2016, or
 Became Permanent and Totally Disabled, as defined in Section 8.03, between January 1, 2013 and
May 31, 2017.
Also, effective June 1, 2017 all participants who retired after March 31, 2013 receiving a Joint & Survivor
Benefit shall have the "Pop-Up Feature" restored.
The following charts project the funded percentage and credit balance into the future assuming that there are
no gains or losses on demographic assumptions and that the market value of assets returns the assumed rate of
6.75%.
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Projected Credit Balance as of 12/31
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ASC No. 960 Disclosures

5.1

Present Value of Accumulated Plan Benefits

O’Sullivan
Associates

As of December 31, 2017
A. Present Value of Vested Benefits:
1. Participants currently receiving payments
2. Other vested benefits

$ 42,901,699
24,796,307

3. Subtotal vested benefits

$ 67,698,006

B. Present Value of Non-Vested Benefits

31,219

C. Present Value of Accumulated Benefits (A+B)

$ 67,729,225

The ASC No. 960 values were computed using the same assumptions as those used for determining funding requirements.

5.2

Reconciliation of Changes in Present Value of Accumulated Benefits
A. Present Value of Accumulated Benefits at Prior Valuation Date

$ 68,070,308

B. Changes During the Year Due to:
1. Benefits accumulated and net gains

$ 454,273

2. Benefits paid

(5,214,125)

3. Assumption changes

0

4. Method changes

0

5. Plan amendments

0

6. Passage of time

4,418,769

7. Total change

$ (341,083)

C. Present Value of Accumulated Benefits at Current Valuation Date
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6.1

Summary of Assumptions and Methods
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These are the assumptions used for the ongoing valuation calculations, unless otherwise noted.
Mortality

Actives:

RP- 2014 Blue Collar Employee Sex Distinct Table using scale
MP-2016 improvement from year 2015.

Disabled:

RP- 2014 Disabled Retiree Sex Distinct using scale MP-2016 improvement from year 2015.

Retirees:

RP- 2014 Blue Collar Annuitant Sex Distinct using scale MP-2016
improvement from year 2015.

Withdrawal

Table T-5

Disability

SOA 1973 Disability Model XXVI

Retirement Age
Actives

Inactive Vested

Age
55
56
57
58
59
60

Rate
5%
2
2
2
2
15

Age
61
62
63
64
65

Rate
2%
30
5
5
100

Age 65

Definition of Active

A member must have worked 100 or more hours in the year to be included in the
valuation.

Future Employment

150,000 Total Hours per year

Percent Married

100%

Age of Spouse

Females are 2 years younger than their spouses.

Net Investment Return

6.75%

Administrative
Expenses

$300,000 payable at the beginning of the year

Actuarial Value of
Assets

The market value of assets less unrecognized returns in each of the last five years.
Unrecognized return is equal to the difference between the actual market return
and the expected return on the actuarial value, and is recognized over a five-year
period. The actuarial value is further adjusted, if necessary, to be within 20% of
the market value.
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Unit Credit

RPA ’94 Current Liability Assumptions
Interest

2.98%. Last year, 3.05% was used.

Mortality

As per IRS Regulation § 1.430(h)(3)-1

Rationale for Assumptions
Demographic

The demographic rates utilized are standard tables that approximate recent
historical demographic experience, and adjusted to reflect anticipated future
experience and professional judgment. A comparison of actual vs. expected
decrements, and aggregate liability gain/loss analysis were used to validate the
demographic assumptions.

Administrative
Expense and
Employment

The Administrative Expense and Employment assumptions approximate recent historical experience, and adjusted to reflect anticipated future experience and professional judgment. When appropriate we include the expectations of Trustees and co-professionals for these assumptions.

Investment Return

The investment return assumption is a long-term estimate that is based on
historical experience, future market expectations, and professional judgment.
We have utilized the investment manager’s capital market expectations, and
have compared those expectations with a broader market survey.
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Summary of Plan Provisions

Plan Year:

January 1 through December 31

Participation

400 hours of covered employment

Vesting Service

One year for each year in which at least 250 hours of covered employment or 1,000
hours of related service is earned in a plan year; there is no partial credit

Future Service Credit

One-seventh of a year of Future Service Credit for each 100 hours of covered employment worked in a plan year, without limit.
Effective 1/1/2010, one-tenth of a year of Future Service Credit for each 100 hours of
covered employment worked in a plan year, without limit, if at least 200 hours of credited service are earned in the plan year. For purposes of meeting eligibility requirements, no more than one year of Future Service Credit is recognized in any year

Vesting

100% vesting after 5 years of Vesting Service

Break In Service

A "break year" is a plan year in which the participant earns less than 100 hours of eligibility service. After one break year (three consecutive break years prior to 2000)
service and participation are forfeited if not vested. Such service and participation will
be restored upon return to employment if 100 hours of Future Service Credit or 500
hours of vesting service are earned in a plan year, provided that the number of consecutive break years did not equal or exceed the greater of five years or the prior number
of vesting years.

Normal Retirement:
Eligibility

Age 65, with five years of Plan participation

Amount

For retirements after 1/1/2010, the monthly accrued benefit is the sum of A and B
where:
A. Prior to 12/31/1990, monthly accrued pension multiplied by a factor:
Local Factor
29
100%
Others 115%
B. After 1/1/1991: a multiplier times Future Service Credit earned under this plan:
Multiplier
1/1/199112/31/2009

1/1/201012/31/2011

After
12/31/2011

If hired prior to
6/1/2004

$75

$50

$ 0*

If hired on and
after 6/1/2004

$50

$37.50 for the first 10 years
of service then $50 for each
year in excess of 10.

$ 0*

Group

*As part of the Rehabilitation Plan, accrued benefits were frozen as of 12/31/2011.
Normal Form

Payable for life
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Early Retirement:
Eligibility

Age 55 with 15 years of Future Service Credit (counting no more than one year in any
plan year) or ten years of vesting service, or on or after 10/1/1996, age 62 with 5 years
of vesting service. Must also meet the eligibility test described below.

Amount

Normal Retirement amount reduced .25% for each month prior from age 65 to age 60
then .50% for each month prior from age 60 to age 55. There is no reduction under any
of the following situations:
Years of
Age Future Service Credit
62
20
60
30*
58
35*
*For these eligibility purposes, no more than one year of Future Service Credit can be
counted in any plan year.

Disability:
Eligibility

Under age 65 and 15 years of eligibility for disability level ”A” (ten years of eligibility
service for disability level “B”) and receiving Social Security Disability benefits. Must
also meet the eligibility test described below.

Amount

Same as normal for level “A” (if disability level "B", reduced by 1/4 of 1% per month
that disability date precedes age 65 to a maximum reduction of 50%)

Pre-Retirement Surviving Spouse’s Pension:
Eligibility

Death of a vested participant with a surviving spouse of one year

Amount

50% of the benefit the participant would have received had he or she retired the day
before he or she died and elected the joint and 50% survivor option. If the participant
died prior to eligibility for an early retirement pension, the spouse’s benefit is deferred
to the participant’s earliest retirement date.

Family Pension Death:
Eligibility

Vested and also meet the eligibility test described below.

Amount

Employer Contributions less any pension payments made payable over the life time of
the named beneficiary

Optional Form of Benefit:

 50% Joint and Survivor with Pop-up
 75% Joint and Survivor with Pop-up
Pop-up feature available if Participant meets eligibility test described below.
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Effective for Retirements on or after June 1, 2017, in order for Participant’s to be eligible for the following benefits:





All Early Retirement Benefits
Disability Retirement Benefits
The Family Survivor and Single Sum Death Benefit
The “Pop Feature” on Joint & Survivor benefits

The Participant must have worked in Covered Service for at least 250 hours in any
one of the Plan Years ending December 31, 2011, 2012, and 2013, and meets one of
the criteria below:
 Worked in Covered Service for at least 100 hours for each of the Plan Years
ending December 31, 2014, 2015, and 2016, or
 Became Permanent and Totally Disabled, as defined in Section 8.03, between
January 1, 2013 and May 31, 2017.
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Plan History

Effective
Date
6/1/2017

Benefit Change
The benefits suspended effective 3/21/2013 will no longer be suspended for Participants who
worked in Covered Service for at least 250 hours in anyone of the Plan Years ending December 31, 2011, 2012, and 2013, and meets one of the criteria below:
 Worked in Covered Service for at least 100 hours for each of the Plan Years ending December 31, 2014, 2015, and 2016, or
 Became Permanent and Totally Disabled, as defined in Section 8.03, between January
1, 2013 and May 31, 2017.
Effective June 1, 2017 all participants who retired after March 31, 2013 receiving a Joint &
Survivor Benefit shall have the "Pop-Up Feature" restored.

3/21/2013

The following benefits will be suspended (i.e. unavailable) through May 31, 2017 for
those Participants not yet in pay status as of March 21, 2013:
a.
b.
c.
d.

All Early Retirement Benefits
Disability Retirement Benefits
The Family Survivor and Single Sum Death Benefit
The “Pop Feature” on Joint & Survivor benefits

1/1/2012

Actives:
 Accrued benefits are frozen.

1/1/2010

Actives:
 One-tenth of a year of Service Credit for each 100 hours of Covered Employment
worked in a plan year, without limit, if at least 200 hours of Service Credit are earned
in the plan year.
Actives/Inactives:
 Unreduced Early Pension Benefit at age 62 with 5 years of Vesting Service was eliminated and replaced with an unreduced Early Pension Benefit at age 62 with 20 years
of Pension Service.

1/1/2000

Actives:
 The unit monthly pension benefit was increased to $75 (must work 100 hours in 1999
to get the $75 a credit from 1991 to present for anyone who retires 1/1/2000 or after).

1/1/1999

Retirees:
 An increase of ½ of 1% (.050%) from the date of retirement if retired before
1/1/1999.
 A 13th check issued 2/1/2000 (not eligible if retired in 1999 or later).
Actives:
 The unit monthly pension benefit was increased to $65 for each year of pension service earned after 1990.
 The federally required 5-Year vesting rule was adopted
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Retirees:
 all retirees whose effective date of pension was before 1/1/99 received a permanent
increase based on years on pension (.65% per year retired).
1/1/1996

Actives:
 The unit monthly pension benefit was increased to $50 for each year of pension service earned after 1990.
 Early Pension:
o Eligibility was expanded to include 10 years of Vesting Service.
o No reduction in the if the participant is at least age 62 and has at least 5 years
of Vesting Service.
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6.4

Contribution Rates
Effective
Date
7/1/1983
7/1/1984
7/1/1985
7/1/1986
6/1/1988
1/1/1989
6/1/1991
6/1/1994
6/1/1995
6/1/1996
6/1/1997
6/1/1998
6/1/1999
6/1/2000
6/1/2001
6/1/2002
6/1/2003
6/1/2004
6/1/2005
6/1/2006
6/1/2007
6/1/2008
2/1/2009
6/1/2009
1/1/2010
6/1/2010
6/1/2011
8/1/2011

Hourly
Contribution
to Plan
$ 2.15
2.25
2.35
2.50
2.55
2.50
2.65
2.75
2.90
2.60
4.15
3.25
4.30
4.35 (4.40*)
4.00 (4.05*)
4.22 (4.36*)
4.78 (4.80*)
5.39
5.71
6.31
7.59
8.59
8.84
9.49 (9.99*)
10.20 (10.25*)
11.34 (11.44*)**
13.34 (13.44*)
$13.39 (13.49*)

* Westchester, Rockland, and Putnam
** Includes an 85¢ diversion from the Health and Welfare Fund
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Funding Standard Account and Minimum Required Contributions

Rules for determining minimum required and maximum deductible contributions are set forth in IRC Sections
412 and 404, respectively. Since deductibility may be affected by factors not considered here, the deductibility
and timing of contributions should be reviewed with tax counsel.
Actual
12/31/2017

Projected
12/31/2018

$ 10,524,170
295,000
6,043,461
1,138,228
$ 18,000,859

$ 13,731,764
300,000
5,652,796
1,328,708
$ 21,013,268

$0
2,131,714
1,941,179
196,202
$ 4,269,095

$0
2,008,500
1,107,928
136,190
$ 3,252,618

$ (13,731,764)

$ (17,760,650)

Minimum Required Contribution (e - (f + h) x (1.0675))

$ 15,928,650

$ 19,830,555

Minimum Without Regard to the Credit Balance (e - h x 1.0675))

$ 15,928,650

$ 19,830,555

For Plan Year ending December 31:
Charges to the Credit Balance:
a. Funding Deficiency
b. Normal cost
c. Amortization charges
d. Interest on above
e. Total charges
Credits to Credit Balance:
f. Credit Balance at beginning of year
g. Employer contributions
h. Amortization credits
i. Interest on above
j. Total credits
Credit Balance/(Funding Deficiency) at end of Year

The Plan’s Credit Balance represents a cumulative measure of all prior contributions (since the initial ERISA
effective date) against all prior minimum requirements. If cumulative contributions exceed cumulative minimums, then the Plan will maintain a Credit Balance which can be used to offset any current year minimum
requirements. As of December 31, 2017, the Plan has a Credit Balance of $(13,731,764). The minimum requirement for the year ending December 31, 2018 is $19,830,555 after recognition of the Credit Balance.

6.6

Maximum Deductible Contribution
A. Traditional Maximum Deductible
B. 140% of Current Liability, less Actuarial Value of Assets
C. Greater of A or B

$ 7,415,644
$ 124,903,391
$ 124,903,391

The maximum allowable deduction for the fiscal year ending December 31, 12/31/2018 is $124,903,391. To
be deductible for a given fiscal year, a contribution should be made by the time the tax return for that fiscal
year is filed with the IRS (including extensions). Specific advice on the deductibility of contributions and
timing should be reviewed with your tax counsel.
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Current Liability at Beginning of Year

Current liability is the present value of accrued benefits under the Plan using actuarial assumptions as prescribed by the Retirement Protection Act of 1994 (RPA ‘94). The liability is determined using the same assumptions used to determine the Plan’s funding requirements, except for the interest rate and mortality table.
These values are used for specific, prescribed purposes.
RPA ‘94 Current Liability
A. Assumptions:
1. Interest rate
2. Mortality table
B.

C.

2.98%
As per IRS Regulation §1.430(h)(3)-1

RPA ’94 Current Liability
1. Retirees and beneficiaries receiving payments
2. Inactive vested participants
3. Actives
(a) Non-vested benefits
(b) Vested benefits
(c) Total Active

Total Benefits
$ 55,483,455
21,827,432

4. Total (1 + 2 + 3(c))

$ 100,347,812

Expected Increase in Liability

75,934
22,960,991
$ 23,036,925

$0

D. Expected Benefits Accruing During the Year
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Amortization Schedule for Minimum Required Contribution
Amortization Charges as of 1/1/2018
Date
Established
1/1
1999
2000
2000
2001
2001
2002
2003
2003
2004
2005
2006
2006
2007
2008
2009
2009
2010
2010
2010
2011
2012
2012
2013
2013
2016
2016
2017
2018

Outstanding
Balance
$
3,201,187
2,375,547
237,041
1,960,956
318,226
986,874
1,957,071
348,654
1,076,747
1,166,174
931,891
2,369,493
649,242
608,189
6,379,082
874,454
2,617,126
858,545
3,433,912
399,277
1,277,483
72,619
1,788,076
6,243,239
33,337
596,793
2,578,909
106,411
$ 45,446,555

Base Type
Plan Change
Plan Change
Actuarial Loss
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss
Actuarial Loss
Actuarial Loss
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss
Actuarial Loss
Actuarial Loss
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss - Assets
Actuarial Loss - Other
Actuarial Loss - Assets
Actuarial Loss - Other
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss
Actuarial Loss
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss
Assumption Change
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss
Plan Change
Actuarial Loss
Totals

29

Years
Remaining
16
17
2
18
3
4
5
20
6
7
8
23
9
10
21
11
21
12
12
8
9
9
10
10
13
13
14
15

Amortization
Amount
$
312,205
223,999
122,390
179,336
113,075
271,391
444,141
30,233
209,983
200,941
144,780
192,731
92,359
80,182
540,462
107,884
221,734
99,913
399,620
62,032
181,730
10,330
235,736
823,094
3,684
65,947
272,112
10,772
$ 5,652,796
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Amortization Credits as of 1/1/2018
Date
Established
1/1
2001
2002
2005
2008
2010
2013
2014
2015
2015
2017
2017

6.9

Base Type
Plan Change
Assumption Change
Plan Change
Actuarial Gain
Plan Change
Plan Change
Actuarial Gain
Actuarial Gain
Assumption Change
Actuarial Gain
Assumption Change
Totals

Outstanding
Years
Balance
Remaining
$
(999,625)
13
(1,255,507)
14
(865)
17
(255,072)
5
(685,561)
7
(3,467,906)
10
(80,034)
11
(691,329)
12
(131,279)
12
(287,447)
14
14
(907,575)
$ (8,762,200)

Amortization
Amount
(110,461)
(132,474)
(82)
(57,886)
(118,128)
(457,200)
(9,874)
(80,453)
(15,278)
(30,330)
(95,762)
$ (1,107,928)

Net Charge/(Credit)

$

$

36,684,355

Equation of Balance
A. Net Outstanding Balance of Bases
B. Credit Balance
C. Unfunded Actuarial Accrued Liability (A-B)

30
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Data Summary
Flow of Lives

Inactive
Actives

Vested

Retired &
Disabled Beneficiaries

Total

Beginning of year…………… 209

168

45

482

904

To inactive vested……… (17)
To inactive non-vested… (50)
Returned to work………
3
New entrants…………… 30

17
0
(3)
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
(50)
0
30

To retired………………
(9)
To disabled……………… (1)
New Alternate Payees…
0

(6)
(1)
0

0
2
0

15
0
1

0
0
1

Deaths…………………
New Beneficiaries………

0
0

(2)
0

(1)
0

(24)
9

(27)
9

Data Corrections………

0

0

0

1

1

165

173

46

484

868

End of year…………………
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Historical Participation
Plan Year
Separated

Ending
12/31

Active

Vested

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

499
430
297
299
314
319
307
275
278
255
235
230
220
192
180
178
173
185
209
165

137
132
162
141
141
150
152
139
138
133
156
170
153
163
157
160
174
171
168
173

Disabled* Retired
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
57
53
51
54
54
54
52
50
48
45
46

610
620
604
614
622
625
629
627
627
562
560
562
567
563
563
559
521
499
482
484

Total
1,246
1,182
1,063
1,054
1,077
1,094
1,088
1,041
1,043
1,007
1,004
1,013
994
972
954
949
918
903
904
868

*Prior to 2007 disability participants were included in the retiree count

Historical Participant Counts
As of December 31
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Actives by Age and Future Service Credits

7.3

Age

0-1

1-4

5-9

<25
25-29

3

7
4

1
1

30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54

5
2
2
5
5

3
2
3
4
2

1
4
2
1

1
2
5

55-59
60-64
65+
Unknown

1

2

2

2

11

Total

34

27

10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49

12

50+

8
8
2
2
2
1
2

10

2
1
3

2
1
5

2
2

1

1

5
3
1

4
5

3
1

6
1

1
2

2
2

18

15

1
4

1
3

1

6
1

12

11

4

5

6

11

The average age of the actives is 48.1 and the average Future Service Credits are 17.8.
Actives by Future Service Credits

Actives by Age
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Distribution of Service Worked by Actives

Hours
Worked
Count

Between
100-299
300-499

26
14

500-699
700-899
900-1,099
1,100-1,299
1,300-1,499

13
22
11
23
17

1,500-1,699
1,700-1,899
1,900-2,099
2,100+

20
13
6
-

Total

165

Distribution of Actives by Hours Worked
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Distribution of Periodic Benefits

The following table analyzes those who retired and commenced periodic benefits as of 12/31/2017.

New Pensioners
Range of Monthly Pension

Average
Class

Number

Age

Minimum

Average

Maximum

Early
Normal

6
10

62.3
66.8

$

528
124

$

1,844
1,309

$

2,372
3,377

Sub Total

16

65.1

$

124

$

1,510

$

3,377

1
2
9

59
59.7
79.5

$

1,308
950
42

$

1,308
1,330
417

$

1,308
1,710
1,179

Sub Total

12

74.5

$

42

$

644

$

1,710

Total

28

69.1

$

42

$

1,139

$

3,377

Alternate Payee
Disability
Survivor

The following table analyzes those who are receiving periodic benefits on 12/31/2017.

All Pensioners
Range of Monthly Pension

Average
Class

Number

Age

Minimum

Average

Maximum

Early
Normal

243
141

78.3
79.3

$

33
32

$

1,005
823

$

3,507
3,377

Sub Total

384

78.7

$

32

$

938

$

3,507

5
20
121

63
64.8
80.4

$

168
233
22

$

541
1,402
373

$

1,308
3,317
1,696

Sub Total

146

77.7

$

22

$

519

$

3,317

Total

530

78.4

$

22

$

823

$

3,507

Alternate Payee
Disability
Survivor
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Distribution of Retirees Monthly Pensions

Age

$0-499

<55
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-79
80-84
85-89
90+
Unknown
Total

1

500-

1,000-

1,500-

2,000-

2,500-

3,000-

3,500-

999

1,499

1,999

2,499

2,999

3,499

3,999

3

1

3

2
1

8
14
23
53
52

1
14
24
26
33

2
9
9
16
25

2
8
8
9
11

4
5
9
10
1

54
29

23
7

7
1

1

234

131

70

42

Pensioners by Age

140 -

32

1

1

1
6
4
2

1
2
2

14

250

6

$4,000+

3
10
19
59
79
116
122

1

1

0

200
100
1150
80
100
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Age

Benefit Amount

36

85
37
0
530

Pensioners by Monthly Benefit
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Distribution of Separated Vested Participant Accrued Monthly Pensions

Age
<35
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65+
Unknown
Total

$0-499
4
2
4
4
5
4
7
2

$500999
1
7
7
13
12
18
11
3

$1,0001,499

$1,5001,999

2
1
4
7
12
5
2

1
3
4
7
3

32

72

33

18

$2,0002,499

$2,5002,999

$3,000+

2
6
4

3

1
2

12

3

3

Total
5
11
13
25
35
47
30
7
0
173

The average age of the Terminated Vested Participants is 53.2 and the average Accrued Benefit is $1,013.
Terminated Vesteds by Age

50

Terminated Vested by Accrued Benefit

45
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Zone Certification
as of January 1, 2018
for
Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Pension Plan
EIN: 14-6016608 / PN: 001
Initial Critical Zone Certification:
Adoption Period:
Rehabilitation Period:
Initial Critical and Declining Zone Certification:

January 1, 2010
3/31/2010 – 12/31/2011
1/01/2012 – 12/31/2021
January 1, 2015

Based on the following actuarial measures, the Plan is classified as “Critical and Declining Status” (a Red
Zone category) as per the Multiemployer Pension Reform Act of 2014 (MEPRA).
 The Plan meets the criteria for Critical Status, and
 The Plan is projected to become insolvent in the current or next 19 years and
 The Plan’s ratio of inactive to active participants is in excess of 2 to 1.
After considering and rejecting as unfeasible various scenarios intended to meet the benchmarks of the
Pension Protection Act, the Trustees selected a Rehabilitation Plan intended to comply with the
provisions of IRC §432(e)(3)(A)(ii). The Plan has taken reasonable measures to improve its funding
status.
Based upon the provisions of IRC §432(e)(3)(A)(ii), the Plan is making required progress in its
Rehabilitation Plan.
Funded Percentage(PPA)as of 12/31
100%

Projected Credit Balance as of 12/31
$0
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For purposes of this certification, we have included only contribution increases covered by the current
Collective Bargaining Agreement.
This certification was prepared on behalf of the Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York
Pension Plan and based on employee data, asset statements and plan documents provided by the Plan
Sponsor or its representatives. We relied upon the data as submitted, without formal audit. However, the
data was tested for reasonableness, and we have no reason to believe that any other information which
would have had a material effect on the results of this valuation was overlooked.

Therefore, to the best of our knowledge and belief, the information presented in this certification is
complete and accurate, and each assumption used represents our best estimate of anticipated experience
under the Plan.
The assumptions used are those used in the December 31, 2016 actuarial valuation including a 6.75%
interest rate assumption.
Certified by:

On Behalf of Plan Sponsor:

et. 4g-----/
Craig A. Voelker, FSA, MAAA, EA
Enrolled Actuary No.: 17-05537
1236 Brace Rd., Unit E
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
Phone (856) 795-7777
March 31, 2018

cc: Secretary of the Treasury- EPCU@irs.gov

Board of Trustees
Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers
Local 5 New York Pension Plan
1 Scobie Drive
Newburgh NY, 12550
Phone (845) 565-8344

Zone Certification
As of January 1, 2018
for
Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Pension Plan
EIN: 14-6016608 / PN: 001

The Pension Protection Act of 2006 (“PPA”) added special rules that define funding zones. A plan is first
tested for the worst funding zone, and then successively better zones.
Condition Met?
I. Critical Status & Declining:
1. Does the Plan meet the Critical Status criteria below?
2. Is the Plan projected to go insolvent in the current or next 14 years?
3. Is the Plan projected to go insolvent in the current or next 19 years, and have a funding percentage below

TRUE
TRUE
TRUE

80% or have a ratio of inactive to active in excess of 2 to 1?

TRUE

II. Critical Status—The Plan will be certified as Critical if it meets any one of the five following tests:
1. The Plan has a funded ratio of less than 65%, and the value of Plan assets plus projected
contributions is less than the value of projected Plan benefits and expenses to be paid for the
current and six succeeding plan years.

TRUE

2. The Plan has a funded ratio of less than 65%, and is projected to have an accumulated funding
deficiency for the current year or in any of the four succeeding plan years.

TRUE

3.

The Plan is projected to have an accumulated funding deficiency for the current plan year or in
any of the three succeeding plan years.

TRUE

4. Normal cost plus interest on the unfunded liabilities exceeds contributions, the present value of
the vested benefits of inactive employees exceeds the present value of vested benefits of active
employees, and the Plan is projected to have an accumulated funded deficiency for the current
plan year or in any of the four succeeding plan years.

TRUE

5.

FALSE

The Value of Plan assets plus projected contributions is less than the value of projected
benefits and expenses to be paid for the current and four succeeding plan years.

TRUE

III. Seriously Endangered Status— Meets both Endangered criterion
IV. Endangered Status— Meets either criteria
1. The ratio of assets to liabilities is less than 80% on the first day of the plan year.
2. The Plan is projected to have an accumulated funding deficiency for the current plan year or in
any of the six succeeding plan years.
As per the criteria above the Plan is certfied as:………………………………………………………….
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TRUE
TRUE
TRUE

Critical & Declining

Cashflows
PY Beginning (t)
PY Ending (t+1)
Assumed ROR

1/1/2018
12/31/2018

1/1/2019
12/31/2019

1/1/2020
12/31/2020

1/1/2021
12/31/2021

1/1/2022
12/31/2022

1/1/2023
1/1/2023

6.75%

6.75%

6.75%

6.75%

6.75%

6.75%

Beginning Value (t)

$ 15,911,447

$ 13,310,393

$ 10,512,742

$ 7,438,443

$ 4,153,504

$

Contributions
Withdrawal Liability Payments

$

2,008,500
-

$ 2,008,500
-

$ 2,008,500
-

$ 2,008,500
-

$ 2,008,500
-

$ 2,008,500
-

Total Contributions

$

2,008,500

$ 2,008,500

$ 2,008,500

$ 2,008,500

$ 2,008,500

$ 2,008,500

Total Investment Income

$

950,522

$

$

$

$

$

Benefits Paid
Actives
Terminated Vesteds
Disabled Retirees
Retirees
Beneficiaries

$

767,681

572,499

364,141

141,720

641,818

-

(398,756) $ (551,233) $ (720,009) $ (858,381) $ (982,370) $ (1,117,800)
(153,372)
(198,616)
(298,963)
(353,481)
(426,588)
(570,318)
(629,073)
(608,535)
(588,020)
(567,542)
(547,119)
(526,763)
(3,621,593)
(3,474,891)
(3,324,517)
(3,171,082) (3,015,238)
(2,857,667)
(462,282)
(439,657)
(416,871)
(394,038)
(371,273)
(348,688)

Total Benefits Paid
Expenses

$ (5,265,076) $ (5,272,932) $ (5,348,380) $ (5,344,524) $ (5,342,588) $ (5,421,236)
$
(295,000) $ (300,900) $ (306,918) $ (313,056) $ (319,317) $ (325,704)

Ending Value (t+1)

$ 13,310,393

$ 10,512,742

$ 7,438,443

$ 4,153,504

$

641,818

$ (3,096,622)
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1. Certification of Results
This report was prepared on behalf of Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Pension
Plan based on employee data, asset statements and Plan documents provided by the Plan Sponsor or
its representatives. We relied upon the data as submitted, without formal audit. However, the data was
tested for reasonableness, and we have no reason to believe that any other information which would
have had a material effect on the results of this valuation was overlooked.
Therefore, to the best of our knowledge and belief, the information presented in this report is complete
and accurate, and in our opinion, each assumption used represents our best estimate of anticipated
experience under the Plan.
Our work is in accordance with generally accepted actuarial principles and practices. The report was
prepared on behalf of the Trustees to help them administer the Fund and meet the Form 5500 filing
requirements. The calculations within may not be applicable for other purposes. Forecasts within are
consistent with one set of assumptions and are no guarantee of future performance.

Certified by:

• ...__________
6)(4•Y

_______

Craig A. Voelker, FSA, MAAA, EA
Enrolled Actuary No.: 17-05537

Vincent Regalbuto, ASA, MAAA, EA
Enrolled Actuary No.: 17-8116
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2. Valuation Summary
1. Margin
Projected annual contributions of $1,635,300 (or $9.48 per hour) exceed the total funding cost of
$6,335,244 (or $36.73 per hour). This leaves a negative margin of $4,699,944 (or $27.25 per
hour).
The margin has decreased from last year’s primarily due to passage of time, negative asset and
demographic experience, assumption changes and a decrease in the contribution rate. This was
partially offset by benefits paid during the year. The net effect on the margin is a negative change
of $3.33.

2. Pension Protection Act
The Pension Protection Act (PPA) requires that multiemployer plans disclose the percent level of
funding using the actuarial value of assets. As of January 1, 2019, the Plan’s funding level is 18.8%.
The Plan is under 65% funded, is projected to have a funding deficiency within the next four years,
is projected to become insolvent in the current or next 19 years and the Plan’s ratio of inactive to
active participants is in excess of 2 to 1. Therefore, the Plan is certified to be in “Critical and
Declining Status” (Deep Red Zone).
Each year the Rehabilitation Plan needs to be monitored and updated if it is not providing the
anticipated funding progress. The Rehabilitation Plan adopted by the Trustees is considered a
“safety valve” plan as allowed by §432(e)(3)(A)(ii). This section provides that the Trustees
consider all reasonable measures to exit the Red Zone by the end of the Rehabilitation Period, and
if the Plan cannot exit the Red Zone in that time frame to consider all reasonable measures to exit
at a later time or to forestall insolvency. The Rehabilitation Plan and future projections are detailed
in Section 4.6.

3. Assumptions
Mortality Improvement Scale was changed from MP-2016 to MP-2018.
The interest rate assumption changed from 6.75% to 5.00%.
The future employment assumption changed from 150,000 to 172,500 hours annually, increasing
15% annually.

4. Plan Provisions
There were no changes in Plan provisions since the prior valuation.
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3. Summary of Key Funding Measures
As of January 1
1. Curre nt

2018

2019

Assets
a at Market
b at Actuarial
c Actuarial / Market (b/a)
Present Values
d Vested Benefits
e Accrued Benefits (Accrued Liability)

$
$

14,145,731
14,809,065
104.7%

$
$

17,679,626
17,313,106
97.9%

$
$

75,889,813
78,790,810

$
$

67,698,006
67,729,225

Funding Percentages
f Vested at market (a/d)
g Vested at actuarial (b/d)
h Accrued at market (a/e)
i Accrued at actuarial (b/e)

18.6%
19.5%
18.0%
18.8%

26.1%
25.6%
26.1%
25.6%

For Plan Years Ending as of December 31
2018
2019

2. Prospe ctive
Contributions
a Minimum Required
b Anticipated
c Actual
d Maximum Deductible

$
$

e Credit Balance
f Minimum to preserve Credit Balance
* Estimated
Costs
g Cost of benefits earned in year
h Amortization of Unfunded Liability
i Total Cost (g+h)

$

24,385,977
1,635,300
tbd
128,723,853

$
$

(22,713,532) * $
6,810,547 * $

$

j Margin (b-i)

$
$
$
$

$

19,830,555
2,008,500
2,183,801
124,891,122
(17,579,989)
6,616,553

$

308,004
6,027,240
6,335,244

$

310,750
5,286,705
5,597,455

$

(4,699,944)

$

(3,588,955)

3. Assumptions
a Interest rate per annum
b Total Hours

5.00%
172,500

4

6.75%
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4. Plan Cost
4.1. Cost and Margin
There are only two component costs to funding the Pension Plan: the cost of benefits earned in the
year, and the amortization of the unfunded liability. The sum of the two costs expressed in dollars
per hour of covered work provides a useful way of expressing the Plan’s funding cost.
In the context above, margin is the amount by which the anticipated contributions differ from the
Plan’s projected funding cost.
The costs below are calculated consistent with a funding policy of paying off the unfunded liability
over 15 years and assumes a 5.00% interest assumption. The margin, found on Line G below, is
positive and indicates that the current benefits are affordable on a long-term basis.
There are many actuarial measures and statistics to measure the state of the Plan’s funding. The
margin is designed to provide a single simplified statistic for a Trustee to get a sense for the strength
of future funding. As long as the margin is positive it is a strong indication that the current benefits
are affordable on a long-term basis. If negative it is an indication that the overall funding may need
to be improved before benefits are affordable.

A.
B.
C.

$/year
$
1,635,300
Total projected contribution
‐
Level payment of With. Liab. receivables
$
1,635,300
Total contributions (A+B)

$/Hour
$
9.48
‐
$
9.48

%
100.0%
0.0%
100.0%

D.
E.
F.

Funding Costs
Cost of benefits
Amortization of Unfunded Liability
Total funding cost (C+D)

$/year
$
308,004
6,027,240
$
6,335,244

$/Hour
$
1.79
34.94
$ 36.73

%
18.9%
368.6%
387.5%

G.

Margin (C - F)

$

(4,699,944) $ (27.25)

-287.5%
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4.2. Margin Detail
A.

B.

C.

As of January 1
1.
Actuarial liability
2.
Actuarial value of assets
3.
Unfunded actuarial liability (1-2)

$
$
$

2019
78,790,810
14,809,065
63,981,745

4.
5.
6.
7.

Normal cost
Expenses
Total cost of benefits (4+5)
Amortization of unfunded liability

$
$

300,000
300,000
5,870,617

8.

Present value of with. liab. payments

$

-

Anticipated Contribution Income*
1.
Hours
2.
Contribution rate
$
3.
Total Hourly contributions (1x2)
$
Level payment of With. Liab. receivables
4.

172,500
9.48
1,635,300
-

5.

Total projected contribution

$

Funding Costs
1.
Cost of benefits
2.
Amortization of Unfunded Liability
3.
Total funding costs

D. Margin (B5-C3) (at actuarial)
(at market)
E. Margin

$
$
$
$

18.8%

0.8%

$

1,635,300

$

9.48
9.48

100.0%
0.0%
100.0%

$/ye ar
308,004
6,027,240
6,335,244

$/Hour
$
1.79
34.94
$ 36.73

%
18.9%
368.6%
387.5%

(4,699,944) $ (27.25)
(4,762,432) $ (27.61)

-287.5%
-291.2%

* Assumes contributions and costs are paid at the end of the month.
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4.3. Development of Plan Asset Values
4.3.1. Market Value of Assets
A. As of January 1, 2018

$

17,679,626

B. Contributions

$

2,183,801

C. Investment income:
1. Interest and dividends
2. Realized/unrealized gain/(loss)
3. Investment fees
4. Sub-Total

$

$

289,336
(436,609)
(89,830)
(237,103)

D. Distributions:
1. Benefit payments
2. Administrative expenses
3. Sub-Total

$

(5,245,821)
(234,772)
(5,480,593)

E. As of January 1, 2019

$

14,145,731

F. Average invested assets (A+.5 x (B + D))

$

16,031,230

$

G. Rate of return (C4 ÷ F)

-1.5%
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4.3.2. Actuarial Value of Assets
A.
Year
Ending
Unexpected
Dec. 31
Amount
2014
$
994
2015
(794,279)
(757,305)
2016
2017
1,423,018
(1,319,211)
2018
(1,446,783)
T otals $

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

Development of amount Recognized / Unrecognized

P ast
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

P ercentage
Cur.
Fut.
20%
0%
20%
20%
20%
40%
20%
60%
80%
20%
100%

(Recognized)
(Recognized)
(Unrecognized)
P ast
Current
Future
$
795 $
199 $
(476,567)
(158,856)
(158,856)
(302,922)
(151,461)
(302,922)
284,602
284,604
853,812
(263,843)
(1,055,368)
$
(494,092) $
(289,357) $
(663,334)

H.
I.

Market value as of 12/31/2018
P reliminary actuarial value of assets (H-T otal of G)

J.
K.

80% of market value
120% of market value

L.

Actuarial value as of 12/31/2018

8

$

14,145,731
14,809,065
11,316,585
16,974,877

$

14,809,065
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4.3.3. Actuarial Asset Gain/(Loss)
A. As of January 1, 2018

$

17,313,106

B. Contributions

$

2,183,801

$

1,082,108
(289,357)
792,751

C. Investment income:
1. Expected (net of expenses)
2. Recognized current (see above)
3. Forced Recognition
4. Subtotal
D. Distributions:
1. Benefit payments
2. Administrative expenses
3. Sub-Total

$

$
$

(5,245,821)
(234,772)
(5,480,593)

E. As of January 1, 2019

$

14,809,065

F. Average invested assets (A+.5 x (B + D))

$

15,664,710

G. Actual rate of return (C4 ÷ F)
H. Expected rate of return

5.1%
6.8%

I. Gain (Loss) (G-H)
J. Gain (Loss) (I x F)

-1.7%
(264,617)

$

4.3.4. Total Gain/(Loss)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Unfunded liability (UAL) at 1/1/2018
Annual cost of benefits and exp.at 1/1/2018
Less contributions
Interest on A, B, and C
Expected unfunded as of 1/1/2019, (A+B+C+D)
P reliminary unfunded as of 1/1/2019
T otal gain/(loss), (E-F)

H.
I.
J.
K.

Asset experience (see above)
Expenses
Demographic experience
T otal (see above)

$

$
$
$

$

9

50,416,119
300,000
(2,183,801)
3,356,573
51,888,891
52,209,416
(320,525)
(264,617)
75,978
(131,886)
(320,525)
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4.4. Historical Information
4.4.1. Gain/(Loss)
P lan Year
Ending
Dec. 31
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
Average

T otal
Gain/(Loss)
Assets
Expense
Demographic
$ (859,829) $
96,282 $
152,762 $
(610,785)
(1,538,401)
63,068
(316,944)
(1,792,277)
(1,578,321)
78,716
(829,018)
(2,328,623)
155,253
60,217
(117,933)
97,537
7,466
56,032
731,226
794,724
(453,410)
16,264
(214,285)
(651,431)
211,607
(5,280)
93,274
299,601
277,347
62,599
(446,357)
(106,411)
(264,617)
75,978
(131,886)
(320,525)
$

(449,212) $

55,986

$

(119,907) $

(513,132)

Gain/loss analysis is one of the most important tools available to an actuary to ensure that their model
of the Plan’s funding is accurate. The exhibit above shows the total gain/(loss) broken down into
three assumption categories: assets, expense, and demographic.
The gain/(loss) on assets is very unpredictable due to the unpredictable returns on the market value
of assets. Moreover, the gain/(loss) on assets is greatly influenced by the smoothing method. The
pattern of asset gains is discussed later in this report.
After itemizing the gain/(loss) on assets and expenses, what remains is the gain/(loss) on all the other
demographic assumptions including retirement, turnover, disability, and mortality rates. Over time,
to remain confident in the future funding, it is important that the gains and losses on the demographic
assumptions average zero, or at least a relatively small number.
For the last 9 years the Plan has averaged a moderate loss on demographic.
As of 12/31/2018, we have updated the Plan’s mortality assumption as detailed in Section 7.3. We
will continue to monitor the Plan’s gains and losses and update the assumptions as necessary in the
future.
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4.4.2. Asset Information
Rates of Return
P lan Year
Ending
Dec. 31
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
T otals

Contributions
$ 1,582,312
1,951,078
1,746,713
1,776,555
2,072,205
1,920,424
1,905,835
2,035,681
2,459,030
2,228,212
2,009,200
2,480,621
1,992,893
2,016,684
1,843,878
1,931,618
2,118,436
2,843,258
2,131,714
2,183,801
$ 41,230,148

Benefits
Expenses
$ (3,275,134) $
(241,204)
(3,869,312)
(221,882)
(3,915,295)
(225,320)
(4,123,429)
(213,626)
(4,288,636)
(264,039)
(4,359,238)
(285,467)
(4,579,029)
(279,319)
(4,783,899)
(255,346)
(4,854,881)
(331,794)
(5,012,514)
(271,494)
(5,142,691)
(281,874)
(5,289,710)
(256,784)
(5,432,225)
(248,461)
(5,488,392)
(212,044)
(5,552,487)
(234,995)
(5,466,771)
(254,718)
(5,352,687)
(278,948)
(300,492)
(5,172,775)
(5,214,125)
(242,971)
(5,245,821)
(234,772)
$ (96,419,051) $ (5,135,550)

Market
Investment
Market Value
Income
of Assets
$
960,756 $ 45,985,528
2,168,560
46,013,972
896,193
44,516,263
(975,565)
40,980,198
5,356,962
43,856,690
2,557,867
43,690,276
2,793,428
43,531,191
5,270,273
45,797,900
2,193,309
45,263,564
(10,240,847)
31,966,921
3,603,290
32,154,846
3,739,440
32,828,413
(1,938,998)
27,201,622
2,610,976
26,128,846
3,391,254
25,576,496
1,599,499
23,386,124
665,714
20,538,639
540,290
18,448,920
2,556,088
17,679,626
(237,103) $ 14,145,731
$ 27,511,386
5-Year
20-Year

At
At
Market Actuarial
2.1%
2.1%
4.8%
4.8%
2.0%
2.0%
-2.3%
-2.2%
13.5%
3.1%
6.0%
4.4%
6.6%
4.8%
12.5%
7.3%
4.9%
9.0%
-23.4%
-8.9%
11.9%
-0.4%
12.2%
4.7%
-6.3%
2.4%
10.3%
1.7%
14.0%
7.4%
6.8%
6.8%
3.1%
4.6%
2.8%
7.9%
15.2%
8.3%
-1.5%
5.1%
Geometric Average
5.1%
6.5%
4.4%
3.7%

Historical Rates of Return
Plan Year Ending December 31

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
-5%
-10%
-15%
-20%
-25%

'
1
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4.4.3. Employment
Plan Year
Average Employment Average
Contribution Contribution Units for Units Per
Ending
Income
Dec. 31
Rate
Valuation*
Active
1999
$ 1,582,312 $
3.86
409,925
953
2000
1,951,078
4.33
450,595
1,517
2001
1,746,713
4.15
420,895
1,408
2002
1,776,555
4.13
430,159
1,370
2003
2,072,205
4.55
455,430
1,428
2004
1,920,424
5.14
373,623
1,217
2005
1,905,835
5.58
341,547
1,242
2006
2,035,681
6.06
335,921
1,208
2007
2,459,030
7.06
348,305
1,366
2008
2,228,212
8.17
272,731
1,161
2009
2,009,200
9.41
213,518
928
2010
2,480,621
10.78
230,113
1,046
2011
1,992,893
12.54
158,923
828
2012
2,016,684
13.39
150,611
837
2013
1,843,878
13.39
137,706
774
2014
1,931,618
13.39
144,258
834
2015
2,118,436
13.39
158,210
855
2016
2,843,258
13.39
212,342
1,016
2017
2,131,714
13.39
159,202
965
2018
$ 2,183,801 $
13.39
163,092
1,059

5-Year
20-Year

Average
946
167,421
278,355
1,101

The employment assumption is 172,500 total employment units annually, increasing 15% annually.
This assumption should be set at a level that approximates a long-term average.
Estimated Annual Employment Units
Plan Year Ending December 31
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300,000
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100,000
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4.4.4. Funded Percentage at Market
As of
Jan. 1
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Market Value
of Assets
$ 45,985,528
46,013,972
44,516,263
40,980,198
43,856,690
43,690,276
43,531,191
45,797,900
45,263,564
31,966,921
32,154,846
32,828,413
27,201,622
26,128,846
25,576,496
23,386,124
20,538,639
18,448,920
17,679,626
$ 14,145,731

Present Value
Funded
of Accrued
Percentage
Benefits
$ 46,137,456
99.7%
47,234,288
97.4%
48,242,952
92.3%
50,789,178
80.7%
52,037,384
84.3%
53,550,407
81.6%
57,166,662
76.1%
58,736,590
78.0%
59,606,865
75.9%
61,534,903
51.9%
66,769,116
48.2%
66,752,647
49.2%
66,978,548
40.6%
70,599,287
37.0%
69,749,742
36.7%
67,915,465
34.4%
67,223,435
30.6%
68,070,308
27.1%
67,729,225
26.1%
$ 78,790,810
18.0%

Funded Percentage
120%
110%
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

As of January 1

0:tfl#6\o"WO5O3O\Obfe

ft.

r1,

(1,rP

Funded%(Mkt) ••••••••• Funded%(PPA)

The funded percentage is a statistic commonly followed by Trustees. It provides an alternative
measure of the Plan’s current level of funding. The funded percentage above compares the market
value of assets to the value of benefits accrued as of the valuation date.
The fact that the Funded Percentage is under 100% means that there are unfunded accumulated benefits when valuing the Plan on an ongoing basis. It does not necessarily imply that the Plan is underfunded on a long term basis because it makes no consideration of future contributions relative to
future costs. The margin is the best single statistic to get a sense of how well funded the Plan is on a
long-term basis.
Moreover, the funded percentage is not a measure of funding on a Plan termination basis. That would
require a different interest assumption.
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4.4.5. Actuarial Value of Assets Expressed as a % of Market Value
As of
Jan. 1
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Actuarial
Value of Assets
$ 45,985,528
46,013,972
44,516,263
46,787,441
45,699,632
44,943,873
44,093,174
44,182,701
45,328,098
38,360,305
34,815,594
33,302,885
30,357,468
27,162,775
25,074,815
22,857,052
20,314,724
19,178,803
17,313,106
$ 14,809,065

Actuarial
Assets as %
of Market
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
114.2%
104.2%
102.9%
101.3%
96.5%
100.1%
120.0%
108.3%
101.4%
111.6%
104.0%
98.0%
97.7%
98.9%
104.0%
97.9%
104.7%

Spread Statistic
As of January 1
20%
15%
10% 5% 0%
-5% -10%
-15%
-20%

I

I

1

1

Ov6')obio5O3O\ ObO) \"\<)/›.\t".1•\‘°<",.)
t-Pri.19.1 ti f°1°‘ ti i-P19'ePti ti tief.

The three primary measures that help an actuary assess how well funded a plan is on a long-term
basis are:
1. Margin,
2. Gain/loss analysis and an assessment of assumptions, and
3. Spread, defined as the difference between the market and actuarial value of assets expressed
as a percentage of the market value of assets.
The margin and assumptions were covered in earlier sections.
The third factor is the Spread statistic. When positive it represents a cushion to help offset potential
future unfavorable investment experience. Conversely, when the actuarial value is greater than the
market value the Spread turns negative. When this is the case future investment returns over and
above the assumed return are necessary over time to restore the market value of assets equal to the
actuarial value.
Currently the Spread is -4.7%.
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4.5. Pension Protection Act
As of January 1, 2019, the Plan is in Critical and Declining Status because it is under 65% funded, is
projected to have a funding deficiency within the next four years, is projected to become insolvent in
the current or next 19 years and the Plan’s ratio of inactive to active participants is in excess of 2 to
1. A summary of the Zone Status is as follows:
Date Summary
January 1
2008

PPA Status
Status

Seriously Endangered

Expiration of CBA(s) covering 75% of active
participants as of actuarial certification date:
Funding Improvement Period:
(15 years for Orange Zone):
2009

Status without regard to freezing
Frozen Status (after application of WRERA)

2010

Status

5/31/2008
1/1/2009-12/31/2023
Critical
Seriously Endangered
Critical

Expiration of CBA(s) covering 75% of active
participants as of actuarial certification date:

5/31/2011

Adoption Period:

3/31/2010 - 12/31/2011

Rehabilitation Period:

1/1/2012 - 12/31/2021

2011-2014

Status

Critical

2015-2018

Status

Critical and Declining

The Trustees have implemented a Rehabilitation Plan (RP) as per the PPA. A summary of the history of
the Rehabilitation Plan is as follows:
Original Rehabilitation Plan
Benefit Changes
 The Lump Sum option for surviving spouses was suspended effective April 23, 2010 as
required by law.
 The benefit rate on and after January 1, 2010 will depend on the date on which the
Participant first earned Future Service Credit. If that date is prior to June 1, 2004, the
benefit rate will be $50 (payable monthly) for all Years of Future Service Credit after
December 31, 2009. Otherwise, the benefit rate will be $37.50 for the first ten Years of
Future Service Credit and $50.00 for all subsequent service on and after December 31,
2009. The ten year period is measured from date of hire.
 A year of Future Service Credit is credited for each 1,000 hours, with 1/10 of a Year
credited for each 100 hours worked. No Future Service Credit will be credited if less
than 200 hours are worked in a Plan Year
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 Unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with 5 years of Vesting Service was replaced with
unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with 20 years of Future Service Credit, with no
limitation on Service earned in each Plan Year.
Contribution Increases

June 1
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Contrib.
Rate
$11.34
13.39
13.39
14.39
14.89
15.39
15.89

Contrib.
Rate
June 1
2017
16.39
2018
16.89
2019
17.39
2020
17.89
2021
18.39
2022+
18.89

2011 Update to the Rehabilitation Plan
Effective January 1, 2012, accrued benefits will be frozen and will equal the benefit accrued through
December 31, 2011.
2012 Update to the Rehabilitation Plan
Effective March 21, 2013, the Board of Trustees decided to freeze the contribution rate at $13.39 and
suspend the following benefits until 5/31/2017:
a.
b.
c.
d.

All Early Retirement Benefits
Disability Retirement Benefits
The Family Survivor and Single Sum Death Benefit
The “Pop Feature” on Joint & Survivor benefits
2017 Update to the Rehabilitation Plan

After applying for a benefit suspension and plan partition as allowed under the Multiemployer Pension
Reform Act and withdrawing said application on the basis it was going to be denied the Trustees deemed
it reasonable to lift the suspension on the benefits that were suspended in the 2012 Update to the
Rehabilitation Plan for participants who meet the following criteria:
Worked in Covered Service for at least 250 hours in anyone of the Plan Years ending December 31,
2011, 2012, and 2013, and meets one of the criteria below:
 Worked in Covered Service for at least 100 hours for each of the Plan Years ending December 31,
2014, 2015, and 2016, or
 Became Permanent and Totally Disabled, as defined in Section 8.03, between January 1, 2013 and
May 31, 2017.
Also, effective June 1, 2017 all participants who retired after March 31, 2013 receiving a Joint & Survivor
Benefit shall have the "Pop-Up Feature" restored.
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2019 Update to the Rehabilitation Plan
Effective June 1, 2019, the contribution rate was reduced from $13.39 to $6.69 per hour.
The following chart shows the Funded Percentage as per the Pension Protection Act (PPA) and the Credit
Balance. The projections assume there are no gains or losses on demographic assumptions, that the market
value of assets returns the assumed rate of 5.00%.
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4.6. Sensitivity Testing
We have performed the following stress tests on the Plan to measure the employment and investment
risk the Plan faces:
Assumptions for Plan Years beginning January 1, 2020 and thereafter
Risk
Scenario Description
Investment
Rate of Return of:
Test 1
(-1.00% than assumed)
Test 2
(1.00% than assumed)
Employment
Test 3
Test 4

Annual Employment of:
(-10.00% than assumed)
(10.00% than assumed)

The following charts show the effect of these stress tests on the projection of the Plan’s Funding
Percentage and Credit Balance. As seen in the Funding Percentage chart below the Plan is more
sensitive to changes in the asset returns compared to decreases in employment.
Funding Percentage(PPA)
As ofJanuary 1

100%

Projected Credit Balance
As ofJanuary 1
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5. Data Summary
5.1. Flow of Lives
Inactive
Actives

Vested

Retired &
Disabled Beneficiaries

Total

Beginning of year…………… 165

173

46

484

868

To inactive vested……… (7)
To inactive non-vested… (30)
Returned to work………
4
New entrants…………… 28

7
0
(4)
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
(30)
0
28

To retired………………
(5)
To disabled……………… (1)
0
New Alternate Payees…

(3)
(1)

0
2

8
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

Deaths…………………
New Beneficiaries………

0
0

0
0

(1)
0

(23)
5

(24)
5

Data Corrections………

0

0

0

0

0

154

172

47

474

847

End of year…………………
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5.2. Historical Participation
Plan Year

Ratio
Separated

Ending

Total

Dec. 31

Active

Vested

Retired

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

430
297
299
314
319
307
275
278
255
235
230
220
192
180
178
173
185
209
165
154

132
162
141
141
150
152
139
138
133
156
170
153
163
157
160
174
171
168
173
172

620
604
614
622
625
629
627
627
562
560
562
567
563
563
559
521
499
482
484
355

Inactives

Disabled* Beneficiaries** Inactive
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
57
53
51
54
54
54
52
50
48
45
46
47

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
119

752
766
755
763
775
781
766
765
752
769
783
774
780
774
771
745
718
695
703
693

*Prior to 2007, disabled participants were included in the retiree count
**Prior to 2018, beneficiaries were included in the retiree counts
Historical Participant Counts
As of January 1

800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
cfb cf)

)C?0
50°0
\0% Cf,
~yoON•01'0'
~yo
—*—Actives

N.b"•.`
)N-43 <.\

tTotal Inactive

20

'
)
z"

Total

to Actives

1,182
1,063
1,054
1,077
1,094
1,088
1,041
1,043
1,007
1,004
1,013
994
972
954
949
918
903
904
868
847

1.75
2.58
2.53
2.43
2.43
2.54
2.79
2.75
2.95
3.27
3.40
3.52
4.06
4.30
4.33
4.31
3.88
3.33
4.26
4.50
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5.3. Actives by Age and Future Service Credit

Age
<20
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-60
60+
Unknown
T otal

0-1

1-4

1
4
4
2
3
2
2
1
8
27

5-9

6
6
2
2
2
1
4
1
24

4
1
5
3
2
2
1
18

10-14
2
7
1
1
11

15-19
2
1
1
3
3
3
13

20-24
2
1
1
2
3
5
14

25-29
1
1
1
3
6
2
14

30-34
8
1
9

35-39
1
2
2
2
7

40-44
2
2
4

45-49
1
2
2
1
6

50+
1
6
7

The average age of the actives is 47.0 , and the average amount of Future Service Credit is 17.3 years.
Actives by Age
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5.4. Distribution of Hours Worked by Actives

Hours
Worked
Between
100-299
300-499
500-699
700-899
900-1,099
1,100-1,299
1,300-1,499
1,500-1,699
1,700-1,899
1,900-2,099
2,100+
T otal

Count
14
12
14
22
22
22
18
16
11
3
154

Distribution of Actives by Hours Worked
25
20
15
10

4')

tx0?)
pCY

(i)

4
) 1,
4
) 11.4
4
) 0
R,
,)
N
'
N
,z,CY
N,

N.,

5
N.,

Hours Worked

22

4
) %
4
) 0
4
)
x
\
N
1\
N.,

c)
N.,
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5.5. New Pensioners
Range of Monthly P ension

Class
Early
Normal
Sub T otal
Alternate P ayee
Disability
Survivor
Sub T otal
T otal

Number
3
5
8
-

Average
Age
57
66.7
63.2

2
5
7

59.5
75.6
71.0

15

66.8

Minimum
$
1,467
388
$
388

Average
$
2,256
1,738
$
1,933

Maximum
$
3,533
5,164
$
5,164

$

$

$

$

848
262
262

$

262

$

868
715
759

$

888
1,064
1,064

$

1,385

$

5,164

5.6. All Pensioners
Range of Monthly P ension

Number
233
117
350

Average
Age
78.9
81.0
79.6

Alternate P ayee
Disability
Survivor
Sub T otal

5
47
119
171

T otal

521

Class
Early
Normal
Sub T otal

Minimum
33
32
$
32

Average
1,017
802
$
945

Maximum
$
3,533
5,164
$
5,164

64.4
69.5
80.8
77.2

$

$

$

541
1,259
397
638

$

$

168
114
22
22

$

1,308
3,317
1,696
3,317

78.8

$

22

$

844

$

5,164

23
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5.7. Distribution of Monthly Pensions

Age
$0-499
<55
1
55-59
60-64
4
65-69
16
70-74
21
75-79
41
58
80-84
85-89
50
90+
36
Unknown
Total
227

500-999
3
2
12
24
22
35
20
8
126

1,0001,499
1
3
9
10
10
29
10
1
73

1,5001,999
4
2
7
9
7
12
2
43

2,0002,499
2
2
6
7
9
2
28

2,5002,999
1
5
7
2
15

3,0003,499
1
1
2
2
6

3,5003,999
1
1
2

4,000+
1
1

The average age of the pensioners is 78.8 years of age, and the average monthly pension amount is $844 .
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5.8. Distribution of Separated Vested Participants

Age
<35
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65+
Unknown
Total

$0-499
4
1
2
5
6
4
7
2
29

$500-999
5
9
11
13
16
15
3
69

$1,0001,499
2
2
3
4
13
6
1
30

$1,5001,999
2
7
4
6
19

$2,0002,499
2
5
5
12

$2,5002,999
2
1
3

$3,000+
3
1
4

Total
4
8
13
21
37
44
39
6
172

The average age of the separated vesteds is 54.1, and the average accrued benefit is $1,034.
50

Separated Vesteds by Age
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6. Disclosures
6.1. ASC 960 Present Value of Accumulated Plan Benefits

A. Present Value of Vested Benefits:
1. Participants currently receiveing benefits
2. Other vested benefits
3. Subtotal vested benefits
B. Present Value of Non-Vested Benefits
C. Present Value of Accumulated Plan Benefits (A3+B)

Accumulated

Operational

Benefits

Expenses

$ 48,053,305
27,836,508
$ 75,889,813
2,900,997
$ 78,790,810

$
$
$

3,252,040
1,883,854
5,135,894
196,327
5,332,221

Total
$ 51,305,345
29,720,362
$ 81,025,707
3,097,324
$ 84,123,031

6.2. Reconciliation of Changes in Present Value of Accumulated Benefits
Accumulated

Operational

Benefits

Expenses

A. Present Value at Prior Valuation Date

$ 67,729,225

B. Changes During the Year Due to:
1. Benefits accumulated and net gains
2. Benefits paid
3. Assumption changes
4. Method changes
5. Plan Amendments
6. Passage of time
7. Total change

140,401
(5,245,821)
11,772,329
4,394,676
$ 11,061,585 $

C. Present Value at CurrentValuation Date (A + B7)

$ 78,790,810

26

$

$

4,615,385

Total
$ 72,344,610

33,389
173,790
(234,772)
(5,480,593)
606,681
12,379,010
311,538
4,706,214
716,836 $ 11,778,421
5,332,221

$ 84,123,031
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6.3. Minimum Required Contributions
Rules for determining minimum required and maximum deductible contributions are set forth in IRC
Sections 412 and 404, respectively. Since deductibility may be affected by factors not considered
here, the deductibility and timing of contributions should be reviewed with tax counsel.
A Plan’s Credit Balance represents a cumulative measure of all prior contributions (since the initial
ERISA effective date) against all prior minimum requirements. If cumulative contributions exceed
cumulative minimums, then the Funding Standard Account will maintain a Credit Balance which can
be used to offset any current year minimum requirements.
The minimum contribution requirement for the fiscal year ending December 31, 2019 is $24,385,977.

6.4. Maximum Deductible Contribution
The maximum allowable deduction for the fiscal year ending December 31, 2019 is $128,723,853.
To be deductible for a given fiscal year, a contribution should be made by the time the tax return for
that fiscal year is filed with the IRS (including extensions). Specific advice on the deductibility of
contributions and timing should be reviewed with your tax counsel.
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6.5. Current Liability at Beginning of Plan Year
Current liability is the present value of accrued benefits under the Plan using actuarial assumptions
as prescribed by the Retirement Protection Act of 1994 (RPA ‘94). The liability is deter-mined using
the same assumptions used to determine the Plan’s funding requirements, except for the interest rate
and mortality table. These values are used for specific, prescribed purposes.
RPA '94 Information
1d(2)(a)
1d(2)(b)
1d(2)(c)
1d(3)
2.

Current liability………………………………………………… $
Exp. Incr. in CL due to benefits accruing……………………… $
Exp. Rel. from “RPA ‘94” CL for the plan year
Exp. disbursements for the plan year…………………………… $

Operational Information
a. Current value of assets (see Sch MB instructions) .................. $
b. “RPA ‘94” current liability/part. Count
No. of Part.
(1) Retired and beneficiaries
521
(2) Terminated vested
172
(3) Active
(a) Non-vested benefits
(b) Vested benefits
(c) Total active
154
(4) Total
847
c. If % is less than 70%, enter such percentage…………….
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100,929,708
5,245,821

14,145,731

Current liability
$
57,732,059
23,072,829

$
$
$

67,756
20,057,064
20,124,820
100,929,708
14.0%
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7. Government (5500) Reporting
7.1. Illustration Supporting Actuarial Certification of Status (Line 4b)
Based on the following actuarial measures, the Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New
York Pension Plan is classified as “Critical and Declining Status” (a Red Zone category) as per the
Multiemployer Pension Reform Act of 2014 (MEPRA).
 The Plan meets the criteria for Critical Status, and
 The Plan is projected to become insolvent in the current or next 19 years and
 The Plan’s ratio of inactive to active participants is in excess of 2 to 1.
Below is a ten year projection of the Plan’s Funded Percentage and Credit Balance supporting the
Actuarial Certification.
As of
Jan. 1
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029

Funded % Credit Balance
14.5% $ (22,713,532)
9.6%
(28,321,505)
4.8%
(33,902,900)
0.0%
(39,247,939)
0.0%
(44,203,454)
0.0%
(48,883,394)
0.0%
(53,357,586)
0.0%
(57,848,060)
0.0%
(62,279,812)
0.0% $ (66,258,845)
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7.2. Documentation Regarding Progress under Funding Improvement or Rehabilitation
Plan (Line 4c)
Unfavorable economic downturns in recent years have created a funding burden related to the loss in
asset value and reduction in employment (and future contributions).
After considering and rejecting as unfeasible various scenarios intended to meet the benchmarks of
the Pension Protection Act, the Trustees selected a Rehabilitation Plan intended to comply with the
provisions of IRC §432(e)(3)(A)(ii). The Plan has taken reasonable measures to improve its funding
status.
Initial Critical Zone Certification:
Adoption Period:
Rehabilitation Period:
Initial Critical and Declining Zone Certification:

January 1, 2010
3/31/2010 – 12/31/2011
1/01/2012 – 12/31/2021
January 1, 2015

Based upon the provisions of IRC §432(e)(3)(A)(ii), the Plan is making required progress in its
Rehabilitation Plan.
Projected Credit Balance

Funding Percentage(PPA)
As ofJanuary 1

100%
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7.3. Statement of Actuarial Assumptions/Methods (Line 6)
These are the assumptions used for the ongoing valuation calculations, unless otherwise noted.
Measurement Date

December 31, 2018

Mortality

Actives:

RP- 2014 Blue Collar Employee Sex Distinct Table using scale
MP-2018 improvement from year 2015.

Disabled:

RP- 2014 Disabled Retiree Sex Distinct using scale MP-2018
improvement from year 2015.

Retirees:

RP- 2014 Blue Collar Annuitant Sex Distinct using scale MP2018 improvement from year 2015.

Withdrawal

Table T-5

Disability

SOA 1973 Disability Model XXVI

Retirement Age
Actives

Inactive Vested

Age
55
56
57
58
59
60

Rate
5%
2
2
2
2
15

Age
61
62
63
64
65

Rate
2%
30
5
5
100

Age 65

Definition of Active

A member must have worked 100 or more hours in the year to be included in
the valuation.

Future Employment

172,500 employment units, increasing 15% annually

Percent Married

100%

Age of Spouse

Females are 2 years younger than their spouses.

Net Investment Return 5.00%
Administrative
Expenses

$300,000 payable at the beginning of the year

Actuarial Value of
Assets

The market value of assets less unrecognized returns in each of the last five
years. Unrecognized return is equal to the difference between the actual market
return and the expected return on the actuarial value, and is recognized over a
five-year period. The actuarial value is further adjusted, if necessary, to be
within 20% of the market value.

Actuarial Cost

Unit Credit
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Method
Summary of
Assumption Changes
Mortality

Mortality Improvement Scale changed from MP-2016 to MP-2018

Interest Rate

Changed from 6.75% to 5.00%

Employment

Changed from 150,000 to 172,500 units, increasing 15% annually

RPA ’94 Current Liability Assumptions
Interest
3.06%. Last year, 2.98% was used.
Mortality
As per IRS Regulation §1.430(h)(3)-1
Rationale for Assumptions
Demographic
The demographic rates utilized are standard tables that approximate recent historical
demographic experience, and adjusted to reflect anticipated future experience and
professional judgment. A comparison of actual vs. expected decrements, and aggregate
liability gain/loss analysis were used to validate the demographic assumptions.
Administrative
Expense and
Employment

The Administrative Expense and Employment assumptions approximate recent
historical experience, and adjusted to reflect anticipated future experience and
professional judgment. When appropriate we include the expectations of Trustees and
co-professionals for these assumptions.

Investment Return

The investment return assumption is a long-term estimate that is based on historical
experience, future market expectations, and professional judgment. We have utilized
the investment manager’s capital market expectations, and have compared those
expectations with a broader market survey.
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7.4. Justification for Change in Actuarial Assumptions (Line 11)
The following assumptions were changed from the previous valuation to better reflect anticipated
Plan experience:
 Mortality Improvement Scale changed from MP-2016 to MP-2018
 The interest rate assumption changed from 6.75% to 5.00%.

 The future employment assumption changed from 150,000 to 172,500 units, increasing 15%
annually.
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7.5. Summary of Plan Provisions (Line 6)
Plan Year:

January 1 through December 31

Participation

400 hours of covered employment

Vesting Service

One year for each year in which at least 250 hours of covered employment or 1,000
hours of related service is earned in a plan year; there is no partial credit

Future Service Credit

Prior to 1/1/2010:
1/7th of a year of Future Service Credit for each 100 hours of covered employment
worked in a plan year, without limit.
Effective 1/1/2010:
1/10th of a year of Future Service Credit for each 100 hours of covered employment
worked in a plan year, without limit, if at least 200 hours of credited service are earned
in the plan year. For purposes of meeting eligibility requirements, no more than one
year of Future Service Credit is recognized in any year

Vesting

100% vesting after 5 years of Vesting Service

Break In Service

A "break year" is a plan year in which the participant earns less than 100 hours of
eligibility service. After one break year (three consecutive break years prior to 2000)
service and participation are forfeited if not vested. Such service and participation will
be restored upon return to employment if 100 hours of Future Service Credit or 500
hours of vesting service are earned in a plan year, provided that the number of
consecutive break years did not equal or exceed the greater of five years or the prior
number of vesting years.

Normal Retirement:
Eligibility

Age 65, with five years of Plan participation

Amount

For retirements after 1/1/2010, the monthly accrued benefit is the sum of A and B
where:
A. Prior to 12/31/1990, monthly accrued pension multiplied by a factor:
Local Factor
29
100%
Others 115%
B. After 1/1/1991: a multiplier times Future Service Credit earned under this plan:
Multiplier
Group

1/1/199112/31/2009

1/1/201012/31/2011

After
12/31/2011

$75

$50

$ 0*

If hired prior to
6/1/2004

$ 0*
$37.50 for the first 10 years
of service then $50 for each
year in excess of 10.
*As part of the Rehabilitation Plan, accrued benefits were frozen as of 12/31/2011.
If hired on and
after 6/1/2004

$50
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Payable for life

Early Retirement:
Eligibility

Age 55 with 15 years of Future Service Credit (counting no more than one year in any
plan year) or ten years of vesting service, or on or after 10/1/1996, age 62 with 5 years
of vesting service. Must also meet Current activity test below.

Current Activity Test

Worked in Covered Service for at least 250 hours in anyone of the Plan Years ending
December 31, 2011, 2012, and 2013, and meets one of the criteria below:
 Worked in Covered Service for at least 100 hours for each of the Plan Years
ending December 31, 2014, 2015, and 2016, or
 Became Permanent and Totally Disabled, as defined in Section 8.03, between
January 1, 2013 and May 31, 2017.

Amount

Normal Retirement amount reduced .25% for each month prior from age 65 to age 60
then .50% for each month prior from age 60 to age 55.
There is no reduction under any of the following situations:
Years of
Age Future Service Credit
62
20
60
30*
58
35*
*For these eligibility purposes, no more than one year of Future Service Credit can be
counted in any plan year.

Disability:
Eligibility

Under age 65 and 15 years of eligibility for disability level ”A” or ten years of eligibility
service for disability level “B” and receiving Social Security Disability benefits. Must
also meet the eligibility test described below and services is limited to 1 per year.

Amount

Same as normal for level “A” (if disability level "B", reduced by 1/4 of 1% per month
that disability date precedes age 65 to a maximum reduction of 50%)

Pre-Retirement Surviving Spouse’s Pension:
Eligibility

Death of a vested participant with a surviving spouse of one year

Amount

50% of the benefit the participant would have received had he or she retired the day
before he or she died and elected the joint and 50% survivor option. If the participant
died prior to eligibility for an early retirement pension, the spouse’s benefit is deferred
to the participant’s earliest retirement date.
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Family Pension Death:
Eligibility

Vested and also meet the eligibility test described below.

Amount

Employer Contributions less any pension payments made payable over the life time of
the named beneficiary

Optional Form of Benefit:

 50% Joint and Survivor with Pop-up
 75% Joint and Survivor with Pop-up
Pop-up feature available if Participant meets eligibility test described below.

Eligibility Test:

Effective for Retirements on or after June 1, 2017, in order for Participant’s to be
eligible for the following benefits:





All Early Retirement Benefits
Disability Retirement Benefits
The Family Survivor and Single Sum Death Benefit
The “Pop Feature” on Joint & Survivor benefits

The Participant must have worked in Covered Service for at least 250 hours in any
one of the Plan Years ending December 31, 2011, 2012, and 2013, and meets one of
the criteria below:
 Worked in Covered Service for at least 100 hours for each of the Plan Years
ending December 31, 2014, 2015, and 2016, or
 Became Permanent and Totally Disabled, as defined in Section 8.03, between
January 1, 2013 and May 31, 2017.
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Recent Plan Changes
Effective
Date
6/1/2017

Benefit Change
The benefits suspended effective 3/21/2013 will no longer be suspended for Participants
who worked in Covered Service for at least 250 hours in anyone of the Plan Years ending
December 31, 2011, 2012, and 2013, and meets one of the criteria below:
 Worked in Covered Service for at least 100 hours for each of the Plan Years ending
December 31, 2014, 2015, and 2016, or
 Became Permanent and Totally Disabled, as defined in Section 8.03, between
January 1, 2013 and May 31, 2017.
Effective June 1, 2017 all participants who retired after March 31, 2013 receiving a Joint
& Survivor Benefit shall have the "Pop-Up Feature" restored.

3/21/2013

The following benefits will be suspended (i.e. unavailable) through May 31, 2017 for those
Participants not yet in pay status as of March 21, 2013:
a.
b.
c.
d.

All Early Retirement Benefits
Disability Retirement Benefits
The Family Survivor and Single Sum Death Benefit
The “Pop Feature” on Joint & Survivor benefits

1/1/2012

Actives:
 Accrued benefits are frozen.

1/1/2010

Actives:
 One-tenth of a year of Service Credit for each 100 hours of Covered Employment
worked in a plan year, without limit, if at least 200 hours of Service Credit are
earned in the plan year.
Actives/Inactives:
 Unreduced Early Pension Benefit at age 62 with 5 years of Vesting Service was
eliminated and replaced with an unreduced Early Pension Benefit at age 62 with
20 years of Pension Service.

1/1/2000

Actives:
 The unit monthly pension benefit was increased to $75 (must work 100 hours in
1999 to get the $75 a credit from 1991 to present for anyone who retires 1/1/2000
or after).

1/1/1999

Retirees:
 An increase of ½ of 1% (.050%) from the date of retirement if retired before
1/1/1999.
 A 13th check issued 2/1/2000 (not eligible if retired in 1999 or later).
Actives:
 The unit monthly pension benefit was increased to $65 for each year of pension
service earned after 1990.
 The federally required 5-Year vesting rule was adopted
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Retirees:
 all retirees whose effective date of pension was before 1/1/99 received a
permanent increase based on years on pension (.65% per year retired).
1/1/1996

Actives:
 The unit monthly pension benefit was increased to $50 for each year of pension
service earned after 1990.
 Early Pension:
o Eligibility was expanded to include 10 years of Vesting Service.
o No reduction in the if the participant is at least age 62 and has at least 5
years of Vesting Service.
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7.6. Contribution Rates
Effective
Date
7/1/1983
7/1/1984
7/1/1985
7/1/1986
6/1/1988
1/1/1989
6/1/1991
6/1/1994
6/1/1995
6/1/1996
6/1/1997
6/1/1998
6/1/1999
6/1/2000
6/1/2001
6/1/2002
6/1/2003
6/1/2004
6/1/2005
6/1/2006
6/1/2007
6/1/2008
2/1/2009
6/1/2009
1/1/2010
6/1/2010
6/1/2011
8/1/2011
6/1/2019

Hourly
Contribution
to Plan
$ 2.15
2.25
2.35
2.50
2.55
2.50
2.65
2.75
2.90
2.60
4.15
3.25
4.30
4.35 (4.40*)
4.00 (4.05*)
4.22 (4.36*)
4.78 (4.80*)
5.39
5.71
6.31
7.59
8.59
8.84
9.49 (9.99*)
10.20 (10.25*)
11.34 (11.44*)**
13.34 (13.44*)
13.39 (13.49*)
$ 6.69 (6.79*)^

* Westchester, Rockland, and Putnam
** Includes an 85¢ diversion from the Health and Welfare Fund

^Pending finalization of Reciprocal Agreement with the Local 1 Pension Fund
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7.7. Schedule of Projection of Expected Benefit Payments (Line 8b(1))
Plan Year
Expected
Ending
Benefit
Dec. 31
Payments
2019
$
5,245,821
2020
5,245,821
2021
5,245,821
2022
5,245,821
2023
5,245,821
2024
5,242,149
2025
5,212,793
2026
5,213,836
2027
5,213,836
2028
$
5,111,645
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7.8. Schedule of Active Participant Data (Line 8b(2))

Age
<20
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-60
60+
Unknown
Total

0-1
1
4
4
2
3
2
2
1
8
27

1-4
6
6
2
2
2
1
4
1
24

5-9
4
1
5
3
2
2
1
18

10-14
2
7
1
1
11

15-19
2
1
1
3
3
3
13

20-24
2
1
1
2
3
5
14

41

25-29
1
1
1
3
6
2
14

30-34
8
1
9

35-39
1
2
2
2
7

40-44
2
2
4

45-49
1
2
2
1
6

50+
1
6
7

Total
11
10
7
14
13
17
22
33
18
1
8
154
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7.9. Schedule of Funding Standard Account Bases (Lines 9c and 9h)
Amortization Charges as of 1/1/2019
Year
Established
1999
2000
2000
2001
2001
2002
2003
2003
2004
2005
2006
2006
2007
2008
2009
2009
2010
2010
2010
2011
2012
2012
2013
2013
2016
2016
2017
2018
2019
2019

Outstanding

Years

Amortization

Balance

Remaining

Amount

Base Type
Plan Change
Plan Change
Actuarial Loss
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss
Actuarial Loss
Actuarial Loss
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss
Actuarial Loss
Actuarial Loss
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss - Assets
Actuarial Loss - Other
Actuarial Loss - Assets
Actuarial Loss - Other
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss
Actuarial Loss
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss
Assumption Change
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss
Plan Change
Actuarial Loss
Actuarial Loss
Assumption Change

$

Total Charges

3,083,990
2,296,777
122,390
1,901,879
218,999
763,778
1,615,053
339,914
925,271
1,030,386
840,241
2,323,691
594,473
563,647
6,232,727
818,313
2,557,081
809,840
3,239,107
360,009
1,169,716
66,494
1,657,123
5,786,005
31,655
566,678
2,462,506
102,095
320,525
11,772,329

$ 54,572,692
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15
16
1
17
2
3
4
19
5
6
7
22
8
9
20
10
20
11
11
7
8
8
9
9
12
12
13
14
15
15

$

282,970
201,832
122,390
160,662
112,170
267,110
433,775
26,787
203,537
193,337
138,296
168,126
87,598
75,523
476,314
100,929
195,416
92,853
371,383
59,254
172,362
9,798
222,039
775,270
3,401
60,891
249,665
9,823
29,410
1,080,165

$

6,383,086
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Amortization Credits as of 1/1/2019
Year
Established
2001
2002
2005
2008
2010
2013
2014
2015
2015
2017
2017

Outstanding

Years

Amortization

Balance

Remaining

Amount

Base Type
Plan Change
Assumption Change
Plan Change
Actuarial Gain
Plan Change
Plan Change
Actuarial Gain
Actuarial Gain
Assumption Change
Actuarial Gain
Assumption Change

$

(949,183)
(1,198,838)
(836)
(210,496)
(605,735)
(3,213,929)
(74,896)
(652,110)
(123,831)
(274,472)
(866,610)

12
13
16
4
6
9
10
11
11
13
13

$

(101,992)
(121,546)
(73)
(56,536)
(113,658)
(430,636)
(9,237)
(74,768)
(14,198)
(27,828)
(87,863)

Total Credits

$ (8,170,936)

$ (1,038,335)

Net Charge/(Credit)

$ 46,401,756

$

43
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Zone Certification
as of January 1, 2019
for
Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Pension Plan
EIN: 14-6016608 / PN: 001
Initial Critical Zone Certification:
Adoption Period:
Rehabilitation Period:
Initial Critical and Declining Zone Certification:

January 1, 2010
3/31/2010 – 12/31/2011
1/01/2012 – 12/31/2021
January 1, 2015

Based on the following actuarial measures, the Plan is classified as “Critical and Declining Status” (a Red
Zone category) as per the Multiemployer Pension Reform Act of 2014 (MEPRA).
 The Plan meets the criteria for Critical Status, and
 The Plan is projected to become insolvent in the current or next 19 years and
 The Plan’s ratio of inactive to active participants is in excess of 2 to 1.
After considering and rejecting as unfeasible various scenarios intended to meet the benchmarks of the
Pension Protection Act, the Trustees selected a Rehabilitation Plan intended to comply with the
provisions of IRC §432(e)(3)(A)(ii). The Plan has taken reasonable measures to improve its funding
status.
Based upon the provisions of IRC §432(e)(3)(A)(ii), the Plan is making required progress in its
Rehabilitation Plan.
Funded Percentage(PPA)as of 12/31
(Zone Color for Following Plan Year)

Projected Credit Balance as of 12/31
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For purposes of this certification, we have included only contribution increases covered by the current
Collective Bargaining Agreement.
This certification was prepared on behalf of the Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York
Pension Plan and based on employee data, asset statements and plan documents provided by the Plan
Sponsor or its representatives. We relied upon the data as submitted, without formal audit. However, the

data was tested for reasonableness, and we have no reason to believe that any other information which
would have had a material effect on the results of this valuation was overlooked.
Therefore, to the best of our knowledge and belief, the information presented in this certification is
complete and accurate, and each assumption used represents our best estimate of anticipated experience
under the Plan.
The assumptions used are those used in the December 31, 2017 actuarial valuation including a 6.75%
interest rate assumption.
Certified by:

r-X4

On Behalf of Plan Sponsor:

....._____

Craig A. Voelker, FSA, MAAA, EA
Enrolled Actuary No.: 17-05537
1236 Brace Rd., Unit E
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
Phone (856) 795-7777
March 31, 2019

cc: Secretary of the Treasury- EPCU@irs.gov

Board of Trustees
Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers
Local 5 New York Pension Plan
1 Scobie Drive
Newburgh NY, 12550
Phone (845) 565-8344

Zone Certification
As of January 1, 2019
for
Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Pension Plan
EIN: 14-6016608 / PN: 001

The Pension Protection Act of 2006 ("PPA") added special rules that define funding zones. A plan is first
tested for the worst funding zone, and then successively better zones.
Condition Met?
I. Critical Status & Declining:
1. Does the Plan rneet the Critical Status criteria below?
2. Is the Plan projectcd to go insolvent in the current or next 14 years?
3. Is the Plan projected to go insolvent in the current or next 19 years, and have a funding percentage below
80% or have a ratio of inactive to active in excess of2 to 1?

TRUE
TRUE
TRUE

TRUE

LI. Critical Status—The Plan will be certified as Critical if it meets any one of the five following tests:
1. The Plan has a funded ratio of less than 65%, and the value of Plan assets plus projected
contributions is less than the value of projected Plan benefits and expenses to be paid for the
cun•ent and six succeeding plan years.

TRUE

2. The Plan has a funded ratio of less than 65%, and is projected to have an accumulated funding
deficiency for the current year or in any of the four succeeding plan years.

TRUE

The Plan is projected to have an accumulated funding deficiency for the current plan year or in
any of the three succeeding plan years.

TRUE

4. Non-nal cost plus interest on the unfunded liabilities exceeds contributions, the present value of
the vested benefits of inactive employees exceeds the present value of vested benefits of active
employees, and the Plan is projected to have an accumulated funded deficiency for the current
plan year or in any of the four succeeding plan years.

TRUE

3.

5.

The Value of Plan assets plus projected contributions is less than the value of projected
benefits and expenses to be paid for the current and four succeeding plan years.

FALSE

111. Seriously Endangered Status— Meets both Endangered criterion
IV. Endangered Status— Meets either criteria
l. The ratio of assets to liabilities is less than 80% on the first day of the plan year.
2. The Plan is projected to have an accumulated funding deficiency for the cun•ent plan year or in
anv of the six succeeding plan vears.
As per the criteria above the Plan is certfied as•
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TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE

Critical & Declining

Cashflows
PY Beginning (t)
PY Ending (t+1)
Assumed ROR

1/1/2019
12/31/2019

1/1/2020
12/31/2020

1/1/2021
12/31/2021

1/1/2022
12/31/2022

1/1/2023
12/31/2023

1/1/2024
12/31/2024

6.75%

6.75%

6.75%

6.75%

6.75%

6.75%

Beginning Value (t)

$ 15,249,061

$ 12,654,433

$ 9,809,703

$ 6,779,291

$ 3,537,546

$

103,509

Contributions
Withdrawal Liability Payments

$ 2,008,500
-

$ 2,008,500
-

$ 2,008,500
-

$ 2,008,500
-

$ 2,008,500
-

$

2,008,500
-

Total Contributions

$ 2,008,500

$ 2,008,500

$ 2,008,500

$ 2,008,500

$ 2,008,500

$

2,008,500

Total Investment Income

$

$

$

$

$

$

Benefits Paid
Actives
Terminated Vesteds
Disabled Retirees
Retirees
Beneficiaries

$

910,997

735,859

548,900

349,321

136,271

-

(308,527) $ (477,032) $ (611,502) $ (743,700) $ (843,260) $
(980,191)
(88,221)
(185,810)
(244,252)
(320,301)
(396,350)
(472,399)
(647,646)
(626,875)
(606,030)
(585,118)
(564,206)
(543,294)
(3,680,254)
(3,528,869)
(3,374,370) (3,217,391)
(3,060,412)
(2,903,433)
(489,477)
(464,503)
(439,538)
(414,694)
(389,850)
(365,006)

Total Benefits Paid
Expenses

$ (5,214,125) $ (5,283,089) $ (5,275,692) $ (5,281,204) $ (5,254,078) $ (5,264,323)
$ (300,000) $ (306,000) $ (312,120) $ (318,362) $ (324,730) $
(331,224)

Ending Value (t+1)

$ 12,654,433

$ 9,809,703

$ 6,779,291
-1

$ 3,537,546

$

103,509

$ (3,483,538)
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1. Certification of Results
This report was prepared on behalf of Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Pension
Plan based on employee data, asset statements and Plan documents provided by the Plan Sponsor or
its representatives. We relied upon the data as submitted, without formal audit. However, the data was
tested for reasonableness, and we have no reason to believe that any other information which would
have had a material effect on the results of this valuation was overlooked.
Therefore, to the best of our knowledge and belief, the information presented in this report is complete
and accurate, and in our opinion, each assumption used represents our best estimate of anticipated
experience under the Plan.
Our work is in accordance with generally accepted actuarial principles and practices. The report was
prepared on behalf of the Trustees to help them administer the Fund and meet the Form 5500 filing
requirements. The calculations within may not be applicable for other purposes. Forecasts within are
consistent with one set of assumptions and are no guarantee of future performance.

Certified by:

• ...__________
6)(4•Y

_______

Craig A. Voelker, FSA, MAAA, EA
Enrolled Actuary No.: 20-05537

Vincent Regalbuto, ASA, MAAA, EA
Enrolled Actuary No.: 20-8116
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2. Valuation Summary
1. Margin
Projected annual contributions of $936,600 (or $6.69 per hour) exceed the total funding cost of
$6,565,233 (or $46.89 per hour). This leaves a negative margin of $5,628,633 (or $40.20 per hour).
The margin has decreased from last year’s primarily due to passage of time, negative demographic
experience, and a decrease in the contribution rate. This was partially offset by benefits paid during
the year, positive asset experience and changes in assumptions. The net effect on the margin is a
negative change of $16.91.

2. Pension Protection Act
The Pension Protection Act (PPA) requires that multiemployer plans disclose the percent level of
funding using the actuarial value of assets. As of January 1, 2020, the Plan’s funding level is 14.4%.
The Plan is under 65% funded, is projected to have a funding deficiency within the next four years,
is projected to become insolvent in the current or next 19 years and the Plan’s ratio of inactive to
active participants is in excess of 2 to 1. Therefore, the Plan is certified to be in “Critical and
Declining Status” (Deep Red Zone).
Each year the Rehabilitation Plan needs to be monitored and updated if it is not providing the
anticipated funding progress. The Rehabilitation Plan adopted by the Trustees is considered a
“safety valve” plan as allowed by §432(e)(3)(A)(ii). This section provides that the Trustees
consider all reasonable measures to exit the Red Zone by the end of the Rehabilitation Period, and
if the Plan cannot exit the Red Zone in that time frame to consider all reasonable measures to exit
at a later time or to forestall insolvency. The Rehabilitation Plan and future projections are detailed
in Section 4.6.

3. Assumptions
Mortality Improvement Scale was changed from MP-2018 to MP-2019.
The future employment assumption changed from 172,500 units annually, increasing 15% annually
to 140,000 annual units.
Note that, as of this valuation, any employment assumption between 0 and 191,000 units will not
change the forecasted insolvency year. Additionally, while 9 months does not prove the
appropriateness of an assumption, the experience of 2019 does not support an inflating employment
assumption. The Trustees may want to consider this given the current reciprocity agreement with
Local 1 Pension Fund.

4. Plan Provisions
There were no changes in Plan provisions since the prior valuation.
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3. Summary of Key Funding Measures
As of January 1
2019

2020

1. Current
Assets
a at Market
b at Actuarial
c Actuarial / Market (b/a)
Present Values
d Vested Benefits
e Accrued Benefits (Accrued Liability)

$
$

12,126,571
11,181,582
92.2%

$
$

14,145,731
14,809,065
104.7%

$
$

77,587,372
77,604,757

$
$

78,750,529
78,790,810

Funding Percentages
f Vested at market (a/d)
g Vested at actuarial (b/d)
h Accrued at market (a/e)
i Accrued at actuarial (b/e)

15.6%
14.4%
15.6%
14.4%

18.0%
18.8%
18.0%
18.8%

For Plan Years Ending as of December 31
2020
2019

2. Prospective
Contributions
a Minimum Required
b Anticipated
c Actual
d Maximum Deductible

$
$

e Credit Balance
f Minimum to preserve Credit Balance
* Estimated
Costs
g Cost of benefits earned in year
h Amortization of Unfunded Liability
i Total Cost (g+h)

$

30,091,877
936,600
tbd
131,480,283

$
$

(29,134,002) * $
6,974,017 * $

$

j Margin (b-i)

$
$
$
$

24,385,977
1,443,825
1,239,123
128,732,126
(23,118,708)
6,818,293

$

$

308,004
6,257,229
6,565,233

$

308,004
6,027,240
6,335,244

$

(5,628,633)

$

(4,891,419)

3. Assumptions
a Interest rate per annum
b Total Hours

5.00%
140,000

4
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4. Plan Cost
4.1. Cost and Margin
There are only two component costs to funding the Pension Plan: the cost of benefits earned in the
year, and the amortization of the unfunded liability. The sum of the two costs expressed in dollars
per hour of covered work provides a useful way of expressing the Plan’s funding cost.
In the context above, margin is the amount by which the anticipated contributions differ from the
Plan’s projected funding cost.
The costs below are calculated consistent with a funding policy of paying off the unfunded liability
over 15 years and assumes a 5.00% interest assumption. The margin, found on Line G below, is
positive and indicates that the current benefits are affordable on a long-term basis.
There are many actuarial measures and statistics to measure the state of the Plan’s funding. The
margin is designed to provide a single simplified statistic for a Trustee to get a sense for the strength
of future funding. As long as the margin is positive it is a strong indication that the current benefits
are affordable on a long-term basis. If negative it is an indication that the overall funding may need
to be improved before benefits are affordable.

A.
B.
C.

Total projected contribution
Level payment of With. Liab. receivables
Total contributions (A+B)

$/year
$
936,600
‐
$
936,600

$/Hour
$
6.69
‐
$
6.69

%
100.0%
0.0%
100.0%

$/Hour
$
2.20
44.69
$ 46.89

%
32.9%
668.0%
700.9%
-600.9%

Funding Costs
D.
E.
F.

Cost of benefits
Amortization of Unfunded Liability
Total funding cost (C+D)

$

$/year
308,004
6,257,229
6,565,233

G.

Margin (C - F)

$

(5,628,633) $ (40.20)

$

5
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4.2. Margin Detail
A.

B.

C.

As of January 1
1.
Actuarial liability
2.
Actuarial value of assets
3.
Unfunded actuarial liability (1-2)

$
$
$

2020
77,604,757
11,181,582
66,423,175

4.
5.
6.
7.

Normal cost
Expenses
Total cost of benefits (4+5)
Amortization of unfunded liability

$
$

300,000
300,000
6,094,629

8.

Present value of with. liab. payments

$

-

Anticipated Contribution Income*
1.
Hours
2.
Contribution rate
3.
Total Hourly contributions (1x2)
4.
Level payment of With. Liab. receivables
5.
Total projected contribution
Funding Costs
1.
Cost of benefits
2.
Amortization of Unfunded Liability
3.
Total funding costs

0.8%

140,000
$
$
$

$
$

D. Margin (B5-C3) (at actuarial)
(at market)
E. Margin

14.4%

$
$

6.69
936,600
936,600

6.69
6.69

100.0%
0.0%
100.0%

$/Hour
$
2.20
44.69
$ 46.89

%
32.9%
668.0%
700.9%

(5,628,633) $ (40.20)
(5,539,613) $ (39.57)

-600.9%
-591.5%

$/year
308,004
6,257,229
6,565,233

$
$

* Assumes contributions and costs are paid at the end of the month.
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4.3. Development of Plan Asset Values
4.3.1. Market Value of Assets
A. As of January 1, 2019

$

14,145,731

B. Contributions

$

1,239,123

$

271,242
2,047,185
(69,387)
2,249,040

C. Investment income:
1. Interest and dividends
2. Realized/unrealized gain/(loss)
3. Investment fees
4. Sub-Total

$

D. Distributions:
1. Benefit payments
2. Administrative expenses
3. Sub-Total

$

(5,224,953)
(282,370)
(5,507,323)

E. As of January 1, 2020

$

12,126,571

F. Average invested assets (A+.5 x (B + D))

$

12,011,631

$

G. Rate of return (C4 ÷ F)

18.7%

7
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4.3.2. Actuarial Value of Assets
A.
Year
Unexpected
Ending
Amount
Dec. 31
2015 $
(794,279)
2016
(757,305)
1,423,018
2017
2018
(1,319,211)
1,648,458
2019
200,681
Totals $

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

Development of amount Recognized / Unrecognized
Percentage
Past
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Cur.
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
100%

Fut.
0%
20%
40%
60%
80%

(Recognized)
(Recognized)
(Unrecognized)
Past
Current
Future
$
(635,423) $
(158,856) $
(454,383)
(151,461)
(151,461)
569,206
284,604
569,208
(263,843)
(263,842)
(791,526)
329,690
1,318,768
$
(784,443) $
40,135 $
944,989

H.
I.

Market value as of 12/31/2019
Preliminary actuarial value of assets (H-Total of G)

J.
K.

80% of market value
120% of market value

L.

Actuarial value as of 12/31/2019

8

$

12,126,571
11,181,582
9,701,257
14,551,885

$

11,181,582
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4.3.3. Actuarial Asset Gain/(Loss)
A. As of January 1, 2019

$

14,809,065

B. Contributions

$

1,239,123

$

600,582
40,135
640,717

C. Investment income:
1. Expected (net of expenses)
2. Recognized current (see above)
3. Forced Recognition
4. Subtotal

$

D. Distributions:
1. Benefit payments
2. Administrative expenses
3. Sub-Total

$

(5,224,953)
(282,370)
(5,507,323)

E. As of January 1, 2020

$

11,181,582

F. Average invested assets (A+.5 x (B + D))

$

12,674,965

$

G. Actual rate of return (C4 ÷ F)
H. Expected rate of return

5.1%
5.0%

I. Gain (Loss) (G-H)
J. Gain (Loss) (I x F)

0.1%
6,969

$

4.3.4. Total Gain/(Loss)

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Unfunded liability (UAL) at 1/1/2019
Annual cost of benefits and exp.at 1/1/2019
Less contributions
Interest on A, B, and C
Expected unfunded as of 1/1/2020, (A+B+C+D)
Preliminary unfunded as of 1/1/2020
Total gain/(loss), (E-F)

H.
I.
J.
K.

Asset experience (see above)
Expenses
Demographic experience
Total (see above)

$

$
$
$

$

9

63,981,745
300,000
(1,239,123)
3,185,941
66,228,563
66,748,547
(519,984)
6,969
25,634
(552,587)
(519,984)
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4.4. Historical Information
4.4.1. Gain/(Loss)
Plan Year
Ending
Total
Dec. 31
Gain/(Loss)
Assets
Expense
Demographic
2014
$
7,466 $ 56,032 $
731,226 $
794,724
2015
(453,410)
16,264
(214,285)
(651,431)
2016
211,607
(5,280)
93,274
299,601
2017
277,347
62,599
(446,357)
(106,411)
2018
(264,617)
75,978
(131,886)
(320,525)
2019
6,969
25,634
(552,587)
(519,984)
Average

$

(35,773) $

38,538 $

(86,769) $

(84,004)

Gain/loss analysis is one of the most important tools available to an actuary to ensure that their model
of the Plan’s funding is accurate. The exhibit above shows the total gain/(loss) broken down into
three assumption categories: assets, expense, and demographic.
The gain/(loss) on assets is very unpredictable due to the unpredictable returns on the market value
of assets. Moreover, the gain/(loss) on assets is greatly influenced by the smoothing method. The
pattern of asset gains is discussed later in this report.
After itemizing the gain/(loss) on assets and expenses, what remains is the gain/(loss) on all the other
demographic assumptions including retirement, turnover, disability, and mortality rates. Over time,
to remain confident in the future funding, it is important that the gains and losses on the demographic
assumptions average zero, or at least a relatively small number.
For the last 6 years, the Plan has averaged a small loss on demographic assumptions.
As of 12/31/2019, we have updated the Plan’s mortality assumption as detailed in Section 7.3. We
will continue to monitor the Plan’s gains and losses and update the assumptions as necessary in the
future.
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4.4.2. Asset Information
Rates of Return
Plan Year
Ending
Contributions
Dec. 31
2000
$ 1,951,078
2001
1,746,713
2002
1,776,555
2003
2,072,205
2004
1,920,424
2005
1,905,835
2006
2,035,681
2007
2,459,030
2008
2,228,212
2009
2,009,200
2010
2,480,621
2011
1,992,893
2012
2,016,684
2013
1,843,878
2014
1,931,618
2015
2,118,436
2016
2,843,258
2017
2,131,714
2018
2,183,801
2019
1,239,123
Totals
$ 40,886,959

Market
Market Value
Investment
of Assets
Income
$ 2,168,560 $ 46,013,972
896,193
44,516,263
(975,565)
40,980,198
5,356,962
43,856,690
2,557,867
43,690,276
2,793,428
43,531,191
5,270,273
45,797,900
2,193,309
45,263,564
(10,240,847)
31,966,921
3,603,290
32,154,846
3,739,440
32,828,413
(1,938,998)
27,201,622
2,610,976
26,128,846
3,391,254
25,576,496
1,599,499
23,386,124
665,714
20,538,639
540,290
18,448,920
2,556,088
17,679,626
(237,103)
14,145,731
2,249,040 $ 12,126,571
$ 28,799,670

Benefits
Expenses
$ (3,869,312) $ (221,882)
(3,915,295)
(225,320)
(4,123,429)
(213,626)
(4,288,636)
(264,039)
(4,359,238)
(285,467)
(4,579,029)
(279,319)
(4,783,899)
(255,346)
(4,854,881)
(331,794)
(5,012,514)
(271,494)
(5,142,691)
(281,874)
(5,289,710)
(256,784)
(5,432,225)
(248,461)
(5,488,392)
(212,044)
(5,552,487)
(234,995)
(5,466,771)
(254,718)
(5,352,687)
(278,948)
(5,172,775)
(300,492)
(5,214,125)
(242,971)
(5,245,821)
(234,772)
(5,224,953)
(282,370)
$ (98,368,870) $ (5,176,716)

At
At
Market Actuarial
4.8%
4.8%
2.0%
2.0%
-2.3%
-2.2%
13.5%
3.1%
6.0%
4.4%
6.6%
4.8%
12.5%
7.3%
4.9%
9.0%
-23.4%
-8.9%
11.9%
-0.4%
12.2%
4.7%
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7.4%
6.8%
6.8%
3.1%
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2.8%
7.9%
15.2%
8.3%
-1.5%
5.1%
18.7%
5.1%
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4.4.3. Employment
Plan Year
Average Employment Average
Contribution Contribution Units for Units Per
Ending
Income
Dec. 31
Rate
Valuation* Active
2000
$ 1,951,078 $
4.33
450,595
1,517
2001
1,746,713
4.15
420,895
1,408
2002
1,776,555
4.13
430,159
1,370
2003
2,072,205
4.55
455,430
1,428
2004
1,920,424
5.14
373,623
1,217
2005
1,905,835
5.58
341,547
1,242
2006
2,035,681
6.06
335,921
1,208
2007
2,459,030
7.06
348,305
1,366
2008
2,228,212
8.17
272,731
1,161
2009
2,009,200
9.41
213,518
928
2010
2,480,621
10.78
230,113
1,046
2011
1,992,893
12.54
158,923
828
2012
2,016,684
13.39
150,611
837
2013
1,843,878
13.39
137,706
774
2014
1,931,618
13.39
144,258
834
2015
2,118,436
13.39
158,210
855
2016
2,843,258
13.39
212,342
1,016
2017
2,131,714
13.39
159,202
965
2018
2,183,801
13.39
163,092
1,059
2019
$ 1,239,123 $
8.37
148,043
1,139

5-Year
20-Year

Average
168,178
1,007
265,261
1,110

The employment assumption is 140,000 total employment units annually. This assumption should be
set at a level that approximates a long-term average.
Estimated Annual Employment Units
500,000

Plan Year Ending December 31

450,000
400,000
350,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000

a a a 0 aa aa 0 a

-

eVeNo ev esi esiN N N es; N eNt eNs eNo

^
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—4—Actual Employment Units —Assumed Employtnent Units
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4.4.4. Funded Percentage at Market
As of
Jan. 1
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Market Value
of Assets
$ 46,013,972
44,516,263
40,980,198
43,856,690
43,690,276
43,531,191
45,797,900
45,263,564
31,966,921
32,154,846
32,828,413
27,201,622
26,128,846
25,576,496
23,386,124
20,538,639
18,448,920
17,679,626
14,145,731
$ 12,126,571

Present Value
Funded
of Accrued
Percentage
Benefits
$ 47,234,288
97.4%
48,242,952
92.3%
50,789,178
80.7%
52,037,384
84.3%
53,550,407
81.6%
57,166,662
76.1%
58,736,590
78.0%
59,606,865
75.9%
61,534,903
51.9%
66,769,116
48.2%
66,752,647
49.2%
66,978,548
40.6%
70,599,287
37.0%
69,749,742
36.7%
67,915,465
34.4%
67,223,435
30.6%
68,070,308
27.1%
67,729,225
26.1%
78,790,810
18.0%
$ 77,604,757
15.6%

Funded Percentage
120%
110%
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

As ofJanuary 1

..

v.

\<)
/'
\')\C,\G-)\b<\\''bo),).0
6\61.p'')pp''')pbP\p'b,cj)\C)\
n''')'')''')' `)''1.9 fl9'?)' '19'19'') l''')'')''r)''`19''19 rl'''(\ .`1'.
—*— Funded%(Mkt) •••••••• Funded%(PPA)

The funded percentage is a statistic commonly followed by Trustees. It provides an alternative
measure of the Plan’s current level of funding. The funded percentage above compares the market
value of assets to the value of benefits accrued as of the valuation date.
The fact that the Funded Percentage is under 100% means that there are unfunded accumulated benefits when valuing the Plan on an ongoing basis. It does not necessarily imply that the Plan is underfunded on a long term basis because it makes no consideration of future contributions relative to
future costs. The margin is the best single statistic to get a sense of how well funded the Plan is on a
long-term basis.
Moreover, the funded percentage is not a measure of funding on a Plan termination basis. That would
require a different interest assumption.
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4.4.5. Actuarial Value of Assets Expressed as a % of Market Value
As of
Jan. 1
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Actuarial
Actuarial
Assets as %
Value of Assets of Market
$ 46,013,972
100.0%
44,516,263
100.0%
46,787,441
114.2%
45,699,632
104.2%
44,943,873
102.9%
44,093,174
101.3%
44,182,701
96.5%
45,328,098
100.1%
38,360,305
120.0%
34,815,594
108.3%
33,302,885
101.4%
30,357,468
111.6%
27,162,775
104.0%
25,074,815
98.0%
22,857,052
97.7%
20,314,724
98.9%
19,178,803
104.0%
17,313,106
97.9%
14,809,065
104.7%
$ 11,181,582
92.2%

Spread Statistic
As of Janu

20%

1

0%

-20%
O~O.6',oOOOoOOOO^OoOOO~O~O

e)r19'
\b` \43<\ \`
'
1\
r)(19'

The three primary measures that help an actuary assess how well funded a plan is on a long-term
basis are:
1. Margin,
2. Gain/loss analysis and an assessment of assumptions, and
3. Spread, defined as the difference between the market and actuarial value of assets expressed
as a percentage of the market value of assets.
The margin and assumptions were covered in earlier sections.
The third factor is the Spread statistic. When positive it represents a cushion to help offset potential
future unfavorable investment experience. Conversely, when the actuarial value is greater than the
market value the Spread turns negative. When this is the case future investment returns over and
above the assumed return are necessary over time to restore the market value of assets equal to the
actuarial value.
Currently the Spread is 7.8%.
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4.5. Pension Protection Act
As of January 1, 2020, the Plan is in Critical and Declining Status because it is under 65% funded, is
projected to have a funding deficiency within the next four years, is projected to become insolvent in
the current or next 19 years and the Plan’s ratio of inactive to active participants is in excess of 2 to
1. A summary of the Zone Status is as follows:
Date Summary
January 1
2008

PPA Status
Status

Seriously Endangered

Expiration of CBA(s) covering 75% of active
participants as of actuarial certification date:
Funding Improvement Period:
(15 years for Orange Zone):
2009

Status without regard to freezing
Frozen Status (after application of WRERA)

2010

Status

5/31/2008
1/1/2009-12/31/2023
Critical
Seriously Endangered
Critical

Expiration of CBA(s) covering 75% of active
participants as of actuarial certification date:

5/31/2011

Adoption Period:

3/31/2010 - 12/31/2011

Rehabilitation Period:

1/1/2012 - 12/31/2021

2011-2014

Status

Critical

2015-2020

Status

Critical and Declining

The Trustees have implemented a Rehabilitation Plan (RP) as per the PPA. A summary of the history of
the Rehabilitation Plan is as follows:
Original Rehabilitation Plan
Benefit Changes
 The Lump Sum option for surviving spouses was suspended effective April 23, 2010 as
required by law.
 The benefit rate on and after January 1, 2010 will depend on the date on which the
Participant first earned Future Service Credit. If that date is prior to June 1, 2004, the
benefit rate will be $50 (payable monthly) for all Years of Future Service Credit after
December 31, 2009. Otherwise, the benefit rate will be $37.50 for the first ten Years of
Future Service Credit and $50.00 for all subsequent service on and after December 31,
2009. The ten year period is measured from date of hire.
 A year of Future Service Credit is credited for each 1,000 hours, with 1/10 of a Year
credited for each 100 hours worked. No Future Service Credit will be credited if less
than 200 hours are worked in a Plan Year
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 Unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with 5 years of Vesting Service was replaced with
unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with 20 years of Future Service Credit, with no
limitation on Service earned in each Plan Year.
Contribution Increases

June 1
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Contrib.
Rate
$11.34
13.39
13.39
14.39
14.89
15.39
15.89

Contrib.
Rate
June 1
2017
16.39
2018
16.89
2019
17.39
2020
17.89
2021
18.39
2022+
18.89

2011 Update to the Rehabilitation Plan
Effective January 1, 2012, accrued benefits will be frozen and will equal the benefit accrued through
December 31, 2011.
2012 Update to the Rehabilitation Plan
Effective March 21, 2013, the Board of Trustees decided to freeze the contribution rate at $13.39 and
suspend the following benefits until 5/31/2017:
a.
b.
c.
d.

All Early Retirement Benefits
Disability Retirement Benefits
The Family Survivor and Single Sum Death Benefit
The “Pop Feature” on Joint & Survivor benefits
2017 Update to the Rehabilitation Plan

After applying for a benefit suspension and plan partition as allowed under the Multiemployer Pension
Reform Act and withdrawing said application on the basis it was going to be denied the Trustees deemed
it reasonable to lift the suspension on the benefits that were suspended in the 2012 Update to the
Rehabilitation Plan for participants who meet the following criteria:
Worked in Covered Service for at least 250 hours in anyone of the Plan Years ending December 31,
2011, 2012, and 2013, and meets one of the criteria below:
 Worked in Covered Service for at least 100 hours for each of the Plan Years ending December 31,
2014, 2015, and 2016, or
 Became Permanent and Totally Disabled, as defined in Section 8.03, between January 1, 2013 and
May 31, 2017.
Also, effective June 1, 2017 all participants who retired after March 31, 2013 receiving a Joint & Survivor
Benefit shall have the "Pop-Up Feature" restored.
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2019 Update to the Rehabilitation Plan
Effective June 1, 2019, the contribution rate was reduced from $13.39 to $6.69 per hour.
The following chart shows the Funded Percentage as per the Pension Protection Act (PPA) and the Credit
Balance. The projections assume there are no gains or losses on demographic assumptions, that the market
value of assets returns the assumed rate of 5.00%.
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4.6. Sensitivity Testing
We have performed the following stress tests on the Plan to measure the employment and investment
risk the Plan faces:
Assumptions for Plan Years beginning January 1, 2021 and thereafter
Risk
Scenario Description
Investment
Rate of Return of:
Test 1
(-1.00% than assumed)
Test 2
(1.00% than assumed)
Employment
Test 3
Test 4

Annual Employment of:
(-10.00% than assumed)
(10.00% than assumed)

The following charts show the effect of these stress tests on the projection of the Plan’s Funding
Percentage and Credit Balance. As seen in the Funding Percentage chart below the Plan is more
sensitive to changes in the asset returns compared to decreases in employment.
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5. Data Summary
5.1. Flow of Lives

Inactive
Vested
172

Disabled
47

Retired &
Beneficiaries
474

Total
847

To inactive vested………… (13)
To inactive non-vested…… (26)
Returned to work…………
3
New entrants……………… 17

13
0
(3)
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
(26)
0
17

To retired…………………
To disabled………………
New Alternate Payees……

(4)
(1)
0

(5)
0
0

0
1
0

9
0
1

0
0
1

Deaths……………………
New Beneficiaries…………

0
0

(2)
0

(1)
0

(13)
2

(16)
2

Data Corrections…………

0

2

0

0

2

130

177

47

473

827

Actives
Beginning of year……………… 154

End of year……………………
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5.2. Historical Participation
Plan Year
Ending
Dec. 31
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Separated
Vested
162
141
141
150
152
139
138
133
156
170
153
163
157
160
174
171
168
173
172
177

Active
297
299
314
319
307
275
278
255
235
230
220
192
180
178
173
185
209
165
154
130

Retired
604
614
622
625
629
627
627
562
560
562
567
563
563
559
521
499
482
484
355
355

Disabled*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
57
53
51
54
54
54
52
50
48
45
46
47
47

Beneficiaries**
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
119
118

Total
Inactive
766
755
763
775
781
766
765
752
769
783
774
780
774
771
745
718
695
703
693
697

*Prior to 2007, disabled participants were included in the retiree count
**Prior to 2018, beneficiaries were included in the retiree counts

Historical Participant Counts
As of January 1
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20

f

Total
1,063
1,054
1,077
1,094
1,088
1,041
1,043
1,007
1,004
1,013
994
972
954
949
918
903
904
868
847
827

Ratio
Inactives
to Actives
2.58
2.53
2.43
2.43
2.54
2.79
2.75
2.95
3.27
3.40
3.52
4.06
4.30
4.33
4.31
3.88
3.33
4.26
4.50
5.36
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5.3. Actives by Age and Future Service Credit

Age
<20
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-60
60+
Unknown
Total

0-1
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
13

1-4
3
6
2
1
4
4
4
1
25

5-9
1
4
1
5
2
3
2
1
19

10-14
1
3
1
1
6

15-19
1
3
2
4
10

20-24
2
2
1
1
3
3
12

25-29 30-34
1
1
1
3
1
5
4
4
3
1
14
10

35-39
3
1
1
5

40-44
2
1
3

45-49
1
2
1
4

50+
1
2
5
1
9

Total
7
13
6
11
10
17
20
23
20
2
1
130

The average age of the actives is 47.3, and the average amount of Future Service Credit is 18.8 years.
Actives by Age

Actives by Future Service Credits
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5.4. Distribution of Hours Worked by Actives

Hours
Worked
Between
100-299
300-499
500-699
700-899
900-1,099
1,100-1,299
1,300-1,499
1,500-1,699
1,700-1,899
1,900-2,099
2,100+
Total

Count
16
11
18
20
28
9
9
8
8
2
1
130

Distribution of Actives by Hours Worked
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5.5. New Pensioners
Range of Monthly Pension

Class
Early
Normal
Sub Total
Alternate Payee
Disability
Survivor
Sub Total
Total

Number
3
6
9

Average
Age
62
65.6
64.5

1
1
2
4

59.7
60.2
83.5
71.7

$

13

66.7

Minimum
491
853
$
491

$

$

295
2,892
461
295

$

295

Average
1,555
1,484
$
1,508

Maximum
$ 2,464
1,967
$ 2,464

$

$

$

$

295
2,892
560
1,077

$

295
2,892
659
2,892

$

1,375

$

2,892

5.6. All Pensioners
Range of Monthly Pension

Number
229
120
349

Average
Age
79.5
81.0
80.0

Alternate Payee
Disability
Survivor
Sub Total

6
47
118
171

64.5
70.3
81.6
77.9

Total

520

79.3

Class
Early
Normal
Sub Total

23

Minimum
$
33
32
$
32

Average
$
1,036
851
$
972

Maximum
$ 3,533
5,164
$ 5,164

$

$

$

500
1,288
400
648

$

$

168
114
22
22

$

1,308
3,317
1,696
3,317

$

22

$

866

$

5,164
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5.7. Distribution of Monthly Pensions

Age
$0-499
<55
1
1
55-59
60-64
4
65-69
14
70-74
22
75-79
33
55
80-84
85-89
47
90+
45
Unknown
Total
222

500-999
2
3
12
20
25
33
17
12
124

1,0001,499
1
2
10
7
10
26
16
1
73

1,5001,999
3
2
11
7
10
8
6
47

2,0002,499
2
3
6
5
8
5
29

2,5002,999
2
4
6
3
1
16

3,0003,499
2
2
2
6

3,5003,999
1
1
2

4,000+
1
1

Total
1
9
19
61
69
89
128
86
58
520

The average age of the pensioners is 79.3 years of age, and the average monthly pension amount is $866.
Pensioners by Age
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5.8. Distribution of Separated Vested Participants

Age
<35
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65+
Unknown
Total

$0-499 $500-999
4
1
3
4
9
7
7
6
15
7
15
7
15
4
3
36
64

$1,0001,499
2
1
5
2
16
7
3
33

$1,5001,999
2
6
6
5
19

$2,0002,499
4
4
8

$2,5002,999
1
2
3

$3,000+
2
2
4

Total
4
6
14
21
32
52
38
10
177

The average age of the separated vesteds is 54.5, and the average accrued benefit is $992.
60

Separated Vesteds by Age

Separated Vested by Accrued Benefit
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6. Disclosures
6.1. ASC 960 Present Value of Accumulated Plan Benefits

A. Present Value of Vested Benefits:
1. Participants currently receiveing benefits
2. Other vested benefits
3. Subtotal vested benefits
B. Present Value of Non-Vested Benefits
C. Present Value of Accumulated Plan Benefits (A3+B)

Accumulated

Operational

Benefits

Expenses

$ 48,394,667
29,192,705
$ 77,587,372
17,385
$ 77,604,757

$

3,325,196
2,005,830
5,331,026
1,195
5,332,221

$
$

Total
$ 51,719,863
31,198,535
$ 82,918,398
18,580
$ 82,936,978

6.2. Reconciliation of Changes in Present Value of Accumulated Benefits

Accumulated

Operational

Benefits

Expenses

A. Present Value at Prior Valuation Date

$ 78,790,810

B. Changes During the Year Due to:
1. Benefits accumulated and net gains
2. Benefits paid
3. Assumption changes
4. Method changes
5. Plan Amendments
6. Passage of time
7. Total change

555,355
(5,224,953)
(325,372)
3,808,917
$ (1,186,053) $

C. Present Value at CurrentValuation Date (A + B7)

$ 77,604,757
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$

5,332,221

Total
$ 84,123,031

22,818
578,173
(282,370)
(5,507,323)
(325,372)
259,552
4,068,469
- $ (1,186,053)
$5,332,221

$ 82,936,978
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6.3. Minimum Required Contributions
Rules for determining minimum required and maximum deductible contributions are set forth in IRC
Sections 412 and 404, respectively. Since deductibility may be affected by factors not considered
here, the deductibility and timing of contributions should be reviewed with tax counsel.
A Plan’s Credit Balance represents a cumulative measure of all prior contributions (since the initial
ERISA effective date) against all prior minimum requirements. If cumulative contributions exceed
cumulative minimums, then the Funding Standard Account will maintain a Credit Balance which can
be used to offset any current year minimum requirements.
The minimum contribution requirement for the fiscal year ending December 31, 2020 is $30,091,877.

6.4. Maximum Deductible Contribution
The maximum allowable deduction for the fiscal year ending December 31, 2020 is $131,480,283.
To be deductible for a given fiscal year, a contribution should be made by the time the tax return for
that fiscal year is filed with the IRS (including extensions). Specific advice on the deductibility of
contributions and timing should be reviewed with your tax counsel.
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6.5. Current Liability at Beginning of Plan Year
Current liability is the present value of accrued benefits under the Plan using actuarial assumptions
as prescribed by the Retirement Protection Act of 1994 (RPA ‘94). The liability is deter-mined using
the same assumptions used to determine the Plan’s funding requirements, except for the interest rate
and mortality table. These values are used for specific, prescribed purposes.
RPA '94 Information
1d(2)(a)
1d(2)(b)
1d(2)(c)
1d(3)
2.

Current liability………………………………………………… $
Exp. Incr. in CL due to benefits accruing……………………… $
Exp. Rel. from “RPA ‘94” CL for the plan year
Exp. disbursements for the plan year…………………………… $

Operational Information
a. Current value of assets (see Sch MB instructions) .................. $
b. “RPA ‘94” current liability/part. Count
No. of Part.
(1) Retired and beneficiaries
520
(2) Terminated vested
177
(3) Active
(a) Non-vested benefits
(b) Vested benefits
(c) Total active
130
(4) Total
827
c. If % is less than 70%, enter such percentage…………….
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100,298,825
5,224,953

12,126,571

Current liability
$
58,671,032
23,648,212

$
$
$

32,827
17,946,754
17,979,581
100,298,825
12.1%
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7. Government (5500) Reporting
7.1. Illustration Supporting Actuarial Certification of Status (Line 4b)
Based on the following actuarial measures, the Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New
York Pension Plan is classified as “Critical and Declining Status” (a Red Zone category) as per the
Multiemployer Pension Reform Act of 2014 (MEPRA).
 The Plan meets the criteria for Critical Status, and
 The Plan is projected to become insolvent in the current or next 19 years and
 The Plan’s ratio of inactive to active participants is in excess of 2 to 1.
Below is a ten year projection of the Plan’s Funded Percentage and Credit Balance supporting the
Actuarial Certification.
As of
Jan. 1
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

Funded % Credit Balance
9.5% $ (29,134,002)
4.3%
(35,308,558)
0.0%
(41,474,019)
0.0%
(47,559,285)
0.0%
(53,735,099)
0.0%
(60,136,040)
0.0%
(66,649,602)
0.0%
(73,205,595)
0.0%
(79,415,081)
0.0% $ (85,838,766)
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7.2. Documentation Regarding Progress under Funding Improvement or Rehabilitation
Plan (Line 4c)
Unfavorable economic downturns in recent years have created a funding burden related to the loss in
asset value and reduction in employment (and future contributions).
After considering and rejecting as unfeasible various scenarios intended to meet the benchmarks of
the Pension Protection Act, the Trustees selected a Rehabilitation Plan intended to comply with the
provisions of IRC §432(e)(3)(A)(ii). The Plan has taken reasonable measures to improve its funding
status.
Initial Critical Zone Certification:
Adoption Period:
Rehabilitation Period:
Initial Critical and Declining Zone Certification:

January 1, 2010
3/31/2010 – 12/31/2011
1/01/2012 – 12/31/2021
January 1, 2015

Based upon the provisions of IRC §432(e)(3)(A)(ii), the Plan is making required progress in its
Rehabilitation Plan.

100%

Projected Credit Balance

Funding Percentage(PPA)
As of January 1

As ofJanuary 1

$0
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7.3. Statement of Actuarial Assumptions/Methods (Line 6)
These are the assumptions used for the ongoing valuation calculations, unless otherwise noted.
Measurement Date

December 31, 2019

Mortality

Actives:

RP- 2014 Blue Collar Employee Sex Distinct Table using scale
MP-2019 improvement from year 2015.

Disabled:

RP- 2014 Disabled Retiree Sex Distinct using scale MP-2019
improvement from year 2015.

Retirees:

RP- 2014 Blue Collar Annuitant Sex Distinct using scale MP2019 improvement from year 2015.

Withdrawal

Table T-5

Disability

SOA 1973 Disability Model XXVI

Retirement Age
Actives

Inactive Vested

Age
55
56
57
58
59
60

Rate
5%
2
2
2
2
15

Age
61
62
63
64
65

Rate
2%
30
5
5
100

Age 65

Definition of Active

A member must have worked 100 or more hours in the year to be included in
the valuation.

Future Employment

140,000 employment units

Percent Married

100%

Age of Spouse

Females are 2 years younger than their spouses.

Net Investment Return 5.00%
Administrative
Expenses

$300,000 payable at the beginning of the year

Actuarial Value of
Assets

The market value of assets less unrecognized returns in each of the last five
years. Unrecognized return is equal to the difference between the actual market
return and the expected return on the actuarial value, and is recognized over a
five-year period. The actuarial value is further adjusted, if necessary, to be
within 20% of the market value.

Actuarial Cost

Unit Credit
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Method
Summary of
Assumption Changes
Mortality
Employment

Mortality Improvement Scale changed from MP-2018 to MP-2019
Changed from 172,500 units, increasing 15% annually to 140,000 units

RPA ’94 Current Liability Assumptions
Interest
2.95%. Last year, 3.06% was used.
Mortality
As per IRS Regulation §1.430(h)(3)-1
Rationale for Assumptions
Demographic
The demographic rates utilized are standard tables that approximate recent historical
demographic experience, and adjusted to reflect anticipated future experience and
professional judgment. A comparison of actual vs. expected decrements, and aggregate
liability gain/loss analysis were used to validate the demographic assumptions.
Administrative
Expense and
Employment

The Administrative Expense and Employment assumptions approximate recent
historical experience, and adjusted to reflect anticipated future experience and
professional judgment. When appropriate we include the expectations of Trustees and
co-professionals for these assumptions.

Investment Return

The investment return assumption is a long-term estimate that is based on historical
experience, future market expectations, and professional judgment. We have utilized
the investment manager’s capital market expectations, and have compared those
expectations with a broader market survey.
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7.4. Justification for Change in Actuarial Assumptions (Line 11)
The following assumptions were changed from the previous valuation to better reflect anticipated
Plan experience:
 Mortality Improvement Scale changed from MP-2018 to MP-2019

 The future employment assumption changed from 172,500 units, increasing 15% annually to
140,000 units.
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7.5. Summary of Plan Provisions (Line 6)
Plan Year:

January 1 through December 31

Participation

400 hours of covered employment

Vesting Service

One year for each year in which at least 250 hours of covered employment or 1,000
hours of related service is earned in a plan year; there is no partial credit

Future Service Credit

Prior to 1/1/2010:
1/7th of a year of Future Service Credit for each 100 hours of covered employment
worked in a plan year, without limit.
Effective 1/1/2010:
1/10th of a year of Future Service Credit for each 100 hours of covered employment
worked in a plan year, without limit, if at least 200 hours of credited service are earned
in the plan year. For purposes of meeting eligibility requirements, no more than one
year of Future Service Credit is recognized in any year

Vesting

100% vesting after 5 years of Vesting Service

Break In Service

A "break year" is a plan year in which the participant earns less than 100 hours of
eligibility service. After one break year (three consecutive break years prior to 2000)
service and participation are forfeited if not vested. Such service and participation will
be restored upon return to employment if 100 hours of Future Service Credit or 500
hours of vesting service are earned in a plan year, provided that the number of
consecutive break years did not equal or exceed the greater of five years or the prior
number of vesting years.

Normal Retirement:
Eligibility

Age 65, with five years of Plan participation

Amount

For retirements after 1/1/2010, the monthly accrued benefit is the sum of A and B
where:
A. Prior to 12/31/1990, monthly accrued pension multiplied by a factor:
Local Factor
29
100%
Others 115%
B. After 1/1/1991: a multiplier times Future Service Credit earned under this plan:
Multiplier
Group

1/1/199112/31/2009

1/1/201012/31/2011

After
12/31/2011

$75

$50

$ 0*

If hired prior to
6/1/2004

$ 0*
$37.50 for the first 10 years
of service then $50 for each
year in excess of 10.
*As part of the Rehabilitation Plan, accrued benefits were frozen as of 12/31/2011.
If hired on and
after 6/1/2004

$50
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Payable for life

Early Retirement:
Eligibility

Age 55 with 15 years of Future Service Credit (counting no more than one year in any
plan year) or ten years of vesting service, or on or after 10/1/1996, age 62 with 5 years
of vesting service. Must also meet Current activity test below.

Current Activity Test

Worked in Covered Service for at least 250 hours in anyone of the Plan Years ending
December 31, 2011, 2012, and 2013, and meets one of the criteria below:
 Worked in Covered Service for at least 100 hours for each of the Plan Years
ending December 31, 2014, 2015, and 2016, or
 Became Permanent and Totally Disabled, as defined in Section 8.03, between
January 1, 2013 and May 31, 2017.

Amount

Normal Retirement amount reduced .25% for each month prior from age 65 to age 60
then .50% for each month prior from age 60 to age 55.
There is no reduction under any of the following situations:
Years of
Age Future Service Credit
62
20
60
30*
58
35*
*For these eligibility purposes, no more than one year of Future Service Credit can be
counted in any plan year.

Disability:
Eligibility

Under age 65 and 15 years of eligibility for disability level ”A” or ten years of eligibility
service for disability level “B” and receiving Social Security Disability benefits. Must
also meet the eligibility test described below and services is limited to 1 per year.

Amount

Same as normal for level “A” (if disability level "B", reduced by 1/4 of 1% per month
that disability date precedes age 65 to a maximum reduction of 50%)

Pre-Retirement Surviving Spouse’s Pension:
Eligibility

Death of a vested participant with a surviving spouse of one year

Amount

50% of the benefit the participant would have received had he or she retired the day
before he or she died and elected the joint and 50% survivor option. If the participant
died prior to eligibility for an early retirement pension, the spouse’s benefit is deferred
to the participant’s earliest retirement date.
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Family Pension Death:
Eligibility

Vested and also meet the eligibility test described below.

Amount

Employer Contributions less any pension payments made payable over the life time of
the named beneficiary

Optional Form of Benefit:

 50% Joint and Survivor with Pop-up
 75% Joint and Survivor with Pop-up
Pop-up feature available if Participant meets eligibility test described below.

Eligibility Test:

Effective for Retirements on or after June 1, 2017, in order for Participant’s to be
eligible for the following benefits:





All Early Retirement Benefits
Disability Retirement Benefits
The Family Survivor and Single Sum Death Benefit
The “Pop Feature” on Joint & Survivor benefits

The Participant must have worked in Covered Service for at least 250 hours in any
one of the Plan Years ending December 31, 2011, 2012, and 2013, and meets one of
the criteria below:
 Worked in Covered Service for at least 100 hours for each of the Plan Years
ending December 31, 2014, 2015, and 2016, or
 Became Permanent and Totally Disabled, as defined in Section 8.03, between
January 1, 2013 and May 31, 2017.
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Recent Plan Changes
Effective
Date
6/1/2017

Benefit Change
The benefits suspended effective 3/21/2013 will no longer be suspended for Participants
who worked in Covered Service for at least 250 hours in anyone of the Plan Years ending
December 31, 2011, 2012, and 2013, and meets one of the criteria below:
 Worked in Covered Service for at least 100 hours for each of the Plan Years ending
December 31, 2014, 2015, and 2016, or
 Became Permanent and Totally Disabled, as defined in Section 8.03, between
January 1, 2013 and May 31, 2017.
Effective June 1, 2017 all participants who retired after March 31, 2013 receiving a Joint
& Survivor Benefit shall have the "Pop-Up Feature" restored.

3/21/2013

The following benefits will be suspended (i.e. unavailable) through May 31, 2017 for those
Participants not yet in pay status as of March 21, 2013:
a.
b.
c.
d.

All Early Retirement Benefits
Disability Retirement Benefits
The Family Survivor and Single Sum Death Benefit
The “Pop Feature” on Joint & Survivor benefits

1/1/2012

Actives:
 Accrued benefits are frozen.

1/1/2010

Actives:
 One-tenth of a year of Service Credit for each 100 hours of Covered Employment
worked in a plan year, without limit, if at least 200 hours of Service Credit are
earned in the plan year.
Actives/Inactives:
 Unreduced Early Pension Benefit at age 62 with 5 years of Vesting Service was
eliminated and replaced with an unreduced Early Pension Benefit at age 62 with
20 years of Pension Service.

1/1/2000

Actives:
 The unit monthly pension benefit was increased to $75 (must work 100 hours in
1999 to get the $75 a credit from 1991 to present for anyone who retires 1/1/2000
or after).

1/1/1999

Retirees:
 An increase of ½ of 1% (.050%) from the date of retirement if retired before
1/1/1999.
 A 13th check issued 2/1/2000 (not eligible if retired in 1999 or later).
Actives:
 The unit monthly pension benefit was increased to $65 for each year of pension
service earned after 1990.
 The federally required 5-Year vesting rule was adopted
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Retirees:
 all retirees whose effective date of pension was before 1/1/99 received a
permanent increase based on years on pension (.65% per year retired).
1/1/1996

Actives:
 The unit monthly pension benefit was increased to $50 for each year of pension
service earned after 1990.
 Early Pension:
o Eligibility was expanded to include 10 years of Vesting Service.
o No reduction in the if the participant is at least age 62 and has at least 5
years of Vesting Service.
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7.6. Contribution Rates
Effective
Date
7/1/1983
7/1/1984
7/1/1985
7/1/1986
6/1/1988
1/1/1989
6/1/1991
6/1/1994
6/1/1995
6/1/1996
6/1/1997
6/1/1998
6/1/1999
6/1/2000
6/1/2001
6/1/2002
6/1/2003
6/1/2004
6/1/2005
6/1/2006
6/1/2007
6/1/2008
2/1/2009
6/1/2009
1/1/2010
6/1/2010
6/1/2011
8/1/2011
4/1/2019

Hourly
Contribution
to Plan
$ 2.15
2.25
2.35
2.50
2.55
2.50
2.65
2.75
2.90
2.60
4.15
3.25
4.30
4.35 (4.40*)
4.00 (4.05*)
4.22 (4.36*)
4.78 (4.80*)
5.39
5.71
6.31
7.59
8.59
8.84
9.49 (9.99*)
10.20 (10.25*)
11.34 (11.44*)**
13.34 (13.44*)
13.39 (13.49*)
$ 6.69 (6.79*)^

* Westchester, Rockland, and Putnam
** Includes an 85¢ diversion from the Health and Welfare Fund

^Pending finalization of Reciprocal Agreement with the Local 1 Pension Fund
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7.7. Schedule of Projection of Expected Benefit Payments (Line 8b(1))
Plan Year
Expected
Ending
Benefit
Dec. 31
Payments
2020
$
5,277,203
2021
5,329,975
2022
5,383,275
2023
5,437,108
2024
5,491,479
2025
5,428,876
2026
5,407,160
2027
5,402,294
2028
5,276,421
2029
$
5,273,255
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7.8. Schedule of Active Participant Data (Line 8b(2))

Age
<20
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-60
60+
Unknown
Total

0-1
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
13

1-4
3
6
2
1
4
4
4
1
25

5-9
1
4
1
5
2
3
2
1
19

10-14
1
3
1
1
6

15-19
1
3
2
4
10

20-24
2
2
1
1
3
3
12
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25-29 30-34
1
1
1
3
1
5
4
4
3
1
14
10

35-39
3
1
1
5

40-44
2
1
3

45-49
1
2
1
4

50+
1
2
5
1
9

Total
7
13
6
11
10
17
20
23
20
2
1
130
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7.9. Schedule of Funding Standard Account Bases (Lines 9c and 9h)
Amortization Charges as of 1/1/2020
Year

Established
1999
2000
2001
2001
2002
2003
2003
2004
2005
2006
2006
2007
2008
2009
2009
2010
2010
2010
2011
2012
2012
2013
2013
2016
2016
2017
2018
2019
2019
2020

Base Type
Plan Change
Plan Change
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss
Actuarial Loss
Actuarial Loss
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss
Actuarial Loss
Actuarial Loss
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss - Assets
Actuarial Loss - Other
Actuarial Loss - Assets
Actuarial Loss - Other
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss
Actuarial Loss
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss
Assumption Change
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss
Plan Change
Actuarial Loss
Actuarial Loss
Assumption Change
Actuarial Loss

Total Charges

42

Outstanding

Years

Amortization

Balance

Remaining

Amount

$ 2,941,073
2,199,692
1,828,278
112,170
521,501
1,240,342
328,783
757,821
878,901
737,042
2,263,343
532,219
512,530
6,044,234
753,253
2,479,748
752,836
3,011,110
315,793
1,047,222
59,531
1,506,838
5,261,272
29,667
531,076
2,323,483
96,886
305,671
11,226,772
519,984

14 $
15
16
1
2
3
18
4
5
6
21
7
8
19
9
19
10
10
6
7
7
8
8
11
11
12
13
14
14
15

282,970
201,832
160,662
112,170
267,110
433,775
26,787
203,538
193,337
138,295
168,126
87,598
75,523
476,314
100,929
195,416
92,853
371,383
59,254
172,363
9,798
222,039
775,270
3,402
60,891
249,665
9,823
29,410
1,080,165
47,711

$ 51,119,071

$

6,308,409
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Amortization Credits as of 1/1/2020

Year
Established
2001
2002
2005
2008
2010
2013
2014
2015
2015
2017
2017
2020

Outstanding

Years

Amortization

Balance

Remaining

Amount

Base Type
Plan Change
Assumption Change
Plan Change
Actuarial Gain
Plan Change
Plan Change
Actuarial Gain
Actuarial Gain
Assumption Change
Actuarial Gain
Assumption Change
Assumption Change

$

(889,551)
(1,131,157)
(801)
(161,658)
(516,681)
(2,922,458)
(68,942)
(606,209)
(115,115)
(258,976)
(817,684)
(325,372)

11 $
12
15
3
5
8
9
10
10
12
12
15

(101,992)
(121,546)
(73)
(56,535)
(113,657)
(430,636)
(9,238)
(74,768)
(14,198)
(27,828)
(87,862)
(29,854)

Total Credits

$ (7,814,604)

$ (1,068,187)

Net Charge/(Credit)

$ 43,304,467

$

43

5,240,222
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Zone Certification
as of January 1, 2020
for
Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Pension Plan
EIN: 14-6016608 / PN: 001
Initial Critical Zone Certification:
Adoption Period:
Rehabilitation Period:
Initial Critical and Declining Zone Certification:

January 1, 2010
3/31/2010 – 12/31/2011
1/01/2012 – 12/31/2021
January 1, 2015

Based on the following actuarial measures, the Plan is classified as “Critical and Declining Status” (a Red
Zone category) as per the Multiemployer Pension Reform Act of 2014 (MEPRA).
 The Plan meets the criteria for Critical Status, and
 The Plan is projected to become insolvent in the current or next 19 years and
 The Plan’s ratio of inactive to active participants is in excess of 2 to 1.
After considering and rejecting as unfeasible various scenarios intended to meet the benchmarks of the
Pension Protection Act, the Trustees selected a Rehabilitation Plan intended to comply with the provisions
of IRC §432(e)(3)(A)(ii). The Plan has taken reasonable measures to improve its funding status.
Based upon the provisions of IRC §432(e)(3)(A)(ii), the Plan is making required progress in its
Rehabilitation Plan.
Funding Percentage(PPA)
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—Funding% at Market

For purposes of this certification, we have included only contribution increases covered by the current
Collective Bargaining Agreement.
This certification was prepared on behalf of the Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York
Pension Plan and based on employee data, asset statements and plan documents provided by the Plan
Sponsor or its representatives. We relied upon the data as submitted, without formal audit. However, the
data was tested for reasonableness, and we have no reason to believe that any other information which
would have had a material effect on the results of this valuation was overlooked.

Therefore, to the best of our knowledge and belief, the information presented in this certification is complete
and accurate, and each assumption used represents our best estimate of anticipated experience under the
Plan.
The assumptions used are those used in the January 1, 2019 actuarial valuation including a 5.00% interest
rate assumption.
Certified by:

On Behalf of Plan Sponsor:

x.4g----Craig A. Voelker, FSA, MAAA, EA
Enrolled Actuary No.: 17-05537
1236 Brace Rd., Unit E
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
Phone (856) 795-7777
March 30, 2020

cc: Secretary of the Treasury- EPCU@irs.gov

Board of Trustees
Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers
Local 5 New York Pension Plan
1 Scobie Drive
Newburgh NY, 12550
Phone (845) 565-8344

Zone Certification
as of January 1, 2020
for
Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Pension Plan
EIN: 14-6016608

The Pension Protection Act of 2006 ("PPA") added special rules that define funding zones. A plan is first
tested for the worst funding zone, and then successively better zones.
Test Met?
I. Critical & Declining Status: (if Plan rneets test 1 & 2, or 1 & 3)
1. The Plan meets the Critical Status criteria below.
2. The Plan is projected to go insolvent in the current or next 14 years.
3. The Plan is projected to go insolvent in the current or next 19 years, and have a funding percentage
below 80% or have a ratio of active to inactive in excess of 2 to 1.

TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE

TRUE

II. Critical Status The Plan will be certified as Critical if it meets any one of the five following tests:
1. The Plan has a funded ratio of less than 65%, and the value of Plan assets plus projected
contributions is less than the value of projected Plan benefits and expenses to be paid for the
current and six succeeding plan years.

TRUE

2. The Plan has a funded ratio of less than 65%, and is projected to have an accumulated funding
deficiency for the current year or in any of the four succeeding plan years.

TRUE

3. The Plan is projected to have an accumulated funding deficiency for the current plan year or in
any of the three succeeding plan years.

TRUE

4. Normal cost plus interest on the unfunded liabilities exceeds contributions, the present value of
the vested benefits of inactive employees exceeds the present value of vested benefits of active
employees, and the Plan is projected to have an accumulated funded deficiency for the current
plan year or in any of the four succeeding plan years.

TRUE

5. The Value of Plan assets plus projected contributions is less than the value of projected benefits
and expenses to be paid for the current and four succeeding plan years.

TRUE

III. Seriously Endangered Status— Meets both Endangered criterion

TRUE

IV. Endangered Status— Meets either test
1. The ratio of assets to liabilities is less than 80% on the first day of the plan year.
2. The Plan is projected to have an accumulated funding deficiency for the current plan year or in
any of the six succeeding plan years.

TRUE
TRUE
TRUE

As per the criteria above the Plan is certfied as•

Critical & Dec ining
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Cashflows
PY Beginning (t)
PY Ending (t+1)
Assumed ROR

1/1/2020
12/31/2020

1/1/2021
12/31/2021

1/1/2022
12/31/2022

5.00%

5.00%

5.00%

Beginning Value (t)

$

10,844,734

$

7,062,811

$

3,164,252

Contributions
Withdrawal Liability Payments

$

1,327,129
-

$

1,526,198
-

$

1,755,128
-

Total Contributions

$

1,327,129

$

1,526,198

$

1,755,128

Total Investment Income

$

436,769

$

252,650

$

70,025

$

(186,841) $
(178,639)
(662,336)
(3,702,912)
(515,093)

(462,612) $
(238,268)
(639,840)
(3,542,944)
(487,743)

(599,931)
(315,491)
(617,249)
(3,380,263)
(460,467)

Total Benefits Paid
Expenses

$
$

(5,245,821) $
(300,000) $

(5,371,407) $
(306,000) $

(5,373,401)
(312,120)

Ending Value (t+1)

$

Benefits Paid
Actives
Terminated Vesteds
Disabled Retirees
Retirees
Beneficiaries

7,062,811

$

3,164,252

$

(696,116)

Zone Certification
as of January 1, 2021
for
Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Pension Plan
EIN: 14-6016608 / PN: 001
Initial Critical Zone Certification:
Adoption Period:
Rehabilitation Period:
Initial Critical and Declining Zone Certification:

January 1, 2010
3/31/2010 – 12/31/2011
1/01/2012 – 12/31/2021
January 1, 2015

Based on the following actuarial measures, the Plan is classified as “Critical and Declining Status” (a Red
Zone category) as per the Multiemployer Pension Reform Act of 2014 (MEPRA).
 The Plan meets the criteria for Critical Status, and
 The Plan is projected to become insolvent in the current or next 19 years and
 The Plan’s ratio of inactive to active participants is in excess of 2 to 1.
After considering and rejecting as unfeasible various scenarios intended to meet the benchmarks of the
Pension Protection Act, the Trustees selected a Rehabilitation Plan intended to comply with the provisions
of IRC §432(e)(3)(A)(ii). The Plan has taken reasonable measures to improve its funding status.
Based upon the provisions of IRC §432(e)(3)(A)(ii), the Plan is making required progress in its
Rehabilitation Plan.
Projected Credit Balance
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4

For purposes of this certification, we have included only contribution increases covered by the current
Collective Bargaining Agreement.
This certification was prepared on behalf of the Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York
Pension Plan and based on employee data, asset statements and plan documents provided by the Plan
Sponsor or its representatives. We relied upon the data as submitted, without formal audit. However, the
data was tested for reasonableness, and we have no reason to believe that any other information which
would have had a material effect on the results of this valuation was overlooked.

Therefore, to the best of our knowledge and belief, the information presented in this certification is complete
and accurate, and each assumption used represents our best estimate of anticipated experience under the
Plan.
The assumptions used are those used in the January 1, 2020 actuarial valuation including a 5.00% interest
rate assumption.
Certified by:

On Behalf of Plan Sponsor:

x.4g----Craig A. Voelker, FSA, EA
Enrolled Actuary No.: 20-05537
1236 Brace Rd., Unit E
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
Phone (856) 795-7777
March 31, 2021

cc: Secretary of the Treasury- EPCU@irs.gov

Board of Trustees
Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers
Local 5 New York Pension Plan
1 Scobie Drive
Newburgh NY, 12550
Phone (845) 565-8344

Zone Certification
as of January 1, 2021
for
Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Pension Plan
EIN: 14-6016608

The Pension Protection Act of 2006 (“PPA”) added special rules that define funding zones. A plan is first
tested for the worst funding zone, and then successively better zones.
Test Met?
I. Critical & Declining Status: (if Plan meets test 1 & 2, or 1 & 3)
1. The Plan meets the Critical Status criteria below.
2. The Plan is projected to go insolvent in the current or next 14 years.
3. The Plan is projected to go insolvent in the current or next 19 years, and have a funding percentage

TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE

below 80% or have a ratio of active to inactive in excess of 2 to 1.

TRUE

II. Critical Status—The Plan will be certified as Critical if it meets any one of the five following tests:
1. The Plan has a funded ratio of less than 65%, and the value of Plan assets plus projected
contributions is less than the value of projected Plan benefits and expenses to be paid for the
current and six succeeding plan years.

TRUE

2. The Plan has a funded ratio of less than 65%, and is projected to have an accumulated funding
deficiency for the current year or in any of the four succeeding plan years.

TRUE

3. The Plan is projected to have an accumulated funding deficiency for the current plan year or in
any of the three succeeding plan years.

TRUE

4. Normal cost plus interest on the unfunded liabilities exceeds contributions, the present value of
the vested benefits of inactive employees exceeds the present value of vested benefits of active
employees, and the Plan is projected to have an accumulated funded deficiency for the current
plan year or in any of the four succeeding plan years.

TRUE

5. The Value of Plan assets plus projected contributions is less than the value of projected benefits
and expenses to be paid for the current and four succeeding plan years.

TRUE

TRUE

III. Seriously Endangered Status— Meets both Endangered criterion

TRUE

IV. Endangered Status— Meets either test
1. The ratio of assets to liabilities is less than 80% on the first day of the plan year.
2. The Plan is projected to have an accumulated funding deficiency for the current plan year or in
any of the six succeeding plan years.

TRUE
TRUE

As per the criteria above the Plan is certfied as:………………………………………………………….

Critical & Declining
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Cashflows
PY Beginning (t)
PY Ending (t+1)
Assumed ROR

1/1/2021
12/31/2021

1/1/2022
12/31/2022

5.00%

5.00%

Beginning Value (t)

$

7,976,281

$

3,564,386

Contributions
Withdrawal Liability Payments

$

936,600
-

$

936,600
-

Total Contributions

$

936,600

$

936,600

Total Investment Income

$

281,480

$

59,552

$

(203,472) $
(148,377)
(676,151)
(3,789,825)
(512,150)

(444,564)
(230,517)
(666,595)
(3,696,405)
(493,723)

Total Benefits Paid
Expenses

$
$

(5,329,975) $
(300,000) $

(5,531,804)
(306,000)

Ending Value (t+1)

$

Benefits Paid
Actives
Terminated Vesteds
Disabled Retirees
Retirees
Beneficiaries

3,564,386

$

(1,277,266)

Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers
Local 5 Ncw York Retirement Fund
Pension Plan - Restated as of January 1, 2014
Amendment No. 1
The Board of Trustees hereby adopts the following amendment to the Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers
Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan (the "Plan"), effective June 1,2017:
Appendix I is amended to read as follows:

Appendix 1 - Suspension of Adjustable Benefits
Effective March 21, 2013, the benefits described in the following Plan sections will be suspended
through May 31, 2017 for those Participants not yet in pay status as of March 21, 2013.
Plan Sections
a. 5.02 & 6.02 - Early Retirement Benefit
b. 5.04 & 6.04 - Disability Retirement Benett
c. 8.02 - Family Survivor and Single Sum Death Benefit
d. The"Pop-Up Feature on Joint & Survivor benefits
Effective June 1, 2017, the benefits described in the Plan sections above will no longer be
suspended for Participants who worked in Covered Service for at least 250 hours in any one of the
Plan Years ending December 31, 2011, 2012, and 2013, and meets one of the criteria below:
> Worked in Covered Service for at least 100 hours for each of the Plan Years ending
December 31, 2014, 2015, and 2016, or
➢ Became Permanent and Totally Disabled, as defined in Section 8.03, between January 1,
2013 and May 31, 2017.
Effective June 1, 2017 all participants who retired after March 31, 2013 receiving a Joint &
Survivor Benefit shall have the "Pop-Up Feature restored.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Board of Trustees hereby adopts this amendment to the Bricklayers and
Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan by affixing their signatures as of this
21st day ofJune, 2017.

EMPLOYEE TRUSTEES
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EMPLOYER TRUSTEES

Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Pension Plan
Reconciliation of Fair Market Value of Assets as of 6/30/2021

Market Value of Assets
A
Beginning Value as of 1/1/2021*
B
1
2
3
4

Income
Contributions
Employer Withdrawal Liabiliy
Other
Total Income

C

Special Financial Assistance

D

Investment Income

E
F

Benefits Paid
Expenses

G

$

Ending Value as of 6/30/2021
(A + B4 + C + D + E + F)

8,258,748

769,044
148
$

769,192
394,819
(2,610,466)
(128,256)

$

6,684,037

*The asset value as of 1/1/2021 is from the Finanacial Statement as of 12/31/2020, less the contribution receivable
of 299,942, as the receivable is included in the contributions in the period of 1/1/2021 - 6/30/2021.
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Bricklayers & Allied Craft Workers Local 5 Pension Fund

Profit & Loss

09/07/21
Accrual Basis

January through June 2021
Jan - Jun 21
Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
40000 · Investment Income
40100 · Net Gain or Loss on Investments
40210 · Interest Income-Investments
Total 40000 · Investment Income
41000 · Income
41100 · Employer Contributions
41200 · Reciprocals
41400 · Settlement Proceeds
Total 41000 · Income
Total Income
Expense
52000 · Benefits Paid
52100 · Benefit Payments to Pensioners
Total 52000 · Benefits Paid
60000 · Service Providers
60100 · Investment Consulting
60200 · Administrative Services
60300 · Accounting
60400 · Actuarial
60700 · Legal Fees
Total 60000 · Service Providers
61000 · Administrative Expenses
61150 · Bank Service Charges
61200 · Equipment Rental
61400 · Computer Software Expenses
61500 · Printing and Reproduction
61601 · Office Supplies
Total 61000 · Administrative Expenses
63000 · Insurance
63100 · Fiduciary
Total 63000 · Insurance
64000 · Office Expenses
64500 · Telephone
64700 · Postage and Delivery

324,375.21
70,444.05
394,819.26
1,246,733.23
-477,689.36
148.08
769,191.95
1,164,011.21

2,610,465.77
2,610,465.77
19,126.14
22,295.37
22,829.89
18,675.00
4,667.52
87,593.92
5,832.71
758.13
4,181.46
90.26
2,586.91
13,449.47
23,545.20
23,545.20
632.95
366.76
999.71

Total 64000 · Office Expenses
66000 · Occupancy Costs
66100 · Rent
Total 66000 · Occupancy Costs
66900 · Reconciliation Discrepancies
70000 · Taxes

2,468.90
2,468.90
-0.51
200.00

Total Expense

2,738,722.46

Net Ordinary Income

-1,574,711.25

Net Income

-1,574,711.25

Page 1

2015

20

Males
Age
<20
20-25
25-30
30-35
35-40
40-45
45-50
50-55
55-60
60+
Totals

New

Females

Rehire
1
4
2
2
1
3
4
3
3
21
44

New
0
0
0
0
2
4
1
0
4
1
12

Males

Rehire
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

New
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Rehire
15
5
7
5
5
7
4
5
3
1
57

0
0
0
0
1
1
2
1
5
1
11

16

2017
Females

New

Males

Rehire
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

New
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Females

Rehire
10
0
2
5
1
1
4
5
2
0
30

2018

New
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
3

Males

Rehire
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

New
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Fem

Rehire
8
1
5
5
1
2
1
2
0
1
26

New
0
1
0
0
1
0
2
1
1
0
6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2019
ales

Males

Rehire

New
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Females

Rehire
2
2
2
3
1
3
2
1
1
0
17

5 Year Totals

New
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Males

Rehire
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

New
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Females

Rehire
36
12
18
20
9
16
15
16
9
23
174

New
0
1
1
0
4
5
6
2
11
2
32

Rehire
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
36
13
19
20
13
21
21
18
20
25
206

Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers
LocalS New York Retirement Fund
Pension Plan
Restatement as of January 1, 2014
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Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers
LocalS New York Retirement Fund
Pension Plan

INTRODUCTION
This document shall constitute and comprise the Plan known as the Bricklayers and Allied
Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan (the Plan).
Effective January I, 1959, Bricklayers, Masons and Plasterers Local Union No. 44, AFL-CIO, and
employers with which it had collective bargaining agreements, entered an Agreement and
'Declaration of Trust which established the Bricklayers, Masons and Plasterers Local Union No. 44
Pension Fund. Pursuant thereto, the Board of Trustees established the Bricklayers, Masons and
Plasterers Local Union No. 44 Pension Fund.
The Trustees have merged various plans into this Plan as specified in Appendix VII. The accrued
accounts of the Participants in these former plans at the time of merger are recognized under this
Plan. The Plan provisions that apply to all participants under the merged Plan are those of this Plan.
However, the mergers and this restatement shall not operate to restore any lost benefits, nor enhance
.any accrued benefits.
The Plan is restated and amended in its entirety, and supersedes all prior Plan documents and shall
read in full as in the attached January 1,2014 restatement. No amendment or restatement of the Plan
is intended to reinstate benefits lost, frozen, or forfeited under prior versions of this Plan.
This restated Plan is intended to continue to satisfy the requirements of Section 401(a) and 501(a) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 and
subsequent legislation.
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Article 1 - Definitions and Construction
Wherever used in the Plan, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise, the following words and terms will
have the meanings set forth below:
1.01

Accrued Retirement Benefit

The normal retirement benefit that a Participant would receive under Section 5.03 at the Pmticipant's
Normal Retirement Date. In the event a Palticipant terminates Employment prior to his Normal Retirement
Date, his accrued retirement benefit shall be equal to his retirement benefit determined as of his date of
termination of Employment.
1.02

Actuarial Equivalent

The equality in value of the aggregate amount of pension benefits to be received under different forms of
payments. Except as otherwise provided in the Plan, Actuarial Equivalent shall be determined based on
the following actuarial assumptions:
(a)

For lump-sum payments under this Plan
(1)

On or after January 1, 2008, the "Actuarial Present Value" of a benefit shall be determined
using the "applicable interest rate" and the "applicable mOltality table" consistent with
IRC §417(e), based on the Stability Period and Lookback Month of the Plan immediately
preceding the plan year that the lump sum occurs.
For purposes ofthis definition, the following terms shall apply:
•

Lookback Month - the month used to determine the Applicable Interest Rate. The
Lookback Month is the second full calendar month preceding the first day of the
Stability Period. The Lookback Month is November (as published in December)
immediately preceding the plan year that the lump sum occurs.

•

Stability Period - the period for which the Applicable Interest Rate remains constant.
The Stability Period is one Plan Year.

(2)

On or after January 1, 2000 and before January 1, 2008, the "Actuarial Equivalent" of a
benefit shall be based on the interest rate for 30-year Treasury Securities (the "Applicable
Interest Rate") and the Mortality Table specified in Code Section 417(e)(3)(A)(ii)(I)

(3)

Prior to January 1, 2000, unless otherwise specified in the Plan, the mortality assumption
shall be based on the Unisex Pension 1984 Mortality Table set forward one year and the
interest rate used (as of the first day of the calendar year in which the distribution is made)
by the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation for purposes of determining the present
value of a lump-sum distribution on plan termination (without a Notice of Sufficiency).

(b)

For purposes of computing the limitations on benefits contained in Section 415 of the Code, the
"applicable mOltality table" as defined in Section 417( e) of the Code and 5% interest; or

(c)

For convelting the normal form of benefit to all optional forms and pursuant to a Qualified
Domestic Relations Order, except lump-sum payments, unless otherwise specified in the Plan, the
"Actuarial Equivalent" of a benefit shall be determined using the interest rate of 7% compounded
annually and the 1951 Group Annuity MOltality Table.
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Pension Plan
1.03

Administrator

The Board of Trustees shall control and manage the operation and administration of the Plan and is hereby
.designated the named fiduciary.

1.04

Code

The Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended from time to time, and as interpreted by applicable
regulations and rulings issued thereunder.

1.05

Collective Bargaining Agreement or Agreement

'An agreement between the Union and an Employer that requires contributions to the Fund. An Agreement
shall also include a participation agreement with the Trustees requiring the Union, as an Employer, be
obligated to make contributions to the Pension Fund on behalf of its Employees.

1.06

Construction

Except to the extent preempted by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, the laws of the
State of New York, as amended from time to time, shall govern the construction and application of the
Plan. Words used in the masculine gender shall include the feminine and words in the singular shall
include the plural, as appropriate. The words "hereof," "herein," "hereunder" and other similar compounds
of the word "here" shall refer to the entire Plan, not to a patiicular Section. Any mention of "Aliicles,"
"Sections" and subdivisions thereof, unless stated specifically to the contrary, refers to Aliicles, Sections or
subdivisions thereof in the Plan. All references to statutory Sections shall include the Section so identified,
as amended from time to time, or any other statute of similar import. If any provision of the Code or the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 render any provision of this Plan unenforceable, such
provision shall be of no force only to the minimum extent required by such Section.

1.07

Designated Beneficiary

The person named by the Pm1icipant to receive any benefits to which the Participant has a right to
designate in accordance with the rules of the Plan. Such designation must be made in writing and
given to the Trustees. The Participant may change his Designated Beneficiary at any time by
filing another written designation with the Trustees.
1.08

Employee

"Employee" means
(1) any person in the employ of an Employer who worked, or will work in a classification for which
the Union acted or will act as the collective bargaining representative and for whom the
Employer is obligated by his Collective Bargaining Agreement with the Union to contribute on
the person's behalf to the Pension Fund; or
(2) Any person employed by an Employer for whom the Employer, pursuant to a written agreement
with the Trustees, agrees to contribute on the person's behalfto the Pension Fund; or
(3) Any person employed by the Pension Fund.
A self employed individual is not permitted to be a Patiicipant in this Plan and no credit shall be
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earned hereunder with respect to any employment as a self employment person.

1.09

Employer

"Employer" means:
(1)

Any employer who is required to pay contributions to the Fund for the purposes of this Plan as
the result of an agreement between such Employer and the Union, or between such Employer
and the Trustees; and

(2) The Pension Fund.

1.10

ERISA

The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as from time to time amended.

1.11

Hour of Covered Service

."Hour of Covered Service" means each hour for which an individual is paid, or entitled to payment, for the
performance of Covered Service for the Employer. The Plan shall credit an Hour of Covered Service to the
Plan Year or other computation period to which a payment, agreement or award relates rather than the year
or period in which the payment, agreement or award occurs.

1.12

Hour of Eligibility Service

The Plan shall credit an Hour of Eligibility Service with respect to each Hour of Covered Service and for
each hour of Noncovered Service for which the Employer is not obligated to contribute to the Pension
Fund but only for Noncovered Service when the Employee moves from Covered Service to contiguous
Noncovered Service, as described at 29 C.F.R. § 2530.210, for the same Employer provided the Employer
remains in continuous contractual relationship with the Union and obligated to make contributions to this
Pension Fund. Such Hours of Eligibility Service shall be based upon:
(1)

Each hour for which an individual is paid, or entitled to payment, for the performance of service
for the Employer;

(2)

Each hour for which an individual is paid, or entitled to payment by the Employer without the
performance of service (regardless of whether the employment relationship has terminated) due
to vacation, holiday, illness, incapacity (including Disability), jury duty, military duty, or leave
of absence (pursuant to this paragraph (2), no more than 501 Hours of Service will be credited
for any single continuous period, whether or not such period occurs in a single Plan Year or
other computation period, and 29 C.F.R. Sections 2530.200b-2 and 3 shan govern the
determination of an individual's Hours of Service); and

(3)

Each hour for which back pay, regardless of any mitigation of damages, is either awarded or
agreed to by the Employer.

The same Hours of Service will not be credited pursuant to both paragraphs (1) or (2), as the case may be,
and paragraph (3).
Solely to avoid a Break in Service, an individual who is absent from work for maternity or paternity
reasons shall receive credit for the Hours of Service which would otherwise have been credited to such
individual but for such absence. An absence from work for maternity or paternity reasons means an
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absence due to (i) the pregnancy of the individual, (ii) the bilih of a child of the individual, (iii) the
placement of a child with the individual for adoption by the individual or (iv) the caring for such child
immediately after birth or placement. The Plan shall credit Hours of Service pursuant to this paragraph
first to the Plan Year in which the absence begins to the extent necessary to prevent a Break in Service in
that Plan Year, then to the Plan Year following the Plan Year in which the absence begins. No more than
501 hours will be credited under this paragraph. lfthe hours which would have been credited but for an
.absence due to maternity or paternity reasons cannot be determined, the Plan shall credit eight Hours of
Service for each day of the absence. The Plan shall not award Hours of Service pursuant to this paragraph
unless the individual involved provides the Administrator such information as the Administrator
reasonably requires to establish the purpose of the absence as consistent with this paragraph and to
establish the number of days in the absence.
The Plan shall credit an Hour of Service to the Plan Year or other computation period to which a payment,
agreement or award relates rather than the year or period in which the payment, agreement or award
occurs. Except for purposes of benefit accrual pursuant to Article 6, Hours of Service shall be credited for
employment with other members of an affiliated service group (under Code Section 414(m)), a controlled
group of corporations (under Code Section 414(b )), a group of trades or businesses under common control
(under Code Section 414(c)) of which the Employer is a member, any other entity required to be
aggregated with the Employer pursuant to Code Section 414(0).
Hours of Service will also be credited for any individual considered to be an employee for purposes of this
Plan under Code Section 414(n) or under Code Section 414(0).

1.13

Noncovered Service

Employment by an Employer at any employment which is not Covered Service.

1.14

Pension Fund

The assets of the Plan held in trust by a Trustee under the Agreement and Declaration of Trust adopted by
the Employers and the Union effective as of January 1, 1959.

1.15

Plan

Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan, as stated herein
and as amended from time to time.

1.16

Plan Year

The twelve month period beginning January 1 and ending December 31.

1.17

Prior Plan

The Plan, effective January 1, 1955, as amended from time to time. Where benefits were under the terms
of a plan which has been merged into the Plan, Prior Plan shall include the terms of such plan with respect
to the participant's therein.

1.18

Retirement

The complete withdrawal from any fUIiher employment in work of the kind regularly performed by
members of the Union.
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1.19

Spouse

The spouse or surviving spouse of the Participant, provided that a former Spouse will be treated as a
Spouse and any current spouse will not be treated as the spouse or surviving spouse to the extent provided
under a qualified domestic relations order as described in Code section 414(p).
1.20

Trustee

The Trustees or Board of Trustees established under the Agreement and Declaration of Trust adopted by
the Employers and the Union effective as ofJanuary 1, 1959.
1.21

Union

"Union" means Local 5 New York Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Union, or its successor.
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Article 2 - Eligibility and Participation
2.01

Participant

Any individual who has satisfied the eligibility and participation requirements of the Plan as provided in
this Article 2. Where appropriate, the term "Pm1icipant" also includes former Participants. On the date a
Participant's Employment terminates the Pm1icipant shall be deemed a former Participant. Status as a
former Pal1icipant shall continue until the date the Plan has satisfied all liabilities with respect to the
former Pm1icipant.

'2.02

Eligibility

Each Employee who was a Participant on December 31, 1988 shall continue to pm1icipate in this Plan.
Each Employee who was a Pm1icipant in the Westchester Plan on December 31, 1990 shall continue to
pm1icipate in this Plan as of January 1, 1991. Each Employee who was a Participant in any other Plan that
may merge with this Plan after December 31, 1990 shall continue to pm1icipate in this Plan as of the date
of merger. Each other Employee who is employed by an Employer who is obligated to make contributions
to the Fund as a result of such Employee working in Covered Service and completes 250 Hours of
Credited Service during a Plan Year will become a Participant on the first day of that Plan Year provided
that is on or before January 1, 2002. If the Employee does not qualifY at that time, then the employee
becomes a Participant on the first day of the Plan Year provided that is on or before January 1, 2002,
(including the first anniversary of his employment commencement date) in which he initially completes 250
Hours of Credited Service.
After January 1, 2002 an Employee working in Covered Service who completes 400 Hours of Credited
Service during a Plan Year, and who is not yet a Pm1icipant, will become a Pm1icipant on the first day of
the next Plan Year provided that he survives to that date. However, he may become a Participant earlier if
·he completes 1,000 hours of Eligibility Service including at least 100 hours of Credited Service during a
12 consecutive month period (beginning with his first date of hire by a contributing employer or with each
January 1 thereafter), and in that case he will pmiicipate on the January 1 nearest the completion of such
12-month period.
Eligibility will cease if the Employee or former Employee dies or forfeits all Credited Service pursuant to
Section 3.04. Eligibility will be restored anew in accordance with this Section after sufficient
reemployment, or will be restored immediately if forfeited Credited Service is restored pursuant to Section
2.03.

2.03
(a)

Reemployment
Prior to a Break in Service
If a Pm1icipant terminates Employment and subsequently resumes Employment prior to his
incurring a Break in Service, the rehired employee shall immediately pmiicipate in the Plan .

.(b)

After a Break in Service
If a Participant terminates Employment with Vested Status in his Accrued Retirement Benefit and
subsequently resumes Employment after incurring a Break in Service, the rehired employee shall
immediately pm1icipate in the Plan.
If a Participant terminates Employment without Vested Status
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Retirement Benefit and resumes Employment before incurring a period of Breaks in Service
equaling or exceeding the greater of (1) five consecutive years or (2) the number of Years of
Eligibility Service he completed prior to the Break in Service, the rehired employee shall again
become a Patiicipant in the Plan, and have his Credited Service restored, if and when he requalifies pursuant to Section 2.01 above.
,Notwithstanding any other provision, if a Patiicipant terminates Employment with no vested rights in any
portion of his Accrued Retirement Benefit and subsequently resumes Employment after incurring a period
of Breaks in Service equaling or exceeding the greater of (1) five consecutive years or (2) the number of
Years of Service he completed prior to the Break in Service, the rehired employee shall be treated as a new
employee for eligibility purposes and shall patiicipate in the Plan pursuant to Section 2.01 above. Neither
the num ber of Years of Eligibility Service, nor his Vesting Service Credits, nor his Credited Service
completed prior to his Break in Service shall include any Years of Eligibility Service, Vesting Service
Credit, or Credited Service disregarded pursuant to this subsection by reason of prior Breaks in Service.
Such Patiicipant shall not receive credit for Employment prior to such break in service for any purpose.

2.04

Participation as a Result of Merger

The terms of this Plan shall apply to an Employee who has achieved the status of a Participant as a result
of the merger of plans, as of the effective date of the merger, as described in Article 15, unless otherwise
provided.

2.05

Separation from Service Prior to Retirement Date

'(a)

An Employee who separates from work in Covered Service prior to his Retirement Date after
attaining a vested status will, for Plan administrative purposes, cease to be considered as an active
vested Participant under this Plan if he fails to be reported for at least 100 hours in Covered
Service in each of 3 consecutive Plan Years, provided that such consecutive 3 year period occurs
prior to his Retirement Date. Thereafter, he shall be treated as an "inactive vested" Participant and
entitled to payment of his Vested Pension in accordance with the provisions of Section 7.02.

(b)

An "inactive vested" Patiicipant who returns to Covered Service prior to his Retirement Date will
be immediately reinstated as an active vested Pmiicipant under the Plan, and his pension at
Retirement Date will be based on the sum of:
(1)

The amount of Vested Pension to which he was entitled before his re-entry in Covered
Service; plus

(2)

The amount of pension attributable to Service Credit accrued subsequent to his re-entry in
Covered Service.
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Article 3 - Credited Service
3.01

Covered Service

Employment by an Employer in an employment category for which any Employer has agreed by virtue of
a Collective Bargaining Agreement with the Union to contribute to the Pension Fund. Effective 111/1989,
this service will include celtain periods of time during which a Pmticipant is disabled and such periods of
time are included in accordance with prior Plan provisions.
3.02

Credited Service

.The service upon which benefits are determined in accordance with Section 3.03.
3.03

Service Credits

An Employee shall accrue Service Credit ("Credited Service") based on the following:
(a)

For Plan Years before January 1, 1991 an Employee shall be granted Past Service Credit and
Future Service Credit in accordance with the Service Credit schedules of the Prior Plan.

·(b)

For Plan Years on and after January 1, 1991 and before January 1,2010, an Employee will accrue
one seventh of a Year of Future Service Credit for each 100 Hours of Credited Service earned in a
Plan Year. A Participant may be credited with more than one Year of Future Service Credit in a
Plan Year, if earned. If more than one Year of Future Service Credit is earned in a Plan Year, such
credit in excess of one year constitutes "Additional Service Credit." Additional Service Credits are
used only in the calculation of the final retirement benefit. These are not applicable to Vesting
Service or to the minimum qualifying requirements for an Early Retirement Pension or a Disability
Retirement Pension.
For Plan Years stalting on or January 1, 2010, an Employee will accrue one tenth of a Year of
Future Service Credit for each 100 Hours of Credited Service earned in a Plan Year if he earns at
least 200 such Hours. If more than one Year of Future Service Credit is earned in a Plan Year,
such credit in excess of one year constitutes "Additional Service Credit" as used and defined
above.

(c)

For an Employee, as defined in Section 1.08(3) credit for service before and after 1991 will be
earned in accordance with the subsections (a) and (b) above, subject to a limit of one and one-half
years of Future Service Credit in anyone Plan Year. Effective 1/1/2002, no such limit applies.

(d)

An Employee who is prevented, by reason of injury or disease, from engaging in his customary or
equivalent employment, provided such disability continues for at least 30 consecutive days will be
considered "disabled."
A disability does not include an absence caused by the Participant's intoxication, use of narcotics,
non-accidental self-inflicted injury, or criminal acts. The Trustees may request a physical
examination of the Participant to assist them in determining eligibility for credits under this
provision. Also, no credit is granted under this subsection for any period when the Pmticipant is
receiving a Disability Pension or has met the age and service requirements for a Normal
Retirement Benefit. Further, effective 5/111997, any Disability Pension Credit allowed under this
Section will not be used for the purpose of vesting nor for meeting the "100 hour" minimums
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required in certain benefit formulas hereunder.
Until 4/3011997 a Paliicipant will be credited with one twenty-foUlih of as Year of Future Service
Credit for each 30 day period of such disability within a Plan Year. No more than two Years of
Future Service Credit shall be granted to a Paliicipant for anyone period of disability (and shall be
credited without regard to any one-half year minimum requirement).
Effective from 51111997 Future Disability Pension Credit will be earned during disability only for
each month in which the Paliicipant is entitled to a 100% Workers Compensation award, or a New
York State Disability benefit (four weeks), or is deemed totally disabled by the Social Security
Administration. No more than 400 such hours will be credited to anyone participant for anyone
Plan Year when added to any other hours of Service Credit he earns for such year. No more than
800 hours of such credit will be granted to anyone paliicipant during his lifetime.
Effective from 11112000, credit during disability is allowed only if requested in writing, and the
former restrictions are replaced by the following. Future Disability Pension Credit will be earned
only during disability for each month in which the Participant is entitled to a 100% Workers
Compensation award, or a New York State Disability benefit (four weeks), or is deemed totally
disabled by the Social Security Administration. No more than 400 such hours will be credited to
anyone participant for anyone Plan Year when added to any other hours of Service Credit he
earns for such year. No more than 400 such hours will be granted to anyone paliicipant during his
lifetime.
(e)

Effective 11112002 if the rate of employer contributions for the Employee's work is different than
the rate in the Local 5 New York Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers area, a propoliionate
adjustment in the Employee's hours of Service Credit will be made for the purpose of calculating
Credited Service. However, such hours will count for Eligibility Service and for Vesting Service
without adjustment.

(t)

Effective 11112002 if the Employee works in another pension plan's area and that plan has a
reciprocal agreement with the Local Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers 5 New York Retirement
Fund Pension Plan that requires that plan to transfer contributions to this Plan, the Employee will
get credit for those hours of work also.

'(g)

Service Credit can be earned only for Covered Service, and will not be allowed if contributions are
received by the Plan other than under a written agreement. Service Credit will be given based on
contributions in accordance with the written agreement, while the agreement remains in force,
even where the Employer defaults on payment of such contributions.

3.04

Loss of Credited Service

In the case of a Participant who has not achieved any Vesting Status and who has five or more consecutive
one-year Breaks in Service, the Paliicipant's Years of Eligibility Service prior to his Break in Service shall
'count in the vesting of his accrued benefit in accordance with Section 3.04 only if either (a) the Paliicipant
has a "vested interest" in his accrued benefit or (b) the number of consecutive one-year Breaks in Service
is less than the number of Years of Service he completed prior to his Break in Service.
For purposes of this Section 3.04, the number of Years of Eligibility Service the Paliicipant completed
prior to his Break in Service shall not include any Years of Service disregarded pursuant to this Section
3.04 by reason of prior Breaks in Service or disregarded under the applicable terms of the Plan prior to this
restatement.
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A Patiicipant whose Eligibility Service is thus disregarded shall also incur permanent loss of all Credited
Service and Accrued Retirement Benefit previously earned. Immediately thereafter, he will also incur
permanent loss of all Eligibility Service.
-3.05

Crediting Service for Military Service

Notwithstanding any provision of this Plan to the contrary, effective 12112/94, contributions, benefits and
service credit with respect to qualified military service shall be provided in accordance with Section 414(u)
of the Code
3.06

Critical Status and Service Credit

Notwithstanding anything in this Plan to the contrary, in the event the Plan is certified by the Plan's
actuary to be in critical status within the meaning of Code Section 432 and ERISA Section 305, any
Employer surcharges paid to the Plan because of such status shall not generate any additional Service
Credits or be used in the calculation of any Participant's benefit amount.
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Article 4 - Vesting and Break in Service
4.01

Year(s) of Eligibility Service or Yeal«s) of Vesting Service (Credit)

A Year of Eligibility Service (or Vesting Service (Credit» means a Plan Year in which a Participant attains
700 Hours of Credited Service or 1,000 Hours of Eligibility Service. A Participant shall not be credited
with more than one Year of Eligibility Service in anyone Plan Year.
A Year of Eligibility (or Vesting) Service shall be granted to a Participant for each Plan Year after 1995
during which he earns at least 250 Hours of Covered Service or at least 1000 Hours of Eligibility Service.
Any Vesting Service Credits earned are subject to forfeiture under the rule set fOl1h in Section 2.03.
4.02

Vested Status

A Participant is "Vested" on the earliest date that he satisfies one or more of the following:
(1)

Enters the Plan as a consequence of merger with another Plan in which he is vested; or

(2)

Attains eligibility for a Normal Retirement Pension; or

(3)

Attains eligibility for an Early Retirement Pension; or

(4)

Accrues 10 years of Vesting Service; or

(5)

Accrues 5 years of Vesting Service including at least one year after 1988 and is in a work
category not represented in collective bargaining.

(6)

Accrues 5 years of Vesting Service including at least 1 hour of Vesting Service earned on or after
11111999.

4.03

Break in Service

A Plan Year during which a PaI1icipant does not complete at least 100 Hours of Eligibility Service.
If a Break in Service occurs after the Participant is vested, his Credited Service and Vesting Service shall
not be forfeited. Fm1her, if a Participant fails to complete 100 hours of Service Credit in each of three
consecutive Plan Years, or in anyone Plan Year after 1999, then that portion of his Accrued Retirement
-Benefit (unless permanently forfeited under Section 3.04) will be "frozen", meaning that it will not be
increased even if the Participant again earns service credit in the Plan. This "frozen" pOl1ion of the
PaI1icipant's Accrued Retirement Benefit will not be eligible to be improved by any Plan amendment that
becomes effective during or after the first such Plan Year unless such amendment explicitly states that
"frozen" benefits are covered.
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Article 5 - Normal Retirement
5.01

Normal Retirement Age

For each Participant, the later of his attainment of age 65, or the 5th anniversary of his becoming a
Paliicipant.

'5.02

Normal Retirement Date

The first day of the month coincident with or next following the date on which the Employee attains his
Normal Retirement Age.

5.03

Normal Retirement Benefit

.For an Employee who accrues any Future Service Credit on or after January 1, 1989, his monthly Normal
Retirement Benefit commencing on his Normal Retirement Date shall be a monthly pension calculated on
the basis of:
(a)

For a Pmiicipant who last earned Service Credit after December 31, 1988 and before January
1, 1991: $26 per month multiplied by his Service Credit.

(b)

For a Paliicipant who last earned Service Credit after December 31, 1990 and before July 1,
1993:

(c)

(d)

(1)

His monthly pension benefit accrued under the Prior Plan or under the Westchester Plan
through December 31, 1990; plus

,(2)

$35 per month multiplied by his Future Service Credit after December 31, 1990.

For a Paliicipant who last earned Service Credit after June 30, 1993 and before January 1,
1996:
(1)

1.15 multiplied by his monthly pension benefit accrued under the Prior Plan or under the
Westchester Plan through December 31, 1990; plus

(2)

$40 per month multiplied by his Future Service Credit after December 31, 1990.

For a Paliicipant who last earned Service Credit after December 31, 1995 and before January
1, 1999:
(1)

1.15 multiplied by his monthly pension benefit accrued under the Prior Plan or under the
Westchester Plan through December 31, 1990; plus

(2)

his monthly pension accrued under the Local 29 Plan; plus

(3)

either
I.

$50 per month multiplied by his Future Service Credit earned after 1990; or

II.

ifhe did not earn at least 100 hours of Future Service Credit during 1995, $40 per
month mUltiplied by his Future Service Credit earned after 1990 and before 1996
and $50 per month multiplied by his Future Service Credit earned after 1995.
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(e)

(f)

(g)

For a Participant who last earned Service Credit after 1998 and before 2000:
(1)

1.15 multiplied by his monthly pension benefit accrued under the Prior Plan or under the
Westchester Plan through December 31, 1990; plus

(2)

his monthly pension accrued under the Local 29 Plan; plus

(3)

either
1.

if he earned at least 100 hours of Future Service Credit during each ofthe 1995 and
1998 Plan Years, $65 per month multiplied by his Future Service Credit earned
after 1990; or

11.

if he did not earn at least 100 hours of Future Service Credit during 1995 and did
not earn at least 100 hours of Future Service Credit during 1998, $40 per month
multiplied by his Future Service Credit earned after 1990 and before 1996, $50 per
month multiplied by his Future Service Credit earned after 1995 and before 1999,
and $65 per month multiplied by his Future Service Credit earned after 1998; or

Ill.

if he did not earn at least 100 hours of Future Service Credit during 1995 but did
earn at least 100 hours of Future Service Credit during 1998, $40 per month
multiplied by his Future Service Credit earned after 1990 and before 1996, $50 per
month multiplied by his Future Service Credit earned after 1995 and before 1999
and $65 per month mUltiplied by his Future Service Credit earned after 1998; or

iv.

if he earned at least 100 hours of Future Service Credit during 1995, but not during
1998, $50 per month multiplied by his Future Service Credit earned after 1990 and
before 1999 and $65 per month multiplied by his Future Service Credit earned after
1998.

For a Pm1icipant who last earned Service Credit after 1999 and who first earned Service Credit
prior to June 1, 2004:
(1)

1.15 multiplied by his monthly pension benefit accrued under the Prior Plan or under the
Westchester Plan through December 31, 1990; plus

(2)

his monthly pension accrued under the Local 29 Plan; plus

(3)

$75 per month multiplied by his Future Service Credit earned after 1990 but before
2010, plus

(4)

$50 per month multiplied by his Future Service Credit earned after 2009.

For a Pat1icipant who first earned Service Credit either on or after June 1,2004:
(l)

$50 per month multiplied by his Future Service Credit earned after 2003 but before
2010, plus

(2)

$37.50 per month multiplied by the sum of his total Future Service Credit earned
between January 1, 2010 and the date on which he attains ten (10) Vesting Credits, plus

(3)

$50 per month multiplied by his Future Service Credit earned after the date he attains
ten (10) Vesting Credits.

(h) Effective January 1, 2012, all benefit accruals will cease and all benefits will be those accrued
as of December 31, 2011.
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Any period which is not included in determining an Employee's Years of Eligibility Service in accordance
with the provisions of Section 3.03 shall not be included in determining an Employee's Credited Service.
Additionally, a Participant who first earned Service Credit prior to June 1,2004 and has forfeited all of this
Service Credit due to a non-reinstatable Break In Service prior to this date will be considered to have
earned his entire period(s) of Service Credit after May 31, 2004 and will have his entire Normal
Retirement Benefit calculated in accordance with this Section 5.03 of the Plan Document.

5.04

Duplication of Benefits Prohibited

A PaJiicipant shall not be entitled to receive more than one type or form of benefit pursuant to this Plan.
For a PaJiicipant who received benefits hereunder in any form as a Participant and who again becomes a
Participant, to the extent that the Credited Service upon which such benefits were based is restored, the
monthly amount of his pension payments upon subsequent termination of Employment shall be reduced by
the Actuarial Equivalent of benefits previously received, with interest.
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Article 6 - Early Retirement
6.01

Early Retirement Age

The earlier of:
(1)

the date a PaIiicipant attains age 55 after achieving at least 15 years of Credited Service
(counting no more than one year of credit in any Plan Year) or ten Years of Eligibility Service;
and

(2)

the date on or after 10/1/1996 that a Participant attains age 62 after achieving at least 5 Years of
Eligibility Service.

If a paIiicipant separates from service before satisfying the age requirement for early retirement, but has
.satisfied the service requirement, the paIiicipant will be entitled to elect an early retirement benefit upon
satisfaction of such age requirement.

6.02

Early Retirement Date

The first day of any month coincident with or next following the date the Employee attains his Early
Retirement Age but before the Employee attains his Normal Retirement Age in which the Employee elects
to retire.

6.03

Early Retirement Benefit (Suspended from 3/2112013 through 5/3112017, for those not yet in
pay status, per Appendix I)

The amount of a Paliicipant's Early Retirement Benefit at his Early Retirement Date is his Accrued
Retirement Benefit reduced by 114 of 1% for each month (not exceeding 60 months) that the Early
Retirement Date precedes his Normal Retirement Date and reduced further by 112 of 1% per month for
each month (if any) in excess of 60 months by which the Early Retirement Date precedes his Normal
Retirement Date.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Early Retirement Benefit shall be subject to no reduction from the
Accrued Retirement Benefit in the case of
(1)

a Participant who has attained age 62 with 25 (counting no more than one year of Credited
Service in anyone Plan Year) or more Years of Credited Service; or (for retirement on or after
10/1/96 and before January 1, 2010) with 5 or more Years of Eligibility Service; or

(2)

a PaIiicipant who has attained age 60 with 30 (counting no more than one year of Credited
Service in anyone Plan Year) or more Years of Credited Service; or

(3)

a PaIiicipant who has attained age 58 with 40 (counting no more than one year of Credited
Service in anyone Plan Year) or more Years of Credited Service; or (for retirement on and
after 11112000) with 35 (counting no more than one year of Credited Service in anyone Plan
Year) or more Years of Credited Service; or

(4)

For retirement on or after January 1, 2010, age 62 with 20 uncapped Years of Credited
Service.
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Article 7 - Vested Deferred Retirement
·7.01

Vested Deferred Retirement

A Participant whose Employment terminates for any reason on or after the date the Participant attains a
vested interest in his accrued benefit shall be entitled to a vested deferred retirement benefit. Payment of a
vested deferred retirement benefit shall commence at the PaJiicipant's Normal or Early Retirement Date, as
designated by the PaJiicipant in a written application form filed with the Administrator.

7.02

Vested Deferred Retirement Benefit

"The monthly amount of a Participant's Vested Deferred Retirement benefit shall be his Accrued Retirement
Benefit as provided by the Plan in effect on the date the PaJiicipant ceased Covered Service and payable
upon the Participant's Normal Retirement Date or Early Retirement Date as otherwise provided in the Plan.
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Article 8 - Disability Retirement
8.01

Disability Retirement Eligibility

An Employee is eligible for a Disability Retirement as follows:
(a)

He worked in Covered Service for at least 100 hours in one Plan Year within the three year
period that consists of the Plan Year in which he has a medically celtified effective date of
disability and the two consecutive immediately preceding Plan Years; and

(b)

His retirement occurs on account of his incurring a Pelmanent and Total Disability; and

( c)

His Disability Plan is based upon his Credited Service, counting no more than one year of
Credited Service in anyone Plan Year as follows:
1.
11.

8.02

At least 15 Years of Credited Service: Disability Plan "A"
At least ten but less than 15 Years of Credited Service: Disability Plan "B"

Disability Retirement Date

The earlier of
(1)

the Social Security Disability Award Date, or

(2)

the later of the first day of the month following:

8.03

1.

the seventh month after the date of disability; or

11.

the date the Employee submits his application for a Disability Pension.

Permanent and Total Disability
An Employee shall be deemed to have incurred a Permanent and Total Disability only if the
Participant is totally unable, as a result of bodily injury or disease, to engage in any further
employment or gainful pursuit as demonstrated by a determination by the Social Security
Administration that the Participant is entitled to a Social Security Disability Benefit in connection
with his Old Age and Survivor's Insurance Coverage. The Trustees shall determine total disability
and the entitlement to a Disability Pension hereunder on the basis of such medical evidence.

8.04

Disability Retirement Benefit (Suspended from 3/2112013 through 5/3112017, for those not yet
in pay status, per Appendix I)

The monthly amount of a Participant's Disability Retirement Benefit shall be his Accrued Retirement
Benefit and,
(a)

If eligible for Disability Plan A, the amount of the monthly pension is determined as if the
Participant were his Normal Retirement Age in the same manner as for Normal Retirement and
based upon the benefit rate in effect at the stmting date of the medically celtified disability; or
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(b)

.8.05

If eligible for Disability Plan B, the amount of the monthly pension is determined based upon the
Normal Retirement amount (based upon the benefit rate in effect at the starting date of the
medically celiified disability) reduced by 1 I 4 of 1% for each month that the Disability
Retirement Date precedes the Patiicipant's 65th birthdate, to a maximum reduction of 50% .

Re-em ployment of Disability Pensioner

A Disability Pensioner who is no longer totally disabled may re-enter Covered Service before his Normal
Retirement Date and resume the accrual of Service Credit. Such previously disabled Employee who
returns to Covered Service will be immediately reinstated as an active vested Patiicipant under the Plan
and if such return occurs before 11112000 then should he have received 36 or more payments of his
monthly Disability Pension, his pension at Early or Normal Retirement Date will be based on the sum of
(1) and (2) below. If such return is on or after 11112000 then regardless of the number of payments of his
.monthly Disability Pension or the amount thereof, his pension at Normal Retirement Date will be based on
the sum of (1) and (2) below and if he elects an Early Retirement Date his reduced pension will be
calculated there from in the usual manner in accordance with Section 6.03.
(1)

The amount of his monthly Disability Pension which he was receiving before his re-entry
Covered Service; plus

(2)

The amount of pension attributable to Service Credits accrued subsequent to his re-entry to Covered
Service.

111

At Retirement Date, for pension payment calculation purposes, the number of Service Credits per (1)
above, when added to the number of Service Credits per (2) above, will not exceed any Service Credit
maximum set fOlih in Section 5.03. However, should the sum of the combined Service Credits at
Retirement Date actually exceed the maximum limitation of Section 5.03 and there is a different amount of
pension applicable to the Service Credits under: (1) and (2) above, then a priority order will be established
with the Service Credits with the higher amount of pension being applied first and the Service Credits with
the lower amount of pension being applied in a descending order within any such maximum limitation of
Section 5.03.
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Article 9 - Method of Payment
9.01

Form of Benefits

The monthly retirement benefit payable to a Participant under the Plan, unless the Participant elects an
optional form of benefit pursuant to Section 9.03 below, shall be paid in the form of a Life Annuity during
the Paliicipant's remaining lifetime, ending with the last payment due on or before his date of death.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the benefit of a Patiicipant who is married on the date payment of his
pension benefit is to commence shall be paid in the form of a qualified joint and survivor annuity unless
'the Paliicipant elects an optional form of benefit pursuant to Section 9.03 below, or an alternative joint and
survivor annuity. A "qualified joint and survivor annuity" is an immediate monthly annuity for the life of
the Paliicipant with payments continuing upon the death of the Participant for the life of his surviving
spouse in an amount equal to 50% of the amount payable while the Paliicipant was living. Optionally, the
Patiicipant may elect an alternative joint and survivor annuity with payments continuing upon the death of
the Paliicipant for the life of the surviving spouse in an amount equal to 75% of the amount payable while
the Patiicipant was living. The 50% or 75% joint and survivor annuity shall be the Actuarial Equivalent of
a Life Annuity payable to the Patiicipant at retirement or, if greater, any optional form of benefit. Payment
.to a surviving spouse shall be made only if the marriage lasted at least one year. If the marriage does not
last for a year the Patiicipant's pension payment shall reveti to the Life Annuity form and amount.
If a Patiicipant's spouse dies or is divorced from the Paliicipant on or after the date payments commence to
the Participant, but prior to the death of the Participant, the amount of the Participant's monthly pension,
on or after January 1, 1998, shall increase to the amount he would have received if he had been receiving
his pension payment without the reduction for the joint and survivor form. (Suspended from 312112013
through 513112017, for those not yet in pay status, per Appendix J) If the Participant dies before payments
commence to him from the Plan, or before the first anniversary of marriage, or if only a Disability
"Retirement Benefit was paid, no annuity shall be payable to his surviving spouse pursuant to this Section,
and the benefit payable to the spouse, if any, shall be determ ined under Article 10. A former spouse shall
be treated as the Participant's spouse or surviving spouse to the extent provided under a qualified domestic
relations order as described in Code Section 414(p).
9.02

Restrictions on Immediate Distributions

If the present value of a Participant's vested Accrued Retirement Benefit determined exceeds (or at the
.time of any prior distribution exceeded) $5,000, and the accrued benefit is immediately distributable, the
Participant and the Paliicipant's spouse (or where either the Patiicipant or the spouse has died, the
survivor) must consent to any distribution of such Accrued Retirement Benefit, except, however, that only
a Paliicipant need consent to the commencement of a distribution in the form of a qualified joint and
survivor annuity. Consent shall be obtained in writing within the 90-day period (I80-day period if after
11112009) immediately preceding the annuity statiing date. The annuity staliing date is the first day of the
first period for which an amount is paid as an annuity or any other form. The Administrator shall notify
the Participant and the Paliicipant's spouse of the right to defer any distribution until the Participant's
Accrued Retirement Benefit is no longer immediately distributable. Such notification shall include a
general description of the material features, and an explanation of the relative values of, the optional forms
of benefit available under the Plan in a manner that would satisfy the notice requirements of Section
417(a)(3) of the Code and Section 1.417(a)-3 of the Income Tax Regulations. For notices given in plan
years beginning after December 31, 2006, such notification shall also include a description of how much
larger benefits will be if the commencement of distributions is deferred. Such notice shall also comply
with the requirements of Section 9.03. Consent shall not be required (from either the Participant or the
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Spouse) to the extent that the distribution is required to satisfy Code Sections 401(a)(9) or 415. An
Accrued Retirement Benefit is "immediately distributable" if any part of the accrued benefit could be
distributed to the Patiicipant (or the Participant's surviving spouse) before the Patiicipant attains (or would
have attained if not deceased) the later of age 62 or Normal Retirement Age.

9.03

Election to Receive Optional Benefit Form.

-A Participant may elect to receive an optional form of benefit during the period not less than 30 days nor
more than 90 days (I80-days if after 11112009) immediately preceding the date payments commence from
the Plan. Such election shall be in writing on forms approved by and filed with the Administrator and shall
clearly indicate the payment option selected by the Patiicipant. A married Patiicipant may not elect an
optional benefit form unless the Participant's spouse consents to such election. Such spousal consent shall
be in writing, witnessed by a Plan representative or notary public, filed with the Administrator
acknowledging the effect of the election and any beneficiary or contingent beneficiary designated under
the form of benefit elected (or the consent of the spouse may expressly pennit designations by the
Participant without any future spousal consent). Spousal consent shall not be required if, at the time of
-filing such election, the Patiicipant establishes to the satisfaction of the Administrator that the consent of
the spouse could not be obtained because there is no spouse, such spouse could not be located or by reason
of other circumstances as may be presented by regulations. Any consent by a spouse shall be effective only
with respect to such spouse. A Participant may revoke any payment option selected during the election
period by filing a subsequent written election, with spousal consent if necessary, prior to the end of the
election period.

9.04

Benefit Information

Not less than 30 days and not more than 90 days (180 days effective 11112009) prior to the date a married
Participant's benefit become(s) payable, the Administrator shall furnish the Participant with information
concerning the qualified joint and survivor annuity benefit form and his right to request optional benefit
forms from the Plan. Such information shall contain a written explanation of:
(1)

The terms and conditions ofthe qualified joint and survivor annuity;

(2)

The Participant's right to elect an optional benefit form, the effect of such election and the
material features and relative financial values of the optional forms of benefit;

(3)

The necessity for the Patiicipant's spouse to consent to the election of an optional benefit form;
and

(4)

The Participant's right to revoke an election of an optional benefit form and the effect of such
revocation.

9.05

Mandatory Lump Sum Payments

-If a Participant terminates Employment and incurs a Break in Service, and the Actuarial Equivalent lump
sum of the Participant's entire vested accrued benefit payable under the Plan prior to the commencement of
distributions is $5,000 or less, the Administrator shall direct payment in a single lump sum as soon as
administratively feasible following the Patiicipant's termination of Employment. For purposes of this
Section, if the present value of an employee's vested accrued benefit is zero, the employee shall be deemed
to have received a distribution of such vested accrued benefit.
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9.06

Distribution Requirements

(a)

A Participant who is eligible to receive benefits under the Plan and who makes application in
accordance with the rules of the Pension Plan shall be entitled upon retirement to receive the
monthly benefits provided for the remainder of his life, subject to the other provisions of this
Al1icle and of any other applicable provisions of the Plan.

(b)

Pension benefits shall be payable commencing with the month following the month in which the
claimant has fulfilled all the conditions for entitlement to benefits, including the requirement of
Section 12.01 for the filing of an application and notice of retirement with the Trustees. The first
day of such first month is what is meant by the "Effective Date" of the pension.
A PaJ1icipant may, however, elect in writing filed with the Administrator to defer payment of his
benefit, provided that no such election filed on or after January 1, 1984, may postpone the
commencement of benefits to a date later than April 1 following the calendar year in which the
Participant attains age 70-112 or, if later, retires as defined in Section 9.06. The phrase "or, if later,
retires" shall not apply after January 1, 1989.

(c)

Payment of benefits may begin sooner but shall begin no later than 60 days after the last of the
following dates:

(1)

The end of the Calendar Year in which the PaJ1icipant attained Normal Retirement Age;

(2)

the end of the Calendar Year in which the Participant retired;

(3)

the date the PaJ1icipant filed a claim for benefits; and

(4)

the date the Trustees were first able to asce11ain entitlement to, or the amount of, the
pension.

Notwithstanding, payment of benefits shall begin no later than the April 1 of the Calendar Year
following the year in which the PaJ1icipant attained age 70-1/2 and shall be based on the vested
benefit accrued by the PaJ1icipant through the end of the Calendar Year preceding such April 1. In
any event, the Administrator need not make payment before they are first able to ascertain
entitlement to, or the amount of, the pension or the current mailing address of the Pal1icipant.
Payment of benefit shall include retroactive payments for any months for which a pension is due
and payable. Retroactive benefit payments for a PaJ1icipant whose application is filed after
Normal Retirement Age shall not be due and payable for any month prior to the months following
the PaJ1icipant's attainment of Normal Retirement Age or, if later, January 1, 1976. For purposes
of this paragraph, a pension shall not be considered due and payable for any month in which the
PaJ1icipant is engaged in Disqualifying Employment as defined in Section 11.02.
(d)

If a distribution from the Plan is considered to have commenced in accordance with Treasury
Regulations before the PaJ1icipant's death, the remaining interest will be distributed at least as
rapidly as under the method of distribution being used as of the date of the Participant's death.
The method of distribution from the Plan, if the PaJ1icipant dies before the time when distribution
is considered to have commenced in accordance with Treasury Regulations, shall satisfy the
following requirements:
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9.07

(1)

any remaining portion of the Participant's interest that is not payable to a Beneficiary
designed by the Participant will be distributed within five years after the Participant's
death; and

(2)

any portion of the Pa11icipant's interest that is payable to a Beneficiary designated by the
Pat1icipant will be distributed either
(i)

within five years after the Participant's death, or

(ii)

over the life of the Beneficiary over a period certain not extending beyond the life
expectancy of the Beneficiary, commencing not later than the end of the calendar
years following the calendar year in which the Pat1icipant died (or, if the
designated Beneficiary is the Pa11icipant's surviving Spouse, commencing not
later than the end of the calendar year following the calendar year in which the
Pa11icipant would have attained age 70Y2.)

(iii)

All distributions from the Plan shall be made in accordance with the requirements
of Treasury regulations under Code §401(a)(9), including the minimum
distribution incidental death benefit requirements of sections 1.401(a)(9)-1 and
l.40 1(a)(9)-2 ofthe Treasury Regulations.

Sworn Statement of Continued Retirement

Each Pensioner receiving Retirement Benefits hereunder shall submit from time to time on request of the
Trustees a sworn statement of his existence including a statement that he has obtained no new employment
in any capacity in the industry as defined in the collective bargaining agreement. If such statement is not
submitted within sixty days after a request is mailed to the last address of the Pensioner appearing on the
'records of the Trustees, all future retirement benefits will be terminated until such statement is submitted
and approved by the Trustees.

9.08

Death of a Participant

In the event a Participant or former Participant dies prior to the date his pension payments commence, no
benefits are payable to him or his beneficiaries except as provided in Article 10.

9.09

No Duplication of Benefits

In no event shall an Employee be eligible to receive benefits under more than one of the above of the
above Sections. If the Employee is eligible for benefits under two or more Sections, he shall elect the one
Section under which he wishes to apply after being furnished with a clear explanation of the benefits for
which he is
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Article 10 - Death Benefits
10.01 Death Benefits for Married Participants
(a)

Eligibility The surviving spouse or former spouse of a deceased Participant is eligible to receive a
death benefit from the Plan provided that the Pmticipant had an Accrued Retirement Benefit and
was in Vested Status at the time that he died, and provided also that the couple was legally married
on the testing date and provided also that the marriage lasted for at least one year.
If a normal or early retirement pension had already begun, the testing date is the date payment
began, otherwise it is the date the Pmticipant died.

(b)

Amount of Surviving Spouse Death Benefit
(1)

Death On or Before Earliest Payment Date
The surviving spouse death benefit payable with respect to a Participant who dies on or
before the earliest date on which the Participant could have elected to receive benefits
from the Plan (other than a Disability Retirement Benefit) shall be a monthly amount for the
life of the surviving spouse equal to the amount which would have been payable to the
spouse under normal form for married plan Palticipants as described in Article 9,
calculated as if the Pmticipant had:
I.

Terminated his Employment on his date of death or his actual date of termination of
Employment, if earlier;

ii. Survived to the earliest date on which he could have elected to receive benefits from
the Plan;
Ill.

Retired with an immediate qualified joint and surVIvor annuity at such earliest
payment date; and

IV. Died on the day after such earliest payment date.

(2)

Death After Earliest Payment Date
The surviving spouse death benefit payable with respect to a Pmticipant who dies after the
earliest date on which he could have elected to receive benefits from the Plan (other than a
Disability Retirement Benefit) shall be the amount which would have been payable to the
spouse under the normal form for married Participants as described in Article 9, calculated
as if the Pmticipant had begun to receive benefits in the normal form for married
Participants as described in Aiticle 9 as of the first day of the month before the
Pmticipant's date of death. Such amount shall be based on the Pmticipant's normal
retirement benefit determined as of his date of death reduced in accordance with
provisions applicable to Early Retirement Benefits.

(3)

Death After Payments Have Begun
The surviving spouse benefit payable with respect to a Pmticipant who dies after the
commencement of payments (other than a Disability Retirement Benefit) from the Plan is
determined pursuant to the elected method of payment in accordance with Alticle 9.
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The surviving spouse of a Participant who dies while receiving a Disability Retirement
Benefit is not eligible under this Subsection (3) but will be eligible for a pre-retirement
surviving spouse pension under Subsection (1) or (2) above if legally married to the
Participant for a full year through the date of death.
(c)

Commencement of Preretirement Surviving Spouse Benefit
(1)

Unless the surviving spouse elects payment at a later date, the monthly preretirement
surviving spouse benefit with respect to a Participant who dies on or before the earliest
date on which he could have elected to receive benefits from the Plan shall be paid to the
Participant's surviving spouse beginning on the first day of the month coinciding with or
immediately following the earliest date the Patticipant would have been eligible to receive
an early retirement or deferred vested benefit if he had survived.
Alternatively, the surviving spouse may elect an immediate lump sum payment in lieu of
this delayed pension, provided that this election is made no later than six months after the
date of the Palticipant's death. The immediate payment may be in the form of a single
lump sum either as cash net of tax withholding or as a tax-sheltered rollover to an eligible
spousal IRA, and shall be calculated using the actuarial assumptions of Section 1.02(a) to
find the discounted value of the otherwise delayed pension.
Alternatively, the surviving spouse may elect an immediate pension payable for the
remainder of her life in lieu of the delayed pension, provided that this election is made no
later than six months after the date of the Participant's death. The immediate pension shall
be calculated using the same actuarial assumptions of Section 1.02(a) as used to calculate
lump sum distributions, so that its discounted value is the same as the value found in the
preceding paragraph.

(2)

The monthly preretirement surviving spouse benefit payable with respect to a Patticipant
who dies after the earliest date on which he could have elected to receive benefits from the
Plan shall begin as of the first day of the calendar month next following the month during
which the Patticipant died.

The surviving spouse may elect to delay the commencement of payments to a date not later than
the date the Participant would have attained age 70-1/2, provided the benefit payable is the
Actuarial Equivalent of the benefit otherwise payable under (1) or (2) above.
(d)

Form of Payment
Subject to the requirements of Article 9, the surviving spouse shall designate the form of payment
of the preretirement surviving spouse benefit pursuant to the optional benefit forms available
under Alticle 9, on forms approved by and filed with the Administrator. If the preretirement
surviving spouse benefit is no longer immediately distributable pursuant to Article 9 and the
surviving spouse fails to designate the form of payment within a reasonable period of time, the
Administrator shall pay such benefit in the form of a survivor annuity for the life of the surviving
spouse.
If the surviving spouse is otherwise eligible for payment but for delay in making application,
payment may be backdated to an effective date that is before the surviving spouse completes a
proper application but on or after the first day of the month next following the Participant's death,
provided that the application is completed within six months after the Participant's death.
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The benefits described in this section 10.01 shall be payable without regard to Appendix 1.

10.02 Family Survivor and Single Sum Death Benefit. (Suspended from 3/2112013 through
5/3112017, for those not yet in pay status, per Appendix I)
Upon the death of an Employee either prior to or after his Retirement who has worked an hour of Credited
Service on or after January 1, 1991, who has at least five Years of Future Service Credit (counting no more
·than one Year of Future Service Credit in anyone Plan Year) earned after 1954 for which contributions are
required to the Trust and with respect to whom no other periodic payments are otherwise payable to
anyone (i.e., no surviving spouse benefit under Article 9), and the receipt of the Trustees of satisfactory
proof thereof, the Trustees will pay to the Designated Beneficiary a single sum equal to the excess, if any, of
the sum of $500 per whole Year of Credited Service or $250 per one-half Year of credited Service accrued
before 1980 plus Employer contributions made on his behalf after the later of 1979 or a Plan merger as a
result of which he became a Participant of the Plan reduced by the total amount of all pension payments
made, or due, to the paIticipant, surviving spouse of the paIticipant andlor Alternate Payee associated with
.the paIticipant and by any optional lump sum distribution made to the paIticipant's surviving spouse in
accordance with Section 10.01(c)(l).
In the event that the Plan is celtified by the Plan's actuary to be in critical status within the meaning of
Internal Revenue Code Section 432 and ERISA Section 305, the lump sum amount which would have
been paid out under the above paragraph will instead be paid out over the lifetime of the named
beneficiary, as defined under Section 1.02(a)(l) of the Plan, with such lump sum representing the present
value of such monthly benefit.

'10.03 "HEART" Act
To ensure compliance with the Heroes Earnings Assistance and Relief Tax ("HEART") Act, effective
from January 1, 2007 the death benefits provided in this Alticle will also be payable following death in
active military service of any Participant if such benefit would have been payable pursuant of Section 3.05
"Crediting Service for Military Service" if the Participant had returned to active service and then
immediately died.
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Article 11- Suspension of Benefits
11.01 General
If a Pensioner enters employment in work of the kind regularly performed by members of the Union,
benefits shall be suspended for the months of such employment while he is under Normal Retirement Age,
or while he is in Disqualifying Employment and at or over Normal Retirement Age.
A pension shall not be suspended for any month after April 1 of the calendar year following the calendar
year in which the Participant attains age 70Yz.

.11.02 Disqualifying Employment
For this purpose, Disqualifying Employment is employment in the Plan Area in work of the kind regularly
performed by members of the Union provided that, in respect of any month, the work is for at least 40
hours and
•

in the same industry in which Employees covered by the Plan worked at the effective date of the
affected Employee's Pension; and

•

in the same profession, trade or craft in which the affected Employee worked at any time that was
classed as Pension Credit for such Employee

11.03 Plan Area
The State of New York.

11.04 Notification
A Pensioner shall notify the Trustees in writing within 15 days after he enters upon such employment or
.activity. If he fails to give timely notice, the Board of Trustees may suspend his benefits for an additional
period of not more than twelve months, or, if earlier, until the later of his Normal Retirement Date or his
subsequent Retirement. Such suspension shall not have the effect of reducing the value of the Employee's
Retirement Benefit for payment at his Normal Retirement Date, and to the extent necessary to avoid
reduction, the monthly amount of the Retirement Benefit shall be adjusted so as not to deprive the
Employee of the value of his Retirement Benefit as payable at his Normal Retirement Date.

11.05 Presumption
Subject to correction by actual evidence, the Trustees may presume that a Pensioner who works at least
some time in employment in a month is in employment in work of the kind regularly performed by
members of the Union in that month and until it is established that employment has ceased. In the case of a
Pensioner who is at or over Normal Retirement Age the Trustees may presume that such employment is
Disqualifying Employment and that the Pensioner has worked or will work at least 40 hours each month in
such Employment. This presumption applies unless, within five days of the start of such employment, the
Pensioner notifies the Trustees of such commencement and has not refused to cooperate with reasonable
requests by the Trustees to assist them in administering the provisions of this Article.

11.06 Resumption of Pension Payments
Suspended benefits shall be resumed for months after the last month during which the PaI1icipant
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employed while under Normal Retirement Age, or employed in Disqualifying Employment, or after the
'applicable "penalty" period described above for failure to give notice. Payment shall begin no later than
the third month after such period, provided the Participant has complied with the notification requirements.
11.07 Amount of Benefit upon Reemployment
If a Paliicipant retires for a second time after a period in which his pension mayor may not have been
suspended, his pension shall be redetermined as though he were retiring for the first time; except that this
recalculated pension shall be reduced by the monthly amount that is actuarially equivalent to any and all
payments that he has received, other than overpayments described below. Provided, however, that this
_pension shall not be less than the amount previously payable. If payment was previously in married couple
form the amount shall be actuarially adjusted using the same factor as at the earlier retirement so as to be
payable in the same form except, if the spouse has died, any increase in the pension amount shall be
eligible for a new election as to form of payment.
If benefit payments in any form are suspended for an employee who continues in service without a
separation and who does not receive a benefit payment, the recommencement of benefit payments shall be
treated as a new annuity starting date requiring a new election as to the form of payment.
11.08 Recovery
Overpayments attributable to payments made for any month or months for which the payments should
have been suspended shall then be deducted from the benefit payments otherwise paid or payable
subsequent to the period of suspension. A deduction from a monthly benefit payment shall not exceed
25% of the amount of the Pensioner's monthly benefit payment (prior to the deduction); however, the
Trustees may withhold up to 100% of the first payment made upon resumption after a suspension in order
to recoup such overpayment. If a Pensioner dies before recoupment of overpayments has been completed,
.the remaining deductions shall be made from the benefits payable to his Beneficiary subject to the 25%
limitation.
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Article 12 - Claims Procedure
12.01 Application for Benefits
Any person entitled to benefits must file a written claim with the Administrator on forms provided by the
Administrator. Except in the case of a surviving spouse as specifically permitted, no payment shall
commence with an effective date earlier than the month following application. Such application shall
include all information and evidence the Administrator deems necessary to properly evaluate the merit of
and to make any necessary determinations on a claim for benefits. Unless special circumstances exist, a
Participant shall be informed of the decision on his claim within 90 days of the date all the information and
evidence necessary to process the claim is received. Within such 90-day period, he shall receive a notice of
the decision that explains the special circumstances requiring a delay in the decision and sets a date, no
later than 180 days after all the information and evidence necessary to process his claim have been
received, by which he can expect to receive a decision.
The claimant may assume that the claim has been denied and may proceed to appeal the denial if the
claimant does not receive any notice from the Administrator within the 90-day period, or a notice of a
delayed decision within such 90-day period.

12.02 Notice of Denied Claim for Benefits
If a claim for benefits is partially or wholly denied, the claimant will receive a notice that: states the
specific reason or reasons or denial; refers to provisions of the Plan documents on which the denial is
'based; describes and explains the need for any additional material or information that the claimant must
supply in order to make his claim valid; and explains the steps that must be taken to submit his claim for
review.

12.03 Review of Denied Claim
A claimant may file a written appeal of a denied claim with the Administrator within 60 days after
receiving notice that his claim has been denied, including any comments, statements or documents he may
,wish to provide. The claimant may review all pertinent Plan documents upon reasonable request to the
Administrator. The Administrator shall, within a reasonable time after the submission of a written appeal
by a claimant, entertain any oral presentation the claimant or his duly authorized representative wishes to
make. Within 60 days after the later of the submission of the written appeal or the oral presentation by the
claimant, the Administrator shall render a determination on the appeal of the claim in a written statement.
The written decision shall contain the reason or reasons for the decision and refer to specific Plan
provisions on which the decision is based. If special circumstances require a delay in the decision, the
Administrator shall notify the claimant of the reasons for the delay within the 60-day period. A delayed
decision shall be issued no later than 90 days after the date the Administrator receives a request for review.
The determination rendered by the Administrator shall be binding upon all patties. If the appeal is denied,
the written decision will be sent to both the claimant and the claimant's attorney, should he have one on his
behalf.
The final decision of the Administrator with respect to their review of a claim for benefits will be final and
binding upon the claimant since the Administrator has exclusive authority and discretion to determine all
questions of eligibility and entitlement under the Plan.
Any legal action against the Plan may be commenced and filed only in the United States District COUIt for
the Southern District of New York, White Plains Division. In addition, any legal action pertaining to the
Trustees' denial of an appealed claim must commence within 180 days after the denial is sent.
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APPENDICES
Appendix I - Suspension of Adjustable Benefits
Effective March 21, 2013, the benefits described in the following sections will be suspended through May
31, 2017 for those Patiicipants not yet in pay status as of March 21, 2013:
a.
b.
c.
d.

6.03 - Early Retirement Benefit
8.04 - Disability Retirement Benefit
10.02 - Family Survivor and Single Sum Death Benefit
The "Pop Feature" on Joint & Survivor benefits
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Appendix II - Top-Heavy Provisions
The provisions of this Article apply only to those groups of Participants, if any, who are not excluded from
the application of Code Section 416 by reason of being represented in a collective bargaining unit or
employed by the employee representatives of such Participants.
The provisions of this Article apply for purposes of determining whether the Plan is a top-heavy Plan under
.Code Section 416 for plan years beginning after December 31, 2001, and whether the plan, when tested
separately for each Employer and its employees, satisfies the minimum benefits requirements of Code
Section 416(c) for such years. If the Plan is top-heavy in a plan year the provisions of this Atiicle will
supersede any conflicting provisions in the Plan for those not represented in a collective bargaining unit and
not employed by the employee representatives of such Patiicipants.

11.01 Definitions for Top-Heavy Provisions
As used in this Alticle, the following words and terms shall have the following meaning:
(a)

Accrued Benefit
The accrued benefit in a defined benefit pension plan and the aggregate account balances in a defined
contribution plan (including any simplified employee pension plan). The accrued benefit shall
include:
(1)

All non-deductible employee contributions;

(2)

All distributions from the Plan made within the Plan Year, which includes the determination
date and the preceding four Plan Years, provided that the term distribution shall not include
a related rollover or plan-to-plan transfer, which is included in the accrued benefit in the
recipient plan; and

(3)

All distributions to the Plan, except an unrelated rollover or plan-to-plan transfer made on or
after January 1, 1984.

"Related" and "unrelated" rollovers or transfers and distributions shall be defined and taken into
account in accordance with Code Section 416. For Plans subject to the minimum funding
requirements of federal law, the aggregate account balance shall include any amounts required to be
allocated to Patticipants' accounts to meet such minimum funding requirements, even though such
amounts are not yet required to be contributed. For Plans not subject to the minimum funding
requirements, the aggregate account balance shall include only amounts contributed prior to the
determination date, except amounts allocated as of a date on or before the determination date must
also be included in the first Plan Year (even if contributed after such determination date).
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(b)

Determination Date

The last day of the preceding Plan Year or, in the case of the first Plan Year, the last day of the Plan
Year.
(c)

Key Employee

Any employee or former employee, including any deceased employee, who at any time during the
Plan Year that includes the Determination date is:
(1)

An officer of the Employer, within the meaning of Treasury regulation Section 1.416-1, but
only if such individual's annual compensation exceeds $130,000 (as adjusted under Code
§416(i)(l) of the Code for plan years beginning after December 31, 2002); Only
incorporated Employers will have officers. The maximum number of officers cannot exceed
three if the Employer has 30 employees or less. If the Employer has more than 30
employees, the maximum number of officers shall equal 10% of the total employees or 50,
whichever is less. If an Employer has more officers than the maximums set forth above, the
individuals (up to the applicable maximum) with the highest compensation shall be
considered officers for determining key employees; or

(2)

A 5% owner ofthe Employer; or

(3)

A 1% owner of the Employer having annual Compensation of more than $150,000 from all
employers required to be aggregated

For purposes of this subsection (c), annual compensation id defined as follows:
Compensation with respect to any Employee shall be determined in accordance with Treas. Reg. §
1.415-2(d). No Participant's Compensation for any year shall be considered to exceed $200,000 (as
adjusted annually for increases in the cost of living by the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate)
in Plan Years beginning before January 1, 1994, and to no more than $150,000 (as adjusted
annually for increases in the cost of living by the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate) in Plan
Years beginning after December 31, 1993.
This paragraph applies only through 12/31/1996. The Compensation of a Pmticipant who, pursuant
to Code Section 414( q), is a 5% owner of the Company or one of the ten most highly compensated
employees of the Company shall include the Compensation of the Pmticipant's family group. A
Participant's "family group" shall be comprised of the Participant's spouse and the Pmticipant's
lineal descendants who have not attained age 19 by the close of the Plan Year. If the aggregate
Compensation of the Pmticipant's family group exceeds the applicable limitation, then (except for
purposes of determining the pOltion of Compensation up to the integration level if this Plan
provides for permitted disparity), the limitation shall be prorated among the affected individuals in
proportion to each such individual's Compensation as determined under this Section prior to the
application of this limitation. The Compensation considered under the Plan for each member of the
family group is reduced so that the total equals the applicable limitation.
If Compensation for any prior Plan Year is taken into account in determining an employee's
benefits for the current Plan Year, the Compensation for such prior Plan Year is subject to the
applicable annual Compensation limit in effect for that prior Plan Year. For this purpose, for years
beginning before January 1, 1990, the applicable annual compensation limit is $200,000. If the Plan
determined Compensation on a period of time that contains fewer than 12 calendar months, then the
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annual Compensation limit is an amount equal to the annual Compensation limit for the calendar
year in which the Compensation period begins multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which is
the number of full months in the period, and the denominator of which is 12.
Notwithstanding any other plan provision to the contrary, the definition of "Compensation" shall be
modified as of the first day of the first plan year beginning after December 31,2001 as follows:
(1)

Increase in limit
The annual compensation of each paliicipant taken into account in determining annual
additions in any plan year beginning after December 31, 2001 shall not exceed $200,000.
Annual compensation means compensation during the plan year or such other consecutive
12-month period over which compensation is otherwise determined under the plan (the
determination period). For purposes of determining additions in a plan year beginning after
December 31, 2001, compensation for any prior determination period shall be limited as
provided in paragraph 3 below.

(2)

Cost-of-living adjustment
The $200,000 limit on annual compensation in paragraph 1 shall be adjusted for cost-ofliving increases in accordance with Section 401(a)(l7)(B) of the Code. The cost-of-living
adjustment in effect for a calendar year applies to annual compensation for the determination
period that begins with or within such calendar year.

(3)

Compensation limit for prior determination periods
In determining additions in plan years beginning after December 31, 2001, the annual
compensation limit in paragraph I above, for determination periods beginning before
January 1, 2002, shall be $150,000 for any determination period beginning in 1996 or
earlier; $160,000 for any determination period beginning in 1997, 1998, or 1999; and
$170,000 for any determination period beginning in 2000 or 2001.

The determination of who is a Key Employee will be made in accordance with Section 416(i)(1) of
the Code and the regulations thereunder.
(d)

Non-Key Employee
Any employee or former employee, including such employee's beneficiary, who is not a key
employee or a former key employee.
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(e)

Permissive Aggregation Group
The required aggregation group of plans plus any other plan or plans of the Employer which, when
considered as a group with the required aggregation group, would continue to satisfy the
requirements of sections 40 1(a)(4) and 410 of the Code.

-(t)

Present Value
The accrued benefit in a defined contribution plan and the present value of the accrued benefit in a
defined benefit plan, using the interest and mortality rates used to prepare the latest actuarial
valuation and using an assumed benefit commencement date occurring at Normal Retirement Age
or attained age if later.

(g)

(h)

Required Aggregation Group
(1)

Each qualified plan of the Employer in which at least one key employee participates or
palticipated at any time during the p Ian year containing the determination date or any of the
four preceding plan years (regardless of whether the plan has terminated), and

(2)

Any other qualified plan of the employer which enables a plan described in (1) to meet the
requirements of sections 401 (a)( 4) or 410 of the Internal Revenue Code.

Top-Heavy Plan
For Plan Years commencing on or after January 1, 1984, this Plan is top heavy if any of the
following conditions exist:

(i)

(1)

The top-heavy ratio exceeds 60% and this Plan is not part of any required aggregation group
or permissive aggregation group of plans;

(2)

If this Plan is part of a required aggregation group of plans but not patt of a permissive
aggregation group and the top-heavy ratio for the group of plans exceeds 60%;

(3)

If this Plan is part of a required aggregation group of plans and the top-heavy ratio for the
permissive aggregation group exceeds 60%.

Top-Heavy Ratio
(1)

If the Employer maintains one or more defined benefit plans and the Employer has not
maintained any defined contribution plans (including any simplified employee pension plan
as defined in Section 408(k) of the Code) which during the five-year period ending on the
determination date(s) has or has had account balances, the top-heavy ratio for this Plan alone
or for the required or permissive aggregation group as appropriate is a fi'action, the
numerator or which is the sum of the present values of accrued benefits of all key employees
as of the determination date(s) (including any patt of any accrued benefit distributed in the
one year period ending on the determination date(s)) (5-year period ending on the
determination date in the case of a distribution made for a reason other than severance from
employment, death or disability), and the denominator of which is the sum of the present
value of all accrued benefits (including any part of any accrued benefits distributed in the
one year period ending on the determination date(s)) (5-year period ending on the
determination date in the case of a distribution made for a reason other than severance from
employment, death or disability) , determined in accordance with Code Section 416 and the
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regulations thereunder.
(2)

If the Employer maintains one or more defined benefit plans and the Employer maintains or
has maintained one or more defined contribution plans (including any simplified employee
pension plan) which during the five-year period ending on the determination date(s) has or
has had any account balances, the top-heavy ratio for any required or permissive aggregation
group as appropriate is a fraction, the numerator of which is the sum of the present value of
accrued benefits under the aggregate defined benefit plan or plans for all key employees,
determined in accordance with (1) above, and the sum of account balances under the
aggregated defined contribution plan or plans for all key employees as of the determination
date(s), and the denominator of which is the sum of the present values of accrued benefits
under the aggregated defined benefit plan or plans, determined in accordance with (I) above,
for all participants as of the determination date(s), all determined in accordance with Code
Section 416 and the regulations thereunder. The account balances under a defined
contribution plan in both the numerator and denominator of the top-heavy ratio are adjusted
for any distribution of an account balance made in the one year period ending on the
determination date (5-year period ending on the determination date in the case of a
distribution made for a reason other than severance from employment, death or disability).

(3)

For purposes of (1) and (2) above, the value of account balances and the present value of
accrued benefits will be determined as of the most recent valuation date that falls within or
ends with the 12-month period ending on the determination date, except as provided in Code
Section 416 and the regulations thereunder for the first and second plan years of a defined
benefit plan.

The account balances and accrued benefits of a Paliicipant (A) who is not a key employee but who
was a key employee in a prior year, or (B) who has not been credited with at least one hour of
service with any Employer maintaining the Plan at any time during the one year period ending on
the determination date will be disregarded. The calculation of the top-heavy ratio, and the extent to
which distributions, rollovers, and transfers are taken into account will be made in accordance with
Code Section 416 and the regulations thereunder. Deductible employee contributions will not be
taken into account for purposes of computing the top-heavy ratio. When aggregating plans, the
value of account balances and accrued benefits will be calculated with reference to the
determination dates that fall within the same calendar year.
The accrued benefit of a participant other than a key employee shall be determined under (a) the
method, if any, that uniformly applies for accrual purposes under all defined benefit plans
maintained by the employer, or (b) if there is no such method, as if such benefit accrued not more
rapidly than the slowest accrual rate perm itted under the fractional rule of section 411 (b)(1 )(C) of
the Code.

II.02 Top-Heavy Plan Requirements
The Administrator, on each determination date, shall determine whether the Plan is a top-heavy plan. For
any year in which the Plan is top-heavy the provisions of this Article will supersede any conflicting
provision of the Plan and the following requirements shall be met:
.(a)

The vesting requirements of Appendix 11.03; and

(b)

The minimum accrued benefit requirements of Appendix 11.04.
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11.03 Top-Heavy Vesting Requirements
(a)

In lieu of the vesting requirements of Section 4.02, a Participant's vested interest during any topheavy Plan Year shall be a percentage of the Pat1icipant's accrued benefit determined pursuant to
the following table:
Years of Service

Vested Interest

Less than 2
2
3
4
5
(b)

(c)

0%
20%
40%
60%
100%

If the Plan changes to non-top-heavy status in any subsequent year, each Pat1icipant's vested
interest shall thereafter (during non-top-heavy years) be determined pursuant to Section 4.02,
except that a Pat1icipant's vested percentage shall not be reduced. Any Pat1icipant who has at least 3
years of service at the time the plan becomes non-top-heavy may elect to continue under the topheavy vesting schedule. The "election period" shall commence on the first day of the Plan Year in
which the Plan reve11s to non-top-heavy status, and shall end 60 days after the latest of:
(I)

The date the election period commences; or

(2)

The date the Pat1icipant receives written notice that the Plan is no longer top-heavy.

The minimum vesting schedule under this Section shall apply to all benefits within the meaning of
Code Section 411(a)(7) except those attributable to employee contributions, including benefits
accrued before the effective date of Code Section 416 and benefits accrued before the Plan became
top-heavy. This Section shall not apply to the accrued benefit of any employee who does not have
an Hour of Service after the Plan has initially become top-heavy and such employee's vested
accrued benefit attributable to Employer contributions will be determined without regard to this
Section.

11.04 Top-Heavy Minimum Accrued Benefit
(a)

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Plan except subsections (c), (d) and (e) and (t) below,
for any Plan Year in which this Plan is top-heavy, each Pat1icipant who is not a key employee and
has completed 1,000 Hours of Service will accrue a benefit (to be provided solely by Employer
contributions and expressed as a life annuity commencing at Normal Retirement Age) of not less
than 2% of his highest average compensation for the 5 consecutive years for which the Pat1icipant
had the highest compensation (or the entire period of service, if less than five years. The aggregate
compensation for the years during such five-year period in which the participant was credited with
a year of service will be divided by the number of such years in order to determine average annual
compensation. The minimum accrual is determined without regard to any social security
contribution. The minimum accrual applies even though under other Plan provisions the Participant
would not otherwise be entitled to receive an accrual, or would have received a lesser accrual for
the year because (i) the non-key employee fails to make mandatory contributions to the Plan, (ii)
the non-key employee's compensation is less than a stated amount, (iii) the non-key employee is not
employed on the last day ofthe accrual computation period, or (iv) the Plan is integrated with social
security. All accruals of Employer derived benefit, whether or not attributable to years for which
the Plan is top heavy, may be used in computing whether the minimum accrual requirements of this
Section are satisfied.
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(b)

For purposes of computing the minimum accrued benefit, compensation shall include all
compensation, as that term is defined in Appendix IL01(c) of the Plan for Code Section 415
purposes as limited by Code Section 40 1(a)(l 7); provided, however, compensation shall not include
compensation paid in any Plan Year after the Plan Year in which the Plan was last top-heavy.

(c)

No additional benefit accruals shall be provided pursuant to subsection (a) above to the extent that
the total accruals on behalf of the Participant attributable to Employer contributions will provide a
benefit expressed as a life annuity commencing at Normal Retirement Age that equals or exceeds
20% of the Participant's highest average compensation for the 5 consecutive years for which the
Participant had the highest compensation.

(d)

No accrual shall be provided pursuant to (a) above for a year in which the Plan does not benefit any
key employee or former key employee.

(e)

All accruals of employer-derived benefits, whether or not attributable to years for which the plan is
top-heavy, may be used in computing whether the minimum accrual requirements are satisfied.

(D

The provision in (a) above shall not apply to any palticipant to the extent the palticipant is covered
under any other plan or plans of the Employer which provide that the minimum allocation or
benefit requirement applicable to top-heavy plans will be met in such other plan or plans.

(g)

The minimum accrued benefit required (to the extent required to be nonforfeitable under Code
Section 416(b)) may not be suspended or forfeited under Code Section 411(a)(3)(B) or (D).

(h)

If the form of benefit is other than a single life annuity, the employee must receive an amount that
is the Actuarial Equivalent of the minimum single life annuity benefit. If the benefit commences at
a date other than at Normal Retirement Age, the employee must receive at least an amount that is
the Actuarial Equivalent of the minimum single life annuity benefit commencing at Normal
Retirement Age.
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Appendix III - Benefit Restrictions
III.Ol Restriction in Maximum Amount of Benefit
Anything herein to the contrary notwithstanding, the annual pension benefit or other form of benefit
payable hereunder shall not exceed the maximum amount permitted under Section 415 of the Code, as
amended from time to time, the provisions of which are expressly incorporated herein by reference.
Moreover, in the event Code Section 416 should be applicable to any participating group herein, no benefit
exceeding the amounts permitted for any "top-heavy" group shall be provided under this Plan.

III.02 Restrictions in Event of Termination
,(a)

The restrictions in this subsection (a) apply before January 1, 2009.

In the event the Plan is pmiially or completely terminated or an accumulated funding deficiency occurs
within the first ten Plan Years following its inception or the first ten Plan Years subsequent to amendments
increasing benefits, the following restrictions shall apply to a Pmiicipant who, on the date of the Plan's
inception or on the date of any amendment increasing benefits, was one of the 25 highest-paid Employees
of an Employer ("restricted Participant") and whose then anticipated annual Normal Pension exceeds
$ I ,500. The restrictions applied to such restricted Paliicipants shall apply only to that amount of his
anticipated annual Normal Pension which exceeds $1,500 ("restricted benefit"). Benefits payable under
'Article VIII shall not be restricted benefits.
While the early termination restrictions are operative, no restricted Participant may receive a restricted
benefit larger than one which can be purchased with the greater of:
(1)
(2)

$20,000; or
20% of the first $50,000 of the Paliicipant's annual compensation multiplied by the number of
years between the date on which the ten-year period described above began and the date the
restrictions became operative.

During the ten-year period described above, no restricted Paliicipant may receive a restricted benefit in an
optional form providing payments at a more rapid rate than would be provided in the form of a Monthly
Income for Life.
In the event that the Paliicipant's benefit hereunder is payable in a form other than that of a Monthly
Income for Life commencing at his Normal Retirement Date, the foregoing limitations shall be adjusted
'according to regulations prescribed by the Internal Revenue Service.
(b)

The restrictions in this subsection (b) apply on and after January 1,2009.

In the event of plan termination, the benefit of any highly compensated active or former employee is
limited to a benefit that is nondiscriminatory under Code section 401(a)(4).
Benefits distributed to any of the 25 most highly compensated active and highly compensated former
,employees with the greatest compensation in the current or any prior year are restricted such that the
annual payments are no greater than an amount equal to the payment that would be made on behalf of the
employee under a straight life annuity that is the actuarial equivalent of the sum of the employee's accrued
benefit, the employee's other benefits under the plan (other than a social security supplement, within the
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meaning of section 1.411(a)7(c)(4)(ii) of the Income Tax Regulations), and the amount the employee is
.entitled to receive under a social security supplement.
The preceding paragraph shall not apply if: (1) after payment of the benefit to an employee described in
the preceding paragraph, the value of plan assets equals or exceeds 110% of the value of current liabilities,
as defined in section 412(1)(7) of the Code, (2) the value of the benefits for an employee described above is
less than 1% of the value of current liabilities before distribution, or (3) the value of the benefits payable
under the plan to an employee described above does not exceed $5,000.
For purposes of this section, benefit includes loans in excess of the amount set f011h in section 72(p)(2)(A)
'of the Code, any periodic income, any withdrawal values payable to a living employee, and any death
benefits not provided for by insurance on the employee's life.
An employee's otherwise restricted benefit may be distributed in full to the affected employee if prior to
receipt of the restricted amount, the employee enters into a written agreement with the plan administrator
to secure repayment to the plan of the restricted amount. The restricted amount is the excess of the
amounts distributed to the employee (accumulated with reasonable interest) over the amounts that could
have been distributed to the employee under the straight life annuity described in section 10.02(b) of the
.plan (accumulated with reasonable interest). The employee may secure repayment of the restricted amount
upon distribution by: (1) entering into an agreement for promptly depositing in escrow with an acceptable
depository propel1y having a fair market value equal to at least 125 percent of the restricted amount, (2)
providing a bank letter of credit in an amount equal to at least 100 percent of the restricted amount, or (3)
posting a bond equal to at least 100 percent of the restricted amount. If the employee elects to post bond,
the bond will be furnished by an insurance company, bonding company or other surety for federal bonds.
The escrow arrangement may provide that an employee may withdraw amounts in excess of 125 percent of
the restricted amount. If the market value of the propeliy in an escrow account falls below 110 percent of
-the remaining restricted amount, the employee must deposit additional propeliy to bring the value of the
property held by the depository up to 125 percent of the restricted amount. The escrow arrangement may
provide that employee may have the right to receive any income from the propeliy placed in escrow,
subject to the employee's obligation to deposit additional property, as set forth in the preceding sentence.
A surety or bank may release any liability on a bond or letter of credit in excess of 100 percent of the
restricted amount. If the plan administrator celiifies to the depository, surety or bank that the employee (or
the employee's estate) is no longer obligated to repay any restricted amount, a depository may redeliver to
the employee any propel1y held under an escrow agreement, and a surety or bank may release any liability
'on an employee's bond or letter of credit.
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Appendix IV - Administration of the Plan
IV.Ol Administration of the Plan
The general administration of the Pension Plan and the responsibility for carrying out its provisions shall
be placed in the Board of Trustees in accordance with the terms of the Pension Plan and the Trust
Agreement. The Board of Trustees shall be the administrator of the Plan within the meaning of Section
3 (16) of ERISA.

It shall be the policy of the Trustees that the Plan always meet the minimum funding standards of ERISA
and the Code; provided, however, that in the event the Plan is celiified by the Plan's actuary to be in
critical status within the meaning of the Code section 432 and ERISA Section 305, the Plan shall comply
with the applicable requirements of Code section 432 and ERISA Section 305, and the Plan shall not be
required to meet the minimum funding standards of the Code or ERISA other than as modified pursuant to
the referenced Sections.
·IV.02 Determination by Trustees Binding
The Trustees or, where Trustee responsibility has been delegated to others, such delegates shall have
complete authority to determine the standard of proof required in any case and to apply and interpret this
Plan. The decisions of the Trustees or their delegates shall be final and binding.
All questions or controversies, of whatsoever character, arising in any manner or between any pmiies or
persons in connection with this Plan or its operation, whether as to any claim for benefits, or as to the
construction of language or meaning of this Plan or rules and regulations adopted by the Trustees, or as to
"any writing, decision, instrument or account in connection with the operation of the Plan or otherwise,
shall be submitted to the Trustees or, where Trustee responsibility has been delegated to others, to such
delegates for decision. The decision of the Trustees or their delegates shall be binding upon all persons
dealing with the Plan or claiming any benefit hereunder, except to the extent that such decision may be
determined to be arbitrary or capricious by a cOUli having jurisdiction over such matter.
To the fullest extent permitted by law, the Trustees shall have discretionary authority to construe and apply
the terms and provisions of the Plan, and to determine the eligibility for benefits and other rights of any
.individual under the Plan. Decisions of the Trustees may not be overruled absent a finding that such
decision was arbitrary or capricious, or an abuse of discretion.

IV.03 Management of Funds
The assets of the Plan shall be conserved, invested and disbursed by the Trustees pursuant to the terms of
the Pension Plan and the Trust Agreement.

IV.04 Standard of Proof
Every application for retirement, disability or death shall be made at the discretion of the Trustees. The
Trustees shall be the sole judges of the standard of proof required in any case.

IV.OS Actuarial Valuations and Plan Review
This Retirement Plan has been adopted by the Board of Trustees on the basis of an actuarial estimate
which has established (to the extent possible) that the income and accruals of the Pension Fund will be
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fully sufficient to support this Plan on a permanent basis. However, it is recognized as possible that in the
future the income and/or the liabilities of the Pension Fund may be substantially different from those
previously anticipated. The Board of Trustees shall have prepared annual actuarial valuations of the
Pension Fund. Upon the basis of all of the circumstances the Board of Trustees may from time to time
amend the Plan, including any increase or decrease in benefit amounts. However, no amendment shall in
any way reduce the benefits payable to a Pensioner.
IV.06 Unauthorized Representations
The Fund shall not be bound by the representations of any person, other than the Trustees, regarding
participation in and eligibility for benefits under this Plan, status of Employees or Employers or any other
matter relating to the Plan or Fund.
IV.07 Payment of Benefits under Legal Disability
In case any benefit payments hereunder become payable to a person not adjudicated incompetent, but, by
reason of mental or physical disability, in the opinion of the Trustees, is unable to administer properly such
payments, then such payments may be paid out by the Trustees for the benefit of such person in such of the
following ways as they think best, and the Trustees shall have no obligation or duty to see what the Funds
are used or applied for the purpose or purposes for which paid:
-(a)

directly to any such person

(b)

to the legally appointed guardian or conservator of such person

(c)

to any spouse, parent, brother or sister of such person for his welfare, support and maintenance by
the Trustees using such payments directly for the suppo11, maintenance and welfare of any person.

IV.08 Inability to Locate Pensioner
If any Pensioner fails to inform the Trustees in writing sent by registered mail of a change of address and
the Trustees are unable to communicate with the Pensioner at the address last recorded by the Trustees and
a letter sent by registered mail to such Pensioner is returned, any payments due on the Pensioners' account
shall be held without interest until he makes claim therefor or, if earlier, until any such payment escheat to
any state.
IV.09 Reinstatement of Benefit
If a benefit is forfeited because the paI1icipant, spouse or beneficiary cannot be found, such benefit will be
reinstated if a claim is made by the participant, spouse or beneficiary.
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Appendix V - Amendment and Termination
V.Ol

Amendment of the Retirement Plan

(a)

The Trustee shall have the right, at any time, and from time to time, without the consent of any
Employer, Employee, beneficiary or other interested patty:
(1)

To amend this Pension Plan, both prospectively and retroactively, in such manner as it may
deem necessary or advisable in order to qualify the Pension Plan and Pension Fund under,
or to satisfy any provision of, any law, regulation, ruling or order now or hereafter existing,
including, but not limited to, Sections 401(a) and 501(a) of the Code and/or any provision
of ERISA; and

(2)

To amend this Pension Plan, both prospectively and retroactively, in any other manner,
provided, however, that no such amendment shall forfeit or diminish the non-forfeitable
and vested interest of any Employee in the Pension Fund, including a change in the
actuarial basis for determining optional or early retirement benefits, or the elimination or
reduction of an early retirement benefit or retirement-type subsidy, (except as may now or
hereafter be permitted under applicable provisions of the Code and ERISA), nor shall any
amendment be made which shall permit any part of the Pension Fund to be used for or
divelied to purposes other than for the exclusive benefit of Employees or their
beneficiaries.

(b)

Any such amendment shall comply with the applicable Sections of the Code and ERISA, the
contract Aliicles creating the Fund, and the purposes set f0l1h in the Trust Agreement and be
adopted by a written, executed agreement or resolution of the Trustees, and shall be binding upon
all Employers, Employees, beneficiaries and other interested parties.

(c)

Notwithstanding anything in this Appendix V.O! to the contrary, in the event that an amendment
to the Retirement Plan is adopted changing the eligibility requirements for a Deferred Vested
Benefit under Section 5.03 of each Employee with at least five (5) Quarters of Credited Service or
Eligibility Service shall then be permitted to elect to have the nonforfeitable percentage of his
benefit computed without regard to such amendment. In order to be effective, any such election
must be made in writing and filed with the Board of Trustees not later than sixty (60) days
following the latest of: (i) the date the amendment was adopted, (ii) the date the amendment
became effective, or (iii) written notice of the amendment was issued to the Employee. Any
amendment to the Retirement Plan which directly or indirectly affects the computation of an
Employee's Vested Deferred Benefit shall be considered a change in the Retirement Plan's
eligibility requirements for a Vested Deferred Benefit under Section 7.02.

(d)

Notwithstanding anything in this Plan to the contraty, in the event the Plan is certified by the
Plan's actuary to be in endangered or critical status, within the meaning of the Code Section 432
and ERISA Section 305, all benefits provided and accrued under the Plan shall be subject to the
requirements of such Sections, whether or not the Trustees have formally amended the Plan at
such time.
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V.02

Termination

(a)

Rights of Trustees
It is the intent of the Trustees to continue this Retirement Plan in full force and effect. However, in

order to safeguard against any unforeseen contingencies, the right to completely or partially
discontinue or terminate the Retirement Plan is reserved to the Trustees. In the event of the
complete or partial discontinuance or termination of the Retirement Plan, the rights of all affected
Employees to benefits accrued to the date thereof shall become fully vested and be nonforfeitable
to the extent then funded and/or guaranteed by the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation. No
affected Employee shall have any recourse toward satisfaction of his fully vested and
nonforfeitable benefit from other than Pension Fund assets or the Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation.
(b)

Priorities ofAllocation
In the event of the Plan's termination the assets then remaining in the Pension Fund after providing
for any administrative expenses, shall be allocated, to the extent sufficient, for the purpose of
paying benefits (based on Credited Service to the date of termination of the Plan) to the Pensioners
and Employees (or their beneficiaries) in accordance with Section 4044 (except Subsection (b)(6)
thereof) of ERISA, notwithstanding any contrary provision in the Trust Agreement. In the event
assets remain in the Pension Fund following such allocation, the remaining assets shall be used to
increase all allocated amounts propOliionately so as to allocate all remaining assets.
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Appendix VI - Miscellaneous
VI.O 1 Jurisdiction, Construction and Validity
The Trust Agreement and the Pension Plan are created and accepted in the State of New York. All
questions pertaining to the validity or construction of the Trust Agreement and the Pension Plan and the
accounts and transactions of the parties shall be determined in accordance with the laws of the State of
New York. Should any provision contained in the Trust Agreement or the Retirement Plan or in any
collective bargaining agreement pursuant to which the Trust Agreement is created be held unlawful, such
provision shall be of no force and effect, and the Trust Agreement, the Retirement Plan or any collective
bargaining agreement shall be treated as if such pOliion had not been contained herein.

VI.02

Named Fiduciaries

(a)

The "Named Fiduciary" of the Plan, who will have authority to control and manage the operation
and administration of the Plan is, collectively, the Board of Trustees.

(b)

The Board of Trustees is responsible for interpreting the Plan and making determinations under the
Plan. In order to carry out their responsibility, and notwithstanding any other provision of the
Plan, the Board of Trustees shall have exclusive authority and full discretion to determine whether
an individual is eligible for any benefits under the Plan.; to determine the amount of benefits, if
any, an individual is entitled to from the Plan; to determine or find facts that are relevant to any
claim for benefits from the Plan; to interpret all of the Plan's provisions; to interpret all of the
provisions of the Plan's Summary Plan Description; to interpret the provisions of the Trust
Agreement governing the operation of the Plan; to interpret all of the provisions of any other
document or instrument involving or having impact upon the Plan; and to interpret all of the terms
used in the Plan, the Summary Plan Description and in all of the previously mentioned
agreements, documents and instruments.
All such interpretations and determinations made by the Trustees, or their designee pursuant to
this Appendix VI.02 shall be final and binding upon any individual claiming benefits under the
Plan and upon all Employees, all Employers, the Union, and any paIty who has executed any
agreements with the Trustees; will be given deference in all courts of law, to the greatest extent
allowable by applicable law; and will not be overturned or set aside by any court of law unless the
court finds that the Trustees, or their designee, abused their discretion in making such
determination or rendering such interpretation.

·VI.03

Exclusive Benefits

All contributions by the Employers will be deposited into the Trust Fund. The assets of the Trust Fund
shall be used exclusively to provide benefits under the Plan and to pay any and all expenses or costs which
are incurred in connection with or which arise out of the operation of, the Plan and Pension Fund,
including, without limitation, legal, actuarial, educational, accounting and administrative expenses,
fiduciary or other premiums, any and all taxes which may be assessed against the Fund, any expenses,
costs, assessments or levies resulting from the prosecution, defense or settlement of any claims involving
.the Plan or Trust Fund, and all premiums required to be paid to the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
under Section 4006-07 of ERISA. It shall be, and is hereby made, impossible upon the termination of the
Plan or pursuant to any amendment of the Plan or otherwise, at any time for all or any paIi of the Trust
Fund to be used for or divelied to any purpose other than the exclusive benefit of Employees or their
beneficiaries; provided, however, nothing herein shall preclude payment from the Trust Fund of costs and
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expenses incurred in connection with, or arising out of the operation of, the Plan and Trust Fund.

VI.04 IRS Approval
This Plan is and shall be subject to obtaining the necessary approval from the Internal Revenue Service of
the Plan and the deductibility of contributions to the Fund. In the event the Plan or Trust Agreement at any
time requires amendment in order for the contributions to the Fund to be deductible and the Plan to be
qualified under the applicable provisions of the Code, then the Board of Trustees shall immediately make
-such amendment as is necessary to accomplish such purposes. The administration of the Plan shall be such
as to maintain continued qualification on the Plan under the applicable provisions ofthe Code.

VI.OS Liability of Trustees
The Board of Trustees shall be free from liability, joint or several, for personal acts, omiSSions, and
conduct, and for acts, omissions and conduct of duly constituted agents in the administration of this Plan,
except to the extent that the effects and consequences of such personal acts, omissions or conduct shall
result from willful misconduct; provided, however, that this Section shall not operate to relieve the Board
'of Trustees from any responsibility or liability for any responsibility, obligation, or duty under Part 4 of
Subtitle B of Title 1 of ERISA.

VI.06 Merger or Consolidation of Plan or Transfer of Assets
A merger or consolidation of the Plan with another plan, or a transfer of the assets of this Fund to another
plan's fund, shall not take place unless the benefit that would be received by each participant, hereunder,
from the Plan, if it were terminated immediately after such merger, consolidation or transfer, is at least
.equal to the Accrued Benefit the participant would have received if the Plan terminated immediately
before such merger, consolidation or transfer.

VI.07 Improvement to Pensioners
Effective January 1,2000, the Trustees resolve to pay each pensioner who retired prior to 1999, and is still
receiving a pension check on 111/2000, a one-time check, as soon as practical after 11112000, equal to the
pensioner's regular monthly payment. As an additional improvement, effective January 1, 2000, for any
pensioner or the surviving spouse of such pensioner who retired prior to January 1, 1999, an increase will
'be granted in his/her monthly pension benefit equal to one-half of one percent (0.5%) per month for each
year such pensioner's effective year of pension precedes 1999.
Effective 11111999, for each monthly pension that became effective before 11111999, there shall be a
permanent increase in the amount of monthly pension that would otherwise be scheduled for payment.
The amount of the monthly increase shall be .0065 of such otherwise monthly pension multiplied by the
number of years that the effective date of the pension preceded 1997. Such number of years shall be
calculated by subtracting the calendar year containing the effective date of pension from 1997. However,
.if most of the amount of such pension resulted from pension service earned under a pension plan that has
merged with this Plan after 1983, the increase will be calculated using 1996 as the year to be subtracted
from.
The Trustees resolved to pay each pensioner who retired prior to 1995, and is still receiving a pension
check on 5/111995, a one-time check, as soon as practicable after 5/1/1995, equal to the pensioner's regular
monthly payment.
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VI.OS

Protection against Creditors

To the end of making it impossible for Employees or Pensioners covered by the Plan improvidently to
imperil the provisions made for their support and welfare by directly or indirectly anticipating, pledging, or
disposing of their pension payments hereunder, it is hereby expressly stipulated that no Employee or
.Pensioner hereunder shall have the right to assign, alienate, transfer, sell, hypothecate, mortgage,
encumber, pledge, commute, or anticipate any pension payments, and that such payments shall not in any
way be subject to any legal process to levy execution upon or attachment or garnishment proceeding
against the same for the payments of any claim against an Employee or Pensioner nor shall such payments
be subject to the jurisdiction of any bankruptcy court of insolvency proceedings by operation of law or
otherwise except for the provisions contained in Code Section 414(p) and the regulations thereunder.
The provisions of the prior paragraph shall not apply to any liabilities of a Participant to the Plan pursuant
to a judgment or settlement described in Code Section 401(a)(13)(C) due to: (1) the Paliicipant being
·convicted of committing a crime involving the Plan, (2) a civil judgment (or consent order or decree) being
entered by a couli in an action brought in connection with a violation of ERISA's fiduciary duty rules, or
(3) a settlement agreement between the Secretary of Labor and the pmiicipant in connection with a
violation of ERISA's fiduciary rules. The court order establishing such liability must require that the
participant's benefit be applied to satisfy the liability.
No Participant may receive a loan from assets of the Plan.
No benefit or interest available hereunder will be subject to assignment or alienation, either voluntarily or
involuntarily. The preceding sentence shall also apply to the creation, assignment, or recognition of a right
to any benefit payable with respect to a participant pursuant to a domestic relations order, unless such
order is determined to be a qualified domestic relations order, as defined in section 414(p) of the Internal
Revenue Code, or any domestic relations order entered before January 1, 1985.
In the event of any conflict between the terms of this Plan and the terms of any insurance contract issued
hereunder, the Plan provisions shall control.
VI.09

Loss of Benefits

A vested Participant generally has a nonforfeitable right to the Accrued Benefit associated with his
accumulated Pension Credit. The following exceptions apply to the extent permitted under applicable law.
Such benefit may be forfeited in one or more of the following circumstances: upon death; or upon an
employer's withdrawal from the plan; or benefits accrued as a result of service with the pmiicipant's
employer before the employer was required to contribute to the plan may not be payable if the employer
ceases contributions to the plan; or if the Plan is in reorganization benefits may be reduced; or if the Plan is
insolvent benefit payments may be suspended; or if the Plan is terminated benefit payments may be
reduced or suspended.
If an employer completely withdraws from the Plan, a participant's years of service with the employer
completed after withdrawal will not be taken as Vesting Service Credit. Similarly, after an employer's
pmiial withdrawal involving the decertification of the collective bargaining representative, a participant's
years of service with that employer completed after such partial withdrawal will not be taken as Vesting
Service Credit. If the Plan terminates then for purposes of termination insurance an employee's years of
·service completed after the date oftermination will not be taken as Vesting Service Credit.
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Appendix VII - Merger of Prior Plans
VII.Ol Prior Mergers
Effective July 1, 1976, the Bricklayers Local 14 Pension Plan was merged with this Plan and the
Bricklayers Local 14 Pension Fund was merged with this Fund.
Effective July 1, 1986, the Bricklayers Local 68 Pension Plan was merged with this Plan and the
Bricklayers Local 68 Pension Fund was merged with this Fund.
Effective January 1, 1991, the Westchester Bricklayers District Council Pension Plan was merged with this
Plan and the Westchester Bricklayers District Council Pension Fund was merged with this Fund.
Effective May 1, 1997, the Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 29 Pension Plan was merged with
this Plan and the Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 29 Pension Fund was merged with this Fund.

VII.02 Participation
·Each Patiicipant in Bricklayers Local 14 Pension Plan, Bricklayers Local 68 Pension Plan, Westchester
Bricklayers District Council Pension Plan, and the Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 29 Pension
Plan on the effective date of merger will be considered a Participant in this Plan on such date.

VII.03 Credited Service and Vesting Service
The Credited Service and Vesting Service that each Pmiicipant referred to in Section 15.02 had in
Bricklayers Local 14 Pension Plan, Bricklayers Local 68 Pension Plan, Westchester Bricklayers District
Council Pension Plan, and the Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 29 Pension Plan on the effective
.date of merger will be considered Credited Service and Vesting Service under this Plan on such date.
Each Participant in the Bricklayers Local 14 Pension Plan, Bricklayers Local 68 Pension Plan, Westchester
Bricklayers District Council Pension Plan, and the Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 29 Pension
Plan who were vested (patiially or fully) according to the terms of their patiicipation in the Prior Plans
shall be considered vested (pm1ially or fully) under this Plan.

VII.04 Accrued Benefit
Effective as of the applicable merger date, each participant from the Bricklayers Local 14 Pension Plan,
Bricklayers Local 68 Pension Plan, Westchester Bricklayers District Council Pension Plan, and the
Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 29 Pension Plan, having satisfied the requirements for an
accrued benefit under the Prior Plans shall retain the benefit accrual calculation for such periods under the
Prior Plans, for such pOliion of benefit earned prior to the applicable merger date. Benefit accrual earned
after the applicable merger dates shall be using the benefit accrual under this Plan.

VII.OS Loss of Service from Prior Plans
Any pension or vesting service that was permanently lost under prior provisions ofthe Prior Plans shall not
be restored as a result of the merger( s). Any "frozen" benefit that was obtained from any of the Prior Plans
shall not increase nor will any benefit already being received prior to the merger through the Prior Plans
shall not be increased as a result of the merger.
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VII.06 Prior Plan Provisions
The provisions that apply to a Pensioner whose effective date of pension was under Prior Plan provisions,
or to a separated vested participant whose break in service took place under Prior Plan provisions, shall be
those in place at the time of retirement, or the break in service, under peliinent Prior Plan provisions.
FUliher, the pensions being paid from the Prior Plans on the applicable effective date of the merger will be
considered a vested pension benefit under this Plan and will continue to be paid by this Plan.
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VIII.Ol Direct Rollovers
This Appendix applies to distributions made on or after January 1, 1993. Notwithstanding any provision of
the plan to the contrary that would otherwise limit a distributee's election under this Appendix, a
distributee may elect, at the time and in the manner prescribed by the plan administrator, to have any
portion of an eligible rollover distribution paid directly to an eligible retirement plan specified by the
distributee in a direct rollover.
Effective on and after January 1, 2002 if a rollover distribution would be less than $500 a distributee may
not make the election described in the preceding sentence to rollover a portion of an eligible rollover
·distribution.
VIII.02 Definitions
(1)

Eligible Rollover Distribution
Any distribution of all or any portion of the balance to the credit of the distributee, except that an
eligible rollover distribution does not include: any distribution that is one of a series of
substantially equal periodic payments (not less frequently than annually) made for the life (or life
expectancy) of the distributee or the joint lives (or joint life expectancies) of the distributee and
the distributee's designated beneficiary or for a specified period of ten years or more; any
distribution to the extent such distribution is required under Section 401 (a)(9) of the Code; and
the pOliion of any distribution that is not includible in gross income (determined without regard to
the exclusion for net unrealized appreciation with respect to employer securities).
Effective for distributions made after December 31, 2001, for purposes of the direct rollover
provisions of the plan, a pOliion of a distribution shall not fail to be an eligible rollover
distribution merely because the portion consists of after-tax employee contributions which are not
includible in gross income. However, such portion may be paid only to an individual retirement
account or annuity described in Section 408(a) or (b) of the Code, or to a qualified defined
contribution plan described in Section 401(a) or 403(a) of the Code, that agrees to separately
account for amounts so transferred, including separately accounting for the portion of such
distribution which is includible in gross income and the portion of such distribution which is not
so includible .

.(2)

Eligible Retirement Plan
An individual retirement account described in Section 408(a) of the Code, an individual
retirement annuity described in Section 408(b) of the Code, an annuity plan described in Section
403(a) of the Code, or a qualified trust described in Section 40l(a) of the Code, that accepts the
distributee's eligible rollover distribution. However, in the case of an eligible rollover distribution
to the surviving spouse, an eligible retirement plan is an individual retirement account or
individual retirement annuity. Effective 111/2008 in the case of a designated beneficiary who was
not the Participant's spouse an eligible retirement plan is an individual retirement account
provided that this is established to receive a direct rollover on behalf such nonspouse designated
beneficiary, and provided that transmittal is by a trustee-to-trustee transfer, and provided that no
pali of money transferred is a required minimum distribution.
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Effective for distributions made after December 31, 2001, for purposes of the direct rollover
provisions of the plan, an eligible retirement plan shall also mean an annuity contract described in
Section 403(b) of the Code and an eligible plan under Section 457(b) of the Code which is
maintained by a state, political subdivision of a state, or any agency or instrumentality of a state
or political subdivision of a state and which agrees to separately account for amounts transferred
into such plan from this plan. The definition of eligible retirement plan shall also apply in the case
of a distribution to a surviving spouse, or to a spouse or former spouse who is the alternate payee
under a qualified domestic relation order, as defined in Section 414(p) of the Code.
Effective after 2007, an eligible retirement plan shall also mean a ROTH IRA.

(3)

Distributee
An employee or former employee. In addition, the employee's or former employee's surviving
spouse and the employee's or former employee's spouse or former spouse who is the alternate
payee under a qualified domestic relations order, as defined in Section 414(p) of the Code, are
distributees with regard to the interest of the spouse or former spouse. Effective 11112007 a
distributee is also a surviving designated beneficiary. In the case of a nonspouse beneficiary the
direct rollover may be made only to an individual retirement account or annuity described in
Code §408(a) or §408(b) ("IRA") that is established on behalf of the designated beneficiary and
that will be treated as an inherited IRA pursuant to the provisions of Code §402(c)(lI). Also, in
this case, the determination of any required minimum distribution under Code §401(a)(9) that is
ineligible for rollover shall be made in accordance with IRS Notice 2007-7, Q&A 17 and 18

(4)

Direct Rollover
A payment by the plan to the eligible retirement plan specified by the distributee.

VIII.03 Mandatory Distributions
In the event of a mandatory distribution greater than $1,000 made on or after March 28, 2005, in
accordance with the provisions of section 9.05 of the Plan, if the participant does not elect to have such
distribution paid directly to an eligible retirement plan specified by the participant in a direct rollover or to
receive the distribution directly, then the plan administrator will pay the distribution in a direct rollover to
'an individual retirement plan designated by the plan administrator. For purposes of determining whether a
mandatory distribution is greater than $1,000, the portion of the participant's distribution attributable to
any rollover contribution is included.
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IX.Ol

Contributions

Contributions shall be paid to the Pension Fund in accordance with the collective bargaining agreements,
the rules adopted by the Trustees and as required by law. Any Employer accepted as an Employer shall
also execute such Participation Agreement as reasonably required by the Trustees setting forth the basis for
the contributions to the Pension Fund.

IX.02

Irrevocability of Contributions

Any and all contributions made by the Employer shall be irrevocable and shall be transferred to the
Trustees and held as provided in this Plan and the Pension Fund to be used in accordance with the
provisions of this Plan in providing the benefits and paying the expenses of the Plan. Neither such
contributions nor the corpus of the trust or custodial account nor any income therefrom shall be used for or
diverted to purposes other than the exclusive benefit of the Employees or Pensioners or their beneficiaries
and for the payment of administration expenses of the Plan.

IX.03

Limitation of Liability for Benefits

The pension benefits of the Plan shall be only such as can be provided by the assets of the Pension Fund
and there shall be no liability or obligation on the part of any Employer to make any futiher contributions
to the Trustees in event of termination of the Plan. No liability for the payment of any benefits under the
Plan shall be imposed upon any Employer, the Union or the Trustees. The foregoing shall be subject to any
provision of ERISA to the contrary.

IX.04

Termination or Modification of Obligation to Contribute

The financing of benefits provided by the Plan is based on the continued contribution of Employers, as
required by the collective bargaining agreement with the Union. If a Union and an Employer should enter
into a collective bargaining agreement requiring contributions to the Fund, and then fail to renew such
agreement, or enter into an agreement which does not require the continuation of contributions to the Fund,
or requires a lesser rate of contributions, the Trustees have the authority to take such action as is necessary
with respect to all of the Employees of all of the Employers in that Union jurisdiction including but not
limited to the following in order to maintain the Fund on a sound actuarial basis:
(a)

The Trustees shall have the right to terminate the Employers status as Employers and to terminate
or reduce any pension benefits to former Employees of the Employer if the total amount
contributed by said Employer is less than the actuarially determined value of the pension benefits
approved for former Employees of such Employer; and/or

(b)

The Trustees shall have the right to adjust or cancel the credit of any Employees or former
Employees, or modify the condition for entitlement to any benefits, in order to maintain an
actuarially sound relationship between the contributions made on account of such Employees or
former Employees and any benefits accrued by them.

However, any cancellation of Credited Service shall not apply to any periods of employment (or any
benefits attributable thereto) for which the Employer contributed.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto affix their signature effective as of the ~ day of

IJ< ~L.R)

,2014.

UNION TRUSTEES

EMPLOYER TRUSTEES

BY~AiL

BY. C;:)~

B .

BY: ~

~#I)
(

By:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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RECIPROCITY AGREEMENT
THIS RECIPROCITY AGREEMENT ("Agreemenr) is made by and between
the BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF TI-IE PENSION ANT.) ANNUITY PLAN OF THE
BRICKLAYERS PENSION FUND (the "Local 1 Pension Fund") located at 66-05
Woodhaven Blvd. Rcgo Park, NY H374 and the BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE
BRICKLAYERS AND ALLIED CRAFTWORKERS LOCAL 5 NY RETIREMENT
FUND (the "Local 5 Pension Fund") located at I Scobie Drive, Newburgh, New York
12550 (the Local 1 Pension Fund and the Local 5 Pcnsion Fund shall also bc referred to
herein each a ("Party") and collectively thc ("Partics" or the "Funds").
WITNESSETII
WHEREAS, the Parties hereto are mutual independent multi-employer defined
benefit pension funds that have each independently entered into and executed the
International Reciprocal Agreement for Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Defined
Contribution and Defined Benefit Pension Plans ("International Reciprocal Agreemenr)
(copy attached hereto as Exhibit A); and
WHEREAS, generally speaking, the International Reciprocal Agreement is
designcd to provide that all signatory defined benefit pension funds thereto (including
without limitation,the Funds)reciprocate contributions to a participant's designated "home
fund"(as .such term is defined in the International Reciprocal Agreement) with regard to
covered work that was perromed by such participant pursuant to a collective bargaining
agreement requiring pension contributions to be made to the signatory defined benefit
pension fund that is not the "home fund" of such participant; and
WHEREAS, contributions are required to bc made to Local 1 Pension Fund in
accordance with the terms of its Trust Agreement and the applicable collective bargaining
agreement(s) entered into by the Local No. 1 New York or the International Union of
Bricklayers and Allied Craft Workers ("Local l") and signatory employers or employer
associations thereto; and
WHEREAS, contributions are required to be made to Local 5 Pension Fund in
accordance with the terms of its Trust Agreement and the applicable collective bargaining
agreement(s) entered into by the Local 5 New York Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers
Union ("Local 5")and signatory employers or employer associations thereto; and
WHEREAS, effective as of February ], 2017, Local 5 merged into Local I
(collectively the "Unions") in accordance with the terms set forth in the Execut ve Order
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dated 'January 31, 2017 ("acelltive Order") issued by the Executive Board of the
International Union of Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers (International") as a measure
to improve the efficiency of the organization in the New York region; and
WHEREAS,despite the merger of the Unions, the Executive Order did not require
the Local 5 Pension Fund to merge with the Local 1 Pension Ftmd; and, upon consultation
with their respective actuarial and benefit consultants, the Funds did not merge together
due to the insolvency risks associated with the Local 5 Pension Fund; and
WHEREAS, in further consultation with their respective actuarial and benefit
consultants and despite the merger of the Unions, thc Parties recognize that participants
(and otherwise eligible cmployees of the bargaining unit under a collective bargaining
agreement with Local 5)of the Local 5 Pension Fund ("Local 5 Participant0 are no longer
able to(and will not) accrue further pension benefits thereunder and,as a result, are leaving
the Unions andior the industry in order to pursue work and accrue pension and retirement
bencfiis elsewhere; and that this trend is accelerating the insolvency status of the Local 5
Pension Fund while eroding thc othcnvise eligibte active membership base for thc Unions
and the Funds; and
WHEREAS,in an effort to address these concerns and provide a way for Local 5
Participants to accrue a pension benefit under the Local I Pensi cm Fund, the Parties hereto
desire to enter into this Agreement to permit Local 5 Participants to designate the Funds as
two (2)"home funds" under the International Reciprocal Agreement for the purposes of
altocating between them all future contributions payable for covered work performed
pursuant to and in accordance with collective bargaining agreements entercd into with
Local 5 and its signatory employers or employer associations, and/or for reciprocal
contributions made pursuant to the International Recipmcal Agreement; and
WHEREAS, recognizing these concerns, the International has advised that the
Fünds may enter into this Agreement in order to supplement the International Reciprocal
Agreement as between the Parties to permit a Local 5 Participant to designate a
"supplemental homc Rine for purposes of allocating between the Parties any future
reciprocal contributions/monies from other Participating Pension Funds; and
WHEREAS, based upon the representations set forth herein between the Parties,
the Board of Trustees of the Local 1 Pension Fund has agreed to amend the Local 1 Pension
Fund to pcnnit Local 5 Participants to become eligible for and to accrue pension benefits
for any contributions received pursuant to the terms of this Agreement or any cotlective
bargaining agreement requiring contributions to be trade for covered work performed by
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a Local 5 Participant to the Local 1 Pension kind; provided that such participant satisfies
the applicable eligibilily requirements of the Local 1 Pension Fund; and
WHEREAS, the Parties wish to and shall remain bound to the International
Reciprocal Agreement and all of the terms and conditions thereof, but wish to supplement
those terms as between themselves in order to provide for allocation between themselves
of reciprocal contributionsYmonies from IV Reciprocal Agreement Participating Pension
Funds;
NOW, THEREFORE, effective as of April I, 2019, the Parties mutually
understand and agree to the following additional terms whereby a Local 5 Participant who
has elected the Local 5 Fund as his or her"Home Fund" under the International Reciprocity
Agreement, may designate the Local 1 Fund as his or her "Supplemental Home Rine with
the Parties, and that as of the date of such election all contributions required to be paid to
the Local 5 Pension Fund shall be allocated between the Funds based on the jurisdiction in
which the covemd work is being performed and in accordance with the terms of
international Reciprocity Agreement as supplemented by this Agreement, as follows:
1.
This Agreement shall be effective as of April 1, 2019 and shall continue in
force and effect until terminated in accordance with the provisions in Paragraphs 10 or II.
2.
Each of the Funds shall continue to collect and receive the employer
contributions due for the work of those participants who are temporarily working within
its jurisdiction and to authorize and relea.se the reciprocal transfer of such contributions to
the participants designated "Home Fune in accordance with the terms of the International
Reciprocal Agreement.
3.
Effective as of April I, 2019, Local 5 Participants who have
designated/elected the Local 5 Fund as their "Home Funcr under the International
Reciprocal Agreement may also designate the Local 1 Fund as his or her "Supplemental
Home Fund" for purposes of allocating "miner or "contributions" for all covered work
performed within the industry in accordance with the allocations set forth herein. To this
end, Section 1(d) of the International Reciprocal Agreement is herehy supplemented with
the following new subparagraph (iii) as follows:
Oh) Effective as ofApril 1 2019, upon written election, a participant in Me
Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Lot& 5 NY Retirement Fund ("Local
5 Pension Fund)(and otherwise eligible employees ofthe bargaining unit
muler a collective bargainthg agreement with or an otherwise eligible
member of the Local 5 New York Bricklayers and Allied Crqfiwothers
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Union ("Local 5')) (collectively referred to as 'Local 5 Paricipant(s)")
for whOin pension contributions are required to be made to the Local 5
Pension Fund or to any Participating Myst Fund we his or her behalf in
accordance with a collective bargaining agreement, who has elected the
Local 5 Pension Fund as their "Home Fund" may elect to designate the
Pension and Annuity Plan of the Bricklayers Pension Fwid ("Local l
Pension Fund') as his or her "Supplemental" Home FundOr pa:poses of
havin,g such contributions reciprocated, transfen-ed and allocated on their
behalfas between the Local 5 Pension Fund and the Local I Pension Fund
in accordance with the terms ofthis Agreement. The Local I Pension Fund
and the Lowl 5 Pension Fund shall be collectively referred to herein as tlre
("'Pany Fundy" or the "Home Funds"). As such, any reference to the term
"Party Funds" throughout this Agreement shall also mean the Home Funds
fbr miy Local 5 Participant who ha.v submitted a written election to
designate thc Locczl 5 Pension Fund and the Local 1 Pe»sion Fund as his
or her Home Fund and Supplemental Home Fund respectively, This
election is only availablefor Local 5 Participants, and such participants
rnay only elect the Local I Pension Fund as their "Supplemental Home
Fund." Accordingly, a Local 5 Participant who has elected the Local 5
Pension Fund as his or her "Home Fund" cannot elect any other
Participating Trust Fund its his or her "Supplenzental Home Fin-at"
Secticm l of the International Reciprocal Agreement is also hereby
4.
with
a new subsection (o) as follows:
supplemented
(o)

LOCAL 5 PARTICIPANT(S)

A nypemon who(0 is eligible to be or is a panicipant ofMe tocal 5 Pension
Fund, 00 has elected to designate the Local 5 Pcnsion Fund as his or her
Home Fund and the Local I Pension Fund as his or her Supplemental lIonw
Fund, and (iii) is employed within thejurisdiction ofhis or her Home Funds
or a Participating Fund which is also a party w the International
Reciprocity Agreement.
5,
Section 10 of the International Reciprocal Agreement is hereby
supplemented wnh the following new paragraph at the end of such section:
An)r Employee who is a Local 5 Participant and has elected to designate tlw
Local 3 Pension Fund as his or her Home Fund may designatc tlw Local
Pension Fund as his or her Supplemental Home Fund, by registering on the
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Elecuvnic System at either ofthe Home Funds, Local 5, or Local No. 1 New
York of the International Union of Bricklayers and Allied Craft Workers
("Local 1'9 after presentation ofcr valid photo identification. In addition,
such Employee must agree in writing through a written confirmatimt, as
specified in Sectiorr 11 and submitted electronically (vitt the Electmnic
System) tot (i) the legally binding effect of his or her utilization of an
electronic signature on the Electronic System, (a) the legally binding
election of the designation of the Local 5 Pension Fund and the Local
Pension Fund as his or her Hone Fund and Supplemental lIgnru Fund
respectkelyt and (ill) an approved Authorization and Rekase regarding
any reciprocal transfer or allocations qf Contributions or Monies to the
Funds on his or her behalfin accordance with this Agreement
Section 13 of thc International Reciprocal Agreement is supplemetned with
6.
the following new paragraph at the end ofsuch section:
For any Local 5 Participant who hcrs designated the Local 5 Pension Fund
and the Local 1 Pension Fund as his or her Home Fund and Supplemental
Home Fund respectively, each Participating Pension Fund shall transfer
required contributions to the Local 5 Pension Fund on behalf-qt.both Party
Funds as soon es feasible within a period of thint (30) dap .fifflowing
reccipt of the request for transfer. Subsequent transfers of money to the
Party Funds shall he made to the Local 5 Pension Fund on behalf of the
Party Funds on crt least a monthly basis or more often ((mutually agreed to
by the parties to this Agreement
Upon receipt of any contributions for covered work pet:kilned bv such a
Local 5 Participant pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement with
Locai 5 orfor any transfers nfmoney to the Local 5 Pension Fund on behatf
of du: Party Funds by a Participating Pcnsion Fund, the Local 5 Pension
Furrd shall allocate arrd transfer to the Local I Pension Fund 50% of the
total amount of the required contributions/monies received by or
transferred to the Local 5 Pension Fund on beha11 of such Local 5
Participant 1); however, the Local 5 Participant per:farms work in the
JO/lowing Counties in New York: BrOnx, Brooldyn, Queens, Manhattan,
Staten Island, Suffolk, Nassau Counties, bhen the Local 1 Pension Fund
shall receive WO% of the required contrilmtionshnonies remitted or
transferred on behalfofsuch Local 5 Panicipantfor such covered work.
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The Local S Pension Fund shall allocate and transfer sawn
contributions/monies to the Local 1 Pension Fund as soon asfeasible and
within thirty (30) days of receipt of such confributions/monies. All
contributions transferred shall be attached to appropriate reportingfirms
showing the participants' names, social security numbers, addresses if
known, and number ofhours ofservice, and such other information as the
Funds shall mutually decide.
Section 14 of the international Reciprocal Agreement is hcreby
7.
supplemented with the following new paragraph at the cnd of such section:
For any Local 5 Participant who has designated the Local 5 Pension Fmni
and the Local 1 Pension Fund as his or her Home Fund and Supplemental
Home Fund respectively, each Partimpating Pension Fund shall transfer
required contribwions to the Local 5 Pension Fund on behalf(.?fhoth Party
Ftmds as soon as fiasible within a period of thirty (30) days following
recmPt of the requestfir transfer. Subsequent transfers of tramey to the
Party Funds shall he made to the Local 5 Pension Fund on belmif of the
Party Funds on at least a monthly basis or nrore often if mutually agreed to
by the parties and in accmdance with Section 13 to this Agreement
S.
All benefit credits shall be deemed transferred with the transfer of
contributions/monies to the respective Home Funds in accordance with the terms of this
Agreement, and each Fund shall calculate the amount of benefit credit to be given to each
participant according to its own rules and plan provisions. Each of the Home Funds shall
be responsible for providing benefits to its participants in accordance with its own rules
and plan provisions. That said; the Local l Pension Fund agrees that it shall consider
vesting service or vesting credits earned under the Local 5 Pension Fund for purposes of
determining the vested status under the Local 1 Pension Fund for any Local 5 Participant
who has designated the Local I Pension Fund as their Home Fund or Supplemental Fund,
and for whom contributions have been reciprocated to the Local t Pension Fund on behalf
oCsuch Local 5 Participant.
Each Party shall bear all expenses of collection, administration or
9.
accounting which it shall incur hereunder and shall charge no part thereof to the other Party.
Each Party nmy terminate its participation in this .kgreement by giving
!O.
written notice to the other party at least thirty (30) days in advance of the date of such
terrninati on.
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Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event that either of the Funds lose its
11.
tax-exempt status under the Internal Revenue Code, as may bc amended, this Agreement
as to such Fund shall terminate and be of no further force or effect as of the date such
aforementioned tax-exempt status is lost, unless subsequently ievived by action of the
Parties and the non-exempt Fund takes the appropriate remedial measures to restore its taxexempt status,
Anything heroitt to the contrary notwithstanding, no person other than the
12.
Funds which arc Parties hereto shall have any right, title or interest under or in this
Agreement, or shall have any right to bring any action or proceeding against any Party
hereto, or shall be or be deemed a third party beneficiary hereof, to the extent permitted by
law.
13.
Any dispute, disagreemcnt or question between the Parties arising out of
Agreement,
which is not satisthetorily resolved within sixty (60) days from the time
this
notice thereof shall have bcen given, shall be submitted to the American Arbitration
Association for a final and binding determination through arbitration. The expenses o Nhe
arbitration shall be bome equally by the Parties to the arbitration. Judgment on any award
rendered may be entered in any court of competent jurisdiction.
14.
Any and all notices or communications to be given pursuant to this
Agreement shalt be delivered personally or sent by certified mail, return receipt requested,
to the regular post office address of the Fund to which it is sent.
This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the Parties and shall
15.
not be amended, changed or modified except by an instrument in writing executed by the
Parties hereto.
16.
ln the event that any of the provisions herein contained shall be invalid or
unenforceable, such declaration or adjudication shall in no matter affect or impair the
validity or the enforceability of the other and remaining provisions of this Agreement and
such other and remaining provisions shall remain in full force and effect as though such
invahd or unenforceable provision or clauses had not been herein included in or made a
part of this Agreement.
Except as herein othenvise provided, lhis Agreement shall be binding upon
17.
the Parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns.
This Agreement shall not in any way affect the rights of the Tmstecs of the
18.
respective Funds as contained in their respective Trust Agreements and Plans and Rules of
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Eligibiiity, nor shall it irnpose on any Trustee, nor shall any Trustee assume a fiduciary
responsibility with respect to a Fund other than the Fund on which it serves as a Trustee.
[The remainder of this page is intentionxlly len blank.]
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fiN WITNESS 'rYHEREOF, the said Trustees acting by their duly authorized
officers have made this Agreement effective as of April I, 2019,
PENSION AND ANNUITY PLAN OF
THE BRICKLAYERS PENSION
FCND

By:
Employer Trustee

BRICKLAYERS AND ALLIED
CRAFTWORKERS LOCAL 5 NY
RETIREMENT FUND

By:
Employer Trustee
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Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers
Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN: 14-6016608/PN: 001
Rehabilitation Plan
as of January 1, 2010
As of January 1, 2009 our Plan was less than 65% funded and projected to fail minimum funding standards within the
next four years. These measures place the Plan in the “Critical” zone as per the requirements of the Pension
Protection Act. Our trustees have been hard at work to improve the overall funding of the Plan. In fact, with the
recent benefit changes in combination with scheduled increases to contribution rates our Plan is scheduled to be
greater than 80% funded by January 1, 2025 and in the “green” zone. Below is a description of the Rehabilitation
Plan (benefit changes and contribution increases) and projected funding improvement.
Benefit Changes effective 1/1/2010
1. The monthly Normal Retirement Benefit earned on and after January 1, 2010 will depend on the date on which
the Participant first earned Pension Service. If that date is prior to June 1, 2004, the benefit rate will be $50 for all
Years of Pension Service after December 31, 2009. Otherwise, the benefit rate will be $37.50 for the first ten
Years of Pension Service and $50.00 for all subsequent service on and after December 31, 2009. The ten year
period is measured from date of hire.
2. On and after January 1, 2010, a year of Pension Service is credited for each 1,000 hours, with 1/10 of a Year
credited for each 100 hours worked. No Pension Service will be credited if less than 200 hours are worked in a
Plan Year.
3. The unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with 5 years of Vesting Service is dropped from the Plan and replaced
with an unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with 20 years of Pension Service, with no limitation on Service
earned in each Plan Year.
Schedule of contributions and projected funded percentages
Projected
Contribution
Funded
1
January 1
Rate
Percentage
2010
$11.34
51%
2011
12.99
47%
2012
13.99
46%
2013
14.99
47%
2014
15.99
47%
2015
16.99
48%
2016
17.99
49%
2017
18.99
51%
2018
19.99
53%
2019
20.76
55%
2020
21.53
58%
2021
22.30
62%
2022
23.07
67%
2023
23.07
72%
2024
23.07
79%
2025
23.07
87%
We will monitor actual future percentages relative to this Rehabilitation Plan. Actual future percentages will depend
on future investment and demographic experience.
1

First increase to $12.99 is due by June 1, 2011. Bargaining parties may rely on a multi-year contract. However, a contract first
coming up for negotiation for 6/1/2011 would need to include any additional increase necessary to bring the contribution level to
$12.99 by 6/1/2011 and include the additional $1 increase each year for the duration of the contract.

Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers
Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN: 14-6016608/PN: 001
Default Schedule Rehabilitation Plan
as of January 1, 2010
As of January 1, 2009 our Plan was less than 65% funded and projected to fail minimum funding standards within the
next four years. These measures place the Plan in the “Critical” zone as per the requirements of the Pension
Protection Act. Our trustees have been hard at work to improve the overall funding of the Plan. In fact, with the
recent benefit changes in combination with scheduled increases to contribution rates our Plan is scheduled to be
greater than 80% funded by January 1, 2025 and in the “green” zone. Below is a description of the Default Schedule
(benefit changes and contribution increases) and projected funding improvement.
Benefit Changes effective 1/1/2010
1. The amount of monthly pension benefit earned will be $69.93 for each year of service for those participants
currently at the $75.00 benefit level. Participants currently at the $50.00 benefit level will remain at that level..
2. Disability pensions are dropped from the Plan.
3. The lump sum death benefit is dropped from the Plan.

Schedule of contributions and projected funded percentages
Projected
Funded
Contribution
Rate2
January 1
Percentage
2010
11.34
51%
2011
25.00
46%
2012
25.00
47%
2013
25.00
50%
2014
25.00
53%
2015
25.00
55%
2016
25.00
57%
2017
25.00
60%
2018
25.00
62%
2019
25.00
65%
2020
25.00
68%
2021
25.00
71%
2022
25.00
74%
2023
25.00
77%
2024
25.00
81%
2025
25.00
85%
We will monitor actual future percentages relative to this Rehabilitation Plan. Actual future percentages will depend
on future investment and demographic experience.

2

First increase to $25.00 is due by June 1, 2011. Bargaining parties may rely on a multi-year contract. However, a contract first
coming up for negotiation for 6/1/2011 would need to include any additional increase necessary to bring the contribution level to
$25.00 for the duration of the contract.

Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN: 14-6016608/PN: 001
Rehabilitation Plan 2011 Update

1. Introduction and Background
The Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan (the "Plan") was
determined by the Plan's actuary to be in "criticar status as of 1/1/2009. However, the Board elected to
temporarily freeze the Plan's Zone Status (and extend the funding improvement period) under WRERA in
the 2008 "Endangeree status. As of 1/1/2010 the Plan was certified in "Criticar status and, a
Rehabilitation Plan ("RP") was developed with benefit cuts and contribution rate increases.
The Rehabilitation Period for the Plan is the 10-year period beginning 1/1/2012.
Key Dates Summary:
January I
2008 • Initial Status
• Expiration of CBA(s)covering 75% of active
participants as of actuarial certification date:
• Funding Improvement Period (15 years for
Orange Zone):

a.

PPA Status
Seriously Endangered
5/31/2008
1/1/2009-12/31/2023

2009

• Initial Status
• Frozen Status (after application of WRERA)

Critical
Seriously Endangered

2010

• Status
• Expiration of CBA(s)covering 75% of active
participants as of actuarial certification date:
• Adoption Period:
• Rehabilitation Period:

Critical
5/31/2011
3/31/2010 - 12/31/2011
1/1/2012 - 12/31/2021

Adopting and Duration of a Schedule

Typically, with respect to each Collective Bargaining Agreement("CBA")that was in effect on the adoption
date and after the bargaining parties received a copy of the original Rehabilitation Plan, the bargaining
parties agree to adopt one of the schedules (Default or Alternative). If the bargaining parties fail to adopt a
Schedule, then the Plan Sponsor must implement the Default Schedule, which must take effect on the earlier
of(i) the date the Secretary of Labor certifies that the parties are at an impasse, or (ii) the date which is 180
days after the date on which the CBAs on 1/1/2010 expire.
The Alternative Schedule was agreed to and adopted for our Plan.
Once the agreed to Schedule takes effect, it remains in effect for the duration of the CBA and is relied upon
by the bargaining parties. When a CBA comes up for negotiation, it needs to be negotiated pursuant to the
most recent update of this Rehabilitation Plan and the schedules within.

1

Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN: 14-6016608/PN: 001
Rehabilitation Plan 2011 Update

b.

Updates to Schedules

The Plan Sponsor must annually update the schedules and file the update with the Plan's annual report under
Section 104 of ERISA. The annual update reflects updated projections of assets, liabilities and funding
standard account credit balances provided hy the Plan's actuaries, as well as a projection by the Plan's
actuary as to whether or not the Plan is projected to emerge frorn critical status by the end of the
Rehabilitation Period. Such updates shall be adopted by the Plan Sponsor prior to the end of each critical
year following the first critical year (2010). The updated schedules shall include additional actions,
including updated contribution and benefit schedules, that the Plan Sponsor deems reasonable, and may be
expected to enable the Plan to emerge from critical status by the end of the Rehabilitation Period.

c.

CBAs as of January 1,2010

The main Collective Bargaining Agreement as of January 1, 2010 expired on May 31, 2011.

2. Why Our Plan is not Expected to Emerge from Critical Status
When the 2011 zone certification was made, the funded percentage was again below the 65% threshold and
the projected deficiency (without application of the 5-year automatic extension) was within 5 years as of the
certification date (based on the actuarial assumptions as of the last valuation). Therefore, the Plan's funded
status was certified to be critical or in the "recr zone. Moreover, the Plan is projected to have a negative
credit balance as of 12/31/2012 and is not projected to return to positive within the Rehabilitation Plan
period.
The severe economic downturn of the past few years has created a tremendous funding burden related to the
loss in asset value and reduction in employment (and future contributions). As a result, the Board of
Trustees has determined that, based on reasonable actuarial assumptions and upon exhaustion of all
reasonable measures, the plan can not reasonably be expected to emerge from critical status by the end of
the rehabilitation period.
Therefore, the Trustees agreed to update the Alternative Schedule, as permitted by IRC §432(e)(3)(A)(ii),
and also known as a "safety valve schedule, in a manner which is intended to forestall insolvency. This
alternative lengthens the tirne necessary to emerge from Critical Status. The updated Alternative Schedule,
effective January 1, 2011 is outlined in Section 4. As seen in Section 5 the Plan is anticipated to emerge
from the Red Zone in 2022.

3. Actions taken to Improve Plan's Funded Position
a.

Benefit Changes and Cuts (See Altemative Schedule below for summary)

b.

Contribution Increases (See Alternative Schedule below for summary)

c.

Extension of Amortization Periods
The Trustees have elected to arnortize asset losses in the 2009 plan year over 30 years as allowed by
the Preservation ofAccess to Carefor Medicare Beneficiaries and Pension ReliefAct of2010.
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Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN: 14-6016608/PN: 001
Rehabilitation Plan 2011 Update

4. Update to Alternative Schedule
Benefit Changes
1. Effective January 1, 2012, accrued benefits will be frozen and will equal the benefit accrued through
December 31, 2011.
2. The following benefit changes were previously adopted (original Rehabilitation Plan) effective
January 1, 2010:
(i)

The monthly Normal Retirement Benefit earned on and after January 1, 2010 will depend on the
date on which the Participant first earned Pension Service. If that date is prior to June 1, 2004,
the benefit rate will be $50 for all Years of Pension Service after December 31, 2009.
Otherwise, the benefit rate will be $37.50 for the first ten Years of Pension Service and $50.00
for all subsequent service on and after December 31, 2009. The ten year period is measured
from date of hire.

(ii)

A year of Pension Service is credited for each 1,000 hours, with 1/10 of a Year credited for each
100 hours worked. No Pension Service will be credited if less than 200 hours are worked in a
Plan Year.

(iii)

Unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with 5 years of Vesting Service is eliminated from the
Plan and an unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with 20 years of Pension Service, with no
limitation on Service eamed in each Plan Year is added.
Updated Schedule of Contributions and Projected Funded Percentages

January 1
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025

Projected
Contribution
Funded
Rate
Percentage
$11.34
49.9%
$13.39
48.0%
$13.39
47.7%
$14.39
48.9%
$14.89
50A%
$15.39
51.6%
$15.89
53.1%
$16.39
55.1%
$16.89
57.4%
$17.39
60.3%
$17.89
64.0%
$18.39
68.5%
$18.89
74.3%
$18.89
81.5%
$18.89
90.5%
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Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN: 14-6016608/PN: 001
Rehabilitation Plan 2011 Update

5. Anticipated Funding Progress

Projected Credit Balance
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As ofDecember 31

The charts above project the Funded Percentage as per the Pension Protection Act(PPA). We can see that
the Funded Percentage is 49.9% as of 12/31/2010 and is forecasted to increase modestly to 68.5% by
12/31/2022. The projection includes the accrual freeze and scheduled contribution increases as
contemplated by the updated Rehabilitation Plan noted above. The projection also assumes that there are
no gains or losses on demographic assumptions and the market value of assets returns the assumed rate of
7.25% and includes the election of the 30 year relief permitted under the Preservation of Access to Care
for Medicare Beneficiaries and Pension Relief Act of 2010.
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O’Sullivan
Associates Inc.

Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York
Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN: 14-6016608/PN: 001
Rehabilitation Plan Update (2012)

I.

Introduction and Background
The Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan (the
“Plan”) was determined by the Plan’s actuary to be in “critical” status as of 1/1/2009. However, the
Board elected to temporarily freeze the Plan’s Zone Status (and extend the funding improvement
period) under WRERA in the 2008 “Endangered” status. As of 1/1/2010 the Plan was certified in
“Critical” status and, a Rehabilitation Plan (“RP”) was developed with benefit cuts and contribution
rate increases.

Key Dates Summary:
January 1
2008
 Initial Status
 Expiration of CBA(s) covering 75% of active participants:
 Funding Improvement Period (15 years for Orange Zone):

PPA Status
Seriously Endangered
5/31/2008
1/1/2009-12/31/2023

2009

 Initial Status
 Frozen Status (after application of WRERA)

Critical
Seriously Endangered

2010






Critical
5/31/2011
3/31/2010 - 12/31/2011
1/1/2012 - 12/31/2021

2011

 Status
 Rehabilitation Plan Update

Status
Expiration of CBA(s) covering 75% of active participants:
Adoption Period:
Rehabilitation Period:

Critical
“Safety Valve” Schedule

1. Adopting and Duration of a Schedule
Typically, with respect to each Collective Bargaining Agreement (“CBA”) that was in effect on
the adoption date and after the bargaining parties received a copy of the original Rehabilitation
Plan, the bargaining parties agree to adopt one of the schedules (Default or Alternative). If the
bargaining parties fail to adopt a Schedule, then the Plan Sponsor must implement the Default
Schedule, which must take effect on the earlier of (i) the date the Secretary of Labor certifies that
the parties are at an impasse, or (ii) the date which is 180 days after the date on which the CBAs
on 1/1/2010 expire.
The Alternative Schedule was agreed to and adopted for our Plan. Once the agreed to Schedule
takes effect, it remains in effect for the duration of the CBA and is relied upon by the bargaining
parties. When a CBA comes up for negotiation, it needs to be negotiated pursuant to the most
recent update of this Rehabilitation Plan and the schedules within.
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Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York
Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN: 14-6016608/PN: 001
Rehabilitation Plan Update (2012)

2. Updates to Schedules
The Plan Sponsor must annually update the schedules and file the update with the Plan’s annual
report under Section 104 of ERISA. The annual update reflects updated projections of assets,
liabilities and funding standard account credit balances provided by the Plan’s actuaries, as well
as a projection by the Plan’s actuary as to whether or not the Plan is projected to emerge from
critical status by the end of the Rehabilitation Period. Such updates shall be adopted by the Plan
Sponsor each critical year following the first critical year (2010). The updated schedules shall
include additional actions, including updated contribution and benefit schedules, that the Plan
Sponsor deems reasonable, and may be expected to enable the Plan to emerge from critical status
by the end of the Rehabilitation Period.

3. CBAs as of January 1, 2010
The main Collective Bargaining Agreement as of January 1, 2010 expired on May 31, 2011.

4. Explanation of why the Plan is not expected to emerge from Critical Status
The slow economic recovery of the past two years continues to create a tremendous funding
burden related to the loss in asset value and reduction in employment (and future contributions).
As a result, the plan sponsor determined that, based on reasonable actuarial assumptions and upon
exhaustion of all reasonable measures, the plan can not reasonably be expected to emerge from
critical status by the end of the rehabilitation period.
After reviewing the options, the Trustees believed that such required contribution increases would
cause employers to withdraw from the Plan leading to insolvency, financial assistance from the
PBGC, and benefit cuts.
Based upon these results, the Trustees’ selection of the Alternative Schedule as permitted by IRC
§432(e)(3)(A)(ii), also known as a “reasonable measures” schedule, which is intended to forestall
insolvency continues in effect.
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Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York
Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN: 14-6016608/PN: 001
Rehabilitation Plan Update (2012)

II.

Alternative Schedule
Benefit Changes
The following benefit changes were established under the original and updated RPs. There are no further
changes anticipated at this time.
1. The following benefit changes were previously adopted effective January 1,
2010:
(i) The monthly Normal Retirement Benefit earned on and after January 1,
2010 will depend on the date on which the Participant first earned Future
Service Credit. If that date is prior to June 1, 2004, the benefit rate will be
$50 for all Years of Future Service Credit after December 31, 2009.
Otherwise, the benefit rate will be $37.50 for the first ten Years of Future
Service Credit and $50.00 for all subsequent service on and after December
31, 2009. The ten year period is measured from date of hire.
(ii) A year of Future Service Credit is credited for each 1,000 hours, with 1/10
of a Year credited for each 100 hours worked. No Future Service Credit
will be credited if less than 200 hours are worked in a Plan Year.
(iii) Unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with 5 years of Vesting Service is
eliminated from the Plan and an unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with
20 years of Future Service Credit, with no limitation on Service earned in
each Plan Year is added.
2. Effective January 1, 2012, accrued benefits are frozen and will equal the benefit
accrued through December 31, 2011.
Contribution Increase
Effective January 1, 2013, the Trustees have decided to eliminate all future contribution increases.
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Associates Inc.

Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York
Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN: 14-6016608/PN: 001
Rehabilitation Plan Update (2012)

III.

Default Schedule
Benefit Changes
The following benefit changes were established under the original and updated RPs. There are no further
changes anticipated at this time.
1. The following benefit changes were previously adopted effective January 1,
2010:
(i) The monthly Normal Retirement Benefit earned on and after January 1,
2010 will depend on the date on which the Participant first earned Future
Service Credit. If that date is prior to June 1, 2004, the benefit rate will be
$50 for all Years of Future Service Credit after December 31, 2009.
Otherwise, the benefit rate will be $37.50 for the first ten Years of Future
Service Credit and $50.00 for all subsequent service on and after December
31, 2009. The ten year period is measured from date of hire.
(ii) A year of Future Service Credit is credited for each 1,000 hours, with 1/10
of a Year credited for each 100 hours worked. No Future Service Credit
will be credited if less than 200 hours are worked in a Plan Year.
(iii) Unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with 5 years of Vesting Service is
eliminated from the Plan and an unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with
20 years of Future Service Credit, with no limitation on Service earned in
each Plan Year is added.
2. Effective January 1, 2012, accrued benefits are frozen and will equal the benefit
accrued through December 31, 2011.
Contribution Increases

June 1
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Contribution
Rate
$11.34
$13.39
$13.39
$13.39
$19.39
$25.39

June 1
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020+

Contribution
Rate
$31.39
$37.39
$43.39
$49.39
$55.39

PI
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Rehabilitation Plan Update – 2013 Plan Year

I.

Introduction and Background
The Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan (the
“Plan”) was determined by the Plan’s actuary to be in “critical” status as of 1/1/2009. However, the
Board elected to temporarily freeze the Plan’s Zone Status (and extend the funding improvement
period) under WRERA in the 2008 “Endangered” status. As of 1/1/2010 the Plan was certified in
“Critical” status and, a Rehabilitation Plan (“RP”) was developed with benefit cuts and contribution
rate increases.

Key Dates Summary:
January 1
2008
 Initial Status
 Expiration of CBA(s) covering 75% of active participants:
 Funding Improvement Period (15 years for Orange Zone):

PPA Status
Seriously Endangered
5/31/2008
1/1/2009-12/31/2023

2009

 Initial Status
 Frozen Status (after application of WRERA)

Critical
Seriously Endangered

2010






Critical
5/31/2011
3/31/2010 - 12/31/2011
1/1/2012 - 12/31/2021

2011

 Status
 Rehabilitation Plan Update

Status
Expiration of CBA(s) covering 75% of active participants:
Adoption Period:
Rehabilitation Period:

Critical
“Safety Valve” Schedule

1. Adopting and Duration of a Schedule
Typically, with respect to each Collective Bargaining Agreement (“CBA”) that was in effect on
the adoption date and after the bargaining parties received a copy of the original Rehabilitation
Plan, the bargaining parties agree to adopt one of the schedules (Default or Alternative). If the
bargaining parties fail to adopt a Schedule, then the Plan Sponsor must implement the Default
Schedule (available upon request), which must take effect on the earlier of (i) the date the
Secretary of Labor certifies that the parties are at an impasse, or (ii) the date which is 180 days
after the date on which the CBAs on 1/1/2010 expire.
The Alternative Schedule was agreed to and adopted for our Plan. Once the agreed to Schedule
takes effect, it remains in effect for the duration of the CBA and is relied upon by the bargaining
parties. When a CBA comes up for negotiation, it needs to be negotiated pursuant to the most
recent update of this Rehabilitation Plan and the schedules within.

September 17, 2013

Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York
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2. Updates to Schedules
The Plan Sponsor must annually update the schedules and file the update with the Plan’s annual
report under Section 104 of ERISA. The annual update reflects updated projections of assets,
liabilities and funding standard account credit balances provided by the Plan’s actuaries, as well
as a projection by the Plan’s actuary as to whether or not the Plan is projected to emerge from
critical status by the end of the Rehabilitation Period. Such updates shall be adopted by the Plan
Sponsor each critical year following the first critical year (2010). The updated schedules shall
include additional actions, including updated contribution and benefit schedules, that the Plan
Sponsor deems reasonable, and may be expected to enable the Plan to emerge from critical status
by the end of the Rehabilitation Period.

3. CBAs as of January 1, 2010
The main Collective Bargaining Agreement as of January 1, 2010 expired on May 31, 2011.

4. Explanation of why the Plan is not expected to emerge from Critical Status
The slow economic recovery of the past two years continues to create a tremendous funding
burden related to the loss in asset value and reduction in employment (and future contributions).
As a result, the plan sponsor determined that, based on reasonable actuarial assumptions and upon
exhaustion of all reasonable measures, the plan can not reasonably be expected to emerge from
critical status by the end of the rehabilitation period.
After reviewing the options, the Trustees believed that such required contribution increases would
cause employers to withdraw from the Plan leading to insolvency, financial assistance from the
PBGC, and benefit cuts.
Based upon these results, the Trustees’ selection of the Alternative Schedule as permitted by IRC
§432(e)(3)(A)(ii), also known as a “reasonable measures” schedule, which is intended to forestall
insolvency continues in effect.

September 17, 2013
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II.

Alternative Schedule
Benefit Changes
1. The following benefit changes were previously adopted effective January 1,
2010:
(i) The monthly Normal Retirement Benefit earned on and after January 1,
2010 will depend on the date on which the Participant first earned Future
Service Credit. If that date is prior to June 1, 2004, the benefit rate will be
$50 for all Years of Future Service Credit after December 31, 2009.
Otherwise, the benefit rate will be $37.50 for the first ten Years of Future
Service Credit and $50.00 for all subsequent service on and after December
31, 2009. The ten year period is measured from date of hire.
(ii) A year of Future Service Credit is credited for each 1,000 hours, with 1/10
of a Year credited for each 100 hours worked. No Future Service Credit
will be credited if less than 200 hours are worked in a Plan Year.
(iii) Unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with 5 years of Vesting Service is
eliminated from the Plan and an unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with
20 years of Future Service Credit, with no limitation on Service earned in
each Plan Year is added.
2. Effective January 1, 2012, accrued benefits are frozen and will equal the benefit
accrued through December 31, 2011.
3. Effective March 21, 2013 the following benefits for participants not yet in pay
status as of March 21, 2013 will be suspended until further notice:
(i) Early Retirement
(ii) Disability
(iii) The Pop-Up feature on the Joint & Survivor Benefits
(iv) Return of Contributions Death Benefit
Contribution Increase
Effective January 1, 2013, the Trustees have decided to eliminate all future contribution increases.

September 17, 2013

Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York
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I.

Introduction and Background
The Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan (the
“Plan”) was determined by the Plan’s actuary to be in “critical” status as of 1/1/2009. However, the
Board elected to temporarily freeze the Plan’s Zone Status (and extend the funding improvement
period) under WRERA in the 2008 “Endangered” status. As of 1/1/2010 the Plan was certified in
“Critical” status and, a Rehabilitation Plan (“RP”) was developed with benefit cuts and contribution
rate increases.

Key Dates Summary:
January 1
2008
 Initial Status
 Expiration of CBA(s) covering 75% of active participants:
 Funding Improvement Period (15 years for Orange Zone):

PPA Status
Seriously Endangered
5/31/2008
1/1/2009-12/31/2023

2009

 Initial Status
 Frozen Status (after application of WRERA)

Critical
Seriously Endangered

2010






Critical
5/31/2011
3/31/2010 - 12/31/2011
1/1/2012 - 12/31/2021

2011

 Status
 Rehabilitation Plan Update

Status
Expiration of CBA(s) covering 75% of active participants:
Adoption Period:
Rehabilitation Period:

Critical
“Safety Valve” Schedule

1. Adopting and Duration of a Schedule
Typically, with respect to each Collective Bargaining Agreement (“CBA”) that was in effect on
the adoption date and after the bargaining parties received a copy of the original Rehabilitation
Plan, the bargaining parties agree to adopt one of the schedules (Default or Alternative). If the
bargaining parties fail to adopt a Schedule, then the Plan Sponsor must implement the Default
Schedule (available upon request), which must take effect on the earlier of (i) the date the
Secretary of Labor certifies that the parties are at an impasse, or (ii) the date which is 180 days
after the date on which the CBAs on 1/1/2010 expire.
The Alternative Schedule was agreed to and adopted for our Plan. Once the agreed to Schedule
takes effect, it remains in effect for the duration of the CBA and is relied upon by the bargaining
parties. When a CBA comes up for negotiation, it needs to be negotiated pursuant to the most
recent update of this Rehabilitation Plan and the schedules within.

Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York
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2. Updates to Schedules
The Plan Sponsor must annually update the schedules and file the update with the Plan’s annual
report under Section 104 of ERISA. The annual update reflects updated projections of assets,
liabilities and funding standard account credit balances provided by the Plan’s actuaries, as well
as a projection by the Plan’s actuary as to whether or not the Plan is projected to emerge from
critical status by the end of the Rehabilitation Period. Such updates shall be adopted by the Plan
Sponsor each critical year following the first critical year (2010). The updated schedules shall
include additional actions, including updated contribution and benefit schedules, that the Plan
Sponsor deems reasonable, and may be expected to enable the Plan to emerge from critical status
by the end of the Rehabilitation Period.

3. CBAs as of January 1, 2010
The main Collective Bargaining Agreement as of January 1, 2010 expired on May 31, 2011.

4. Explanation of why the Plan is not expected to emerge from Critical Status
The slow economic recovery of the past two years continues to create a tremendous funding
burden related to the loss in asset value and reduction in employment (and future contributions).
As a result, the plan sponsor determined that, based on reasonable actuarial assumptions and upon
exhaustion of all reasonable measures, the plan can not reasonably be expected to emerge from
critical status by the end of the rehabilitation period.
After reviewing the options, the Trustees believed that such required contribution increases would
cause employers to withdraw from the Plan leading to insolvency, financial assistance from the
PBGC, and benefit cuts.
Based upon these results, the Trustees’ selection of the Alternative Schedule as permitted by IRC
§432(e)(3)(A)(ii), also known as a “reasonable measures” schedule, which is intended to forestall
insolvency continues in effect.

Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York
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II.

Alternative Schedule
Benefit Changes
1. The following benefit changes were previously adopted effective January 1,
2010:
(i) The monthly Normal Retirement Benefit earned on and after January 1,
2010 will depend on the date on which the Participant first earned Future
Service Credit. If that date is prior to June 1, 2004, the benefit rate will be
$50 for all Years of Future Service Credit after December 31, 2009.
Otherwise, the benefit rate will be $37.50 for the first ten Years of Future
Service Credit and $50.00 for all subsequent service on and after December
31, 2009. The ten year period is measured from date of hire.
(ii) A year of Future Service Credit is credited for each 1,000 hours, with 1/10
of a Year credited for each 100 hours worked. No Future Service Credit
will be credited if less than 200 hours are worked in a Plan Year.
(iii) Unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with 5 years of Vesting Service is
eliminated from the Plan and an unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with
20 years of Future Service Credit, with no limitation on Service earned in
each Plan Year is added.
2. Effective January 1, 2012, accrued benefits are frozen and will equal the benefit
accrued through December 31, 2011.
3. Effective March 21, 2013 the following benefits for participants not yet in pay
status as of March 21, 2013 will be suspended until 2017:
(i) Early Retirement
(ii) Disability
(iii) The Pop-Up feature on the Joint & Survivor Benefits
(iv) Return of Contributions Death Benefit
Contribution Increase
Effective January 1, 2013, the Trustees have decided to eliminate all future contribution increases.

Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York
Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN: 14-6016608/PN: 001
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I.

Introduction and Background
The Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan (the
“Plan”) was determined by the Plan’s actuary to be in “critical” status as of 1/1/2009. However, the
Board elected to temporarily freeze the Plan’s Zone Status (and extend the funding improvement
period) under WRERA in the 2008 “Endangered” status. As of 1/1/2010 the Plan was certified in
“Critical” status and, a Rehabilitation Plan (“RP”) was developed with benefit cuts and contribution
rate increases.

Key Dates Summary:
January 1
2008
 Initial Status
 Expiration of CBA(s) covering 75% of active participants:
 Funding Improvement Period (15 years for Orange Zone):

PPA Status
Seriously Endangered
5/31/2008
1/1/2009-12/31/2023

2009

 Initial Status
 Frozen Status (after application of WRERA)

Critical
Seriously Endangered

2010






Critical
5/31/2011
3/31/2010 - 12/31/2011
1/1/2012 - 12/31/2021

2011

 Status
 Rehabilitation Plan Update

2015

 Status

Status
Expiration of CBA(s) covering 75% of active participants:
Adoption Period:
Rehabilitation Period:

Critical
“Safety Valve” Schedule
Critical and Declining

1. Adopting and Duration of a Schedule
Typically, with respect to each Collective Bargaining Agreement (“CBA”) that was in effect on
the adoption date and after the bargaining parties received a copy of the original Rehabilitation
Plan, the bargaining parties agree to adopt one of the schedules (Default or Alternative). If the
bargaining parties fail to adopt a Schedule, then the Plan Sponsor must implement the Default
Schedule (available upon request), which must take effect on the earlier of (i) the date the
Secretary of Labor certifies that the parties are at an impasse, or (ii) the date which is 180 days
after the date on which the CBAs on 1/1/2010 expire.
The Alternative Schedule was agreed to and adopted for our Plan. Once the agreed to Schedule
takes effect, it remains in effect for the duration of the CBA and is relied upon by the bargaining
parties. When a CBA comes up for negotiation, it needs to be negotiated pursuant to the most
recent update of this Rehabilitation Plan and the schedules within.

Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York
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2. Updates to Schedules
The Plan Sponsor must annually update the schedules and file the update with the Plan’s annual
report under Section 104 of ERISA. The annual update reflects updated projections of assets,
liabilities and funding standard account credit balances provided by the Plan’s actuaries, as well
as a projection by the Plan’s actuary as to whether or not the Plan is projected to emerge from
critical status by the end of the Rehabilitation Period. Such updates shall be adopted by the Plan
Sponsor each critical year following the first critical year (2010). The updated schedules shall
include additional actions, including updated contribution and benefit schedules, that the Plan
Sponsor deems reasonable, and may be expected to enable the Plan to emerge from critical status
by the end of the Rehabilitation Period.

3. CBAs as of January 1, 2010
The main Collective Bargaining Agreement as of January 1, 2010 expired on May 31, 2011.

4. Explanation of why the Plan is not expected to emerge from Critical Status
The slow economic recovery of the past two years continues to create a tremendous funding
burden related to the loss in asset value and reduction in employment (and future contributions).
As a result, the plan sponsor determined that, based on reasonable actuarial assumptions and upon
exhaustion of all reasonable measures, the plan can not reasonably be expected to emerge from
critical status by the end of the rehabilitation period.
After reviewing the options, the Trustees believed that such required contribution increases would
cause employers to withdraw from the Plan leading to insolvency, financial assistance from the
PBGC, and benefit cuts.
Based upon these results, the Trustees’ selection of the Alternative Schedule as permitted by IRC
§432(e)(3)(A)(ii), also known as a “reasonable measures” schedule, which is intended to forestall
insolvency continues in effect.

Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York
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II.

Alternative Schedule
Benefit Changes
1. The following benefit changes were previously adopted effective January 1,
2010:
(i) The monthly Normal Retirement Benefit earned on and after January 1,
2010 will depend on the date on which the Participant first earned Future
Service Credit. If that date is prior to June 1, 2004, the benefit rate will be
$50 for all Years of Future Service Credit after December 31, 2009.
Otherwise, the benefit rate will be $37.50 for the first ten Years of Future
Service Credit and $50.00 for all subsequent service on and after December
31, 2009. The ten year period is measured from date of hire.
(ii) A year of Future Service Credit is credited for each 1,000 hours, with 1/10
of a Year credited for each 100 hours worked. No Future Service Credit
will be credited if less than 200 hours are worked in a Plan Year.
(iii) Unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with 5 years of Vesting Service is
eliminated from the Plan and an unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with
20 years of Future Service Credit, with no limitation on Service earned in
each Plan Year is added.
2. Effective January 1, 2012, accrued benefits are frozen and will equal the benefit
accrued through December 31, 2011.
3. Effective March 21, 2013 the following benefits for participants not yet in pay
status as of March 21, 2013 will be suspended until 2017:
(i) Early Retirement
(ii) Disability
(iii) The Pop-Up feature on the Joint & Survivor Benefits
(iv) Return of Contributions Death Benefit
Contribution Increase
Effective January 1, 2013, the Trustees have decided to eliminate all future contribution increases.

Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York
Retirement Fund Pension Plan
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I.

Introduction and Background
The Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan (the “Plan”)
was determined by the Plan’s actuary to be in “critical” status as of 1/1/2009. However, the Board
elected to temporarily freeze the Plan’s Zone Status (and extend the funding improvement period) under
WRERA in the 2008 “Endangered” status. As of 1/1/2010 the Plan was certified in “Critical” status
and, a Rehabilitation Plan (“RP”) was developed with benefit cuts and contribution rate increases.

Key Dates Summary:
January 1
2008
 Initial Status
 Expiration of CBA(s) covering 75% of active participants:
 Funding Improvement Period (15 years for Orange Zone):
2009

 Initial Status
 Frozen Status (after application of WRERA)

2010






2011

 Status
 Rehabilitation Plan Update

2015

 Status

Status
Expiration of CBA(s) covering 75% of active participants:
Adoption Period:
Rehabilitation Period:

PPA Status
Seriously Endangered
5/31/2008
1/1/2009-12/31/2023
Critical
Seriously Endangered
Critical
5/31/2011
3/31/2010 - 12/31/2011
1/1/2012 - 12/31/2021
Critical
“Safety Valve” Schedule
Critical and Declining

1. Adopting and Duration of a Schedule
Typically, with respect to each Collective Bargaining Agreement (“CBA”) that was in effect on the
adoption date and after the bargaining parties received a copy of the original Rehabilitation Plan,
the bargaining parties agree to adopt one of the schedules (Default or Alternative). If the bargaining
parties fail to adopt a Schedule, then the Plan Sponsor must implement the Default Schedule
(available upon request), which must take effect on the earlier of (i) the date the Secretary of Labor
certifies that the parties are at an impasse, or (ii) the date which is 180 days after the date on which
the CBAs on 1/1/2010 expire.
The Alternative Schedule was agreed to and adopted for our Plan. Once the agreed to Schedule
takes effect, it remains in effect for the duration of the CBA and is relied upon by the bargaining
parties. When a CBA comes up for negotiation, it needs to be negotiated pursuant to the most
recent update of this Rehabilitation Plan and the schedules within.
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2. Updates to Schedules
The Plan Sponsor must annually update the schedules and file the update with the Plan’s annual
report under Section 104 of ERISA. The annual update reflects updated projections of assets,
liabilities and funding standard account credit balances provided by the Plan’s actuaries, as well as
a projection by the Plan’s actuary as to whether or not the Plan is projected to emerge from critical
status by the end of the Rehabilitation Period. Such updates shall be adopted by the Plan Sponsor
each critical year following the first critical year (2010). The updated schedules shall include
additional actions, including updated contribution and benefit schedules, that the Plan Sponsor
deems reasonable, and may be expected to enable the Plan to emerge from critical status by the end
of the Rehabilitation Period.

3. CBAs as of January 1, 2010
The main Collective Bargaining Agreement as of January 1, 2010 expired on May 31, 2011.

4. Explanation of why the Plan is not expected to emerge from Critical Status
The slow economic recovery of the past two years continues to create a tremendous funding burden
related to the loss in asset value and reduction in employment (and future contributions). As a
result, the plan sponsor determined that, based on reasonable actuarial assumptions and upon
exhaustion of all reasonable measures, the plan can not reasonably be expected to emerge from
critical status by the end of the rehabilitation period.
After reviewing the options, the Trustees believed that such required contribution increases would
cause employers to withdraw from the Plan leading to insolvency, financial assistance from the
PBGC, and benefit cuts.
Based upon these results, the Trustees’ selection of the Alternative Schedule as permitted by IRC
§432(e)(3)(A)(ii), also known as a “reasonable measures” schedule, which is intended to forestall
insolvency continues in effect.

5. Explanation of Plan Changes effective June 1, 2017
After applying for a benefit suspension and plan partition as allowed under the Multiemployer
Pension Reform Act and withdrawing said application on the basis it was going to be denied the
Trustees deemed it reasonable to lift the suspension on the benefits that were suspended in the 2012
Update to the Rehabilitation Plan for participants who meet certain criteria, a description of the
benefits and eligibility criteria can be found in Section II of this document.

Z:\009 5\p\Val\2016\PPA\RP update 5 16.docx
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II.

Alternative Schedule
Benefit Changes
1. The following benefit changes were previously adopted effective January 1, 2010:
(i) The monthly Normal Retirement Benefit earned on and after January 1, 2010
will depend on the date on which the Participant first earned Future Service
Credit. If that date is prior to June 1, 2004, the benefit rate will be $50 for
all Years of Future Service Credit after December 31, 2009. Otherwise, the
benefit rate will be $37.50 for the first ten Years of Future Service Credit
and $50.00 for all subsequent service on and after December 31, 2009. The
ten year period is measured from date of hire.
(ii) A year of Future Service Credit is credited for each 1,000 hours, with 1/10
of a Year credited for each 100 hours worked. No Future Service Credit
will be credited if less than 200 hours are worked in a Plan Year.
(iii) Unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with 5 years of Vesting Service is
eliminated from the Plan and an unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with
20 years of Future Service Credit, with no limitation on Service earned in
each Plan Year is added.
2. Effective January 1, 2012, accrued benefits are frozen and will equal the benefit
accrued through December 31, 2011.
3. Effective March 21, 2013 the following benefits for participants not yet in pay
status as of March 21, 2013 will be suspended until 2017:
(i) Early Retirement
(ii) Disability
(iii) The Pop-Up feature on the Joint & Survivor Benefits
(iv) Return of Contributions Death Benefit
4. Effective June 1, 2017 the suspension of the following benefits;
 Early Retirement
 Disability
 Family Survivor and Single Sum Death Benefit
 The “Pop Up Feature” on the Joint & Survivor Pensions
has been lifted for participants who worked in Covered Service for at least 250
hours in any one of the Plan Years ending December 31, 2011, 2012, and 2013,
and meets one of the criteria below:
 Worked in Covered Service for at least 100 hours for each of the Plan Years
ending December 31, 2014, 2015, and 2016, or
 Became Permanent and Totally Disabled as defined in Section 8.03 of the Plan
Document, between January 1, 2013 and May 31, 2017.
Z:\009 5\p\Val\2016\PPA\RP update 5 16.docx
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Effective June 1, 2017 all participants who retired after March 31, 2013 receiving
a Joint & Survivor Benefit shall have the “Pop Up Feature” restored.

Contribution Increase
Effective January 1, 2013, the Trustees have decided to eliminate all future contribution increases.
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I.

Introduction and Background
The Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York Retirement Fund Pension Plan (the “Plan”)
was determined by the Plan’s actuary to be in “critical” status as of 1/1/2009. However, the Board
elected to temporarily freeze the Plan’s Zone Status (and extend the funding improvement period) under
WRERA in the 2008 “Endangered” status. As of 1/1/2010 the Plan was certified in “Critical” status
and, a Rehabilitation Plan (“RP”) was developed with benefit cuts and contribution rate increases.

Key Dates Summary:
January 1
2008
 Initial Status
 Expiration of CBA(s) covering 75% of active participants:
 Funding Improvement Period (15 years for Orange Zone):
2009

 Initial Status
 Frozen Status (after application of WRERA)

2010






2011

 Status
 Rehabilitation Plan Update

2015

 Status

Status
Expiration of CBA(s) covering 75% of active participants:
Adoption Period:
Rehabilitation Period:

PPA Status
Seriously Endangered
5/31/2008
1/1/2009-12/31/2023
Critical
Seriously Endangered
Critical
5/31/2011
3/31/2010 - 12/31/2011
1/1/2012 - 12/31/2021
Critical
“Safety Valve” Schedule
Critical and Declining

1. Adopting and Duration of a Schedule
Typically, with respect to each Collective Bargaining Agreement (“CBA”) that was in effect on the
adoption date and after the bargaining parties received a copy of the original Rehabilitation Plan,
the bargaining parties agree to adopt one of the schedules (Default or Alternative). If the bargaining
parties fail to adopt a Schedule, then the Plan Sponsor must implement the Default Schedule
(available upon request), which must take effect on the earlier of (i) the date the Secretary of Labor
certifies that the parties are at an impasse, or (ii) the date which is 180 days after the date on which
the CBAs on 1/1/2010 expire.
The Alternative Schedule was agreed to and adopted for our Plan. Once the agreed to Schedule
takes effect, it remains in effect for the duration of the CBA and is relied upon by the bargaining
parties. When a CBA comes up for negotiation, it needs to be negotiated pursuant to the most
recent update of this Rehabilitation Plan and the schedules within.
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2. Updates to Schedules
The Plan Sponsor must annually update the schedules and file the update with the Plan’s annual
report under Section 104 of ERISA. The annual update reflects updated projections of assets,
liabilities and funding standard account credit balances provided by the Plan’s actuaries, as well as
a projection by the Plan’s actuary as to whether or not the Plan is projected to emerge from critical
status by the end of the Rehabilitation Period. Such updates shall be adopted by the Plan Sponsor
each critical year following the first critical year (2010). The updated schedules shall include
additional actions, including updated contribution and benefit schedules, that the Plan Sponsor
deems reasonable, and may be expected to enable the Plan to emerge from critical status by the end
of the Rehabilitation Period.

3. CBAs as of January 1, 2010
The main Collective Bargaining Agreement as of January 1, 2010 expired on May 31, 2011.

4. Explanation of why the Plan is not expected to emerge from Critical Status
The slow economic recovery continues to create a tremendous funding burden related to the loss in
asset value and reduction in employment (and future contributions). As a result, the plan sponsor
determined that, based on reasonable actuarial assumptions and upon exhaustion of all reasonable
measures, the plan can not reasonably be expected to emerge from critical status by the end of the
rehabilitation period.
After reviewing the options, the Trustees believed that such required contribution increases would
cause employers to withdraw from the Plan leading to insolvency, financial assistance from the
PBGC, and benefit cuts.
Based upon these results, the Trustees’ selection of the Alternative Schedule as permitted by IRC
§432(e)(3)(A)(ii), also known as a “reasonable measures” schedule, which is intended to forestall
insolvency continues in effect.

5. Explanation of Plan Changes effective June 1, 2017
After applying for a benefit suspension and plan partition as allowed under the Multiemployer
Pension Reform Act and withdrawing said application on the basis it was going to be denied the
Trustees deemed it reasonable to lift the suspension on the benefits that were suspended in the 2012
Update to the Rehabilitation Plan for participants who meet certain criteria, a description of the
benefits and eligibility criteria can be found in Section II of this document.
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II.

Alternative Schedule
Benefit Changes
1. The following benefit changes were previously adopted effective January 1, 2010:
(i) The monthly Normal Retirement Benefit earned on and after January 1, 2010
will depend on the date on which the Participant first earned Future Service
Credit. If that date is prior to June 1, 2004, the benefit rate will be $50 for
all Years of Future Service Credit after December 31, 2009. Otherwise, the
benefit rate will be $37.50 for the first ten Years of Future Service Credit
and $50.00 for all subsequent service on and after December 31, 2009. The
ten year period is measured from date of hire.
(ii) A year of Future Service Credit is credited for each 1,000 hours, with 1/10
of a Year credited for each 100 hours worked. No Future Service Credit
will be credited if less than 200 hours are worked in a Plan Year.
(iii) Unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with 5 years of Vesting Service is
eliminated from the Plan and an unreduced Early Retirement at age 62 with
20 years of Future Service Credit, with no limitation on Service earned in
each Plan Year is added.
2. Effective January 1, 2012, accrued benefits are frozen and will equal the benefit
accrued through December 31, 2011.
3. Effective March 21, 2013 the following benefits for participants not yet in pay
status as of March 21, 2013 will be suspended until 2017:
(i) Early Retirement
(ii) Disability
(iii) The Pop-Up feature on the Joint & Survivor Benefits
(iv) Return of Contributions Death Benefit
4. Effective June 1, 2017 the suspension of the following benefits;
 Early Retirement
 Disability
 Family Survivor and Single Sum Death Benefit
 The “Pop Up Feature” on the Joint & Survivor Pensions
has been lifted for participants who worked in Covered Service for at least 250
hours in any one of the Plan Years ending December 31, 2011, 2012, and 2013,
and meets one of the criteria below:
 Worked in Covered Service for at least 100 hours for each of the Plan Years
ending December 31, 2014, 2015, and 2016, or
 Became Permanent and Totally Disabled as defined in Section 8.03 of the Plan
Document, between January 1, 2013 and May 31, 2017.
Z:\009 5\p\Val\2019\MB\RP update 5 18.docx

Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 5 New York
Retirement Fund Pension Plan
EIN: 14-6016608/PN: 001
Rehabilitation Plan Update – 2018 Plan Year
Effective June 1, 2017 all participants who retired after March 31, 2013 receiving
a Joint & Survivor Benefit shall have the “Pop Up Feature” restored.

Contribution Increase
Effective January 1, 2013, the Trustees have decided to eliminate all future contribution increases.
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TEMPLATE 1

File name: Template 1 Pension Plan Name , where "Pension Plan Name" is an abbreviated version of the plan name.

Form 5500 Projection

v20210706p

For supplemental submission due to merger under § 4262.4(f)(1)(ii): Template 1 Pension Plan Name Merged , where "Pension Plan Name
Merged" is an abbreviated version of the plan name for the separate plan involved in the merger.

For the 2018 plan year until the most recent plan year for which the Form 5500 is required to be filed, provide the projection of expected benefit payments as required to be attached to the
Form 5500 Schedule MB if the response to line 8b(1) of the Form 5500 Schedule MB is "Yes."
PLAN INFORMATION
Abbreviated
Plan Name:
EIN:
14-6016608
PN:
001

Plan Year Start Date
Plan Year End Date

BAC 5

Complete for each Form 5500 that has been filed prior to the date the SFA application is submitted*.

2018 Form 5500
01/01/2018
12/31/2018

2019 Form 5500
01/01/2019
12/31/2019

2020 Form 5500

2021 Form 5500

2022 Form 5500

2023 Form 5500

2024 Form 5500

2025 Form 5500

Expected Benefit Payments

Plan Year
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034

$5,245,821
$5,245,821
$5,245,821
$5,245,821
$5,245,821
$5,245,821
$5,242,149
$5,212,793
$5,213,836
$5,213,836
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
$5,245,821
$5,245,821
$5,245,821
$5,245,821
$5,245,821
$5,242,149
$5,212,793
$5,213,836
$5,213,836
$5,111,645
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

2035

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

* Adjust column headers as may be needed due to any changes in the plan year since 2018 and provide supporting explanation. For example, assume the plan has a calendar year plan year, but effective 10/1/2019
the plan year is changed to begin on October 1. For 2019 there will be two 2019 Forms - one for the short plan year from 1/1/2019 to 9/30/2019, and another for the plan year 10/1/2019 to 9/30/2020. For this
example, modify the table to show a separate column for each of the separate Forms 5500, and identify the plan year period for each filing.

TEMPLATE 3

v20210706p

File name: Template 3 Pension Plan Name , where "Pension Plan Name" is an abbreviated version of the plan name.

Historical Plan Information

For supplemental submission due to merger under § 4262.4(f)(1)(ii): Template 3 Pension Plan Name Merged , where "Pension Plan Name Merged" is an
abbreviated version of the plan name for the separate plan involved in the merger.

Provide historical plan information for each of the most recent 10 plan years immediately preceding the application filing date that separately identifies: total contributions, total contribution base units (including identification of the base unit used (i.e.,
hourly, weekly)), average contribution rates, and number of active participants at the beginning of each plan year. Also show separately for each of the most recent 10 plan years immediately preceding the application filing date all other sources of noninvestment income, including, if applicable, withdrawal liability payments collected, reciprocity contributions (if applicable), additional contributions from the rehabilitation plan (if any), and other identifiable contribution streams.
If the sum of all contributions and withdrawal liabilities shown on this table does not equal the amount shown as contributions credited to the funding standard account on the plan year Schedule MB of Form 5500, include an explanation as a footnote to this
table.
PLAN INFORMATION
Abbreviated
Plan Name:
EIN:
14-6016608
PN:
001
Unit (e.g. hourly,
weekly)

BAC 5

Hourly
All Other Sources of Non-Investment Income

Plan Year (in order
from oldest to most
recent)

Plan Year Start Date

Plan Year End Date

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

01/01/2010
01/01/2011
01/01/2012
01/01/2013
01/01/2014
01/01/2015
01/01/2016
01/01/2017
01/01/2018
01/01/2019

12/31/2010
12/31/2011
12/31/2012
12/31/2013
12/31/2014
12/31/2015
12/31/2016
12/31/2017
12/31/2018
12/31/2019

Total Contributions*
$2,480,621
$1,992,893
$2,016,684
$1,843,878
$1,931,618
$2,118,436
$2,843,258
$2,131,714
$2,183,801
$1,239,123

Total Contribution
Base Units

Average
Contribution Rate

230,113
158,923
150,611
137,706
144,258
158,210
212,342
159,202
163,092
148,043

$10.78
$12.54
$13.39
$13.39
$13.39
$13.39
$13.39
$13.39
$13.39
$8.37

Reciprocity
Contributions (if
applicable)

Additional Rehab Plan
Contributions (if
applicable)

* Total contributions shown here should be contributions based upon CBUs and should not include items separately shown in any columns under "All Other Sources of Non-Investment Income."

Other - Explain if
Applicable
$48,027
$2,639
$22,316
$28
$2,286
$4,926
$125
$0
$2,150
$2,067

Withdrawal Liability
Payments Collected

Number of Active
Participants at
Beginning of Plan
Year

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

230
220
192
180
178
173
185
209
165
154

TEMPLATE 4

SFA Determination

v20210824p

File name: Template 4 Pension Plan Name , where "Pension Plan Name" is an abbreviated version of the plan name.
For supplemental submission due to a merger under § 4262.4(f)(1)(ii): Template 4 Pension Plan Name Merged , where "Pension Plan Name Merged" is an abbreviated version
of the plan name for the separate plan involved in the merger.
For supplemental submission due to certain events with limitations under § 4262.4(f)(1)(i): Template 4 Pension Plan Name Supp , where "Pension Plan Name" is an
abbreviated version of the plan name.
Instructions for Section C, Item 4 of the Instructions for Filing Requirements for Multiemployer Plans Applying for Special Financial Assistance:
Provide information used to determine the amount of requested SFA for the plan based on a deterministic projection and using the actuarial assumptions as described in §
4262.4 of PBGC’s special financial assistance regulation. The information to be provided is:
NOTE: All items below are provided on sheet '4-3 SFA Details' unless otherwise noted.
a. Interest rate used (the "SFA interest rate"), including supporting details on how it was determined. If such interest rate is the limit described in section 4262(e)(3) of
ERISA, identify the month selected by the plan to determine the third segment rate used to calculate the limit. [Sheet: 4-1 SFA Interest Rate]
b. Fair market value of assets on the last day of the calendar quarter immediately preceding the date the application is filed (the "SFA measurement date”).
c. For each plan year in the period beginning on the SFA measurement date and ending on the last day of the last plan year ending in 2051 (the "SFA coverage period"):
i. Separately identify the projected amount of contributions, projected withdrawal liability payments, and other payments expected to be made to the plan
(excluding the amount of financial assistance under section 4261 of ERISA and SFA to be received by the plan).
ii. Separately identify benefit payments described in § 4262.4(b)(1) of PBGC's special assistance regulation (excluding the payments in (c)(iii) below) for current
retirees and beneficiaries, terminated vested participants not currently receiving benefits, currently active participants and new entrants. [Sheet: 4-2 SFA Ben
Pmts]
iii. Separately identify payments described in § 4262.4(b)(1) of PBGC's special financial assistance regulation attributable to the reinstatement of benefits under §
4262.15 that were previously suspended through the SFA measurement date. [Also see applicable examples in Section C, Item 4(c)(iii) of the SFA
instructions.]
iv. Separately identify administrative expenses expected to be paid using plan assets, excluding the amount owed PBGC under section 4261 of ERISA.
d. For each plan year in the SFA coverage period, the projected investment income based on the interest rate in (a) above, and the projected fair market value of plan
assets at the end of each plan year.
e. The present value (using the interest rate identified in (a) above) as of the SFA measurement date of each of the separately provided items in (c)(i)-(iv) above.
f. SFA amount determined as a lump sum as of the SFA measurement date. As described in § 4262.4(a) of PBGC’s special financial assistance regulation, this amount
equals the excess (if any) of the SFA-eligible plan obligations (the present value of the items in (c)(ii) through (c)(iv)) over the SFA-eligible plan resources (item (b)
plus the present value of the items in (c)(i)).

Additional instructions for each individual worksheet:
Sheet
4-1 SFA Determination - SFA Interest Rate
See instructions on 4-1 SFA Interest Rate.
4-2

SFA Determination - SFA Benefit Payments

On this sheet, you will provide:
--Basic plan information (plan name, EIN/PN, SFA measurement date, SFA interest rate),
--Year-by-year deterministic projection of benefit payments, and
--Present values as of the SFA measurement date, using the SFA interest rate.
For each plan year in the period beginning on the SFA measurement date and ending on the last day of the last plan year ending in 2051 (the "SFA coverage period"), separately
identify benefit payments described in § 4262.4(b)(1) of PBGC's special assistance regulation for current retirees and beneficiaries, terminated vested participants not currently
receiving benefits, currently active participants and new entrants. On this Sheet 4-2, show all benefit payments as positive amounts.
If the plan has suspended benefit payments under sections 305(e)(9) or 4245 of ERISA, the benefit payments in this Sheet 4-2 projection should reflect prospective
reinstatement of benefits assuming such reinstatements commence as of the SFA measurement date. If the plan restored or partially restored benefits under 26 CFR 1.432(e)(9)1(e)(3) before the SFA measurement date, the benefit payments in this Sheet 4-2 should reflect fully restored prospective benefits.
Benefit payments to be paid to participants to restore previously suspended benefits should not be included on this Sheet 4-2, and are separately shown on Sheet 4-3 in the
Column (7). All reinstatement of benefits should be shown assuming such reinstatements are paid beginning as of the SFA measurement date (or on the SFA measurement
date, for lump sum reinstatement of prior suspended benefits).
Provide the present value as of the SFA measurement date of each separate set of benefit payments, using the limited SFA interest rate from Sheet 4-1. On this sheet, show the
present values as positive amounts.
Except for the first row in the projection exhibit below, each row must include the full plan year of the indicated information up to the plan year ending in 2051. This first row
may be less than a full plan year of information. The first row in the projection period is for the period beginning on the SFA measurement date and ending on the last day of the
plan year containing the SFA measurement date. For all other periods, provide the full plan year of information up to the plan year ending in 2051.

4-3

SFA Determination - SFA Details

On this sheet, you will provide:
--Basic plan information (plan name, EIN/PN, SFA measurement date, SFA interest rate),
--Year-by-year deterministic projection, and
--Present values as of the SFA measurement date, using the SFA interest rate.
For each plan year in the period beginning on the SFA measurement date and ending on the last day of the last plan year ending in 2051 (the "SFA coverage period"), provide
each of the items requested in Columns (1) through (10). Show payments INTO the plan as positive amounts and payments OUT of the plan as negative amounts.
If the plan has suspended benefit payments under sections 305(e)(9) or 4245 of ERISA, Column (7) should show the benefit payments to be made to restore the past benefits
that have been suspended. These amounts should be determined as if such reinstatements are paid beginning as of the SFA measurement date. If the plan sponsor elects to pay
these amounts as a lump sum, then the lump sum amount is assumed paid as of the SFA measurement date. If the plan sponsor decides to make payments over 60 months, the
first monthly payment is assumed paid on the first regular payment date on or after the SFA measurement date. See the examples in the SFA Instructions. If the reinstatement is
paid over 60 months, each row in the projection should reflect the monthly payments for that period. The prospective reinstatement of suspended benefits is included in Column
(6); Column (7) is only for reinstatement of past benefits that were suspended.
Provide the present values as of the SFA measurement date of each of the projections in Columns (3) through (8), using the limited SFA interest rate from Sheet 4-1. Show the
present values as the same sign (positive or negative) as the projected amounts (e.g., benefit payments are negative on this Sheet 4-3, and the present value of benefit payments
should also be negative.
Except for the first row in the projection exhibit, each row must include the full plan year of the indicated information up to the plan year ending in 2051. This first row may be
less than a full plan year of information. The first row in the projection period is for the period beginning on the SFA measurement date and ending on the last day of the plan
year containing the SFA measurement date. For all other periods, provide the full plan year of information up to the plan year ending in 2051.
Version Updates
Version

Date updated
On 4-1 SFA Interest Rate sheet, the wording in cell A19 was updated and additional details were added to cell D19. Also on this sheet, minor
formatting changes were made to many of the cells with red text.

v20210824p

08/24/2021

v20210820p

08/20/2021 On 4-1 SFA Interest Rate sheet, the link in cell D19 was removed.

v20210706p

07/06/2021

TEMPLATE 4 - Sheet 4-1

v20210824p

SFA Determination - Interest Rate
Provide the SFA interest rate used, including supporting details on how it was determined.
PLAN INFORMATION
Abbreviated
Plan Name:
EIN:
14-6016608
PN:
001
Application Submission
09/23/2021
Date:
SFA measurement date:

06/30/2021

Last day of first plan year
ending after the
measurement date:

12/31/201

SFA Interest Rate Used

BAC 5

Last day of the calendar quarter immediately preceding the application submission date.

5.00%

Input amount used in determination of SFA.

5.00%

Interest rate used for the funding standard account projections in the plan's most recently
completed certification of plan status before 1/1/2021.

Development of interest rate limit:
Plan Interest Rate:

Month used for interest rate (month in which
application is filed or the 3 preceding
months) :

Month is selected by the plan sponsor.
Aug-21

ERISA Section 303(h)(2)(C)(iii) rate
disregarding modifications made under
clause (iv) of such section:
3.38%

24-month average third segment rate for selected month without regard to interest rate
stabilization rules. These rates are issued by IRS each month. For example, the applicable
third segment rate for August 2021 is 3.38%. That rate was issued in
IRS Notice 21-50 on August 16, 2021 (see page 2 of notice under the heading "24-Month
Average Segment Rates Without 25-Year Average Adjustment").
It is also available on IRS’ Funding Yield Curve Segment Rate Tables web page (See
Funding Table 3 under the heading "24-Month Average Segment Rates Not Adjusted").

Interest Rate Limit (3rd Segment rate plus
200 basis points) :

5.38%

This amount is calculated based on the other information entered.

SFA Interest Rate Calculation (Lesser of
Plan Interest Rate and Interest Rate Limit):

5.00%

This amount is calculated based on the other information entered.

SFA Interest Rate Match Check:

Match

If the SFA Interest Rate Calculation is not equal to the SFA Interest Rate Used, provide
explanation below.

TEMPLATE 4 - Sheet 4-2

v20210824p

SFA Determination - Benefit Payments
See Supplemental Instructions for Sheet 4-2 on Template 4 Instructions.
PLAN INFORMATION
Abbreviated
Plan Name:
EIN:
14-6016608
PN:
001
SFA Measurement Date:
SFA Interest Rate:

BAC 5

06/30/2021
5.00%
On this Sheet 4-2, show all benefit payment amounts and present values as positive amounts.

PRESENT VALUE as of the Measurement Date of Projected Benefit Payments for:
Current Retirees and
Beneficiaries in Pay
Status
$43,783,217

Current Terminated
Vested Participants
$16,145,898

Current Active
Participants

New Entrants

$12,569,602

Total
$0

$72,498,717

PROJECTED BENEFIT PAYMENTS for:

Plan Year Start Date
07/01/2021
01/01/2022
01/01/2023
01/01/2024
01/01/2025
01/01/2026
01/01/2027
01/01/2028
01/01/2029
01/01/2030
01/01/2031
01/01/2032
01/01/2033
01/01/2034
01/01/2035
01/01/2036
01/01/2037
01/01/2038
01/01/2039
01/01/2040
01/01/2041
01/01/2042
01/01/2043
01/01/2044
01/01/2045
01/01/2046
01/01/2047
01/01/2048
01/01/2049
01/01/2050
01/01/2051

Plan Year End Date
12/31/2021
12/31/2022
12/31/2023
12/31/2024
12/31/2025
12/31/2026
12/31/2027
12/31/2028
12/31/2029
12/31/2030
12/31/2031
12/31/2032
12/31/2033
12/31/2034
12/31/2035
12/31/2036
12/31/2037
12/31/2038
12/31/2039
12/31/2040
12/31/2041
12/31/2042
12/31/2043
12/31/2044
12/31/2045
12/31/2046
12/31/2047
12/31/2048
12/31/2049
12/31/2050
12/31/2051

Current Retirees and
Beneficiaries in Pay
Status
$2,544,663
$4,861,775
$4,632,138
$4,401,384
$4,170,530
$3,940,617
$3,712,665
$3,487,685
$3,266,656
$3,050,491
$2,840,031
$2,636,019
$2,439,070
$2,249,647
$2,068,095
$1,894,638
$1,729,412
$1,572,501
$1,423,983
$1,283,908
$1,152,287
$1,029,112
$914,363
$808,004
$709,955
$620,109
$538,294
$464,256
$397,691
$338,256
$285,578

Current Terminated
Vested Participants
$75,610
$230,462
$414,053
$493,719
$586,758
$721,359
$863,513
$932,669
$1,122,309
$1,230,957
$1,246,523
$1,357,831
$1,369,887
$1,439,396
$1,486,226
$1,502,086
$1,482,865
$1,486,774
$1,472,375
$1,451,981
$1,407,102
$1,367,533
$1,351,757
$1,334,254
$1,277,473
$1,241,938
$1,187,812
$1,135,923
$1,084,214
$1,019,296
$953,934

Current Active
Participants
$164,369
$444,615
$557,527
$673,059
$746,763
$819,624
$900,368
$928,192
$956,343
$957,653
$961,344
$957,254
$963,218
$961,284
$956,009
$954,172
$940,152
$916,461
$897,472
$873,424
$852,828
$820,940
$789,654
$761,995
$745,405
$713,848
$680,745
$644,505
$605,465
$565,208
$524,928

New Entrants

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Total

$2,784,642
$5,536,852
$5,603,718
$5,568,162
$5,504,051
$5,481,600
$5,476,546
$5,348,546
$5,345,308
$5,239,101
$5,047,898
$4,951,104
$4,772,175
$4,650,327
$4,510,330
$4,350,896
$4,152,429
$3,975,736
$3,793,830
$3,609,313
$3,412,217
$3,217,585
$3,055,774
$2,904,253
$2,732,833
$2,575,895
$2,406,851
$2,244,684
$2,087,370
$1,922,760
$1,764,440

TEMPLATE 4 - Sheet 4-3

v20210824p

SFA Determination - Details
See Supplemental Instructions for Sheet 4-3 on Template 4 Instructions.
PLAN INFORMATION
Abbreviated
Plan Name:
EIN:
PN:
SFA Measurement Date:
SFA Interest Rate:

BAC 5
14-6016608
001
06/30/2021
5.00%
PRESENT VALUE as of the SFA Measurement Date of Projected Amounts for:
(1)

Fair Market Value as
of the SFA
Measurement Date

PV of (3)

(2)

SFA Amount as of the SFA
Measurement Date

$6,684,037

$59,880,146

Contributions

PV of (4)

PV of (5)

Other Payments to Plan
(excluding financial
assistance and SFA)

Withdrawal Liability
Payments

$11,742,588

$0

$0

PV of (6)

PV of (7)

Benefit Payments (should
match total from Sheet 4-2)

Benefit Payments
Attributable to
Reinstatement of
Benefits Suspended
through the SFA
Measurement Date

($72,498,717)

PV of (8)
Administrative
(1)+(2)+Sum of PV of
Expenses
(excluding amount (3) through PV of (8)
owed PBGC under [NOTE: This amount
should be $0]
4261 of ERISA)

$0

($5,808,055)

($0)

Show payments INTO the plan as positive, and payments OUT of the plan as negative, so that the sum of (1) through (9) equals (10).
(1)

Plan Year Start Date
Plan Year End Date
07/01/2021
12/31/2021
01/01/2022
12/31/2022
01/01/2023
12/31/2023
01/01/2024
12/31/2024
01/01/2025
12/31/2025
01/01/2026
12/31/2026
01/01/2027
12/31/2027
01/01/2028
12/31/2028
01/01/2029
12/31/2029
01/01/2030
12/31/2030
01/01/2031
12/31/2031
01/01/2032
12/31/2032
01/01/2033
12/31/2033
01/01/2034
12/31/2034
01/01/2035
12/31/2035
01/01/2036
12/31/2036
01/01/2037
12/31/2037
01/01/2038
12/31/2038
01/01/2039
12/31/2039
01/01/2040
12/31/2040
01/01/2041
12/31/2041
01/01/2042
12/31/2042
01/01/2043
12/31/2043
01/01/2044
12/31/2044
01/01/2045
12/31/2045
01/01/2046
12/31/2046
01/01/2047
12/31/2047
01/01/2048
12/31/2048
01/01/2049
12/31/2049
01/01/2050
12/31/2050
01/01/2051
12/31/2051

Fair Market Value of
Assets at Beginning
of Plan Year
$6,684,037
$65,680,638
$63,892,342
$61,911,619
$59,834,537
$57,686,224
$55,421,072
$53,016,029
$50,590,722
$48,016,830
$45,408,057
$42,839,780
$40,226,902
$37,651,294
$35,056,221
$32,459,216
$29,880,008
$27,359,392
$24,877,872
$22,442,634
$20,083,710
$17,826,965
$15,674,739
$13,594,548
$11,578,215
$9,651,903
$7,803,508
$6,050,924
$4,391,090
$2,823,121
$1,360,068

(2)

SFA Amount as of the SFA
Measurement Date
$59,880,146

(3)

Contributions
$468,027
$907,972
$880,733
$854,311
$828,681
$803,821
$779,706
$756,315
$733,626
$726,289
$719,026
$711,836
$704,718
$697,671
$690,694
$683,787
$676,949
$670,180
$663,478
$656,843
$650,275
$643,772
$637,334
$630,961
$624,651
$618,405
$612,221
$606,098
$600,037
$594,037
$588,097

(4)

(5)

Withdrawal Liability
Payments
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

(6)

Other Payments to Plan
Benefit Payments (should
(excluding financial
assistance and SFA)
match total from Sheet 4-2)
$0
-$2,784,642
$0
-$5,536,852
$0
-$5,603,718
$0
-$5,568,162
$0
-$5,504,051
$0
-$5,481,600
$0
-$5,476,546
$0
-$5,348,546
$0
-$5,345,308
$0
-$5,239,101
$0
-$5,047,898
$0
-$4,951,104
$0
-$4,772,175
$0
-$4,650,327
$0
-$4,510,330
$0
-$4,350,896
$0
-$4,152,429
$0
-$3,975,736
$0
-$3,793,830
$0
-$3,609,313
$0
-$3,412,217
$0
-$3,217,585
$0
-$3,055,774
$0
-$2,904,253
$0
-$2,732,833
$0
-$2,575,895
$0
-$2,406,851
$0
-$2,244,684
$0
-$2,087,370
$0
-$1,922,760
$0
-$1,764,440

(7)

(8)

Benefit Payments
Attributable to
Reinstatement of
Benefits Suspended
through the SFA
Measurement Date
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

(9)

(10)

Administrative
Expenses
Investment Income
Fair Market Value
(excluding amount
owed PBGC under Based on SFA Interest of Assets at End of
Rate
Plan Year
4261 of ERISA)
-$177,744
$1,610,814
$65,680,638
-$312,120
$3,152,704
$63,892,342
-$318,362
$3,060,624
$61,911,619
-$324,729
$2,961,498
$59,834,537
-$331,224
$2,858,281
$57,686,224
-$337,848
$2,750,474
$55,421,072
-$344,605
$2,636,402
$53,016,029
-$351,497
$2,518,421
$50,590,722
-$358,527
$2,396,318
$48,016,830
-$365,698
$2,269,736
$45,408,057
-$382,463
$2,143,058
$42,839,780
-$390,112
$2,016,502
$40,226,902
-$397,914
$1,889,763
$37,651,294
-$405,872
$1,763,455
$35,056,221
-$413,989
$1,636,621
$32,459,216
-$422,269
$1,510,170
$29,880,008
-$430,714
$1,385,578
$27,359,392
-$439,328
$1,263,364
$24,877,872
-$448,115
$1,143,229
$22,442,634
-$433,118
$1,026,664
$20,083,710
-$409,466
$914,664
$17,826,965
-$386,110
$807,697
$15,674,739
-$366,693
$704,941
$13,594,548
-$348,510
$605,470
$11,578,215
-$327,940
$509,809
$9,651,903
-$309,107
$418,203
$7,803,508
-$288,822
$330,869
$6,050,924
-$269,362
$248,113
$4,391,090
-$250,484
$169,847
$2,823,121
-$230,731
$96,401
$1,360,068
-$211,733
$28,008
$0

TEMPLATE 5

v20210706p

Baseline

File name: Template 5 Pension Plan Name , where "Pension Plan Name" is an abbreviated version of the plan name.
Instructions for Section C, Item 5 of the Instructions for Filing Requirements for Multiemployer Plans Applying for Special Financial Assistance:
This Template 5 is not required if all assumptions used (except the interest rate, Contribution Base Unit (CBU) assumption and administrative
expenses assumption) to determine the requested SFA amount are identical to those used in the most recent actuarial certification of plan status
completed before 1/1/2021 ("pre-2021 certification of plan status") and if the changed assumptions for CBUs and administrative expenses are
consistent with Paragraph A "Adoption of assumptions not previously factored into pre-2021 certification of plan status" of Section III, Acceptable
Assumption Changes of PBGC's guidance on Special Financial Assistance Assumptions.
Provide a separate deterministic projection ("Baseline") in the same format as Template 4 (Sheets 4-2 and 4-3 only) that shows the amount of SFA
that would be determined if all underlying assumptions used in the projection were the same as those used in the pre-2021 certification of plan status,
excluding the plan's interest rate which should be the same as used in Template 4 (see sheet 4-1) and excluding the CBU assumption and
administrative expenses assumption which should reflect the changed assumptions consistent with Paragraph A "Adoption of assumptions not
previously factored into pre-2021 certification of plan status" of Section III, Acceptable Assumption Changes of PBGC's guidance on Special
Financial Assistance Assumptions..
For purposes of this Template 5, any assumption change made in accordance with Section III, Acceptable Assumption Changes, of PBGC's guidance
on Special Financial Assistance Assumptions should be reflected in this Baseline calculation of the SFA amount and supporting projection
information. See examples in the SFA instructions for Section C, Item 5.
Additional instructions for each individual worksheet:
Sheet
5-1 Baseline - Benefit Payments
See Template 4 instructions for Sheet 4-2, except provide the benefit payment projection used to determine the Baseline SFA amount.
5-2

Baseline - Details
See Template 4 instructions for Sheet 4-3, except provide the projections and present value information used to determine the Baseline SFA
amount.

TEMPLATE 5 - Sheet 5-1

v20210706p

Baseline - Benefit Payments
See Supplemental Instructions for Sheet 4-2 on Template 4 Instructions.
PLAN INFORMATION
Abbreviated
Plan Name:
EIN:
14-6016608
PN:
001
SFA Measurement Date:
SFA Interest Rate:

BAC 5

06/30/2021
5.00%
On this Sheet 5-1, show all benefit payment amounts and present values as positive amounts.

PRESENT VALUE as of the Measurement Date of Projected Benefit Payments for:
Current Retirees and
Beneficiaries in Pay
Status
$43,783,217

Current Terminated
Vested Participants
$16,145,898

Current Active
Participants

New Entrants

$12,569,602

Total
$0

$72,498,717

PROJECTED BENEFIT PAYMENTS for:

Plan Year Start Date
07/01/2021
01/01/2022
01/01/2023
01/01/2024
01/01/2025
01/01/2026
01/01/2027
01/01/2028
01/01/2029
01/01/2030
01/01/2031
01/01/2032
01/01/2033
01/01/2034
01/01/2035
01/01/2036
01/01/2037
01/01/2038
01/01/2039
01/01/2040
01/01/2041
01/01/2042
01/01/2043
01/01/2044
01/01/2045
01/01/2046
01/01/2047
01/01/2048
01/01/2049
01/01/2050
01/01/2051

Plan Year End Date
12/31/2021
12/31/2022
12/31/2023
12/31/2024
12/31/2025
12/31/2026
12/31/2027
12/31/2028
12/31/2029
12/31/2030
12/31/2031
12/31/2032
12/31/2033
12/31/2034
12/31/2035
12/31/2036
12/31/2037
12/31/2038
12/31/2039
12/31/2040
12/31/2041
12/31/2042
12/31/2043
12/31/2044
12/31/2045
12/31/2046
12/31/2047
12/31/2048
12/31/2049
12/31/2050
12/31/2051

Current Retirees and
Beneficiaries in Pay
Status
$2,544,663
$4,861,775
$4,632,138
$4,401,384
$4,170,530
$3,940,617
$3,712,665
$3,487,685
$3,266,656
$3,050,491
$2,840,031
$2,636,019
$2,439,070
$2,249,647
$2,068,095
$1,894,638
$1,729,412
$1,572,501
$1,423,983
$1,283,908
$1,152,287
$1,029,112
$914,363
$808,004
$709,955
$620,109
$538,294
$464,256
$397,691
$338,256
$285,578

Current Terminated
Vested Participants
$75,610
$230,462
$414,053
$493,719
$586,758
$721,359
$863,513
$932,669
$1,122,309
$1,230,957
$1,246,523
$1,357,831
$1,369,887
$1,439,396
$1,486,226
$1,502,086
$1,482,865
$1,486,774
$1,472,375
$1,451,981
$1,407,102
$1,367,533
$1,351,757
$1,334,254
$1,277,473
$1,241,938
$1,187,812
$1,135,923
$1,084,214
$1,019,296
$953,934

Current Active
Participants
$164,369
$444,615
$557,527
$673,059
$746,763
$819,624
$900,368
$928,192
$956,343
$957,653
$961,344
$957,254
$963,218
$961,284
$956,009
$954,172
$940,152
$916,461
$897,472
$873,424
$852,828
$820,940
$789,654
$761,995
$745,405
$713,848
$680,745
$644,505
$605,465
$565,208
$524,928

New Entrants

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Total

$2,784,642
$5,536,852
$5,603,718
$5,568,162
$5,504,051
$5,481,600
$5,476,546
$5,348,546
$5,345,308
$5,239,101
$5,047,898
$4,951,104
$4,772,175
$4,650,327
$4,510,330
$4,350,896
$4,152,429
$3,975,736
$3,793,830
$3,609,313
$3,412,217
$3,217,585
$3,055,774
$2,904,253
$2,732,833
$2,575,895
$2,406,851
$2,244,684
$2,087,370
$1,922,760
$1,764,440

TEMPLATE 5 - Sheet 5-2

v20210706p

Baseline - Details
See Supplemental Instructions for Sheet 4-3 on Template 4 Instructions.
PLAN INFORMATION
Abbreviated
Plan Name:
EIN:

14-6016608

PN:

001

SFA Measurement Date:
SFA Interest Rate:

BAC 5

06/30/2021
5.00%
PRESENT VALUE as of the SFA Measurement Date of Projected Amounts for:
(1)

PV of (3)

(2)

Fair Market Value as
of the SFA
Baseline SFA Amount as of the
Measurement Date
SFA Measurement Date
$6,684,037

$43,880,217

Contributions

PV of (4)

PV of (5)

Other Payments to Plan
(excluding financial
assistance and SFA)

Withdrawal Liability
Payments

$27,742,518

$0

$0

PV of (6)

PV of (7)

PV of (8)

Benefit Payments (should
match total from Sheet 4-2)

Benefit Payments
Attributable to
Reinstatement of
Benefits Suspended
through the SFA
Measurement Date

Administrative
Expenses
(excluding amount
owed PBGC under
4261 of ERISA)

(1)+(2)+Sum of PV of
(3) through PV of (8)
[NOTE: This amount
should be $0]

($5,808,055)

($0)

($72,498,717)

$0

Show payments INTO the plan as positive, and payments OUT of the plan as negative, so that the sum of (1) through (9) equals (10).
(1)

Plan Year Start Date
07/01/2021
01/01/2022
01/01/2023
01/01/2024
01/01/2025
01/01/2026
01/01/2027
01/01/2028
01/01/2029
01/01/2030
01/01/2031
01/01/2032
01/01/2033
01/01/2034
01/01/2035
01/01/2036
01/01/2037
01/01/2038
01/01/2039
01/01/2040
01/01/2041
01/01/2042
01/01/2043
01/01/2044
01/01/2045
01/01/2046
01/01/2047
01/01/2048
01/01/2049
01/01/2050
01/01/2051

Plan Year End Date
12/31/2021
12/31/2022
12/31/2023
12/31/2024
12/31/2025
12/31/2026
12/31/2027
12/31/2028
12/31/2029
12/31/2030
12/31/2031
12/31/2032
12/31/2033
12/31/2034
12/31/2035
12/31/2036
12/31/2037
12/31/2038
12/31/2039
12/31/2040
12/31/2041
12/31/2042
12/31/2043
12/31/2044
12/31/2045
12/31/2046
12/31/2047
12/31/2048
12/31/2049
12/31/2050
12/31/2051

(2)

Fair Market Value of
Assets at Beginning Baseline SFA Amount as of the
of Plan Year
SFA Measurement Date
$6,684,037
$43,880,217
$49,584,304
$47,859,524
$45,973,413
$44,022,756
$42,033,461
$39,960,757
$37,782,504
$35,619,302
$33,343,877
$31,056,013
$28,832,137
$26,588,248
$24,407,375
$22,233,997
$20,086,925
$17,987,224
$15,977,100
$14,038,535
$12,180,269
$10,433,967
$8,827,208
$7,364,132
$6,014,146
$4,771,063
$3,663,129
$2,680,435
$1,843,175
$1,150,707
$604,684
$220,825

(3)

Contributions
$763,098
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126
$1,755,126

(4)

(5)

Withdrawal Liability
Payments
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

(6)

Other Payments to Plan
Benefit Payments (should
(excluding financial
assistance and SFA)
match total from Sheet 4-2)
$0
-$2,784,642
$0
-$5,536,852
$0
-$5,603,718
$0
-$5,568,162
$0
-$5,504,051
$0
-$5,481,600
$0
-$5,476,546
$0
-$5,348,546
$0
-$5,345,308
$0
-$5,239,101
$0
-$5,047,898
$0
-$4,951,104
$0
-$4,772,175
$0
-$4,650,327
$0
-$4,510,330
$0
-$4,350,896
$0
-$4,152,429
$0
-$3,975,736
$0
-$3,793,830
$0
-$3,609,313
$0
-$3,412,217
$0
-$3,217,585
$0
-$3,055,774
$0
-$2,904,253
$0
-$2,732,833
$0
-$2,575,895
$0
-$2,406,851
$0
-$2,244,684
$0
-$2,087,370
$0
-$1,922,760
$0
-$1,764,440

(7)
Benefit Payments
Attributable to
Reinstatement of
Benefits Suspended
through the SFA
Measurement Date

(8)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

(9)

(10)

Administrative
Expenses
Investment Income
Fair Market Value
(excluding amount
owed PBGC under Based on SFA Interest of Assets at End of
4261 of ERISA)
Rate
Plan Year
-$177,744
$1,219,338
$49,584,304
-$312,120
$2,369,066
$47,859,524
-$318,362
$2,280,843
$45,973,413
-$324,729
$2,187,108
$44,022,756
-$331,224
$2,090,853
$42,033,461
-$337,848
$1,991,619
$39,960,757
-$344,605
$1,887,772
$37,782,504
-$351,497
$1,781,715
$35,619,302
-$358,527
$1,673,284
$33,343,877
-$365,698
$1,561,810
$31,056,013
-$382,463
$1,451,358
$28,832,137
-$390,112
$1,342,202
$26,588,248
-$397,914
$1,234,090
$24,407,375
-$405,872
$1,127,695
$22,233,997
-$413,989
$1,022,120
$20,086,925
-$422,269
$918,339
$17,987,224
-$430,714
$817,893
$15,977,100
-$439,328
$721,373
$14,038,535
-$448,115
$628,553
$12,180,269
-$433,118
$541,003
$10,433,967
-$409,466
$459,798
$8,827,208
-$386,110
$385,493
$7,364,132
-$366,693
$317,356
$6,014,146
-$348,510
$254,554
$4,771,063
-$327,940
$197,713
$3,663,129
-$309,107
$147,182
$2,680,435
-$288,822
$103,288
$1,843,175
-$269,362
$66,452
$1,150,707
-$250,484
$36,705
$604,684
-$230,731
$14,507
$220,825
-$211,733
$222
$0

TEMPLATE 6

v20210706p

Reconciliation

File name: Template 6 Pension Plan Name , where "Pension Plan Name" is an abbreviated version of the plan name.
Instructions for Section C, Item 6 of the Instructions for Filing Requirements for Multiemployer Plans Applying for Special Financial Assistance:
This Template 6 is not required if all assumptions used (except the interest rate, CBU assumption and administrative expenses assumption) to
determine the requested SFA amount are identical to those used in the pre-2021 certification of plan status and if the changed assumptions for CBUs
and administrative expenses are consistent with Paragraph A "Adoption of assumptions not previously factored into pre-2021 certification of plan
status" of Section III, Acceptable Assumption Changes of PBGC's guidance on Special Financial Assistance Assumptions.
This Template 6 is also not required if the requested SFA amount from Template 4 is the same as the SFA amount shown in Template 5 (Baseline).
If the assumptions used to determine the requested SFA amount differ from those in the "Baseline" projection in Template 5, then provide a
reconciliation of the change in the total amount of requested SFA due to each change in assumption from the Baseline to the requested SFA as shown
in Template 4.
For each assumption change from the Baseline through the requested SFA amount, provide a deterministic projection in the same format as Template
4.
Additional instructions for each individual worksheet:
Sheet
6-1 Reconciliation
For Item 1, show the SFA amount shown in Template 5 using the "Baseline" assumptions and methods. If there is only one change in
assumptions/methods between the Baseline (Template 5) and the requested SFA amount (Template 4), then show on Item 2 the requested SFA
amount, and briefly identify the change in assumptions from the Baseline.
If there is more than one change in assumptions/methods from the Baseline, show each individual change as a separate item number. Each item
number should reflect all changes already measured in the prior item number. For example, the difference between the SFA amount shown for Item 4
and Item 5 should be the incremental change due to changing the identified single assumption/method. The Item numbers should show
assumption/method changes in the order that they were incrementally measured.
6-2

Reconciliation Details
For Reconciliation Details sheets, see Template 4 instructions for Sheet 4-3, except provide the projections and present value information
used to determine each Item number from the Reconciliation in Sheet 6-1.
A Reconciliation Details sheet is not needed for the last Item shown in the Reconciliation, since the information should be the same as
shown in Template 4. For example, if there is only one assumption change from the Baseline, then Item 2 should identify what assumption
changed between the Baseline and Item 2 where Item 2 is the requested SFA amount. Since details on the determination of the requested
SFA amount are shown in Template 4, a separate Sheet 6-2 Reconciliation Details is not required here.

6-3

Reconciliation Details
See instructions for 6-2 Reconciliation Details.

6-4

Reconciliation Details
See instructions for 6-2 Reconciliation Details.

6-5

Reconciliation Details
See instructions for 6-2 Reconciliation Details.

TEMPLATE 6 - Sheet 6-1

v20210706p

Reconciliation - Summary
For Item 1, show the SFA amount determined in Template 5 using the "Baseline" assumptions and methods. If there is only one change in assumptions/methods between the Baseline (Template 5) and the requested SFA amount
(Template 4), then show on Item 2 the requested SFA amount, and briefly identify the change in assumptions from the Baseline.
If there is more than one change in assumptions/methods from the Baseline, show each individual change as a separate item number. Each item number should reflect all changes already measured in the prior item number. For example,
the difference between the SFA amount shown for Item 4 and Item 5 should be the incremental change due to changing the identified single assumption/method. The Item numbers should show assumption/method changes in the order
that they were incrementally measured.
PLAN INFORMATION
Abbreviated
BAC 5
Plan Name:
EIN:
14-6016608
PN:

001

Item number

Basis for Assumptions/Methods. For each Item, briefly
describe the incremental change reflected in the SFA
amount.

Change in SFA Amount (from prior Item number)

SFA Amount

NOTE: A sheet with Recon Details is not required for the last item
number provided, since this information should be the same as
provided in Template 4.

N/A

$43,880,217

From Template 5.

1

Baseline

2

Change in average contribution rate assumption

($124,406)

$43,755,811

Show details supporting the SFA amount on Sheet 6-2.

3

Change in future employment assumption

$16,124,335

$59,880,146

Show details supporting the SFA amount on Sheet 6-3.

4

$0

Show details supporting the SFA amount on Sheet 6-4.

5

$0

Show details supporting the SFA amount on Sheet 6-5.

Create additional rows as needed, and create additional detailed sheets by copying Sheet 6-5 and relabeling the header and the sheet name to be 6-6, 6-7, etc.

TEMPLATE 6 - Sheet 6-2

Change in average contribution rate assumption

Item Description (From 6-1):

v20210706p

Reconciliation - Details
See Supplemental Instructions for Sheet 4-3 on Template 4 Instructions.
PLAN INFORMATION
Abbreviated
Plan Name:
EIN:

14-6016608

PN:

001

SFA Measurement Date:
SFA Interest Rate:

BAC 5

06/30/2021
5.00%
PRESENT VALUE as of the SFA Measurement Date of Projected Amounts for:
(1)

Fair Market Value as
of the SFA
Measurement Date

PV of (3)

(2)

SFA Amount as of the SFA
Measurement Date

$6,684,037

$43,755,811

Contributions

PV of (4)

PV of (5)

Other Payments to Plan
(excluding financial
assistance and SFA)

Withdrawal Liability
Payments

$27,866,924

$0

$0

PV of (6)

PV of (7)

PV of (8)

Benefit Payments (should
match total from Sheet 4-2)

Benefit Payments
Attributable to
Reinstatement of
Benefits Suspended
through the SFA
Measurement Date

Administrative
Expenses
(excluding amount
owed PBGC under
4261 of ERISA)

(1)+(2)+Sum of PV of
(3) through PV of (8)
[NOTE: This amount
should be $0]

($5,808,055)

($0)

($72,498,717)

$0

Show payments INTO the plan as positive, and payments OUT of the plan as negative, so that the sum of (1) through (9) equals (10).
(1)

Plan Year Start Date
Plan Year End Date
07/01/2021
12/31/2021
01/01/2022
12/31/2022
01/01/2023
12/31/2023
01/01/2024
12/31/2024
01/01/2025
12/31/2025
01/01/2026
12/31/2026
01/01/2027
12/31/2027
01/01/2028
12/31/2028
01/01/2029
12/31/2029
01/01/2030
12/31/2030
01/01/2031
12/31/2031
01/01/2032
12/31/2032
01/01/2033
12/31/2033
01/01/2034
12/31/2034
01/01/2035
12/31/2035
01/01/2036
12/31/2036
01/01/2037
12/31/2037
01/01/2038
12/31/2038
01/01/2039
12/31/2039
01/01/2040
12/31/2040
01/01/2041
12/31/2041
01/01/2042
12/31/2042
01/01/2043
12/31/2043
01/01/2044
12/31/2044
01/01/2045
12/31/2045
01/01/2046
12/31/2046
01/01/2047
12/31/2047
01/01/2048
12/31/2048
01/01/2049
12/31/2049
01/01/2050
12/31/2050
01/01/2051
12/31/2051

Fair Market Value of
Assets at Beginning
of Plan Year
$6,684,037
$49,460,290
$47,737,377
$45,853,226
$43,904,627
$41,917,492
$39,847,057
$37,671,187
$35,510,486
$33,237,687
$30,952,582
$28,731,600
$26,490,752
$24,313,072
$22,143,046
$19,999,493
$17,903,488
$15,897,245
$13,962,754
$12,108,767
$10,366,957
$8,764,914
$7,306,791
$5,962,006
$4,724,383
$3,622,182
$2,645,508
$1,814,569
$1,128,738
$589,683
$213,142

(2)

SFA Amount as of the SFA
Measurement Date
$43,755,811

(3)

Contributions
$766,520
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996
$1,762,996

(4)

(5)

Withdrawal Liability
Payments
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

(6)

Other Payments to Plan
Benefit Payments (should
(excluding financial
assistance and SFA)
match total from Sheet 4-2)
$0
-$2,784,642
$0
-$5,536,852
$0
-$5,603,718
$0
-$5,568,162
$0
-$5,504,051
$0
-$5,481,600
$0
-$5,476,546
$0
-$5,348,546
$0
-$5,345,308
$0
-$5,239,101
$0
-$5,047,898
$0
-$4,951,104
$0
-$4,772,175
$0
-$4,650,327
$0
-$4,510,330
$0
-$4,350,896
$0
-$4,152,429
$0
-$3,975,736
$0
-$3,793,830
$0
-$3,609,313
$0
-$3,412,217
$0
-$3,217,585
$0
-$3,055,774
$0
-$2,904,253
$0
-$2,732,833
$0
-$2,575,895
$0
-$2,406,851
$0
-$2,244,684
$0
-$2,087,370
$0
-$1,922,760
$0
-$1,764,440

(7)
Benefit Payments
Attributable to
Reinstatement of
Benefits Suspended
through the SFA
Measurement Date

(8)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

(9)

(10)

Administrative
Expenses
Investment Income
Fair Market Value
(excluding amount
owed PBGC under Based on SFA Interest of Assets at End of
4261 of ERISA)
Rate
Plan Year
-$177,744
$1,216,308
$49,460,290
-$312,120
$2,363,062
$47,737,377
-$318,362
$2,274,933
$45,853,226
-$324,729
$2,181,296
$43,904,627
-$331,224
$2,085,144
$41,917,492
-$337,848
$1,986,017
$39,847,057
-$344,605
$1,882,284
$37,671,187
-$351,497
$1,776,346
$35,510,486
-$358,527
$1,668,040
$33,237,687
-$365,698
$1,556,697
$30,952,582
-$382,463
$1,446,383
$28,731,600
-$390,112
$1,337,372
$26,490,752
-$397,914
$1,229,412
$24,313,072
-$405,872
$1,123,177
$22,143,046
-$413,989
$1,017,770
$19,999,493
-$422,269
$914,164
$17,903,488
-$430,714
$813,903
$15,897,245
-$439,328
$717,577
$13,962,754
-$448,115
$624,961
$12,108,767
-$433,118
$537,625
$10,366,957
-$409,466
$456,644
$8,764,914
-$386,110
$382,575
$7,306,791
-$366,693
$314,685
$5,962,006
-$348,510
$252,143
$4,724,383
-$327,940
$195,576
$3,622,182
-$309,107
$145,331
$2,645,508
-$288,822
$101,738
$1,814,569
-$269,362
$65,218
$1,128,738
-$250,484
$35,803
$589,683
-$230,731
$13,954
$213,142
-$211,733
$34
$0

TEMPLATE 6 - Sheet 6-3

Change in future employment assumption

Item Description (From 6-1):

v20210706p

Reconciliation - Details
See Supplemental Instructions for Sheet 4-3 on Template 4 Instructions.
PLAN INFORMATION
Abbreviated
Plan Name:
EIN:

14-6016608

PN:

001

SFA Measurement Date:
SFA Interest Rate:

BAC 5

06/30/2021
5.00%
PRESENT VALUE as of the SFA Measurement Date of Projected Amounts for:
(1)

Fair Market Value as
of the SFA
Measurement Date

PV of (3)

(2)

SFA Amount as of the SFA
Measurement Date

$6,684,037

$59,880,146

Contributions

PV of (4)

PV of (5)

Other Payments to Plan
(excluding financial
assistance and SFA)

Withdrawal Liability
Payments

$11,742,588

$0

$0

PV of (6)

PV of (7)

PV of (8)

Benefit Payments (should
match total from Sheet 4-2)

Benefit Payments
Attributable to
Reinstatement of
Benefits Suspended
through the SFA
Measurement Date

Administrative
Expenses
(excluding amount
owed PBGC under
4261 of ERISA)

(1)+(2)+Sum of PV of
(3) through PV of (8)
[NOTE: This amount
should be $0]

($5,808,055)

($0)

($72,498,717)

$0

Show payments INTO the plan as positive, and payments OUT of the plan as negative, so that the sum of (1) through (9) equals (10).
(1)

Plan Year Start Date
Plan Year End Date
07/01/2021
12/31/2021
01/01/2022
12/31/2022
01/01/2023
12/31/2023
01/01/2024
12/31/2024
01/01/2025
12/31/2025
01/01/2026
12/31/2026
01/01/2027
12/31/2027
01/01/2028
12/31/2028
01/01/2029
12/31/2029
01/01/2030
12/31/2030
01/01/2031
12/31/2031
01/01/2032
12/31/2032
01/01/2033
12/31/2033
01/01/2034
12/31/2034
01/01/2035
12/31/2035
01/01/2036
12/31/2036
01/01/2037
12/31/2037
01/01/2038
12/31/2038
01/01/2039
12/31/2039
01/01/2040
12/31/2040
01/01/2041
12/31/2041
01/01/2042
12/31/2042
01/01/2043
12/31/2043
01/01/2044
12/31/2044
01/01/2045
12/31/2045
01/01/2046
12/31/2046
01/01/2047
12/31/2047
01/01/2048
12/31/2048
01/01/2049
12/31/2049
01/01/2050
12/31/2050
01/01/2051
12/31/2051

Fair Market Value of
Assets at Beginning
of Plan Year
$6,684,037
$65,680,638
$63,892,342
$61,911,619
$59,834,537
$57,686,224
$55,421,072
$53,016,029
$50,590,722
$48,016,830
$45,408,057
$42,839,780
$40,226,902
$37,651,294
$35,056,221
$32,459,216
$29,880,008
$27,359,392
$24,877,872
$22,442,634
$20,083,710
$17,826,965
$15,674,739
$13,594,548
$11,578,215
$9,651,903
$7,803,508
$6,050,924
$4,391,090
$2,823,121
$1,360,068

(2)

SFA Amount as of the SFA
Measurement Date
$59,880,146

(3)

Contributions
$468,027
$907,972
$880,733
$854,311
$828,681
$803,821
$779,706
$756,315
$733,626
$726,289
$719,026
$711,836
$704,718
$697,671
$690,694
$683,787
$676,949
$670,180
$663,478
$656,843
$650,275
$643,772
$637,334
$630,961
$624,651
$618,405
$612,221
$606,098
$600,037
$594,037
$588,097

(4)

(5)

Withdrawal Liability
Payments
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

(6)

Other Payments to Plan
Benefit Payments (should
(excluding financial
assistance and SFA)
match total from Sheet 4-2)
$0
-$2,784,642
$0
-$5,536,852
$0
-$5,603,718
$0
-$5,568,162
$0
-$5,504,051
$0
-$5,481,600
$0
-$5,476,546
$0
-$5,348,546
$0
-$5,345,308
$0
-$5,239,101
$0
-$5,047,898
$0
-$4,951,104
$0
-$4,772,175
$0
-$4,650,327
$0
-$4,510,330
$0
-$4,350,896
$0
-$4,152,429
$0
-$3,975,736
$0
-$3,793,830
$0
-$3,609,313
$0
-$3,412,217
$0
-$3,217,585
$0
-$3,055,774
$0
-$2,904,253
$0
-$2,732,833
$0
-$2,575,895
$0
-$2,406,851
$0
-$2,244,684
$0
-$2,087,370
$0
-$1,922,760
$0
-$1,764,440

(7)

(8)

Benefit Payments
Attributable to
Reinstatement of
Benefits Suspended
through the SFA
Measurement Date
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

(9)

(10)

Administrative
Expenses
Investment Income
Fair Market Value
(excluding amount
owed PBGC under Based on SFA Interest of Assets at End of
Rate
Plan Year
4261 of ERISA)
-$177,744
$1,610,814
$65,680,638
-$312,120
$3,152,704
$63,892,342
-$318,362
$3,060,624
$61,911,619
-$324,729
$2,961,498
$59,834,537
-$331,224
$2,858,281
$57,686,224
-$337,848
$2,750,474
$55,421,072
-$344,605
$2,636,402
$53,016,029
-$351,497
$2,518,421
$50,590,722
-$358,527
$2,396,318
$48,016,830
-$365,698
$2,269,736
$45,408,057
-$382,463
$2,143,058
$42,839,780
-$390,112
$2,016,502
$40,226,902
-$397,914
$1,889,763
$37,651,294
-$405,872
$1,763,455
$35,056,221
-$413,989
$1,636,621
$32,459,216
-$422,269
$1,510,170
$29,880,008
-$430,714
$1,385,578
$27,359,392
-$439,328
$1,263,364
$24,877,872
-$448,115
$1,143,229
$22,442,634
-$433,118
$1,026,664
$20,083,710
-$409,466
$914,664
$17,826,965
-$386,110
$807,697
$15,674,739
-$366,693
$704,941
$13,594,548
-$348,510
$605,470
$11,578,215
-$327,940
$509,809
$9,651,903
-$309,107
$418,203
$7,803,508
-$288,822
$330,869
$6,050,924
-$269,362
$248,113
$4,391,090
-$250,484
$169,847
$2,823,121
-$230,731
$96,401
$1,360,068
-$211,733
$28,008
$0

TEMPLATE 6 - Sheet 6-4

Item Description (From 6-1):

v20210706p

Reconciliation - Details
See Supplemental Instructions for Sheet 4-3 on Template 4 Instructions.
PLAN INFORMATION
Abbreviated
Plan Name:
EIN:
PN:
SFA Measurement Date:
SFA Interest Rate:
PRESENT VALUE as of the SFA Measurement Date of Projected Amounts for:
(1)

(2)

Fair Market Value as
of the SFA
Measurement Date

SFA Amount as of the SFA
Measurement Date

(1)

(2)

PV of (3)

Contributions

PV of (4)

Withdrawal Liability
Payments

PV of (5)

Other Payments to Plan
(excluding financial
assistance and SFA)

PV of (6)

PV of (7)

PV of (8)

Benefit Payments (should
match total from Sheet 4-2)

Benefit Payments
Attributable to
Reinstatement of
Benefits Suspended
through the SFA
Measurement Date

Administrative
Expenses
(excluding amount
owed PBGC under
4261 of ERISA)

(1)+(2)+Sum of PV of
(3) through PV of (8)
[NOTE: This amount
should be $0]

Show payments INTO the plan as positive, and payments OUT of the plan as negative, so that the sum of (1) through (9) equals (10).

Plan Year Start Date

Plan Year End Date

Fair Market Value of
Assets at Beginning
of Plan Year

SFA Amount as of the SFA
Measurement Date

(3)

Contributions

(4)

Withdrawal Liability
Payments

(5)

Other Payments to Plan
(excluding financial
assistance and SFA)

(6)

Benefit Payments (should
match total from Sheet 4-2)

(7)
Benefit Payments
Attributable to
Reinstatement of
Benefits Suspended
through the SFA
Measurement Date

(8)

(9)

(10)

Administrative
Expenses
(excluding amount
owed PBGC under
4261 of ERISA)

Investment Income
Based on SFA Interest
Rate

Fair Market Value
of Assets at End of
Plan Year

TEMPLATE 6 - Sheet 6-5

Item Description (From 6-1):

v20210706p

Reconciliation - Details
See Supplemental Instructions for Sheet 4-3 on Template 4 Instructions.
PLAN INFORMATION
Abbreviated
Plan Name:
EIN:
PN:
SFA Measurement Date:
SFA Interest Rate:
PRESENT VALUE as of the SFA Measurement Date of Projected Amounts for:
(1)

(2)

Fair Market Value as
of the SFA
Measurement Date

SFA Amount as of the SFA
Measurement Date

(1)

(2)

PV of (3)

Contributions

PV of (4)

Withdrawal Liability
Payments

PV of (5)

Other Payments to Plan
(excluding financial
assistance and SFA)

PV of (6)

PV of (7)

PV of (8)

Benefit Payments (should
match total from Sheet 4-2)

Benefit Payments
Attributable to
Reinstatement of
Benefits Suspended
through the SFA
Measurement Date

Administrative
Expenses
(excluding amount
owed PBGC under
4261 of ERISA)

(1)+(2)+Sum of PV of
(3) through PV of (8)
[NOTE: This amount
should be $0]

Show payments INTO the plan as positive, and payments OUT of the plan as negative, so that the sum of (1) through (9) equals (10).

Plan Year Start Date

Plan Year End Date

Fair Market Value of
Assets at Beginning
of Plan Year

SFA Amount as of the SFA
Measurement Date

(3)

Contributions

(4)

Withdrawal Liability
Payments

(5)

Other Payments to Plan
(excluding financial
assistance and SFA)

(6)

Benefit Payments (should
match total from Sheet 4-2)

(7)
Benefit Payments
Attributable to
Reinstatement of
Benefits Suspended
through the SFA
Measurement Date

(8)

(9)

(10)

Administrative
Expenses
(excluding amount
owed PBGC under
4261 of ERISA)

Investment Income
Based on SFA Interest
Rate

Fair Market Value
of Assets at End of
Plan Year

TEMPLATE 7

v20210706p

7a - Assumption Changes for SFA Eligibility
File name: Template 7 Pension Plan Name , where "Pension Plan Name" is an abbreviated version of the plan name.
Instructions for Section C, Item 7(a) of the Instructions for Filing Requirements for Multiemployer Plans Applying for Special Financial Assistance:
Sheet 7a of Template 7 is not required if the plan is eligible for SFA under § 4262.3(a)(2) (MPRA suspensions) or § 4262.3(a)(4) (certain insolvent plans) of PBGC’s
special financial assistance regulation.
Sheet 7a of Template 7 is not required if the plan is eligible based on a certification of plan status completed before January 1, 2021.
Sheet 7a of Template 7 is not required if the plan is eligible based on a certification of plan status completed after December 31, 2020 but reflects the same assumptions as
those in the pre-2021 certification of plan status.
Provide a table identifying which assumptions used in determining the plan's eligibility for SFA differ from those used in the pre-2021 certification of plan status and brief
explanations as to why using those assumptions is no longer reasonable and why the changed assumptions are reasonable.
This table should reflect all identified assumptions (including those that are included in the Baseline provided in Template 5) and should be an abbreviated version of
information provided in Section D, Item 6(a) of the SFA filing instructions.
For example, if the mortality assumption used in the pre-2021 certification of plan status is the RP-2000 mortality table, and the plan proposes to change to the Pri-2012(BC)
table, complete one line of the table as follows:
(A)

(B)

(C)

Assumption That Has Changed From
Assumption Used in Most Recent Certification
of Plan Status Completed Prior to 1/1/2021

Brief description of assumption
used in the most recent
certification of plan status
completed prior to 1/1/2021

Brief description of assumption
used in showing the plan's
eligibility for SFA (if different).

Brief explanation on why the assumption in (A) is no
longer reasonable and why the assumption in (B) is
reasonable.

Base Mortality Assumption

RP-2000 mortality table

Pri-2012(BC) mortality table

Prior assumption is outdated. New assumption reflects
more recently published experience for blue collar
workers.

Add one line for each assumption that has changed from the assumption used in the most recent certification of plan status completed prior to 1/1/2021.
Since this Template 7a is intended as an abbreviated version of more detailed information provided in Section D, Item 6(a) of the SFA filing instructions, it is not necessary
to include full tables of rates at every age (e.g., for retirement, turnover, etc.). Instead, a high level description that focuses on what aspect of the assumption has changed is
preferred.

Template 7 - Sheet 7a

v20210706p

Assumption Changes - SFA Eligibility
PLAN INFORMATION
Abbreviated
Plan Name:
EIN:
PN:
Brief description of basis for qualifying for
SFA (e.g., critical and declining status in 2020,
insolvent plan, critical status and meet other
criteria)
A
Assumption That Has Changed From
Brief description of assumption used in the most
Assumption Used in Most Recent Certification recent certification of plan status completed prior
of Plan Status Completed Prior to 1/1/2021
to 1/1/2021

B

C

Brief description of assumption used in showing
the plan's eligibility for SFA (if different).

Brief explanation on why the assumption in (A) is no
longer reasonable and why the assumption in (B) is
reasonable.

TEMPLATE 7

v20210706p

7b - Assumption Changes for SFA Amount
File name: Template 7 Pension Plan Name , where "Pension Plan Name" is an abbreviated version of the plan name.
Instructions for Section C, Item 7(b) of the Instructions for Filing Requirements for Multiemployer Plans Applying for Special Financial Assistance:
Provide a table identifying which assumption differ from those used in the pre-2021 certification of plan status (except the interest rate used in calculating the amount of SFA)
and brief explanations as to why using those original assumptions is no longer reasonable and why the changed assumptions are reasonable.
Please state if the changed assumption is an extension of the CBU assumption or the administrative expenses assumption as described in Paragraph A "Adoption of
assumptions not previously factored into pre-2021 certification of plan status" of Section III, Acceptable Assumption Changes of PBGC's guidance on Special Financial
Assistance Assumptions.
This table should identify all changed assumptions except for the interest rate (reflecting those that are included in the Baseline provided in Template 5) and should be an
abbreviated version of information provided in Section D, Item 6(b) of the SFA filing instructions.
For example, if the mortality assumption used in the pre-2021 certification of plan status is the RP-2000 mortality table, and the plan proposes to change to the Pri-2012(BC)
table, complete one line of the table as follows:
(A)

(B)

(C)

Assumption That Has Changed From
Assumption Used in Most Recent Certification of
Plan Status Completed Prior to 1/1/2021

Brief description of assumption
used in the most recent
certification of plan status
completed prior to 1/1/2021

Brief description of assumption
used to determine the requested
SFA amount (if different)

Brief explanation on why the assumption in (A) is no
longer reasonable and why the assumption in (B) is
reasonable.

Base Mortality Assumption

RP-2000 mortality table

Pri-2012(BC) mortality table

Original assumption is outdated. New assumption
reflects more recently published experience for blue
collar workers.

For example, assume the plan is projected to be insolvent in 2029 in the pre-2021 certification of plan status. The plan changes its CBU assumption by extending the
assumption to the later projection years as described in Paragraph A, "Adoption of assumptions not previously factored into pre-2021 certification of plan status" of Section III,
Acceptable Assumption Changes of PBGC's guidance on Special Financial Assistance Assumptions. Complete one line of the table as follows:
(A)
Brief description of assumption
Assumption That Has Changed From
used in the most recent
Assumption Used in Most Recent Certification of
certification of plan status
Plan Status Completed Prior to 1/1/2021
completed prior to 1/1/2021
CBU Assumption

(B)

(C)

Brief description of assumption
used to determine the requested
SFA amount (if different)

Brief explanation on why the assumption in (A) is no
longer reasonable and why the assumption in (B) is
reasonable.

Same number of CBUs for each
Decrease from most recent plan
projection year to 2028 as shown in
year's actual number of CBUs
(A), then constant CBUs for all
by 2% per year to 2028
years after 2028.

Original assumption does not address years after
original projected insolvency in 2029. Proposed
assumption uses acceptable extension methodology.

Add one line for each assumption that has changed from the assumption used in the most recent certification of plan status completed prior to 1/1/2021.
Since this Template 7b is intended as an abbreviated version of more detailed information provided in Section D, Item 6(b) of the SFA filing instructions, it is not necessary to
include full tables of rates at every age (e.g., for retirement, turnover, etc.). Instead, a high level description that focuses on what aspect of the assumption has changed is
preferred.

Template 7 - Sheet 7b

v20210706p

Assumption Changes - SFA Amount
PLAN INFORMATION
Abbreviated
Plan Name:
EIN:
14-6016608
PN:
001

BAC 5

A

B

Assumption That Has Changed From
Brief description of assumption used in the most
Brief description of assumption used to determine
Assumption Used in Most Recent Certification recent certification of plan status completed prior
the requested SFA amount (if different)
of Plan Status Completed Prior to 1/1/2021
to 1/1/2021

Administration Expenses

New Entrant Prolile Assumption
Average Contribution Rate

Future Employment

C
Brief explanation on why the assumption in (A) is no
longer reasonable and why the assumption in (B) is
reasonable.

$300,000 annually starting in 2020, payable at the
beginning of the year, increasing 2% per year,
with an additional increase in 2031 to account for This is an extension of the assumption used to project the
Was not considered for Plan years after insolvency
scheduled PBGC premium increase. Annual
Plan until insolvency
expenses are capped as per PBGC instructions as
a % of Benefit Payments
A simplified assumption was used, assuming all
new entrants were age 30
The Plan has two contribution rates, to be
consersative with insolvency approaching the
lower rate was used for everyone

Based on characteristics of the new entrants over
the last five years.
The average contribution rate is based on the
distribution of the contribution rates among the
population

New assumption is reasonable as it's based on the last
five years of Plan experience
The original assumption was reasonable for short term
insolvency projections, the new assumption is more
appropiate for long term cash flow analysis

172,500 for 2020 Plan Year, increasing 15% per
year, through insolvency. For Baseline
projections, years after insolvency were held
constant.

Taking the actual 2019 hours of 148,043, and
decreasing it 3% per year for 10 years and then
decreasing 1% per year there after.

The original assumption is no longer reasonable, as the
new assumption is based on the past 10 years of Plan
experience, excluding 2020 (a COVID) year.

TEMPLATE 8

File name: Template 8 Pension Plan Name , where "Pension Plan Name" is an abbreviated version of the plan name.

v20210706p

Contribution and Withdrawal Liability Details
Provide details of the projected contributions and withdrawal liability payments used to calculate the requested SFA amount. This should include total contributions, contribution base units (including identification of the base unit used (i.e., hourly, weekly)),
average contribution rate(s), reciprocity contributions (if applicable), additional contributions from the rehabilitation plan (if applicable), and any other identifiable contribution streams. For withdrawal liability, separately show amounts for currently withdrawn
employers and for future assumed withdrawals. Also provide the projected number of active participants at the beginning of each plan year.
The first row in the projection period is for the period beginning on the SFA measurement date and ending on the last day of the plan year containing the SFA measurement date. For all other periods, provide the full plan year of information up to the plan year
ending in 2051.
PLAN INFORMATION
Abbreviated
Plan Name:
EIN:
14-6016608
PN:
001
Unit (e.g. hourly,
weekly)

BAC 5

Hourly
All Other Sources of Non-Investment Income

Plan Year Start Date

Plan Year End Date

07/01/2021
01/01/2022
01/01/2023
01/01/2024
01/01/2025
01/01/2026
01/01/2027
01/01/2028
01/01/2029
01/01/2030
01/01/2031
01/01/2032
01/01/2033
01/01/2034
01/01/2035
01/01/2036
01/01/2037
01/01/2038
01/01/2039
01/01/2040
01/01/2041
01/01/2042
01/01/2043
01/01/2044
01/01/2045
01/01/2046
01/01/2047
01/01/2048
01/01/2049
01/01/2050
01/01/2051

12/31/2021
12/31/2022
12/31/2023
12/31/2024
12/31/2025
12/31/2026
12/31/2027
12/31/2028
12/31/2029
12/31/2030
12/31/2031
12/31/2032
12/31/2033
12/31/2034
12/31/2035
12/31/2036
12/31/2037
12/31/2038
12/31/2039
12/31/2040
12/31/2041
12/31/2042
12/31/2043
12/31/2044
12/31/2045
12/31/2046
12/31/2047
12/31/2048
12/31/2049
12/31/2050
12/31/2051

Total Contributions*
$468,027
$907,972
$880,733
$854,311
$828,681
$803,821
$779,706
$756,315
$733,626
$726,289
$719,026
$711,836
$704,718
$697,671
$690,694
$683,787
$676,949
$670,180
$663,478
$656,843
$650,275
$643,772
$637,334
$630,961
$624,651
$618,405
$612,221
$606,098
$600,037
$594,037
$588,097

Total Contribution
Base Units
69,647
135,115
131,061
127,130
123,316
119,616
116,028
112,547
109,170
108,079
106,998
105,928
104,869
103,820
102,782
101,754
100,736
99,729
98,732
97,745
96,767
95,799
94,841
93,893
92,954
92,025
91,104
90,193
89,291
88,398
87,514

Average Contribution
Rate
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72
$6.72

Reciprocity
Contributions (if
applicable)

Additional Rehab Plan
Contributions (if
applicable)
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Other - Explain if
Applicable

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

* Total contributions shown here should be contributions based upon CBUs and should not include items separately shown in any columns under "All Other Sources of Non-Investment Income."

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Withdrawal Liability
Payments for
Currently Withdrawn
Employers
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Withdrawal Liability
Payments for
Projected Future
Withdrawals
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Projected Number of
Active Participants
(Including New
Entrants) at the
Beginning of the Plan
Year
122
119
115
112
108
105
102
99
96
95
94
93
92
91
90
89
88
88
87
86
85
84
83
82
82
81
80
79
78
78
77

